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Foreword

Sir John Lowther was Lord of the manor of St Bees on the

Cumberland coast and proprietor of the township of Whitehaven, which from

small beginnings grew under his direction into a town of over 2,500 inhabitants

with the status of a port, laid out on a grid plan with regulated standards for

building, the fîrst new town of this kind in England. Institutionally, however,

Whitehaven remained simply a group of customary tenements governed

through the manor court, and newcomers had no better security than a

customary admittance for the capital they invested in building. Sir John

enjoyed sole rights to the large deposits of coal within the manor, close to the

harbour which he owned and maintained, and in Dublin after 1660 this coal

found an expanding malket. He expected to make his own profit by selling

coal to ships from his collieries, and that his tenants would make theirs from

shipping coal and otherþoods, and from service industries supplying the town

and coal-mines.

Himself resident in London, Sir John conducted his affairs at

Whitehaven through a weekly correspondence with stewards, which is almost

continuous for the thirty-two years 1666-1698. Both sides are preserved

largely intact, and form the central documentation of this thesis, furnishing a

continuous narrative against which to interpret more formal documents drawn

from the vast collection of estate records in the Lonsdale archives, records of

Chancery, Exchequer, assizes and quarter sessions, wills and inventories.

This material, much of which emanates not from Lowther or his agents but

from his tenants or independent opponents, shows how he attempted to

maintain control over town and harbour and how they assailed his entrenched

legal position with their own initiatives, counter-proposals, suits and petitions;

how a large and prosperous commercial enterprise was built up, to the
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advantage of both parties, in what had been an isolated pastoral and agricultural

manor; and how it continued to grow despite religious dissension and the

dislocation of war, revealing the extent and limit of a manorial lord's authority;

and how that authority could both generate and inhibit development in an

England on the verge of the Industrial Revolution.

The Prologue offers a conspectus of Sir John Lowther's situation in

the year L678, at a critical moment for his own fortunes and the development of

Whitehaven. Chapter One describes the evolution of the two distinct forms of

customary tenure in the manor, and controversy over the manorial incidents of

fines, heriots, suit of mill and market tolls. Chapter Two considers technical

aspects of coal-mining and the economics of the markets in coal and collieries.

Chapters Three and Four narrate the complex and crucial developments of the

years 1674-1684, in which Sir John lost his principal colliery, discovered

another, deeper but still more profitable; fended off assaults on his entrenched

privileges in town and harbour from a combination of tenants, ship masters and

Customs officers; ,ufrèrrø (for the moment) a project for a new harbour at

Parton to compete with his at rWhitehaven; but was constrained to extend the

pier and deepen the harbour at Whitehaven itself with the assistance of the

merchants and ship masters with whom this project brought about an uneasy

and temporary reconciliation. Chapter Five depicts the expansion of the town

and its industries in the prosperous years which preceded, and the leaner ones

which followed the Revolution of 1688. The local administration of the

ecclesiastical settlementof L662, the system of preferment to benefrces and the

separation of congregations into opposing c¿ì.mps of Anglicans and Dissenters

are the subjects of Chapter Six. Chapter Seven focuses on the stewards who

managed Sir John's estate in his absence, thei¡ duties, their expectations and

their relations with him and with the townspeople. In Chapter Eight an attempt

is made to reconstruct the last years of Sir John's life when he left London and

the guiding light of the correspondence is lost: years in which his ambitious
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colliery enterprises had to be restructured in the face of new diff,rculties, and the

rival harbour project at Parton was resurrected.

English society is often characterised as 'deferential' even after the

revolutionary upheavals of the 1640's and 1650's, yet an examínation of

Lowther's relations with his tenants soon shows that there was no such

automatic acceptance of his authority whatever superficial outward show of

deference they may have paid their landlord on those rare occasions when they

had the opportunity to encounter him. They regarded with deep suspicion all

his attempts to enlist their cooperation when he found he could not compel their

obedience, and in general they pursued what they perceived as their own

interests in defiance of his which they regarded as rarely coinciding with their

own. Moreover, while Lowther believed and frequently asserted that

Whitehaven, both town and harbour, were the creations of his father and

himself, his tenants believed the community in which they lived and worked

was at least as much their creation and that their achievements equally deserved

recognition. In the lighf of Lowther's experience it may be questioned whether

the concept of a 'deferential' society is not more likely to cloud our

understanding of the realities of seventeenth century life than to illuminaæ it.

Since Lowther's estate included a port and a major coalfield the study of

his relationship with that estate helps us to understand the role a landowner

could play in the commercial and industrial development of his region in this

period, and the severe limitations and diff,rculties he could encounter when he

sought to foster them. The Industrial Revolution, it has often been asserted,

was much more evolutionary than revolutionary. The frustrations of Sir John

Lowther as he struggled to push forward the exploitation of the West

Cumberland coal field and to broaden the industrial and commercial base of

Whitehaven help us to understand why that evolution was so slow and fitful. It

was not a lack of resources or of skill and ingenuity on either side which tended

to hamper the development of Whitehaven desired and promoted by both
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landowner and inhabitants, but rather an inability to allay old anxieties and

inhibit reflexes derived from ancient forms of government. In the scope and

vision of their engineering projects in coal mines and harbour, the sophisticated

ease with which they handle capital investment and the calculation of returns or

estimates of the present worth of mineral leases and of life interests in them,

Lowther and his stewards, and, hardly less, their collaborators and opponents

in Whitehaven, seem to look forward to an eighteenth century in which

England's apprenticeship had been fully served even if the execution did not

always quite match the planning. But as soon as any question of government

or the power to decide and control the course of these developments obtrudes,

all parties tend to revert to the forms and attitudes of a previous era and become

embroiled again in problems and conflicts surviving from the sixteenth century

and earlier.

Notes on Editing

In quoting from the documents I have silently expanded conffactions,

replaced archaic with niodern spellings, reduced the incidence of initial capital

letters, translated all dates into new style, cautiously repunctuated to improve

intelligibility and arbitrarily chosen a standard orthography for each personal

name. Whatever I have interpolated into quotations from documents I have

placed in square brackets.

Notes on Nomenclature

"This is only to direct you to take out of the register at St Bees what

concerns Wybergh's famity who has begun a suit against my namesake who

desires to know when this Wybergh was born and what else you can find there

of the birth or burial of his father, grandfather and great grandfather. They

were all Thomas'which makes the confusion." Thus Sir John Lowther (the

one of that name with whom this thesis is principally concerned) wrote to his

steward on the 5th of May 1688. The registers of St Bees will not in fact have

helped him very much to demarcate the lives of those four successive eldest
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sons, whom we may precisely distinguish as Thomas Wybergh I (ob.1624),

Thomas II (1585-1647), Thomas III (1628-L67I) and Thomas IV (b.1661);

but Sir John at least had betær information than fourteen years earlier, when he

did not even know how many generations of Thomas Wyberghs had shared St

Bees with his own family. The Lowthers themselves were no more helpful in

the matter of nomenclature. Sir John shared his name and style with three

others of the family who make occasional appearances in these pages. Where

ambiguity cannot be less ponderously resolved, they are distinguished from

one another as follows. Sir John Lowther I of Lowther (1582-1637)

succeeded to his father's estates in 1617 as John Lowther of Lowther Esq.,

was knighted in 1626, and left three sons, John, Christopher and William. The

eldest, known in his father's lifetime as John Lowther of Hackthorpe Esq.,

became on purchase of a baronetcy in 1639 Sir John Lowther II of Lowther

(1605-75), and, outliving his own eldest son Col. John Lowther of

Hackthorpe, was followed by his grandson, Sir John Lowther III of Lowther

(1655-1700), who in iOqO was enobled as Viscount Lonsdale. Sir John

I-owther of Whitehaven (I642-L706) was son and heir of Christopher, who in

1642lîkewise purchased a baronetcy. He was thus grandson of Sir John I,

nephew (and by his marriage also stepson) of Sir John II, nephew also of

William, who was knighted at the Restoration, and cousin once removed of Sir

John III. Before Whitehaven came to prominence he was known as Sir John

Lowther of Sockbridge, his mother's inheritance. This is all the genealogical

detail the reader will need to know, but an extended family tree may be found in

Hainsworth, the Low t her C o rues p o nde nc e.

Rather more simply, the elder John Gale (ob. 1681) is where necessary

so distinguished from his son John Gale (c. L647-L716), the steward of the

Whitehaven collieries, and from his grandson the younger John Gale (obit

1729).
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Prologue

"Preserve your estate if you will preserve your gentry and nobility
of blood which is nothing else but a descent of riches."

Sir John I-owther I of Lowther.l

In 1678 Sir John Lowther wrote a description of his town of 'Whiæhaven in

Cumberland, recounting its growth from three or four cottages by a small creek to

a thriving port of thfuty ships and eighty or ninety well-built houses.2 His town:

for it lay within his manor of St Bees, the houses belonged to his customary

tenants and town and harbour were govemed through his customary court. During

his life-time Lowther was to write a number of versions of the town's

transformation, always claiming that its growth as a port and the development of its

coal-fields sprang directly from his own and his ancestors'initiative and indusny.3

Nor were such assertions meant as idle conceits, because he wrote for a speciflrc

purpose and in the face åf tenarrts'threats, demands and encroachments or claims

of communal use. He draughted this particular description while preparing to

answer a bill in Chancery brought by some forty tenants striving to change the

nature of their tenure to their advantage. He wrote against a background of

demands made by the ship owners and masters of the town for further

improvements of Whitehaven harbour on their own terms but, they hoped, to be

largely at his expense. A committee of seven of these people dubbed the septem

viri or "the seven wise masters" by Lowther's steward, were negotiating with a

neighbouring land-owner William Fletcher, to create a rival harbour at Parton in his

1 The grandfather of Sir John Lowther of Whitehaven, in his auüobiography, reprinûed in Surtees
l9l p.2OL.
2 DlI-nnslW Whiûehaven, Various papers relating to harbour, trade and town, ìtem 20, See

Appendix A.
3 See D/Lons/W Letter books, Memoranda and letter book (drafts) 1675-1689; D/Lons/W
Whitehaven,Variouspapers ... iþms 7, 10, Ll and 85; D/Lons/W Legal papers, papers in l.owther v
Fleûcher, Hudspeth and Jordan; and l-owther v Mary Addison; D/L-ons/W Registers, "Commonplace
book" fo 162ff.
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manor of Moresby a mile and a half to the north. Every aspect of the town which

Sir John noted in his description: a small stone pier, a market, a chapel and the

grant of building sites for the town, provided focal points for disputes; these

resulted in petitions, counter-petitions and law-suits, and it was in such documents

thatl-owther included his descriptions of the town, claiming ownership and control

of Whitehaven as his right through inheritance, purchase and grant, and through

his own and his ancestor's endeavours.

The document was not composed at Whitehaverr with town and harbour in

view but in London, where Sir John had taken-up residence and settled his

household in 1663.4 He was elected member of parliament for Cumberland in

1665 and served in all succeeding parliaments until 1700, remaining resident in

I-ondon until 1698; a period broken by just ten visits to the north, of which only

two lasted more than two months. He engaged stewards to manage his lands and

his collieries and directed his affain by a constant sfeam of correspondence with

them, usually at the rate of one exchange a week. It is this large archive of letters

which especially illuminates the running of this particular estate, for Sir John

demanded detail and yet more detail to afford him better understanding. Through

the letters we can see plans conceived as well as plans successfully executed; the

indecision that precedes and often survives decision; and the real situations behind

the procrustean terminology of law and equity. The reader dreads no less than the

steward welcomes one of Sir John's personal visits, in the knowledge that when

the letters resume new directions will not be plainly stated but must be inferred

from cryptic allusions. The principal correspondents were the estate steward

Thomas Ticketl from his appointment in 1666 until his death in 1692, his

successor William Gilpin and John Gale who was coal steward after 1682.5

4 Sir John and his wife were ûo have three children: Christopher (1666-1731), James (1672-1755)

and Jane (1667-173L).
5 The tiòfeU Conespondence is in D/[.ons, Correspondence file, agents' letters received and senÇ 6

boxes, 1666-1692, consisting of Sir John Lowther's letters ûo Thomas Tickell and the latter's draft
replies (1,835 items). The Gilpin Conespondence in D/Lons, "Bound vol. of original le_tters 1692-

Z'i Wtrìtetraven correspondence box 9; and the Gale correspondence in D/Lons, \ilhitehaven

correspondence, box 8, are printed it Lowther Correspondence-
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Sir John had inheriæd his estate from his father Sir Christopher in L644 at

the age of eighteen months. Sir Christopher was the second son of the remarkable

Sir John I-owther 1 of Lowther who by careful husbandry of diminished

resources, assiduous practice of the law at Kendal and later at York, astute

investments in land, energetic exploitation of new sources of revenue in trade and

industry and, it should be said, a certain ruthlessness, had resurrected the drooping

fortunes of a family which had already for three centuries held a prominent position

in the affairs of the north-west border counties. In his own words written in July

1627,

"...by providence and sparing of littles and putting all to the advantage,

and with care and pains and good bargains I maintained our fashion with

the best of our neighbours, and our children, and saved yearly a good part

and bargained with it, with the best discretion I could, yet in all, studied

still to do it, with love and good reports of those with whom I dealt, and

these littles multiplied..."6

It was this Sir John who redirected the course of history at Whitehaven in

the last seven years of his life, after acquiring his share of the manor in 1630.

From the start he intended to improve the rudimentary harbour, make it a nading

port and attract merchants and artisans to settle there. Although he himself in his

declining years proposed simply to live off his rents and although he intended his

eldest son John to succeed him in the greatest paft of his estates, and for that

pu{pose entered him in the Temple, yet his two younger sons William and

Christopher were not to be mere pensioners on the estate. Both served

apprenticeship as merchants and thereafter in partnership r'¿ith their father, and with

capital supplied from his surplus, traded through Whitehaven and other ports to

keland, France, the Canary Islands, Scandinavia and Germany in coal, hemp, salt,

iron, beef, hides, tallow, wool, cloth, wine and timber. So far from resenting the

6 D/LonVLa 1/4. "Accounts and purchases 16(X-1655". The last littles is rendered titles in Surtees
L9L, p.27.
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occupation thrust upon them or regarding it as demeaning to gentility, the two

entered into it with zest, enthusiasm and youthful optimism. But their father's

plans extended to providing them both with landed estates as well, partly out of his

own accumulations and partly from the advantageous marriages he expected to

negotiate for them. For Christopher, Sir John Lowther arranged a marriage with

Franceslancaster of Sockbridge Hall a few miles from l-owther while she was still

a child: the Lancasters were to settle the reversion of the entire lands and lordship

of Sockbridge on Frances and Christopher, for which they were to compensate her

two sisters. The ma¡riage did not tåke place until after Sir John's death but as early

as 1636 Christopher, though still only occasionally resident, had built himself a

large house near to the harbour of Whitehaven.T

The l-owthers' purpose and industry stood in marked contrast with the

previous history of seigneurial control in the lordship; at least a half a century of

dereliction, followed by thirty years of divided energies. The manor and rectory

had belonged to the Priory of St Bees, a cell of the Abbey of St Mary of York, and

in 1535 was reckoned for purposes of t¿xation to enjoy a clear annual income of

f.143-16-21r2.8 In 1553 this figure became the reserved rent charged upon it when,

stripped of a few outlying portions, the Crown granted it in perpetual fee farm to

the professional diplomat Thomas Challoner. In 1558 f80 of the rent was granted

away to augment the revenues of the Bishop of Chester, in whose diocese the

lordship lay. In 1560 and 1561 Challoner, then between embassies, made some

long term aÍangements for St Bees. Ease of management was desirable where

ultimate direction might lie in Brussels or Valladolid, and the idea of negotiating at

that distance terms of leases and tenures was unappealing, in particular the fines

and admittances of the ninety customary tenants. To them he granted fifty-year

leases at the ancient fixed rents of their tenements for fines ,o,"f'g 9188-10-0

7 For Si¡ John Lowther I of Lowther, see Surtees 191, for Christopher's career see Surtees, 189 and

D.R.Hainsworth, "The l.owther Younger Sons: A Seventeenth Century Case Study", C.W.A.A.S.
IJ(XXVn, 1988.
8 D/tons/W Registers, "Commonplace Book", fo. 155.
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þrobably set at the very modest raæ of six times the annual rent) with a covenant úo

safe-guard their customary estate when the leases expired; and thereby undermined

his successors'position, as will later appear. He let the demesnes and tithes (alt

paid in kind) for long terms at rates which became progressively easier as the value

of crops increased and money declined.9 The tithes of Ennerdale he let to Anthony

Patrickson for twenty-one yeañ, later extended for another thirty-one years, so that

the Patricksons proved very difficult to remove at the end of their term.lO This

rentier's approach was perpetuated by his son, who in 1594 relet the demesnes for

another twenty-one years at the same rent of 827. kt 1678 the same lands were let

for about ten times as much. Their royalties in the coal which outcropped in the

northern part of the estate the Challoners likewise turned to little profit, allowing

use of the coal groves to the tenants, in whose ground they lay, for an extra rent set

at 92-134 in 1561 and unchanged in L616, and to the successive lessees of their

salt-pans in part of their rent of f35. The export trade in coal, later to be the

foundations of Whitehaven's prosperity and the l-owthers'fortune, had to await the

growth of Dublin and itS domestic consumption in the next century. Norwas there

yet a harbour at Whitehaven through which to export. A small quay may have

existed there in the early 16th century, as the monks charged small fees on ships

trading along the coast and from the Isle of Man, though the revenue gathered was

less than LVo of the abbey's income.ll A survey of ports and creeks along the

Cumbrian coast in 1562 reveals a small-scale coasting trade in herrings and salt

carried in vessels of 7-10 tons burden described as "pickards" sailed by hsherngn

rather than "mariners". Workington is described as a town of thirty houses and

three pickards, Parton as not a town but "houses much dispersed" and seven

pickards and Whiæhaven itself with six houses and only one pickar¿.l2

9 D/LonVW St Bees. miscellaneous papers relating to the school 1610-1823; Great Britain, House
of Commons, Sessional Papers, L82O (28), Report of the Commissioner of Charities, vol. VI
(Cumberland), The Free Grammar School of Kirkby Beacock alias St Bees, p 5 ff. The report
reproduces many of the original documents in full.
10 Littledale, R, "Some Notes on the Patricksons of Ennerdale", C.W.A.A.S. XXV 1925, pl45-146.
l1 J.M. Todd, "Origins of the Port of Whitehaven: Some New Evidence", C.WA.A.S. LXXXI, 1981.
12 D/Lons/W Whitehaven, various papers... item 13.
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In July 1561 Challoner drew up a valuation of his revenues at St Bees and

in August regranted to the Crown as payment of a debt forty-eight tenements in St

Bees itself, sixteen in neighbouring Sandwith and some other small rents.l3

(These lands in the next reign were to be added to the cnCowment of St Bees

gr¿rmmar school)l4 He probably ah,eady knew that he was about to be sent on a

new embassy to Spain and at the point of departure in October he was negotiating

.to exchange the rest of St Bees for an abatement of the fee farm rent of his other

former monastic property at Guisborough in Yorkshire, but the scheme fell

through. He could not at this stage make his income from St Bees appear to be

more than f80 a year. Challoner's fines and two letters enable us to see that the

estate was indeed hard to manage in his absence.l5 In 1565, shortly after his

return from Spain, he died. After a long minority and some years travelling

abroad, his son, the second Thomas Challoner turned to the serious exploitation of

the Guisborough estate, where alum had been discovered. Perhaps to finance his

project of an alum industry, he sold the neglected St Bees on 30 November 1599 to

Thomas Wybergh Esq. ôf Clifton in Westmorland, close neighbour and nephcw of

old Sir Richard Lowther, of Lowther, for €2,0@ payable over four years.l6

Wybergh, who evidently lacked the funds to pay even the first instalment,

turned to his cousins for finance and the next day three of them, Gerard and

Lancelot I-owther and Thomas Carleton, all lawyers of the Inner Temple, joined

with him in his bonds for payment. Three months later he had persuaded Gerard

I-owther to put up the first two instalments of f500 each, and as security resold St

Bees at half price to yet another cousin, to be immediately reconveyed to Gerard

and Thomas as joint purchasers: a Eansaction which was to cast shadows of doubt

over the proprietorship of the manor for the next eighty-four years. Somehow,

13 D/Lons/W St. Bees, miscellaneous papers relating to the manor 1617-1815. The Value of St.
Bees 1561.
14 See Ghcro\tr vt
15 C.S.P.D. IS¿Z-SO p.617,26 January 1579, James Grindall to Francis Challoner; C.S.P.
Foreign, Elizabeth I, vol. VI, no. 1500, Francis Challoner !o Thomas Challoner, 18 Dec. 1563.
16 For a full description and documentation of the Wybergh familys' involvement with St Bees, see
Appendix B.
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probably by mortgaging other lands, Wybergh raised the other f1,000 over the

next four years, and by March 1604 the purchase was complete.l1 Lowther and

Wybergh then divided most of the demesnes, the tithes and pensions of the rectory

and the priory buildings (which were the capital messuage of the lordship) into two

equal shares, and cast lots for them. They granted one another their respective

allotments, thus severing the joint title in them, but not in the undivided residue

consisting of the tenants' lands and the manorial wasts, tbe míneral royalties in

them, and the salt pans. They also drew up an instrument of unfathomable

complexity (ineffective, as it proved) to secure one another against default in

payment of the fee farm rent, for which they remained jointly responsible. This

was necessary because if either of them did so default the officers of the Crown

and the Bishop were entitled to seize the goods and livestock of either, or of the

lessees of either of them, indiscriminately, even if found on the undivided lands of

the manor.l8 The next week Gerard Lowther recovered half his capital by

mortgaging part of his share to a greater predator, the rising Cockermouth

merchant Richard Fletcher, and thereafter withdrew to his legal practice, having

perhaps never intended originally to be more than a financier.l9 In t6t0

appointment to the kish judiciary removed him still further from the scene.

Thomas Wybergh was thus left to his own devices, and for twelve years he

made the most of his opportunity. Besides his moiety of the lordship, he had

through his wife Anne, heiress of Robert Grindal, a long lease of tithes which, as

it happened, had fallen to Lowther's share, and he and his brother had acquired a

half share in the last, highly beneficial, twenty-one year lease of the demesnes

which Thomas Challoner had granted in 1594. He witheld the rent of the tithes,

was but an intermittent payer of his fee farm rent, and added largely to these

savings by appropriating for several years running the whole profit of the coal

17 D/tons/W Miscellaueous estate papers, bundle 21.
18 D/Lons/W St Bees, miscellaneous papers relating ûo the manor, an indenture between Gerard
I-owther and Thomas Wybergh.
19 Copy of the mortgage i¡Dll-anslW 412.
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mines, the salt pans, all the tenants' rents, and both halves of the rent reseryed on

the lease of the demesnes: so at least it was deposed by tocal men when in 1616

Gerard Lowther finally sued him simultaneously in Chancery and Exchequer.20

The previous year Lowther had entered at last on his share of the demesnes, only

to have his new lessee immediately disfrained on for Wybergh's default of the fee

farm rent. Wybergh seems to have counter-claimed that Lowther was impeding his

management by refusing him his necessary joint authority to proceed against their

debtors in the lordship. During the progress of the suit he incurred a new,

substantial debt of €4o0 on a statute to Henry Oulton, a I-ondon dyer.

The case was dismissed to the a¡bitration of three Westmorland lawyers, by

whose awa¡d in 1618 Wybergh was to acquit I-owther of any liability for past rent,

but neither party got any satisfaction for other demands of money, and the pair

were instructed to obtain an Exchequer decree apportioning the fee farm rent

between their respective shares and to observe a partial redefinition of their

demesne lands, particularly in Benhow where Wybergh had strayed out of his

bounds in sea¡ch of coal.2l It does not seem that the awa¡d was implemented.

Lowther returned to Ireland, there to enjoy, besides his judicial office, a

knighthood and an estate of 3,000 acres in the counties of Fermanagh and Tyrone,

centred on his new castle and settlement of Lowtherstown. In August 1620 he

sealed a conveyance of his moiety of St Bees to his brother William and nephew

Richard, whom he had previously installed in his other manor of Ingleton in

Yorkshire. In 1625 Richa¡d's marriage to Isabel, daughter of Richard Fletcher,

brought back as her portion the tithes which Sir Gerard had mortgaged in 1604 and

never redeemed. Meanwhile Wybergh moved to recover the tithes of Ennerdale

from the Patriclsons, whose long lease from Sir Thomas Challoner he claimed had

expired, and incurred six years of Chancery litigation with them, though he died in

L624before it ended. In October that year Sir Gerard followed him.

20 P.R.O. EI34 14 Jas I Mich 26 Gerud [,owther v Thomas Wybergh; C2 14 Jas I, Gerard Lowther
v Thomas Wybergh.
2l D/Lons/W Collieries, list 2, no 15, s.v. Benhow.
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Five years later, Sir John Lowther 1 of Lowther, who was Sir Gerard's

heir general, wrote down this concise view of the sequel.

" 16 April 1630 I purchased Saint Bees that part that my uncle William and

my cousin Richa¡d had by an imperfect conveyance from my uncle Sir

Gerard whose heir I was and released to them for f200 and now I gave

f2,450 for it. Now in truth I as heir had right but to part but especially to

that part not divided my uncle Sir Gerard surviving and no perfect estate

made by neither him nor my cousin Wybergh to sever the jointures of that

undivided. The which part I have thus leased the same week I bought

ít..,',22

He had evidently not felt confident enough of his ground to sue for the inheritance

rather than pay for it, but his pressure on his relations seems to have inhibited the

leasing of the estate, for after his purchase he was immediately able to grant new

leases of every part of it. For the moment, too, he must have accepted that the

jointure of the undivided part had been severed and that he and the Wybergh heir,

Thomas II, held it in common, with equal rights, but by several titles, for in his

rental he claims only half the tenants' rent and half the salt pan profits. On that

presupposition the two of them in May 1630 articled with tenants for the sale of a

freehold title, in January 1631 exhibited a joint Chancery bill against the tenants, in

May 1631 a¡ticled to divide equally the tenants' rents and the coals in their

tenements and to regulate their common rights in the waste, and in October 1631

executed those articles. "And then," records Christopher Lowther in a later legal

euery, "Sir John having not had full view of the former deeds of partition at first

suffered Mr Wybergh to enjoy the one half of the tenants and other things that were

not divided supposing they had been divided but, when he fcund it otherwise he

sued for them as heir to Sir Gerard to whom they fell by survivorship and Mr

Wybergh yielded to give him a composition for them." It seems likely that this

was what forced Wybergh to mortgage to the Lowthers his own share of the

22 DII-nns/L. 41.4. Great Booþ: Surtees l9l p.35
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divided lands in St Bees for f800 for a term of 14 years in March 1632. "And

afterwards," continued Christopher, "Sfo John bought them again of him." That

is, Thomas Wybergh gave up to the struggle: by indenture of January 1635, for a

consideration of f.O2 cash and the surrender of the mortgage, Wybergh released to

Sir John and Christopher Lowther all his tenants and their houses in Whitehaven,

the coals in their grounds, his salt pans, reserving a rent charge on them for the rest

of the twenty-one year lease, and other coals in Henry Davy's freehold in

Corkickle which he had acquired in 1630, probably úo serve the pans.23

The Wyberghs were thus excluded from the new developments at

Whitehaven and the main colliery area on which its economy rested. St Bees,

where they continued to live in the decaying Abbey Ffouse, was itself fast

becoming peripheral. Their future was to be a bitter one of indebtedness, clientage

and ultimately dispossession. Already by L628 their manor of Clifon was heavily

mortgaged to Sir John Lowther I, by 1635 they owed him €500 on it, and in 1640

their debts on that account were consolidated by Sir John II, his heir to Lowther,

into a new mortgage for €700. ln L637 Thomas Wybergh II had also mortgaged

his tithes of Sandwith and Coutherton at St Bees for another f400, repayable in

four years, to Richard Lowther, younger brother of Sir lohn I, who assigned it to

his nephew Christopher at rü/hiæhaven. In 1635 he had had to assign a rrnt charge

of f20 a yean on St Bees to Mrs Susanna Powers, the deceased Henry Oulton's

daughter, for her and her husband's lives: he was not paying it, but this was more

touble stored up for the future.Z Meanwhile when he had lessened his share in St

Bees in 1635 he had not lessened his liability for half the fee farm rent. In July

1640 Christopher Lowther tried to get him relieved of the responsibility for

furnishing half a light-armed horseman for the King's service, asserting that "his

engagements and charge of children" (ten of them lived to adulthood) "are much

23 D/Lons/W Sir Christopher Lowther, Letter book I632-L642, containing legal queries and
answers on Christopher Lowther's title to St Bees, pp LL3-L27; Surtees 189, p 64, and 191, p 38.
24 Calendar of Committee for Compounding, part 4, U35, 12 July 1650. The orders continue until
5 January 1654.
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more, I think, than any thing he has in this country can defray."25 ltwas another

twenty years before serious attempts were made to foreclose on the Wybergh's

mortgage at St Bees and recover the debt which by then was much increased.

When Sir Christopher Lowther died in L644 he held the king's commission as

colonel and as governor of Cockermouth castle, and his estates were eminently

liable to sequestration. He avoided the sequeshation of St Bees by conveying it

shortly before his death to feoffees in trust for his infant son. But of the three

trustees, his younger brother William was abroad in Holland for two years and on

return lived in Yorlshire; his "nephew" by marriage, Colonel John Lamplugh, was

himself sequestrated and in the end forbidden to live in Cumberland and in any

case shortly acquired a discordant interest by marrying Christopher's widow

Frances. This left only Dame Eleanor Lowther, Christopher's mother. Frances

died shortly after her remarriage. Under these circumstances the pursuit of

debtors, and indeed the entire management of the estate, lacked vigour and

direction until the young Sir John reached adulthood. When he took up the

management of his estatÊ, attempts to recover the accumulated Wybergh debt and

to fend off distaints for arrears of the Bishop's rents occupied a lot of his time and

energy for a decade, causing much local ill-feeling against him. By 1671 he was in

actual possession of the Wybergh's lands but the title still eluded him when the

third Thomas Wybergh suddenly died while hiding from Lowther's bailiffs in

London. In 1678 the problem was in abeyance until the Wybergh heir came of

age.

Gaining possession was but one aspect of the Lowther and Wybergh

conflict which spread out from the law courts into the local community. The

periodic distraints or distesses carried out proved equally rli:ruptive, with goods

such as corn, hay and livestock being seized to pay for Wybergh's arrears in the

25 Surtees 189, p.78. In Wybergh's sûead he thoughtfully nominated two rising gentlemen of the
neighbourhood, Anthony Benn of Starmire and Thomas Benson of Scalegill. The former having
bought a part of the manor of Hensingham was trying to exact suit and service of the Lowthers' at
its court; the latter Chrisûopher was to sue the next year for concealment and retention of eleven
years of tithes due !o him. P.R.O. C3 427145, C5 380/20.
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fee-farm rent with no discrimination between animals belonging to Wybergh or to

farmers unlucky enough to be leasing his land, or between Lowther's or his

farmers' stock. If Wybergh did not pay his share of the rent, then L,owther was

liable for the full amount. Tickell described the upheaval which happened, and

begged I-owther, "I beseech you to undertake that trouble no motre, we ruin others

whose goods are upon his ground as well as himself and have rnÍìny curses besides

the danger of taking them". He described the violence of the enraged family, with

the brothers pursuing the bailiffs to St Bees to recover their goods..."they are bold

ca¡eless wicked men, their poverties being nurses to their cruelties."26

Not surprisingly, Tickell found it very diff,rcult to find tenant farmers for

land once Wybergh's. The would-be farmers feared the disruption caused by the

distraints and the threat of retaliation. There was in addition much sympathy by

some of the local people for the family, with Tickell reporting that the poor of the

district were "awfully inclined to Wybergh."27 Richa¡d Stainton of St Bees, who

became Lowther's principal farmer, was probably regarded as a turn-coat and this

undoubtedly is the origin of the vendetta against him in the next decade. With

Wybergh being such a threat and a nuisance to the neighbourhoo{ the local people

can have only supported him because he was resisting Lowther. Nor was it only

villagers of St Bees who took Wybergh's part. Of the local gentry in Copeland,

John Ponsonby of Haile, Sir Wilfred Lawson of Isel, Patrickson of Calder,

Francis Radcliffe and Richard Aglionby were at various times recorded as

sympathizing. Patrickson of Calder was a relative of Mary Wybergh and Lawson

had been the broker for her marriage. Ponsonby, Aglionby and Radcliffe were

frustrating I-owther elsewhere: in particular his attempts to gain an interest in the

lands and colliery of Bransty tenement.2S And, while in L¡ndon on other

business, the elderly recusant Eldred Curwen of Rottington, whose relations with

26 12 Nov 1666.
27 7 Iune 7669.
28 See chapter Two below.
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I-owther were usually cordial if distant, gave profound offence by stepping into the

Chancery office o give an affid¿vit in Wybergh's favour.29

When Tickell did persuade farmers to take the land they demanded bonds

for security, and were promised them in spite of Lowther's shocked reaction:

"since none have ever had reason to suppose my word less binding than my

bond".3O While Wybergh remained in the district, his boasting that he would soon

be given complete possession of his estate and his threats to any man who dared to

farm his land deærred most would-be farmers: threats to "pistol the first man that

ploughs his ground and make the sun shine through those that encourageth

them".3l Tickelt grew increasingly anxious about his own position and sought

reassurance from Lowther that Wybergh would not regain possession, because if

he actually did, "I shall neither have reason nor countenance to excuse my present

actions nor will any credit me hereafter".32

From the time when Sir John Lowther I began to investigate his possible

hereditary interests in St Bees, the family had developed a practice of diligently

searching out, copying, indexing and carcfully preserving any document bearing

upon legal title to their various properties and privileges. It was by consulting

enrolled copies of deeds in the Chancery that Sir John I had become aware that the

undivided part of St Bees was more extensive than he had been led to suppose. In

1637 Christopher insffucted his brother William, about to journey to London on

business, to "Go over to the Rolls which is over against the six clerks office in

Chancery Lane and thei^¿search for the patent made to the Abbot of St Mary's by

York by King Henry the Eighth of privilege and get it exemplified under seal."33

Sir John of Whitehaven made an inventory of his legal documents in about 1678,

the latter amounting to twenty-six box-fulls, besides the copies of sales and

purchases recorded in the commonplace books and registers he meticulously

29 J.L. ûo T.T. 20 Aug L667.
30 5 Dec 1670.
31 T.T. 30 Oct 1670.
32 8 Oct 1670.
33 3 March 1637, Surtees 189 p. 198.
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kept.34 Thus when after the Restoration, Parson Antrobus of Egremont, and

others of the incumbents of half a dozen West Cumberland rectories, questioned

their liability to pay an annual pension to the impropriate Rector of St Bees, the

I-owthers could produce a file of documents in proof going back to an inspeximus

of Boniface the 8th: worth the effort to obtain it even if the pensions of f4-15-0 a

year were no longer so significant a constituent of income as in Boniflice's day. In

tough bargaining with tenants and neighbours over access rights and spoil of

ground in the colliery a¡ea it was useful to be able to turn to the copy of the

medieval "book of Egremont" made to order in I-ondon in 1638, in which records

of the ancient rights of way were subsequently marked by pointing hands in the

margins.35 In the long contest with the Wyberghs Sir John, unlike his opponents,

never lacked full documentation of his case. Even so, it took twenty-nine years

from the first institution of proceedings for debt in 1655 until a final settlement in

Chancery in 1684 before the Wyberghs could be finally ushered off the scene.

Maintaining lordship and manorial right was no passive affair. It demanded

diligence and watchfulnÞss, building up an archive of documents and legal opinion

generation by generation.

Sir John Lowther l's new plans for Whitehaven appear most vividly in his

articles with Thomas Wybergh in 1631, in which the parties bind themselves each

to accept any new tenants the other finds for houses to be built upon the waste.

The first such new house we know of was granted to Christopher Grayson, a

merchant, very shortly afterwards. Whitehaven was not at that time a port, but a

creek of the port of Carlisle not superior in status to its near neighbour Parton and

to Workington and Ellenfoot. In 1632 Sir John and Christopher drew up articles

to construct a new pier with Alexander Osborne who had a lease of the nearby

saltpans, but who seems to have resided in Dublin, having other business interests

in keland. Work continued until 1636-7 resulting in a structure 300' long, 30'

34 D/Lons/W Commonplace Books, Commonplace Book L67I-t689, beginning "An abstract...",
fo. 88-94.
35 Copy in D/tons/W 4/1
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high and 30'broad.36 Who paid for it is slightly mysterious. Ship masters in the

1680s, during an argument on how or if pierage rates to maintain the pier were to

be collected, believed that Sir John of Lowther had built the pier "with his

majesties considerable assistance and contribution." Sir John of Whitehaven

insisted that his father and grandfather erected it at their own charge.37 The

question of paying for the pier by an imposition on coal was certainly discussed in

1633. King Charles I wrote to Lord Deputy Wentworth in Dublin that a pier in

Whitehaven "would cost f600, and as Dublin will profit iiy it" Dublin must pay for

it by paying a small impost on coal, in addition to that already paid, the duty to stop

when the sum is raised."38 Work on the pier had begun before this source of

funding was assured. Christopher Lowther invested f,300 and a further sum of

probably f600 was initially contributed privately by members of the Irish

government - the l,ord Deputy's secretary Sir George Radcliffe for himself and

Wentworth's steward Richa¡d Maris probably on his master's account.39 There is

no further accounting between the I-owthers and Radcliffe and Ma¡ris after 1635

but we must presume that at some date the Lowthers bought out the other share.

The building of this pier made Whitehaven the principal haven for shipping on the

Cumbrian coast. By 1639 in the Bishops' War Christopher considered

Whiæhaven to be clearly the place at which a seaborn invading force from Scotland

would land.4o

Coal was the primary resource which gave St Bees economic potential, but

the more profitable staple export through the improved harbour was at first

expected to be salt, evaporated from sea water in pans heated by coal combustion.

In 1628 Thomas Wybergh had exercised his precarious right to the manorial waste

by building two new pans on the fore-shore, which he leased for twenty-one years

36 D/t-ons/\rl/ Whitehaven, Yarious papers.... item 5; Miscellaneous estate papers, 1643-1738,
bundle 28.
37 D/L,ons/W Whitehaven, various papers...items 7-10.
38 Calender State Papers Irish, 1633-47, CCLIV 17 May 1633, p. 12.
39 Surtees 189, pp 61,64,153 and L62.
40 "this port of ìvly'hitehaven being the best landing place for the enemy, if they should come with
any force by sea." Christopher l,owther ûo Lord Wentworth, 8 April 1639, Surtees 189, p66.
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at f,50 ayear to Alexander Osborne, and by the end of 1632 Christopher l-owther

was buying materials for more new pans, which two years laær stood him and his

parbrer Marris in f200 each. The export ma¡ket was in heland, principally Dublin,

but as the decade advanced Whiæhaven salt suffered in competition with French

salt and the price declined from 2s 6d a bushel to less than ls 6d in 1636, at which

level the business was barely viable. The lease of the Wybergh pans changed

hands several times at cost price and ended with the hish peer Lord Baltinglass

who had to be dunned for arrears of rent. ChristopherLowther would gladly have

leased his own pans but could not get a reasonable rent. After so much investment

he could hardly abandon salt and he turned to attempts to improve the effrciency of

his production by new forms of agreement with the salters including more careful

control over the amount of coal supplisd.4l Production of coal for this purpose

was now on a substantial scale. In the year up to August 1636 the Lowthers

supplied 2,732 tons to their own pans besides what was sold direct to Dublin and

what was mined by lessees.42

The prospects for selling coal for domestic use in Dublin were improving as

the city grew in the 1630s and heavy duties on its export from England were

reduced. It was clear to the Lowthers that profit in this trade would be improved

by employing larger ships which would not require proportionately larger crews

and would pay only the same fees at Dublin as smaller vessels. Christopher

himself invested in such a ship though it was at first diverted to adventure to the

Canaries. The subsequent history of the coal trade between Whitehaven and

Dublin is obscure until 1666 when the Tickell-Lowther correspondence begins.

By then the trade had become the main support of the town, and with the

resurgence and very fast expansion of Dublin after the Restoration there was

opportunity for greater sales and profits provided Sir John could maintain his

share. By the 1670s he had mined all coal close to the si¡rfacc of his lands around

4l Surtees 189, p 2L5
42 ibid, passim.
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the town and needed to invest in expensive drainage operations to mine deeper and

maintain or expand his sha¡e in an export frade to which neighbouring collieries in

other hands to the north were now contributing. This meant he must assure

himself of a continuing supply from collieries in his ownership and second, he

must not let himself be undercut in price by rival collieries. Sir John pursued a

double policy of boring deeper to test reserves in the collieries he already owned

near to the harbour in which seams close to the surface were now worked out; and

of buying land, royalties or leases of royalties of undepleted collieries beyond the

bounds of the manor to which he could turn if the deep prospecting failed and

which meanwhile he could at least prevent his rivals from exploiting at a

competitive advantage. The shþwners of Whitehaven were skeptical about the

first branch of this policy, and apprehensive about the second, particularly after an

impressive round of colliery purchases whilst Sir John was at'Whitehaven in 1676,

fearing it would shortly leave them in the hands of a monopolist. By 1678 his

prospectors had confidence that there were ample reserves at deeper levels and that

it was technically feasible to exfract them, but this would require expenditure on an

unexampled scale in initial capital investment and in the fixed cost of continual

pumping to keep down water levels. This would make him much more vulnerable

to the vagaries of the Dublin market and to undercutting by fair-weather supplien

to whom the ship-owners would give preference to encourage them to break the

monopoly. It was also clear that to avoid losing trade and to substantiate his case

for the suppression of the proposed rival harbour at Parton, he must quickly accept

and implement some scheme for improving his own pier and harbour, whose

deteriorating condition and inadequacy for the larger ships and greater numbers of

ships now using it had been the subject of increasingly vocal criticism, reported

and underscored by his steward, for the past ten years. Either therefore he must

pay for the work himself, retain his full proprietorship and hope to recoup

something by additional charges to users, which could be challenged, or he must

relinquish at least some degree of control. It was this issue which gave the most
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leverage to his opponents in 1678. At the same time he was obliged to fight on

another, wearisomely familiar front.

The town of rWhitehaven itself began to expand in the time of Sir John I of

I-owther and Sir Christopher mainly through the arrival of new-comers directþ

employed or conEacted to the Lowthers. By the 1650s new houses were being

built at a greater rate, partly by subdivision of tenancies in the older part of the

town on the east side of the Pow beck, and partly also by the granting of new large

plots of ground on the waste next to the ha¡bour and on the sandhills to the East of

the Pow. Sixty five hearths were registered in Whitehaven in the returns of

L664.43 The grantees were now mostly independent merchants, mariners or

artisans. A number of them were to become innactable opponents and fathers of a

second generation of opponents to Sir John. They included Robert Biglands, a

merchant and seaman who arrived in 1653, whose son Robert was to be the most

irreconcilable of the septem víri and a very prosperous thorn in the flesh for the

rest of the century; and David Hamilton and Thomas Addison, Customs officers

whose employment and status gave them an unusual degree of independence. Not

all of the old servants of the family remained conspicuously loyal: rrl/illiam

Atkinson who had risen by degrees to be steward of the manor during Sir John's

minority lost his position (though with no suggestion of malfeasance) in 1665; and

his son, another William, who likewise lost his job as colliery steward, became the

usual spokesman for town and ship-owners against Sir John's interest. The elder

John Gale was not at first a customary tenant but took a long lease of the Hall

which Sir Christopher had built but his son never occupied- He spent two decades

extending his frontiers by purchase, lease and purpresture in and around the market

plaee. q. Even though the eldest of his three sons subsequently took employment

under Lowther, the family and its properties remained a second nexus of power

43 Typescript copy in Carlisle Record Office.
44 See below, chapter Two.
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and influence within the town always liable to be at the ccntre of trouble and

resistance - "the Gales of sedition," as Thomas Tickell called them.45

In 1678 Sir John succinctly delineated the problem to which these

developments had given rise, noting that the Lowthers, in order to encourage

building at rWhitehaven, granted "small parcels of the said waste and shore" to

those who wished to build, conveying the land only by a copy or admittance "to

hold to them and their hein according to the custom of the manor." Then in 1674,

"three of the most busy of the town" complained to Lowther that they had no

proper legal title, "and desired new estates, promising it should be kept secret from

the rest of the town."46 The sincerity of their promise was not put to the test, for

Sir John would not at that time give them what they wanted, and they turned to

public agitation which culminated in the Chancery bill exhibited by Thomas

Addison in April L677. This sought equitable remedy for the deficiency of their

customary estate, but Sir John a year later had still not put in his answer. His

innocent phrasing does not reveal that the present confrontation was only the latest

twist in a long history of wrangling over customary estate in St Bees in the course

of which the Lowthers had maintained alternatively that there was no custom, or

that they had creaæd it.

Before draughting his description of Whitehaven in 1678, Sir John had

assembled together a file of legal opinions and precedents concerning different

aspects of the manor now under threat from the tenants: the tenure of the

townsmens'property, the control and ownership of the harbour, his own rights to

various bits of property within the town. Had he any remedy against Mr Gale's

encroaching on the market place and even usurping his own pew in the chapel?

Could he prevent other colliery owners from storing their sacks of coal along the

sea-shore and in the sffeets of thç town? As he deliberated he had before him a

legal opinion concerning authority over the market place and the right of the

45 T.T. 16 Feb. 1680.
46 See Appendix A.
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manorial lord to charge tolls propounded in 1658; and to leave no opportunity

unregarded, a copy of the patent of St Mary's of York, no doubt the one obtained

by William Lowther in 1637. From these queries and the correspondence we can

see him investigating possible compromises should he be forced to yield some

ground. He was prepared to sponsor a parliamentary bill for the regulation of the

harbour on the lines of others he had in his file, with suitably strict provision for

raising money for its subsequent maintenance, a point on which negotiations stuck.

He was prepared also for a second bill to establish a corporation for the

government of the town, but here he himself conteniplated unacceptable

impediments such as that the lord of the manor be made "a perpetual head officer"

or at least to have power of veto over proposals made by the "commonalty" (a

proposal for which his distinguished counsel, Sir CreswellLevinz, could offer no

encouragement); and, in a summary concluding sentence, "in all to reserve what

power I can to myself."47

As Sir John pondered his history of Whitehaven in his house in St Martin's

lane and drew up his answer to Mr Addison's bill, a few streets away in the

Poultry the bookseller Nat. Ponder was preparing to launch the outstanding

publishing success of the century, Bunyan's Pílgrim's Progress; and in this

apocalyptic panorama of the mental life of Restoration England, Bunyan had found

place for a similitude drawn from the situation of the customary tenant. After

Christian had entered through the Gate in the \Mallof Salvation, been clad in his

new coat given him by the Lord, marked on his forehead and equipped with his

sealed roll (which he later calls his "evidence") and resumed his journey, "he

espied two men come tumbling over the wall and the name of the one was

Formalist, and the name of the other, Hypocrisy," who explained that to enter by

the gate "was by all their countrymen counted too far about, and that therefore their

usual way was to make a short cut of it, and to climb over the wa11". Nor did they

fea¡ the outcome of a trial at law for tresspassing, because "that custom, it being of

47 D/Lons/W Whitehaven, Various papers...iûems 20 (AppendixA) and 85
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so long standing as above a thousand years, would doubtless now be admitted as a

thing legal, by an impartial judge. And besides, say they, if we get into the way,

what's matter which way we get in ? If we are in,we are in: thou art but in the

way, who as we trrrceive, came in at the gate; and we are also in the way that came

tumbling over the wall; wherein now is thy condition better than ours ?" 48

There is no evidence that Sir John himself ever contributed to Ponder's

enoÍnous sales. But perhaps a copy may have permeated to the neighbours in

Cumberland: to the relics of the Independent congregation once licensed to meet at

the house of Isabella Dixon in the new town on the Sandhills, or to the network of

crypto-Presbyterians who moderated the effects of conformity in the church of St

Bees and the chapel of Whitehaven. If so, the passage will have provoked some

thoughtful refl ections.

48 John Bunyan, The Pilgrìm's Progress, ed J.B. Wharey, Oxfor<l 1928, pp 42-44 and 49.
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Chapter One

Tumbling Over The Wall

In the later seventeenth century, a Westmorland lawyer called Isaac Gilpin

\ilrote a manuscript treatise which appears to be the only extant general description

of the characteristic north counbry tenure.l Tenant-right as described by Gilpin

gave the tenant a customary estate of inheritance, though the heir to a tenement was

determined by custom in a manorial court, not by common law rules in a court of

Common law. The tenant might also demise his land by will, gift, or sale by his

deed and a surrender and admittance in the manor court, or by the licence of the

lord: in some places by his deed alone. The estate carried with it some or all of the

following tenurial obligations: an annual "lord's" or ancient rent so-called to

distinguish it from the economic rent usually called "the value" which it would

command if let to farm or leased; casual payments called fines or "gressoms" of two

kinds, viz, a particular fine at the admission of each tenant and a general fine at the

change of the lord; suit of court, some minor payments in kind, some menial

services on the demesne; and finally an ill-defined military obligation obscured from

our inspection by its high political profile, which had been abolished by Gilpin's

day, and which he says he has "only by relation". From whatever period it really

dates, by 1550 the ancient rent was a fixed, non-negotiable payment. To maintain

his real income in the face of inflation, a landlord must either break down the

hereditary principle or else raise the level of fining. In Cumbria the latter option

seems to have been usual. The fine for a tenement was usually expressed as a

multiple of the ancient rent. A "twenty penny fine" meant twenty times the ancient

rent. An arbitrary fine was set by negotiation between lord and tenant and

I The treatise is reproduced in Annette Bagot,"Mr Gilpin and Manorial Customs", C.WAA.S. LXll
1963, p 224-30.
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sometimes simply imposed by the lord, and though it might be expressed as a

multiple of ancient rent the lord was likely to estimate it on the basis of the value.

We typically find tenants claiming that their fines were ascertained by their custom,

and lords denying it. Francis Challoner, writing to his uncle Thomas in Spain in

1563, implies that the fines Sir Thomas had demanded at his entry into St Bees ten

years before had not yet been paid. Francis recommended distraining goods from

the tenants' land to the value of the fines, but expected to meet stiff opposition:

"They will howl and yell like Devils."2

Because their estates were customary there was at first no way tenants could

bring their case before a court of common law, though tenants could, and in some

cases did, obtain protection in the Equity courts of Chancery and Requests against

oxcossive fines. Some landlords then developed the sharp practice of conveying

their estates every few years amongst members of their families and demanding a

general fine on each conveyance. In 1597 a conference of all the judges upheld

Lord Keeper Egerton's opinion in a suit brought by the tenants of Gilcrux in

Cumberland that this extension of a custom of general fines was unreasonable and

unlawful, but even this did not always thereafter inhibit demands for a general fine

(or a "composition", which came to the same thing) upon a bonafide purchase.3

'When 
James I succeeded to the throne in 1603, tenant-right had begun to be

integrated into the general system of property law. In the first years of the new

reign two noted judgements in cases concerning other customary tenures

established the precedent that an entry fine of one and a half years value was

reasonable, while a fine of two and a half years value rvas excessive; precedents

accepted later in the century as authoritative in tenant-right cases also. But the new

king's obssessive determination to extinguish all institutions reminiscent of past

hostilities between his two kingdoms interrupted this smooth transition for another

2 C.S.P. Foreign. Elizabeth, vol.Vl, no. 1500, 18 Dec.1563.
3 R.W.Hoyle, "An Ancient and Laudable Cusüom: the Definition and Development of Tenant Right
in Northwestern England in the Sixteenth Century, Past and Presenl, 116, Aug. 1987, pp.35-36;
Nicolson and Burn, vol II, p116. Nicolson notes that "This is the same case with that quoted in the
margin of Coke's I Institue p 59b though the name of the manor and county are there mistaken or
misprinted,"
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generation. James abominated the notion of border tenure, the obligation of tenants

near the borders to maintain an ably weaponed man to repel Scottish incursions; and

with border tenure he resolved to extinguish tenant-right. A legal offensive began

in 1609, when the Attorney General, øking over the complaint of the cro\ryn lessee

of Plumpton Park against his tenants, persuaded the Exchequer Court not to

recognize any tenant right esøte but to regard the tenants as Common Law

leaseholders.4 Equivalent judgements werc dclivercd the samc ycar in Chancery.

At about this time an anonymous projector, evidently well acquainted with

conditions in the border counties, propounded to Robert Cecil a general scheme for

dealing with tenants on royal estates which he hoped would also be followed by

other northern landlords, and indeed by lords of customary tenants throughout

England: the tenant was to pay double his ancient rent, and fines certain of double

the new rent, and an initial composition if his estate was found to be defective or if

he was liable to arbitrary fines, and in return to be discharged of all obligation to

military service and to be confirmed in his rights by act of padiament. The benefits

were "to his Majesty his yearly revenue increased, some moneys by composition

raised into the coffers without loss or charge" while the tenant, rid of the former

hazard that his military service might be called upon in some ffeasonable enterprise,

and already enjoying a new prosperity since the end of border warfare, "shall have

his tottering customary estate confirmed to him and his by the strongest bond that

law can make him...secure and his heart at rest, and forever quitted of being made a

leaser which he accompteth the greatest oppression and bondage that may be." In

case this enticing offer should not be enough, there should be a Commission to

enquire strictþ into all customary tenants of the Crown and to treat and compound

with them for confirmation, and to cast those who repudiated the scheme into the

outer darkness of leasehold.S

4 A.G. ex rel. Murray v Musgrave E ll2llL2l133, apparently
ex relatione, see W.H.Bryson, The Equity Side of the Exchequer,

the fi¡st instance of an information
1975, p 94 f¡. 6.

5 P.R.O. S.P. 14140/38.
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Some ten years later John Lowther of Lowther Esq., as he then was,

"scribbled...in haste upon the back of a letter" the terms of just such a Commission

to enquire on behalf of the Prince of Wales into his barony of Kendal and the

tenants holding directly of him therein, "every word of mine own drawing" except

that the Commissioners insisted upon "a line in the conclusion which had in it more

fear than worth, and such a fear as not prevailing [the tenants] will rather insult

upon", by which he meant the final instruction "...if they refuse to pay such fines

as is directed ... then not to admit them our tenants nor to suffer them to enjoy any

of our lands." On his own estate Lowther had triumphantly levied an arbinary

general fine on the death of his father n L6L7, "wherein I used but one word, what

I would have, and they submitted", and he was now fishing energetically waters

further stired up by the Prince's claims and the concurrent Chancery suits brought

by the Earl of Cumberland against the tenants of his disputed inheritance.6 If he

thought the threat to evict the Prince's tenants vain, he regarded the settlement

finally agreed by the Commissioners as craven: it confirmed the custom claimed by

the tenants of an inheritable estate at fines certain of 2d on death of lord and 3d on

change of tenant, with freedom to alienate by deed alone without licence sought, for

a compositi on of f2,700, which in this large seignþry appears to have amounted to

no more than seven years rent, and was itself further confirmed by a collusive suit

and decree in Chancery and by act of parliament.T

In July of the following year, however, with the money from these tenants

still being received, James issued a proclamation against the term "tenant-right",

declaring that as a reminder of former hostilities it ought to be "damned to a

perpetual oblivion." He expressed alarm that the growing number of tenants

prepared to oppose their landlords in the courts might lead to widespread unrest and

6 Surtees,191, PP. 226-9,13,
7 The total rents in 1661 of the lands in question in the Richmoncl and Marquis fees of the barony
are given as f,,237-16-10 and gl52-L8-3 respectively in C.T.B. VII 3 p.1563 (from Ld Treasurer
Southampûon's Crown Leases Book) That the suit was really collusive appears by the preamble !o
the act.
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weaken the influence of the land-owning class.S To Northern landlords

contemplating possible conflict with their tenants, this proclamation was an

unbelievable sftoke of luck and copies of it were acquired and put into their archives

by the Flemings of Rydal and the Penningtons of Muncaster. The tenants of mesne

lords in the Kendal barony took it seriously. They met at Stavelf, early in 162l and

resolved to join together in opposing their landlords' demands; landlords who

intended, in their words, "to pull the skins over their ears, and bray their bones in a

mortar." They complained that having enjoyed their tenements peaceably for so

long, "it would be hard that some greedy eagle or devouring vulture should

violently pull them out to miseries."9 They promoted a parliamentary bill which was

introduced into parliament, but was lost on a technicality urged against it by the

solicitor general. The disgruntled tenants then performed a play at Kendal Castle,

in which one of the cha¡acúers looked down into a gaprng Hell-mouth, and declared

what he could see on the wrong side of it ..."it's false landlords makes all that

croaking there, and those sheep we poor men, whose right these by their skill

would take away, and make us tenants at will, and then our ancient liberties are

gone, they'll puke and pool and peel us to the bare bone." These croaking

landlords had for company "Puritans, sherrifs and bailiffs".lO The lords thus

depicted in Hell entered a complaint in Star Chamber where the king's attorney took

up the prosecution as a matter of public importance. The judges in Star chamber,

however, were in no hurry to enforce the Proclamation or to suppress this particular

instance of public disorder. In November 1623, the King, suspocting that the

judges would find the tenants' title sound, wrote urging them not to let that

consideration obsfruct his declared royal will. To no avail. James did not live to

8 Why did he do it ? James issued the proclamation at Charlton, the house of Lord Thomas Howard,
where he was staying on progress, only a few days after Thomas, his brother [,ord Howard de Walden
and his father the Earl of Suffolk had been restored to royal favour after a six mouth disgrace.
Howard de Yy'alden and his cousins held extensive estates in the tenant-right areas, and as recently as
L6l7 had urged James to more strenuous action against the borde¡ tenants. Perhaps no further
explanation is necessary. The proclamation is reproduced in Nicolson and Burn, vol. I, p.54ff.
9 quoted in Nicolson and Burn,vol I, p 54 ff.
10 P.R.O. STAcl8l34l34 reprinted in A.'W.Douglas and P.Greenfield (ed,s.), Records of Early English
D r ama : C urnb erl atd, W e s t mo rl and, G I o uc e s t er s hi r e, 19 86.
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hear the final judgement but in June L625, the judges decreed that the tenants held

"estates of inheritance at the will of the lord, descendable from ancestor to heir,

according to the several customs of the several manors whereof they are holden."

They decided that although the tenants had performed border service in former

times, it was not the sole basis for their tenure and indeed had not been mentioned

in their admittances. Neither should the term be used in the future: they bowed to

the King's desire on that matter but the tenants had all their other customs

confirmed.ll The Star chamber decision of L625 did not settle the issues as Robert

Cecil's scheme would have done, because the judges refused to decide themselves

whether fines were arbitrary or certain. Although they expressed their intention of

making an agreement with landlords and tenants about the level of fines, they do

not seem to have ever done so.

Over the next few decades numerous cases appear in the Decree Rolls of

Chancery recording settlements on individual manors. Standard procedure seemed

now to have evolved. If lords and tenants were agrced, one party entered a formal

bill of complaint and the court ordered the agreed settlement. If there was a

genuine dispute, Chancery would direct an issue of fact to be decided by a jury at

common law concerning the custom of the manor!2 The question was thus left to

whatever written records of custom could be produced and to the testimony of

those with long memories. The written records were of three kinds. The manor

court rolls rarely recorded evidence of the rate of fining and in any case both sides

often claimed them to be lost or desüoyed. Fines \ryere recorded, if at all, in private

accounts kept by the lords, but their evidential value would obviously have been

challenged by the tenants. From the sixteenth century onwards, some landlords

entered into private agreements with the body of their tenants, but the parties often

failed to anticipate possible sources of dispute, so that such agreements, although

acceptable as evidence, could not in themselves resolve the issue. Much clearly

11 Nicolson and Burn, vol I, p 54-59.
12 Nicolson and Burn, passim; The Decree rolls of Chancery 1547-1700, typescript list in P.R.O
(and elsewhere) compiled by Jennifer Booth and Richard Conquest; Phillips, thesis, pp I28-t39.
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rested on the testimony of the "ancient men" of the manor.l3 Summoned to

manorial courts, assize courts and counbry commissions, they came with memories

as a¡bitrary as the fines they dispuúed. "There is no question of the custom," wrote

Sir John Lowther of Whitehaven, "but the difficuty is to get proof since they that

can prove it are parties on the other side."14 Roger North, a southern observer

travelling with the assize judges described one of the ways in which the gentry

counter-attacked.

"In Cumberland the people had joined in a sort of confederacy to

undermine the estates of the genûry by pretending a tenant-right; which

there is a customary estate not unlike our copyholds: and the verdict was

sure for the tenants'rights whatever the case was. The gentlemen, finding

that all was going resolved to put a stop to it by serving on coÍrmon juries.

I could not but wonder to see pantaloons and shoulder knots crowding

among the common clowns; but this account was a satisfaction."l5

Sir John Lowther's approach to the tenants of St Bees after his purchase in

1630 followed the line of his dealings with tenants elsewhere: as in Sleddale he

questioned their customary estate, and as with certain tenants in Crosby

Ravensworth 1î I62L, he offered to sell the freehold; or for a money composition

ûo reduce the arbitary fine of the tenant-right to a certain one of a fixed multiple of

the rent, as he did with other tenants in Crosby shortly before his death ín 1637.16

At St Bees the fifty year leases granted by Challoner had long since expired. The

tenants of the lands granted by Challoner to the Crown and by the Crown to the

grammar school had successfully resisted a challenge to extinguish customary

tenure by the governors of the school, who tried to force new leases upon them,

13 Their memories could be very long indeed. At a case in Appleby in 1735, the ages of eleven
witnesses lotalled over a thousand years. Nicolson and Burn, vol.I, p.307.
14 J.L. úo T.T. 4 lune 1667.
15 Lives of the Norths, vol. 1 pp.180-181. A note in Daniel Fleming's accouût book for 13

August 1675, identifies two of the pantalooned jurors of the previous year. "That Sir George
Fletcher was the foreman of two of the Earl Ma¡shal's juries, and I was foreman of other two juries,
when he sued his teûanJs of Greystoke and Brugh[sc. Burgh by Sands barony] at Carlisle assizes for
a fine...All were found for my Lord. He afterwards presented Sir George with an horse and saddle, and

me with a pendulum watch." H.M.C. Iz Fleming, p.387. See also J.R. Magrath, The Flemings in
Oxþrd, 1904, vol. l, p.477.
16 The Chancery decree is dated 1639, but is in the name of Sir John and his son.
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ignoring Challoner's covenant safeguarding their customary estate. Archbishop

Bancroft as arbitrator ordered in 1607 that the tenants should have their estates

confirmed, but in 1608, possibly because he feared that in the new mood of King

and Chancary, î tenant right had little security, he directed that each of the úenants

be granted a lease of 1,000 years, pay an aggregate fine towards building a

schoolmaster's house and increase their annual rent between f2 and f.3.17

Similarly overlooking the covenant, Sir John argued that his tenants could no

longer claim a customary tenure because no couft where they could have been

admitted as customary tenants had been held within the manor for the last forty

years. Accordingly they were purely tenants at will and he might deal with them in

any way which Equity did not prohibit. In May 1630 he and Thomas V/ybergh

first made an offer to sell tenements in fee farm reserving royalties of the minerals

and right of access to extract them, at the rate of about seventy years old rent. A

handful initially agreed but later withdrew. They were perhaps not satisfied with

the nebulous terms of the covenant to recompense them for damage done to their

land by coal mining. I-owther and Wybergh also offered the alærnatives of leases

for years or tenancies for joint lives of lords and tenants, that is in effect tenant-

right without the guarantee of inherit¿nce, or any acknowledgement of customary

right. Unable to sue for the tenements at common law because they did not have

the counterpatrs of Challoner's leases to show that they were expired, Lowther

and Wybergh in January 1631 exhibited a bill in Chancery to compel tenants to

produce their evidence of title and to accept one or other of the offen.l8 In May of

that year the two agreed on a division of the manor, including the tenants. A

decision to accept the tenants' claims of customary tenure may have been agreed

on at the same time or shortly after, for in October the tenants of Preston wrote a

respectful but uncompromising letter to Sir John requesting him to fulfill his side

of the bargain by holding a court and admitting them tenants. They style

L7 Great Britain, House of CommoDs, Sessional Papers, 1820 (28), Report of the Commissioner of
Charities, vol.Vl, (Cumberland), The Free grammar school of Kirkby Beacock alias St Bees, p.5 ff.
18 P.R.O. C3 408n74.
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themselves "poor simple men" and "your loving poor tenants", and acknowledge

him as "a man of wisdom and discretion knowing what is right and the poor mens'

custom", but threaten to seek relief through Equity if he will not comp1y.19 Sir

John's response was so swift that it must have already been intended: on the 22nd

of October he held a customary court where he admitted tenants and compounded

for at least some fines.

At his father's death i¡ 1617, Sir John had taken advantage of the general

upheaval over tenure in the borders to secure a general fine at the level he initially

demanded and played a thoroughly opportunist part on the Commission for

negotiation with the Prince of Wales' tenants in Kendal barony, using it as a "fear

babes" to extract a composition from other tenants in Crosby Ravensworth which

he had just bought,20 but he remained dissatisfied with this system of tenancy,

"which tenant-right fines I dislike as an occasion of much trouble, and uncertuinty,

for if they will not pay a reasonable fine, if we go to suit for it we lose more than

we get. Therefore I advise that it be studied how to sell a legal certainty of that

revenue..."21 With the new tenants who came to take up land in Whitehaven

granted out of the manorial waste Sir John and his son began to experiment with

new ways of reducing that revenue to a certainty. At the manor court held on27

April 1636 three such new tenancies were inaugurated. Nicholas Burton's

admittance obliged him to pay two years value of his tenement upon alienation or

death of lord or tenant, William Bardy's and William'Woodcock's required them to

pay two years value upon alienation and also every twenty one years in lieu of fines

after the death of lord or tenant.22 The explicit laying down of fines in terms of

economic value rather than the ancient rent ran counter to the instincts of all those

who claimed to hold land by tenant right and may be the reason why at this same

19 D/Lons/W St Bees, letter from the tenants of Prestou to Sir John l¡wther of Lowther, 15 Oct
163 1.
20 Surtees l9I p 226-227 for his own blunt admission of tactics, and p.13 for the general fines.
2l Oct 1634, Surtees 191 p 38.
22 D/L¡ns/W Register of admittances 1631-1691.
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court one of the old tenants, Lancelot A.ry, was fined 13s 4d for an "indecent

word" and another, Robert Millam, 6s 8d, for departing the court without leave.23

The largest single tenement in the manor was the Flatt, two hundred

customary acres overlooking Whitehaven and overþing the coal seams nearest to its

harbour. Its occupant, William Fletcher, was a gentleman of the same clan as the

Fletcher's of Moresby, Tallentire and Hutton and a lessee of collieries, and Flatt

Hall was fit to be a gentleman's residence. Fletcher would not be pæty to the

agreement with the tenants and for six years stood his ground against attempts to

forfeit him. In September 1636 he and Sir John and Christopher Lowther finally

accepted terms proposed by arbitrators and signed indentures by which the

Lowthers for a composition of f100 granted Flatt as a customary estate of

inheritance at the ancient rentof f2-3-4 with a fine certain of f20 upon death of the

lord or death or alienation of the tenant, and a heriot certain of 30s. They were to

admit Fletcher's son Lancelot as tenant with life interest to his father and mother,

thus dropping the next heriot. It was laid down that the lords of the manor had the

right to mine and quarry anywhere on the tenement, but for this privilege they must

pay the tenant 6s 8d for each pit sunk, 10s for each disused pit they did not

themselves fillin, 8s per acre for ground spoilt by carriage of the minerals and 20s

a year for way leave if they wished to carry coal mined elsewhere across the

tenement.

The Fletchers had already paid the f 100 under a conditional bond entered

into when the suit was dismissed to arbitrators but disagreement over implementing

the terms of the indenture persisted and Lancelot had still not been admitted in

February 1638 when Christopher Lowther, returning from Hamburg to take up his

inheritance after the death of his father, wrote down details of the long contest with

the Fletchers in the extensive set of queries he propounded to the distinguished

northern lawyer Thomas V/iddrington. Christopher demanded first whether the

confirmation had given the Fletchers any better estate than they had before, or than

23 Copied by Tickell at the end of D/Lons/w court Book, vol 1, 1666-1689
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the other tenants had; for example, any entitlement to build mills, quarry stones or

dig for other minerals. Widdrington was able to reassure him on this point but on

little else. He did not see how any fine could be demanded after the death of Sir

John since Christopher had been party to the indenture and acted in all other formal

respects as lord of the manor, "and if Lancelot be not admítæd you ought to admit

him according to the covenant, which speaks not of any fine." He further advised

that Christopher must cenainly pay the 6s 8d for sinking a pit and the 10s in lieu of

filling it up again, whether or not he found any coal, that he must pay it straight

away upon sinking even if itwere only a linle trial boring in a hillside; that if he led

coals from elsewhere across Flatt for only one day in ayear he must pay the full

20s way leave, and that if he ever acquired Lady Curwen's or Lord Baltinglass'

coals he would have to negotiate an additional way leave agreement for them, and

that the indenture obliged him to pay for spoil of ground even in Parsons Closes, of

which Fletcher had previously given him a lease. The enquiries further disclose

that William Fletcher had paid no rent at all during thc lawsuit, and was still

withholding 20s a year in lieu of the way leave payments that he claimed, and that

he was obstructing the carriage of Christopher's Rectorial tithes across his ground.

The dispute simmered on and in January 1641 Christopher sought and obtained

confirmation from the two original arbitrators of his late father's interpretation of

their award that the Fletchers "may not sell without licence, let for years, cut down

no wood, dig no quarries, remove no houses, make no waste, nor do anything that

another customary tenant may not"; though still in 1648 it appears that the Fletchers

were attempting to mine on their own account. The terms of compensation for spoil

of ground do seem to have been effectual. In 1663 Flercher's heir at Flatt presented

an account based on the rates in the indenture and was paid in full, receiving

altogether f.l8-2-8.24

Z Christopher's queries and Widdrington's replies in D/Lons/W Sir Christopher's Letter Book 1632-
1642 fo I23-L27; Flatt indenture, D/Lons/rrly' 412 fo 33 ff; compensation for spoil of grouud,
D/I-ons/W Miscellaneous estate papers, bur.dle 22.
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The unresolved dispute with the Fletchers was only one of the problems

Christopher faced upon his father's death. As he penned his queries to Thomas

Widdrington he was himself being sued for the very ground upon which his large

new house in Whitehaven stood. The land had been an ancient tenement held

originally under one of Challoner's leases by Nicholas Moore who had died not

long before Sir John Lowther's purchase of the manor leaving a daughter Agnes,

who while still under age was married to Henry Osborne, probably the son of

Alexander, the salt panner and builder of the pier. Sir John took a fine from Henry

Osborne and admitted him tenant but in November 1633 bought the tenement from

him for a price expressed in the bargain and sale as Ê77-6-8. By the time of the

formal surrender in court the next May this had crept up to f,81-3-4 and Nicholas

Moore's widow later extracted a further f,13-6-8 for herself bringing the total cost

up to Ê95. These transactions took place while Agnes was still a minor. After

coming of age and losing her husband she claimed he and the Lowthers had

compelled her to surrender her rights when an infant for less than their real value.

Widdiqrington took a gloomy view of this: "all the help can be thought on for Mr

Lowther in this case is to seek relief in a court of Equity" he concluded. It was not

until April 1640 that Commissioners examined witnesses in the case and in

December that year a settlement was reached and Agnes subscribed avery carefully

and precisely worded release of her interest, which brought the final purchase price

up to f,103 -6-8.25 It must have been a relief to get this embarrassing case out of

the way because Christopher had by then embarked upon a general campaign

against his tenants. His problems with them stemmed partly from the previous

history of the manor, partly fom his own uncertain standing as its lord. His father

had covenanted to settle St Bees on him as part of a marriage contract with the

Lancasters of Sockbridge in exchange for a settlement of Sockbridge on

Christopher's intended bride, Frances Lancaster, and the issue of their marriage.

25 Widdirington's advice in D/Lons/W Sir Christopher Lowther's Letter Book 1632-1646; C.L.fo
Henry Pearson, 24 Jan 1640 in Surtees t89 p 74; D/Lous/W 412, book containing legal agreements
and indentures, fo 136; and Manor of St Bees, parcel 1.
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Since the marriage had not taken place before Sir John's death, his covenant had

not been formally executed, yet Christopher in his father's lifetime was styled lord

of the manor in the court books, formally receiving rents and fines and giving

admittances to tenants, although he remitted the entire profit of the manor to

Lowther Hall. Sir John's intentions had been evident and were confirmed in his

will but the ambiguity was doubly injurious to Christopher. On the one hand he

could have no claim to fines the tenants hadpaid him or the f,100 composition from

the Fletchers because they were part of his father's personal estate, accruing to his

elder brother; while on the other, by formally receiving the fines and admitting

tenants himself he had impaired his claim to take any further fines from them upon

his father's death, so Thomas Widdrington advised him in March 1638.26 The

previous month Christopher had granted an admittance to a house in Whitehaven

which it is worth while to reproduce verbatim for the full and careful detail in which

it spelt out the terms of tenure on which Christopher, to be followed in this by his

son, hoped to insist:

The 13th day of February 1638. John Beeby of Whitehaven came

before me Christopher Lowther lord of the manor of St Bees the day and

year above written, and took of me again the messuage and house of

which his wife's brother John Bowman was last tenant and he in right of

his wife next to it. Of which said house, the said John Beeby having

submitted himself to my curtesy, I the said Christopher Lowther do admit

him my tenant, it being of the yearly rent of eight pence sterling. Provided

always and upon condition that he pay unto me, first for a fine after the

death of his brother in law, John Bowman, twenty four shillings, and

other twenty four shillings for a fine after the death of my father Sir John

Lowther last lord of this manor, and twelve shillings for a fine of licence to

set the said house to Mr John Fletcher for seven years from henceforth.

26 Widdingringûon's advice was sought and delivered hurriedly. The queries are dated the last day of
February 1638, and he signed his answer on the 20th of March, covering himself against any e¡ror
in "these scribbled notes" compiled without a full perusal of all the documents.D/Lons/W Sir
Christopher's l-etter Book L632-1646 fo 113ff.
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And also that he do his suit of court and perform all such orders as either

have been or hereafter shall be at my courts, and to set no part of his said

farmhold longer than for a year and a day to any one person, neither for

any time at all in prejudice of me his lord, as to lay another's iron mine,

coals or other goods [known locally as steathing] on his said house and

tcnement without my licence in writing, neither that he do use any trade, to

me or my servants'prejudice, without my licence, nor to grind or suffer to

be ground, while he dwelleth in my manor any grain that shall be used by

him or any dwelling on the premises [save] from my mill without my

licence. And further to help in any friendly office about the same, and

lastþ to pay his rent, fines, tithes and all other dues, duties and services

which are or shall grow due at their due times, and in all things to behave

himself as a dutiful tenant.

Four days later, Beeby duly received licence to let the house for seven years "if the

said John Beeby shall so long live" to John Fletcher of Moresby who was himself

explicitly bound by the same terms; more coufeously ex-pressed because Fletcher

was a gentleman. Christopher took a particular fine and a general fine each of

thirty six times the ancient rent and half as much again for the licence, imposed a

severe restaint upon trade, nowhere commitæd himself to an habendutn including

heirs or to any form of custom and ensured that his tenant could not contract for

longer than his own 1ife.27 Beeby, who came from Moresby and was a stranger to

disputes in St Bees, presumably found the rent he was to receive from Fletcher an

adequate return for his investment in the fines. The arrangements illustrate

Christopher's intentions towards those tenements in the town in which, although

he was not admitting the presence of any custom, he was aware that tenant right

might be claimed. In October he had an oppofunity to deal in the same fashion

with a rural tenement. James Benn of Woodhouse wished to pass on his land to

his son, another fames. At the October court Christopher by one transaction took

27 D/Lons/W, Register of aclmittances 1631-1691.
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a fine of f,10 from the father afær the death of Sir John whose tenant he had been,

and a further f2 to compensate him for the loss of the heriot which would have

been due if Benn the elder had died a tenant, and accepted his surrender; and by a

second transaction admitted the son for a fine of f6 "in regard of his father's fine

so lately taken, provided that he perform all the services and conditions as other the

tenants formerþ admitted."28

The steward of the court on this occasion was Giles Moore of Middleton, a

lawyer formerly ret¿ined by Sir John Lowther for such business. Christopher

Hare, who had been deputy steward at a previous court held for Sir John, and was

on this occasion foreman of the jury, ardving late found that Moore had called six

or seven tenants "tenants according to the custom of the manor" and the remainder,

"the ancient tenants .....tenants at wi11." This seemed to mean that the Lowthers

were now according customary status to those tenants ihey had recently admitted

upon terms of their own dictation while denying it to those, if any, who had a

genuine customary right. When Hare remonstrated with him Moore replied: "It

would neither hurt the tenants nor mend M'c Lowthe( " William Fletcher had

already taken more direct action. When he heard himself called "tenant at will",

"he refused to answer thereto and went his way."29 Perhaps others went with

him: the ordinary government of the manor seems to have broken down after this courl

for it does not appear that another was held until April 1646, two years after Sir

Christopher Lowther's death. 3o

By January 1640 Christopher Lowther had submitted his case to higher

authority and subpoenas were served on four principal tenants, Witliam Towerson

and Robert Millam of Arrathwaite and Anthony Gosforth and William Hodgson of

rWhitehaven and Corkickle, to appear and answer his complaint in the court of the

28 op.cit.
29 P.R.O. EI34 l7 Chas I Mich 27 aú l7ll8 Chas I Hil 5.
30 Reasons for thinking so a¡e fi¡st that at the court of April 1646, hei¡s were found and admitrcd
to a large number of tenants, some of whom had died in 1639 or 1640, and second that Sir John
Lowther later referred Thomas Tickell to his grandfather's court rolls, but not ûo his father's, and
Tickell cites records of these earlier court rolls but none later than Ocûober 1638.
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Exchequer.3l The bill is not ext¿nt but its outlines can plausibly be reconstn¡cted

from the previous history and the depositions of witnesses that do survive. To

establish Exchequer jurisdiction, Christopher must have alleged that he was

impaired in his ability to meet his obligations as a crown tenant by the defendants'

occupancy of the premises under a pretended but insupportable custom. He will

then have set forth that the defendants had been admitted tenants at will by Sir John

Lowther, but Sir John being dead and he himself lord of the lands in question they

refused to compound with him for a general fine. It was not until Michaelmas term

164I that the first depositions were taken on which our knowledge of this case

depends, and well before this Christopher had started on a round of piecemeal

negotiations with various tenants including Gosforth and Millam, two of the

defendants in the case, for the outright purchase of their lands or of their whole

tenements. The lands he bought were in two groups and were evidentþ related to

the operation of his collieries or of intended new collieries. The coal works at Flatt

were to be extended into Brackenthwaite tenement, bought from Anthony Rothery

in May 1640, and a level was later driven to this colliery from Plumblands, part of

Gosforth's Whitehaven tenemenl32 The parcel in Whitehaven Banks which

William Benn sold in February 1639 was on the coal-leading route from

Woodagreen where Christopher had resolved to open up a new colliery, and the

tenements of Thomas Milburne and Robert Millam, bought up bit by bit between

1639 and 1643,lay interspersed with others around the same colliery between

Arathwaite and Woodhouse. 33

In a batch of depositions taken in the vacation before Michaelmas term

L&1, Francis Dacre, gentleman, descendant of a medieval baronage, who had been

tenant of a messuage in Whitehaven until he had sold it a few years before to one of

the I-owther's salters, gave the lead to a procession of the more elderly tenants and

31 C.L. ûo Christopher Pearson, 2tI Jar L640, Surtees L89, p 74.
32 I infer that Plumblands and Sandcloses belonged to Gosforth's tenemeût by elimination.
Gosforth's sale was indexed with the rest by Si¡ John but not transcribed inûo D/Lons/W 412, and I
have not found the origioal.
33 Surtees, t89, p 192,162; Dll,arslW 412.
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former tenants of the manor in testifying that no fines at the death of the lord had

been taken within his memory of foúy to fifty years, that the tenants held by title of

tenant-right estates, that they had never been counted tenants at will but had held

those said estates according to ancient custom. A cohort of even better drilled

witnesses recruited from the manor of Stainburn near Workington which had

belonged to the priory of St Bees, but had since come into the hands of the

Curwens, uniformly deposed that they held according to the ancient custom of St

Bees and they paid no fine at the death of the lord. Thomas Wybergh further

inconvenienced his cousin and creditor by testifying that he and William Lowther

had demanded fines after the deaths of his father and Sir Gerard but had received

none, "neither did he ever know of any fines paid at the death of the lord or lords."

He too averred that the tenants held tenant-right estates and he acknowledged

having admitæd the defendants Towerson and Millam, which was d¿Lmaging to the

prospects of levying a fine at the death of the lord from these two, since Wybergh

was still alive. Christopher Hare, not yet himself a tenant of long enough standing

to prove ancient custom but literate and well-versed in the recorded proceedings of

the manor courts gave in his account ciæd above of the call of court in 1638 and his

protest against it and recalled that Sir John Lowther at his first court had "assured

the tenants that in case they should find their custom, they should rather have it

bettered than in any way impaired", and that the clerk had accordingly called them

tenentes ad voluntatem dominii secundum veteram consuetudinem manerii.34 It

seems likely that these witnesses had been called by the defendants to answer the

interrogatories. The following vacation, some of them returned and were joined by

others to answer further interrogatories concerning the same matters but probably

posed by the complainant since they seem designed to elicit details favourable to his

case. Giles Moore rehearsed his employer's version of his entitlement, that the

tenants had been readmitted after compounding with his father as heir to Sir Gerard

after the latter's death, that old court rolls dating from the time of the Priory called

34 P.R.O. El34 I7 Chas 1 Mich 27
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them tenants at will, that James Benn had paid a fine afær the death of Sir John and

the tenants had answered the call of tenants at will at the court of October 1638.

Against him, Hare claimed that he had seen court rolls from the time of Elizabeth

(that is, during the fifty year leases) calling them simply tenentes maneríí and

repeated his account of the proceedings of the courts of 1631 and 1638. He

reintroduced the point that Christopher Lowther was lord of half of the tenants

(including both himself and three of the defendants) by purchase from Thomas

Wybergh "by the title of tenant-right estates." The collaborators of 1638

contributed only a shuffling testimony: Beeby said that he had paid a fine for his

admittance "and holds the same, having not been tenant before", suggesting the

inference that he had paid nothing for a general fine and that rrone could have been

due from him; James Benn the younger amalgamated the whole f16 paid by his

father and himself into his own single admittance fine, but Christopher could call on

his partner Rowland Jackson, who had witnessed the two transactions, to set the

record straight; and his servant Thomas 'Wilkinson added that two other tenants,

Thomas Milburne and the defendant Robert Millam, had paid f 12 fines after the

death of Sir John, Mllam as a discount to the price of lands which Christopher had

bought from him while the present case was pending.35

Wilkinson's deposition raises the question whether Christopher Lowther

was using his impending proceedings to coerce tenants into selling the lands he

wanted and perhaps to force down the price. With only partial indications of

acreage and no exact correlation between the parcels purchased and the reshuffled

blocks of land later let out to farm the answer is hard to assess. Taken overall, the

cases where such a correlation can be made with a fair degree of certainty, the cost

of purchase was about 15 times the letting value tn 1666, but there are considerable

variations. Moreover the value of some of the meadow ground may have risen in

the interim with the increased demand for fodder for the coal leaders'horses, and

we do not know what were the terms of the leases concerning the spoil of ground.

35 P.R.O. E L34 t7tl8 Chas 1 Hil 5
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The f40 paid to William Benn for five acres of his tenement looks rather like a 20

year purchase of the 8s an acre which by the bench mark of the Flatt awa¡d Benn

might have claimed every year for spoil of ground by the passage of horses. At

the conclusion of the bargain he had evidently overlooked ,o point more vital to

his self-esteem than to his finances for the day after Christopher penned a

memorandum, "that I consent to abate 5d of 'W. Benn's rent of 4s 5d yearly so

long and no longer than I see his obediency and respects ... And that I find no

cause to the contrary, this being my own voluntary act but not any part of my

bargain."36 Benn was a tailor, not dependant on agriculture, and evidently not

pressed for money since he soon afterwards bought more tenant-right lands at

Woodhouse alongside other members of his numerous clan to which he later

retired, making over the Whitehaven tenement to his son. The 5d a year can have

meant little to him yet this matter of his Whitehaven rent was not quickly settled.

In the L646 rental Benn \ilas set down to pay the full 4s 5d. In his copy William

Lowther noted that 5d was to be "abated for his land" but managed to make the

residue 3s 10d.37 By 1667 Benn's son was paying 4s 3d. Whether this indicates

good or bad behaviour on average is hard to say. Robert Millam did less well in

his first sale in November 1640 of twelve acres and half a barn for f73: this was

the sale in which f 12 was alleged to have been discounted for his general fine.

Millam remained a defendant in the suit however and it was not until after all the

proceedings had ended and the danger was surely passed that he sold first another

eight acres in October 1642 and then the residue of his tenement for f200 in

November 1643, reserving only two houses and a small strip of ground for his

lifetime. Coerced or not initially, it seems that Millam had little will to continue

tenant.38 There is no evidence of further proceedings in the Exchequer suit after

the taking of the depositions. Evidently there was no decree for the I-owthers'

preserved none and none is ever referred to in the course of later conflicts. The

36 D/Lons Manor of St Bees, parcel 1, endorsement to bargain, sale and surrender of William Benn.
37 D/LonsW I*dger of Estate and Trade Accounts 1640's-L662.
38 No sons of Millam or Milburne appear in the St Bees baptismal register, but its imperfections
do not permit any conclusive inference.
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outbreak of Civil War may have prematurely terminated the process or Christopher

may have allowed his suit to lapse for doubt of a favourable outcome.

His next manoeuvre seems to indicate that he no longer expected conclusive

vindication in the Exchequer. In May l642he turned instead to Chancery to bry to

obtain a general fine on his father's death and the enüry fine and the heriot which he

claimed was due from Isabell, widow of his tenant Christopher Grayson who had

built one of the first new houses on the sandhills at rWhitehaven ten years before.

He claimed to have been reasonable in his demands, keeping in mind the charge of

building the house. The case was referred to local arbitrators, upon whose award

in August L642Chnstopher signed an agreement to re-admit Isabella's son Henry

and his heirs on new terms, viz to treble the ancient rent of ls a year and to pay

double this new rent every seven years in lieu of all fines and heriots. By the

mention of heirs Christopher thus explicitly acknowledged for the first time that the

estate was herit¿ble and restricted himself and his successors to taking fixed and

hardly valuable fines.39 A few months earlier it appears he had granted another

admittance similar in spirit to a son of his frading parmer Rowland Jackson, for a

house to be built on a new plot of ground, to pay rent of 6s 8d a.year and triple the

rent every twenty one years in lieu of atl fines and heriots. The two admittances,

the one compelled, the other perhaps a favour, look like a reEeat from the terms on

which new ground had previously been offered. Whether or not Christopher

himself so intended, in the years after his death his feoffees were to use them as

patterns for all admittances to new ground. Tenures of these two kinds were not

distinguished from others in the extant rental of 1646, but by L652 they were being

collectively referred to in admittances as the "new tenants"; in 1658 another

admitønce likewise refers to the rest of the tenants collectively as the "old tenants"

and by L667 the two groups had been separated from t¡ne ¿nother in the rental.

Some of the new tenures were granted on the seaward fringe of the old town but

most were in two parallel rows in the area called the Sandhills on the east side of

39 P.R.O. C3 427147 Chrisûopher Lowther v Isabell Grayson.
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the Pow beck: the houses built upon them fronted on the streets later called King

street and Chapel street.

In the Public Library at Whitehaven is preserved an engraved print bearing

the title "The South East Prospect of Whitehaven 1642". The inscription of the

date must be a later error for the print shows houses already built all the way from

the Pow to the chapel. In particular, besides the chapel itself which Sir John

thought had been built in L646, Henry Bigrigg's house, the later number 3 Chapel

street, is visible, which was "newly erected" at the time of his admittance on L

September 1656. On the other hand, there are no buildings to the north of the

chapel where part of the Addison establishment had been built by the end of

1665.40 The engraving must have been commissioned, and the occasion seems

most likely to be either the marriage of the young Sir John Lowther in 1659 or his

coming of age in November 1663. Sir John, who had been brought up and

attended school at Ilkley in the West Riding of Yorkshire, came down from Balliol

college Oxford in the autumn of 1658.41 The first admittance in his hand is dated

12 February L659, but may have been copied by him later. He himself later dated

his management of the estate to l66}.a2 In 1661 came the first admittances

explicitly said to be granted in his presence. He straightway standardized the form

of admittance to new tenure. He granted no more of the Double Tenures, nor any

more plots so extensive and at so low a rent as those were, but instead made the

Triple Tenure standard, with rather higher rents per foot of footage, except in a

few cases of special favour. In June 1661 Thomas Craister was admitæd, "paying

the said rent...and trebling the rent every one and twenty years according to the

custom of Robert Jackson whose admittance was now read unto him in that and all

40 D/Lons/W Whitehaven, Various papers... 20. Blake Tyson in "Two Post-mills at Whitehaven in
the Seventeenth Century", C.W.A.A.S.vol. LXXXVIII, 1987, also queries the date of the print.

41 Lowther's infancy is obscure. He himself tells us that "I was boarded at Ilkley when a boy with
Dr Watkinson's uncle."- J.L. to "f .T.24 Aug. 1686. The Dr. Watkinson mentioned is the later
chancellor of the archdiocese of York, who was the son of a læeds merchant but born at Ilkley where

he too attended school under a certain Mr Coates. His uncle will have been Joseph Watkinson,
gentleman, of Ilkley, whose son also attended school there. J. and J.A. Venn, Alumni
Cantabrigienses, Cambridge, 1922-54, s.v'
42 J.L. io Lady Lowther, 19 April 1701. D/Lons/'W Correspondence, Draft letters Oct. 1700-April
t70L
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other particulars", and thereafter the wording of all new admittances followed that

of Jackson's without significant variation, and over the next few years there was a

steady influx of newcomers to the Sandhills. With this supposed custom, new-

modelled by his father and guardians, Sir John was apparently well satisfied.

At the end of 1662 fLfry of the Old Tenants led by Robert Wilkinson of

Preston-howes brought a suit in Chancery against Si¡ John on the grounds that he

was prosecuting various suits at Common law against some tenants both for the

ordinary entry fines to their tenements and for a general fine of all tenants. They

claimed that to wear down their opposition, Richard Lamplugh, Lowther's brother-

in-law and steward of the manorial court, had called them "tenants at will" and then

fined them in the court when they refused to answer such a call; and that the bailiff,

David Hamilton, had seized €30 worth of their goods to pay for the fines, with

I-owther threatening to "cause them to spend all their estates in law or make them

fly their counbry if they will not pay him an arbitrary fine'j43 The bill was the first

the tenants had brought and was not well drawn. Sir John protested that they had

not shown any manner bf equity; they had remedy against Richard Lamplugh and

Hamilton at common law, they had not alleged lack of court rolls, nor witnesses,

nor had prayed to examine witnesses in perpetuam rei memoriam or shown any

other reason why Chancery should have cognizance of the case. Nothing further

appears in the Chancery record concerning this case, but l-owther must have felt

sufficiently pressed to agree to an interview in London in July 1663 with William

Williamson, a Cumbrian attorney representing the tenants, which as it turned out

was a serious blunder on Lowther's part. He agreed to stay all lawsuits and the

tenants alleged that he promised to accept a fixed twenty penny fine at the change of

every tenant; though Lowther for his part later insisted that he had not intended the

agreement to extend to more than this particular batch of fines, and always carefully

maintained that the entry fines were set at differing rates according to the value, and

43 D/t ons/W St Bees. "Book of proceedings between Thomas Wybergh and Sir John Lowther"
Copy of the case d,aled 28 November 1662.
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not the ancient rent, of the several tenements: some paid eighteen years rent, some

twenty and others twenty one. However, because he did not have the court rolls

with him in London to ascertain the particular proportions assessed upon the

tenants, he decided to accept a uniform twenty penny fine on this occasion only.

Three years later, in 1666, the description of the tenants in the call to court

and the level and incidence of frning had still not been settled. At the manor court

held in fuly, Robert Wilkinson and William Atkinson, a former steward of the

manor, refused to answer a call which included the term "tenants at will", and were

fined 6s 8d for their denial by the newly appointed steward, Thomas Tickell, who

ordered the bailiff to distrain for the fines the day before Lowther wrote advising

him to stay proceedings until the next court, hoping his leniency would attract

compliance.44 With the immediate hope of compromise removed, Lowther then

checked that most tenants answered the call without demur and that Tickell had

called them as "tenants at will according to the custom of the manor." If Wilkinson

and Atkinson replevied their goods, the issue could be tried at the next assizes, and

if any tenants denied ttíe call in future, Tickell was to fine them "the highest the

custom will bear." At the Michaelmas court eleven tenants refused the call and

Tickell fined them 39s lld each, but made no move to distrain against them.45

Early in L667, Lowther instructed Tickell to assess the particular entry fines now

falling due upon several tenants' deaths at a yeü and a halfs value of the land, "or

as much as you can get above a twenty penny fine".46 If faced with opposition,

Tickell might take less than a year and a halfls value in crCer to avoid the expence

of court action, but he must not accept payment of uniform twenty penny fines,

which could later be used as evidence that fines were fixed by custom, and not

arbitrarily. Accordingly at the Easter couft Tickell assessed the fines due at the

deaths of Thomas Aery and William Benn at f 15 and f9 respectively. When both

widows refused to pay on behalf of their sons still under age, Tickell reduced the

44 I.L. 19 Aug, T.T. 18 Aug 1666.
45 The size of the fine had the desi¡ed effect as ûo tenant thereafter denied the call until 1684 when
William Atkinson again began ûo raise the objection. See Chapter Seven, below.
46 J.L. Jan, undated 1667, arch. no.16.
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sums to fl2 a¡d f8. At reports of their continuing refusal, Lowther again

instructed Tickell to demand not much more than would amount to a twenty penny

fine, "a year or two will do well"; and then with still no response and indeed a

report of "a combination of the tenants to oppose the fines demanded", Tickell was

to emphasize the reasonable level of the fines and to prove from earlier court rolls

that the tenants had paid at a higher level in the past, and to accompany persuasion

with threat of greater harshness "...and let them know that this obstinancy will

force me upon demands of a general fine if they submit not."47. Frances Aery

disregarded his threat and tendered a twenty penny fine to the steward, evidently

claiming the "agreement" with Williamson as a precedent. Based on the 10s 9d

annual rent for this tenement, a twenty penny fine amounted to €10-15s. Tickell

refused to accept it. The matter went to trial at the assizes of August 1668 but

resolved nothing. Tickell repofed shamefacedly that he had to withdraw the suit

because he had neglected to observe some niceties of the law in assessing the fine

and had been caught out by the tenants'counsel.

Meanwhile to stay these proceedings in May 1669 the tenants as a body had

again entered a bill of complaint in Chancery; led by Robert'Wilkinson's heir, also a

Robert. As in 1662, they claimed to be tenants according to the custom of the

manor and liable to pay a fine only at the change of tenant; although the twopenny

fine they claimed to pay in 1662 is now described as a fourpenny fine. The bill is

much better drawn than its predecessor. They enlarged their case by referring

backwards to Sir Christopher's previous suits intended to enforce them to the

payment of such fines as he pleased and totally to destroy the ancient customs of the

said manor. They improved it by drawing attention to the agreement of July 1663

which they claimed Lowther was infringing in his present suits. They had learnt

some lessons about proceedings in Equity: they claimed that they could not prove

their custom at law because their witnesses were too infirm to travel and explicitly

prayed for a subpoena for the discovery of the relevant facts, and to confirm the

47 J.L.4 June, 17 Sept, 24 Dec L667
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agreement of the twenty penny fine and to have the tenants who had paid it

admitæd, and to have the prohibition against sæathing on their premises disallowed.

In August 1669 the case of widow Aery came up for the second time at the assizes.

Tickell outlined his ca¡eful preparations - consultations with the lawyers at Penrith,

the drawing of briefs which he then took to Lowther Hall for perusal and then the

journey to Ca¡lisle, where he "feed" good counsel, "6 in number", though on

reflection he crossed out the phrase "6 in number", presumably because he had

nothing to show for such an expen6e. The judge, Sergeant Waller, opposed their

case "as unconscionable and illegal that an infant's land should be forfeited upon

such an account" and though it was repeatedly asked of him what remedy Lowther

had in the case, "yet he affirmed nothing but left it dubious."48 This encounter

alone (with travel expences for wiüresses and court fees) must have accounted for

much more than the difference between the f 10-15s widow Aery proffered and the

f,12 Tickell demanded. By November, Lowther realized it too and wondered

whether to accept a standard twenty penny fine rather than keep paying legal fees.

Tickell's answer reveals a masterly balancing act between concern for Lowther's

prestige and status and simple business realism.

"the tenants will glory that you condescend to a twenty penny fine which,

though it seems to me suff,rcient, yet, considering your charge, is neither

honourable or profitable. I know that by an arbitration if you will be at

fine certain they will give more, perhaps a twenty four, and t'were better

and more plausible to compose the difference that way."49

On the 17th of December, the I-ord Keeper permitted I-owther to demur on a

number of points in the tenants' bill, but not on the question of steathing on which

his further answer was required. It is unfortunately not clear whether the court

regarded it as an issue of tenants' rights or resfraint of trade. In his fufher answer

48 T.T. 23 Aug 1669. Sergeant Waller was nicknamed "Index" by the profession, and "people went
for his opinion only ûo bring away a list of quotations to assist other counsel that understood
better." - Lives of the Norths, vol. 1,p.24. Si¡ John Lowther called him an "unexperienced judge"
but he had been a sergeant since 1659.
49 13 Dec 1669.
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Sir John made no new point but simply denied knowledge of any custom that

tenants at Whitehaven might steath coals for export. In June 1670 the tenants, as

the next assizes approached, pressed for a rejoinder so that a commission could

hear evidence and for an injunction to prevent the assize cases being heard. A

month later Lowther went north and met the tenants at Carlisle, where he agreed to

a f,rne certain, and the tenants to the level of twenty five times the annual rent; but at

the end of the year when Lowther came to seal the deed brought to London by

Robert Wilkinson, he discovered that "they would cut me off all claim to a general

fine, which was no part of the bargain."50 He totd Tickell to summon the tenants

and tell them that he would settle the general fine on reasonable terms but not gratis,

because of his legal expences. Tickell reported his lack of success in any kind of

negotiation. "The tenants persist in wilful disobedience...nothing will prevail with

such stubborn, irrational humours as 6 or 7 of them who govern the rest: or else I

understand not the mlstery."5l The tenants refused to pay f.50 to have the general

fine quashed and planned to have the agreed twenty five penny fine certain reduced.

Sir John, anxious to avbid further court costs and further erosion of his manorial

rights, hoped to convince the tenants that they need not come to a written agreement

about the general fine at all but simply rely on his sense of fair play: "t'would be

time enough when I make demand of a general fine, which I shall probably never

do, if they were but respectful as they ought to be."52 In May 167L, with Robert

Wilkinson too sick to travel, Christopher Skelton and Christopher Hare úavelled to

I-ondon, and in June Sir John signed a deed releasing his claim to the general fine

and setting the particular fines at twenty five times the ancient rent. The tenants

paid him a lump sum of f50. Lowther expressed the vain hope that the tenants

would recognize "this kind usage, for had I not been more than ordinarily inclinable

to comply with them, they would have run themselves into a great and fruitless

expence."53 The tenants, with two skirmishes at the assizes in their favour and

50 29 Nov 1670.
51 6 March 1671
52 7 Much 167l
53 6 June 1671.
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knowledge that Lowther had no t¿ste for Chancery costs, may have viewed the

matter differently. "Give me your opinion whether we had not better take a twenty

penny fine than be at this charge in law," wrote Lowther to Tickell in Novry'ember

L669, and it proved to be a turning point in the negotiations, with Lowther

increasingly anxious to make a settlement, "for I love not disputes, much less with

the tenants or neighbours."s4 At St Bees the tenants could show that for a long

period they had paid no general fine, but it could be argued that the reason lay in the

complicaúed devolution of the manor and a period of experimental leases, rather

than a positive custom. Whether a lack of practice over a long period constituted a

custom that the tenants paid no general fine, or whether, as Christopher intended,

the lack of any uniform practice over such a long period simply indicated not that

there was a custom which prohibited the taking of general fines, but that the tenants

had no custom at all and were merely tenants at will, provided a legal point of some

nicety.

The letters which passed between Lowther and his steward show how much

negotiation and comprômise accompanied the litigation, and chart the changing

attitude on Sir John's part as he realized the limits to his power as a manorial

landlord, providing a salutary counter-part to the formal legal records. For

I-owther's rent roll, the difference between ascertaining a twenty penny fine and a

twenty-five penny fine with no general fine was roughly f70 in a lifetime, so

clearly this would not stand much legal costs in fighting the issue on either side if

money was really all they were fighting over. The tenants ended up paying their

own costs and Lowther's in the f50 consideration. In return they were assured

there would never be a general fine again, of which perhaps the hope was forlorn

anyway. Sir John, reckoning that a year's value of a tenement was between 15 and

20 years rent, was in fact getting just about what the law would have given him -

one and a half year's value; and the signs were plain to see by 167l that the great

inflation of agricultural prices which had eroded the ancient values of rents and

54 19 July 1670.
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fines ascertained upon them between 1500 and 1640 was a thing of the past.

Tickell may have received the Aery and Benn fines with some satisfaction: by the

agreement both widows paid fines greater than Tickell's adjusted assessment of

L667, but they and the other tenants gained a deed which gave them some standing

in law for the first time, and unequivocally assured heirs by custom the right to

inherig as previous admittances to old tenure had not stated "to him and his heirs".

Although his lawyer had carefully drawn up the deed to say it granted away nothing

but the right to succeed on payment of a fine certain, Sir John remained

apprehensive that he had given away more than that, anC put further queries to

lawyers on the issue.55 The tenants were satisf,red with that deed, unlike the royal

Kendal barony tenants who had wanted letters paten! a Chancery decree and an act

of parliament as well. Alongside the compromise and negotiation went a good deal

of cooperation and reasonable working ¿urangements. Immediately alter the L662

bill Sir John leased various parcels of land to nine tenants who had appeared against

him. In 1670 and l67L he signed new leases with William Nicholson, William

Benn and Christopher Slelton, all men who had opposed him in the 1669 bill. The

reason is probably not far to seek: all three enhanced the income from their farms by

leading coal from the collieries to the harbour, and as his coal trade increased,

Lowther had a perpetual need to encourage the leaders. In general, he needed a

workable and realistic settlement, one which settled on a level of fining which

would leave the tenants solvent and able to play their part in the exploitation of his

estate.

The real gainers of the L67L agreement were the Old Tenants with houses in

the town. They paid trifling rents and correspondingly trifling fines now for ever

ascertained, and their return from their property did not depend on agricultural

produce, but rather upon the value of the houses and shops they built on their

tenements, either for their own use, or to be let. When Robert Biglands the elder

55 "Whether has this deed made any alteration in the nature of their estates, other than the
settlement of thei¡ fines, before arbitrary, and whether are they not as absolutely cusûomary teûants
ûo all other intents as before the making of the said deed."-Paper headed 'The scope and design of all
these papers..', D/Lons/W Whitehaven, Various papers...2O.
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died in 1672, his son paid 8s 4d to succeed to a house worth probably €100 and

thereafter lived in it at an annual rent of 4d. Henry Addison paid 2s rent for a house

valued in 1686 at f300. Admittances, whether in old or new tenure, continued to

forbid tenants to let any part of the premises for more than one year without licence.

The provision must have been impossible úo enforce since the lord or steward could

bring no proof that an unlicenced occupant had lease for longer than a year unless

either tenant or occupant voluntarily produced it. The court books record no

licences to let except where the lease is evidently a mortgage, yet it is clear that there

was an abundance of letting. Thomas Tickell, after leaving Bransty in early 1667

settled in the house of Henry Fox, just across the Pow from the market place, and

remained there until L676. He paid Fox f6-5s rent and also paid the hearth tax

which indicates he was the householder, and not simply occupying a couple of

rooms. Fox himself meanwhile paid Lowther 4d a year rent. In 1693 when one

Thomas Stanwix, a Quaker, applied for a tenement to build a weaver's shop,

William Gilpin recommended accepting him even though it was suspected that his

purpose in settling *"r io gain proselytes: "if he have such a design he cannot be

hindered from farming a house which will be attended with the same ill

consequences and so perhaps you may lose a tenant to no purpose."56 Richard

Cavell, Hugh Ap-Richard, Andrew Herbert, George Troughton, Anthony A"ry,

Thomas Bowes and Matthias Miller all paid hearth tax in 1673 as persons

responsible for the respective houses, yet were not tenants of l-owther.S? In an

admittance of October L670, the house in question is identified as "now in the

occupation of George Holdcroft". Holdcroft was still in Whitehaven in 1696 when

he signed the association for the defence of King William, but still had no tenure.

He finally bought a freehold in 1704, two years before he died.58 It is hard to

believe that some of these well-established people did not have surreptitious

agreements guaranteeing them more than a year's occupation of the houses they

56 W G. ta J.L. 17 March 1693, Lowther Correspondence 4.
57 Hearth Tax returns in P.R.O. E 179190176 fo.1l.
58 His burial is recorded in the St.Bees register, and he is the only Holdcroft in its pages. The
association in P.R.O. C 2L3 no 65
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resided in, and Tickell himself, who was probably one of them, recognized the

practice in 1674, contenting himself with the mere assurance that in law "no lessee

of such an estate, without such licence, can hold it longer than the life of the

1essor."59 In the 1710 survey of the town not only is it visible how tenements were

divided up sometimes into several houses and shops occupiecl by different people,

but more curiously it becomes clear that the owner of a house or several houses on

a tenement might choose not to live on it himself at all but to rent a house from

another tenant.0

The dispute over fines coincided with a series of skirmishes over a wide

range of manorial rights: the collection of market tolls, the monop/y of steathing

iron or coal, the taking of heriots and the insistence that tenants grind their corn at

the lord's mill. I-owther viewed these rights sometimes as symbols of his manorial

power, at other times for their monetary value. The 1671 agreement with the

tenants resolved in unequivocal terms the matter of the general fine and the fixed

level of enûy fines, but the other customs of the manor which it did not mention, let

alone def,rne, were left dt large for the tenants to manoeuvre in to their advantage.

Indeed, the ink was scarcely dry on the 167l agreement with the tenants when they

began to nibble away at the lord's right to collect heriots, which would have been

the next largest outgoing after the fines. One of l-owther's early orders to Tickell

instructed him to call the tenants at court "for the several parcels of their

tenements...that no heriots be drowned", for several tenants, such as Francis

Radcliffe and Christopher Skelton were liable to pay three or four heriots: such a

situation naturally arose whenever a tenant had acquired the whole or a part of

another tenement by purchase or inheritance.6l Lowther did not specify when a

heriot could properly be taken, neither are the admittances to old tenures recorded in

the court books more specific. An indefinite form of phrasing obliges the tenant to

pay "a11 other fines and heriots as they grow due according to the custom of the old

59 9 March 1674.
60 D/Lons/W Whitehaven, Survey and estimate made of houses to assess a paving and sewerage

rate,1710.
61 4 June 1667.
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tenants in this manor."62 The widows Benn and Aery, who contested the entry

fines for their sons, paid heriots forthwith on the deaths cf their husbands and no

sign of objection appears in the corespondence.63 After L67l the situation changes

at once and tenants adopted various methods to avoid the heriot. When Tickell

seized and compounded a heriot worth 25s due at the death in October 1672 of John

Grayson of Corkickle, his widow "conceives none due alleging the land hers and

that her husband was never tenant," though Tickell averred she could produce no

evidence and that the court book listed him as tenant.64 Presumably she claimed

that she had brought the tenement to her late husband as heiress of the previous

tenants, the Gosforths. Without an admittance in her name, however, this would

have been insufficient to establish her as tenant, and in fact a year later she gave up

the contest and compounded for the heriot.65 On the other hand, the three heriots

due from Francis Radcliffe's land, noted by Lowther in 1667, slipped through the

net when he died in 1679. Tickell warned Lowther in advance how the family

would plead, and sure enough the widow claimed that she had been joint tenant,

and though Radcliffe alone had signed as the tenant in the 1671 deed, she had in

fact inherited the land from her father, William Towerson. I-owther nonetheless

still hoped to catch three separate heriots in a future generation by instructing Tickell

to keep the son-in-law's admittances as three separate admittances in the court

book.

Even when no such grounds existed to deny the heriot, it became

increasingly possible for tenants who held houses in the town of Whiæhaven by old

tenure to claim that they owned no live beasts at all When William Burton, tenant

of three houses in the town, died, the son claimed that the only live beast on their

land, a cow which Tickell claimed as a heriot, was his own property, not his

father's. "Such excuses as these will always be found to avoid those payments, yet

makes me forbea¡ fetching it until I receive your further order", grumbled Tickell.

62 DlLonslW Court Book L662-L689, admittance of Nicholas Moore, 15 Oct 1669.
63 D/Lons/rrV Esûate accounß L666-1685, fo 62.
64 28 &,r 1672.
65 D/Lons/W Estate accounts 1666-1685, fo.62.
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I-owther replied philosophically that Tickell must do what he could; "none will keep

any goods in their own name", but he might try for a composition.66 Not

surprisingly, Tickell's one attempt to take a heriot where a tenant died leaving no

widow was even less successful. When James Benn díed, Tickell took a heriot

valued at f3-10s. The heir, George Benn, following the advice of the other tenants

in the manor, replevied the beast and challenged Tickell to appear at the county

court to prove l-owthers title to it. Tickell tried to bargain with the family, offering

to reduce the payment to 20s, but they refused, preferring to have a trial "rather than

pay anything contrary to their wills."67 Lowther did not want the matter to go to

trial without being ceftain of his claim because a judgement against him would

provide an uncomfortable precedenl He urged Tickell to find examples of taking

such a heriot both at St Bees and on neighbouring manors, but Tickell could

unearth no such precedent at St Bees. He offered instead two examples from

Stainburn, whose custom, if it could support St Bees' tenants in the matter of

general fines, could surely be adduced to support the lord's over heriots. Whether

or not the ancient men of Stainburn were again called to testify does not appear in

the correspondence; probably not, because George Benn was not required to pay

and four years later when Tickell sought a writ against him for iltegally cutting

down oak trees, the stewa¡d vengefully reminded Lowther,"t'was he that replevied

the heriot and cost you a great sum of moneys."68

The tenants for their part could insist that a heriot was due only if a widow

survived; and then if a widow did survive, find some other way of evading it. The

landlord on the other hand could attempt to take a heriot on the death of every

tenant, hoping that an occasional success would eventually nullify the tenants'

version of their custom. When the tenants as a body complained to Lowther of his

steward's over-officiousness in attempting to take a heriot at the death of every

tenant, Tickell resorted to a plea of reasonableness, transcending both law and

66 T.T. 30 April 1683, J.L. 12 May 1683.
67 31 March 1673.
68 27 Jan 1677-
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equiry.69 In the same spirit he entertained momentary hopes that judicial

construction might extend the heriot to re-encompass the wealthy townsmen. He

had heard of a coach being seized in London as a heriot due on a'Westmorland

ænant-right and so pointed out that "one of your old tenants viz Robert Biglands left

no quick goods yet was full owner of a ship which perhaps may (at that rate) prove

an heriot."7O This particular scheme would not have worked, if only because the

apprisors of his inventory found Biglands the owner of sha¡es in several ships but

full owner of none: whether this represented a last minute or even post-mortem

adjustment we cannot tell, but clearly the heriot could in some circumstances be

avoided. Biglands had no livestock, not, at least, within the jurisdiction of St Bees.

No doubt he kept a house cow and other necessary domestic animals on the tiny

freehold which he and William Atkinson had jointly bought, perhaps for no other

purpose, in Corkickle, just over the boundary. The best the landlord could do was

to make sure that he too avoided it. This is doubtless why when he contemplated

buying a neighbouring tenant-right at Bransty held of the Cockermouth estate in

1691, Lowther instructed the steward, "that in case of purchase of any customary

estate heriotable it be done in some other person's name...and such person to be

some very ordinary tenant or servant who may make a declaration of trust."7l Had

the purchase succeeded Lowther would probably have erected a coal gin or some

otherkind of machinery on the tenement which would have been worth many times

the value of an ox or a horse.

I-owther tried hard to maintain one element which he considered vital to his

own interests of the economic regulation of tenants by the terms of their admittances

which his father had inaugurated: the prohibition against laying up accumulated

supplies of coal or iron ore in steathes on their tenements. He could not prevent the

owners of other neighbouring collieries from sending pack horses down to

Whiæhaven with their coal to load any ships in the ha¡bour that would take it, but in

69 9 March L674.
70 18 March 1673
71 27 Jar L69I.
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the winter season some of these suppliers were prevented from working by flood

water and all had diffrculty getting their coal to Whitehaven along the long, miry

paths and roads. Sir John's own Drift colliery lay only a short distance from the

harbour, affording a quick turn-around for the pack-horse gangs, and his

engineering works enabled them to be drained and kept working in any season. He

was determined to reap the advantage of his pioneer drainage schemes by

monopolizing the winter trade but to do so he had to prevent rivals from building up

stock piles of coal close to the harbour in summer and autumn. More distant

colliery owners could not lead coal to the harbour, unload into the ships, and return

with a second load all in one tide. To further constrain them I-owther commanded

Tickell to cut open any sacks of coal found heaped up along the foreshore, or sue

the owners for tresspass.T2 Tickell as new steward in 1666 made the mistake of

presuming that private coal steathing would "predjudice us little" and had been

willing to give permission. Lowther replied adamantly: Tickell must prevent all

steathing by explicit prohibition in the admitt¿nces and leases he made and he was

to police the prohibitioh diligently. Moreover he was to negotiate on Lowther's

behalf for a lease of the possible alternative, Francis Radcliffe's steathes at Bransty,

in terms which underline a determination to maintain his stranglehold over the

winter sale: "I would willingly pay any reasonable rate for them in hopes to get the

whole winter sale."73 When Tickell did secure the sæathes, although paying highly

for them, Lowther expressed approval.T4

Specific prohibitions against steathing had appeared in Sir Christopher's

admittances, though those granted by the feoffees had not always explicitþ insisted

on it. Although admittances to new tenure made by Tickell always unequivocally

forbad steathing, the admitt¿nces he made to old tenure are far less explicit, despite

Lowther's reminder on several occasions to include the prohibition, especially in all

72 J L 19 June 1666, see Appendix C.
73 J.L.20 Nov 1666.
74 The rent was f5 a year. T.T. 3 Dec., J.L. Dec undated 1666, arch. no.13. Tickell was to include
a condition in the lease to protect the investment, for "should my Lord Nofhumberland erect any
upon the sand on his side as he may, then this agreement will be ineffectual to me and so must be
void." J.L. I Jan L667.
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admittances concerning "town houses" or "townsmen."75 However, for old

tenure, the whole area of letting without licence, and in particular letting without

Iicence for steathing, had become ill-defined and an area in which there was no clear

legal precedent. Lowther was anxious to avoid a direct conflict in the assizes,

presumably because he thought it a distinct possibility that he might lose, or that he

could not present a case which was sufficiently clear cut to win by proving beyond

doubt that the tenants had let for periods longer than one year, if the parties

concerned did not admit to the tenns of their lease. Tickell found it difficult to both

police and prohibit: "I cut sacks set down in your liberties and attend all

opportunities to prevent steathing, both by fair and foul means yet all is ineffectual,

which makes my life wearisome and my person troublesome, increasing my foes

and decreasing my friends."76 In 1667 Henry Fox leased land for a coal steath

from George Johnson, then customary tenant of the Flatt. The particular agreement

made by Sir Christopher concerning Flatt did not specif,rcally prohibit steathing, so

it is strange that Lowther initially expressed confidence that he could forbid

Johnson: "it would havebetter become him not to have let what is not in his power,

so expect he should put that exception in his lease", though in the next breath he

admits his powerlessness and explores a fresh possibility :"he may do what he will

upon it, but time may come I may possibly reckon with the most obstinate of the

place." Rather than sue Johnson for letting without licence, Lowther instructed

Tickell to tell Fox that "the place of his steath is that I have proposed to sink a pit

in", and that unless Fox removed it, Tickell "must immediately fall to sink in the

very place."1l He backed the threat with one which encompassed any ship master

who dared to purchase coal from Fox: Tickell was to refuse the use of the quay to

them. Johnson agreed to withdraw his licence from Fox only if I-owther reduced

his rent and Lowther's response expresses his uncertainty over the issue. "I cannot

75 "according to the custom used within the mauor of St Bees...doing and performing all other
provisions and conditions as other the tenants do in the said manor." -see the admittances of
ChrisOopher Singleton, John Hodgson and William Hinde, St Bees Court Book, 5 Sept 1666.
76 I June 1668.
77 L2 Feb 1667.
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at this distance prescribe you so good a way of making him, or others, lay aside

these designs, as you yourself may find out by considering the circumstances of the

thing, and your interest in the parties concerned" and merely repeated his threat to

forbid the quay to the masters who purchased from them, or to George Johnson

himself and his salt trade..."they will in the end find they ought to have been

content with the surrmer sale, and not think to go away with all the profit of our

charge and indusûry."78

In 1668 Johnson's widow let further leases of land for steathes to several

people, Fox included, despite Tickell's counter offer to let them have space at

Bransty on cheaper terms. The Bransty steathes, which had been acquired to

prevent such people using them, were now being offered in desperation to prevent

the precedent of steathing in Whiæhaven from being established, but it seems with

little success. In 1669, when Francis Radcliffe demanded a higher rent, I-owther

cast in the lease, "since they make more clamour than profit."79 In the same letter

which reported the signing of the L67L agreement with the Old Tenants, Lowther

instructed Tickell in procedures for the next court: he was to write the admittances

in Latin, and insert a clause against steathing, an instruction he repeated in a

subsequent letter.8O Tickell complied when he next admitted to old tenure in the

October court of 1672,with much crossing-out as he tried to express the stricture in

Latin, and included the prohibition in all subsequent admittances to old tenure. In

L674 a number of the Old Tenants complained to Lowther against this restiction,

claiming he had agreed to allow them the right to steath at the signing of the

agreement, though no such assent is expressed in the deed itself. Tickell assured

him that for most of these tenants the right to steathe had little real significance, and

none at all to those who lived out of town, well away from the harbour. They

concerned themselves with the issue "to verify the proverb that one scabbed sheep

will infect the whole flock. They bandy together like birds of a feather, without

78 7 May 1667.
79 T.T.24 Aug 1668; J.L. 14 Dec 1669
80 6 and 20 June 167l
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sense or reason very often."8l The disputes over rights to steath fades from the

correspondence at this point. No successful proceedings against steathes are

recorded, but the practice does not seem to have become widespread.S2 It may well

be that I-owther's attrition against steathing had been successful, rather than that of

the tenants, and that with his eventual purchase of Hodgson's Croft and the Flatt,

there was no longer any suitable ground close to the ha¡bour for them to rent. That

he maintained his opposition to steathing which might prejudice his sale to the ships

appears in the standard freehold deed he issued in the 1680's which incorporates a

very stiff penalty clause against steathing.S3

While one group of ancient tenements demanded his family's urgent

attention because they overlay the principal coal deposits, another group assumed

an increasing importance in Sir John's own eyes because they lay in and around the

township of Whitehaven and its harbour, which he hoped to develop as a planned

town with houses of a very superior quality. Most of the expansion was on waste

ground called the Sandhills, but Sir John also had his eye on an area at the town-

head, held under the old tenure by William Hodgson. Hodgson refused to sell and

at the same time aroused the ire of Lowther by letting without licence some land for

a coal steath. I-owther believed he could sue for a forfeiture, but his proviso to his

steward illuminates the problems of legal proceedings against a customary tenant:

"take care that you get sufficient proof that the custom of the nunor does not allow

any to let without licence, there is no question of the custom but the difficulty is to

get proof, since they that can prove it are parties on the other side." In addition,

Lowther queried if Hodgson was one of his own workmen and suggested to

Tickell..."you may endeavour to recall him that way."84 But Hodgson is described

in the court rolls as "yeoman" and it nowhere appears that he held employment

under Lowther, nor was he sued for a forfeiture. In November 1671, perhaps

81 9 March 1674.
82 Henry Fox began renting a steath from l¡wther in 1673, but this was for iron ore.
83 They were ûo pay 6d for every lon of iron-ore and for every chaldron of coal sold !o the ships.
D/Lons/W Registers, three volumes containing deeds, agreements, etc, 1686.
84 J.L. 4 Jun'e L667.
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emboldened by the recent deed to the Old Tenants, Hodgson, without seeking to

purchase a licence, sold the Croft and the rest of his tenement (which still had the

steath on it, according to the conveyance) for €110. The purchaser was

Christopher Skelton, one of Lowther's most substantial tenants, who was also a

lessee of some other lands and farmer of tithe corn, and who at this very moment

proposed a vertical integration of his business by getting Lowther to build him a

malt-drying kiln on his land at the Town Head. "What expectations they can have

from me I cannot see, if they continue so averse to oblige me," complained

Lowther.S5

During November, December and January Lowther repeatedly admonished

Tickell to secure him the much-desired property: "...for no means would I fail of

the Croft" and "Fail me not in Hodgson's Croft", making it plain that he expected

to be gratified "in such small things."86 Skelton half agreed to sell, then refused to

set a price, so Tickell kept reminding him of this opportunity to gratify Lowther,

which he warned, "if wilfully lost would never be regained to the perpetual

annoyance of himself and his posterity...." Tickell admitted that the more he

courted him, the more intractable he proved, adding in yearning tones, "If we

should have a press for seamen as was last Dutch war here, he should be sure to

march if he did not yield to your demands, if I were concemed in the press as I was

that time."87 Deprived of this recourse, Tickell had to try other methods. He

delayed holding the manorial court so as not to have to record the surrender of

Hodgson and the admittance of Skelton. He discoursed with a local lawyer the

possibility of evicting Skelton. He raised the threat of forfeiture by directing the

bailiff to demand the rent for the Croft, and then to refuse it if tendered. (His

pu{pose, he wrote, was to "terrify", but he emended this, crossing out the word

"terrify" and inserting "do good".) Nevertheless Lowther remained reluctant to

85 I.L.2L Nov. 1671.
86 J.L. 21 Nov.12 Dec 167l,3O Ian 1672
87 9 Feb 1672.
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press a lawsuit: "...for Skelton I wish any other way would prevail without suit,

which I have no mind to if possible."88

"The pitiful yet refractory opposers" as Tickell called them, resisted until

Iune 1672, when Skelton finally agreed to surrender his interest for the purchase

price plus his costs. Lowther responded at once with a promise to "preserve to him

and his a claim to any good offices that I can do them" and instructed Tickell: "I

would willingly be grateful to those who deserve it, if he desires any lease etc you

may give him preference before others."89 Willian Hodgson retained occupancy of

the remainder of his tenement until his death in 1682 and Skelton got his malt-kiln.

Tickell actually began building it with Lowther's consent after Skelton had agreed

to negotiate, but before the deal was concluded.90 In 1688 when Skelton was at

loggerheads with Tickell over another of his interlocking enterprises, supplying

horses to lead Lowther's coal to the harbour, Lowther rebuked his steward, "I

know the difficulties you have to deal with people, but because we had Hodgson's

Croft by his means I would have you order him to lead coals again." Finally the

Town Book also records the admittance of Hodgson's daughter, Jane Osmotherly,

to a house in Queen Street, which Lowther granted because her father had

acconftdated him with the sale of Hodgson's Croft.9l The rules under which

I-owther, Tickell, Hodgson and Skelton conducted the negotiation are not clear-cut,

but it is evident that while the lord of the manor could still hope to get his way by

offer of favour or threat of displeasure, his right to refuse his tenant a licence to sell

to a third party, or even to demand that licence be sought beforehand, had become

problematical and very difficult to enforce.

The other tenant-right in which Sir John became interested was Flatt

tenement and Hall, and here too he faced a rival purchaser, but this time not a local

yeoman but his parliamentary colleague, fellow landowner and baronet Sir George

Fletcher. William and Lancelot Fletcher, to whom Sir George was distantly related,

88 T.T. 2 lune 1672; J.L.I May 1672.
89 J.L. 25 June, 9 luly 1672.
90 T.T. 30 Dec. 167L. lt was built near to the windmill and cost l.owther f,,10.
91 J.L. 10 April 1688. D/Lons/W Vy'hitehaven 59a, Whitehaven Street Book.
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were both dead and the tenement had devolved through one of William's daughters

upon her son George Johnson. In March L667, Johnson, without seeking licence,

sold Flatt to Sir George for a price expressed in the deed of sale as f,1000,

reserving a life interest to his wife Katherine. At the same time he made his will,

"by which it appears" as Sir John later commented after putting himself to the

trouble of searching out the probate copy, "that Sir George Fletcher owed him

€600." The enquiry and the brief but otherwise unecessary remark upon its

outcome probably indicates his suspicion that f600 was the real selling price, and

the f 1000 in the deed of sale a fabrication intended to raise the market for a

subsequent re-sale to himself. Certainly f600 would have been a much more

appropriate price for the reversion of an estate less than freehold, whose annual

value, even with the payment for spoil of ground, came to no more than f40 a year

in 1674, according to Thomas Tickell who later himself farmed it for €30. By the

custom of the manor Johnson's heir, since he had no children, would have been his

sister Ann, who was married to the Corkickle freeholder ïicrnas Davy. She was

partly compensated, but not contented, by legacies of f50 to herself and f.240 to her

six children. There is no hint as to why Sir George chose to interest himself in

Flatt, but whatever his intentions, Lowther did not want so large a fish swimming

in his pool. It was he who had first news of the clandestine sale and on September

24th 1667 ordered Tickell, "if any such thing be tendered at a court decline the

confirmation but be private therein." While Johnson lived the matter could remain

sub rosa but when he died in early 1668 and Tickell required new instructions for

the next court at which the jury would expect to enquire after heirs, I-owther urged

some difficulty in the settlement which would make it best for the jury to find no

heir.92 By now though he had begun to envisage buying Flatt for himself from the

widow who he affected to believe still had full powers of disposition. However,

Tickell informed him: "she is altogether for Sir George Fletcher and hath made

some clandestine contract with Thomas Davy and his wife to better thei¡ title and

92 T.'f .9 March 1668; J.L. I7 and 3L March, 31 May 1668
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likewise hath lately given liberty for others to steath coals upon that tenement very

much to my trouble."93 At the April court, L669, she sent a servant to name

Fletcher as her late husband's heir. By now she merited inclusion in Tickell's

private pandemonium; and his wrath encompassed not just her arrangements with

Sir George over Flatt, but a concurrent dispute over a clash of rights to mine coal in

Bransty between Lowther and the widow, in which Sir George was also supporting

her: "...tis this vain-glorious woman's pride to have his ear open to her malicious

insinuations and his encouragement adds fuel to her fire which if you could

possibly take off by purchase or otherwise, she would burst with her own

venom."94 Tickell resisæd this attempt to name an heh and in the list of customary

tenants at the head of each court roll, the tenant of Flatt is styled "heredes Georgii

Johnson".

Under the indenture which settled the tenure of Flatt in 1636, Sir John was

also entitled to claim a heriot on the death of the tenant, but it was not until August

L673 that he made any demand for a heriot after Johnson's death. No doubt he

held off for so long to avoid increasing the difficulties he was having with the other

tenants, and because he could only expect the response which he then received: Sir

George Fletcher claimed no heriot was due because Johnson had sold him the

premises before his death and therefore did not die tenanL95 The heriot had been

ascertained at a mere 30s in 1636 so Sir John's decision to demand it must indicate

that he had decided to make the first formal move to settle the uncertain situation.

The next step, the following February, was to take up the question of Fletcher's

admittance and the consequentf20 enty fine, but by this time he had decided that

he wanted Flatt in his own hands. During the next eighteen months he soliciæd the

aid of his most influential relative, the aged Sir John Lowther II of Lowther, to

negotiate the purchase of Fletcher's interest, and expressed a willingness to pay up

to €100 over the true value of the property. On the 29th of September 1675,

93 T.T. 1 June 1668.
94 2L June 1669. For the dispute 6vs¡ mini¡g in Bransty, see below, chapter Two.
95 reported by Tickell, 9 4ug.1673.
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shortly after the death of Mrs Johnson, Ann Davy was admitæd tenant and next day

surrendered to the use of Sir George, who the day after that conveyed Flatt to Sir

John for the €1000 he claimed to have originally paid for it.96

The settlement had taken eight years to achieve and had been handled

throughout with great delicacy. There was never the least suggestion of

proceedings for a forfeiture for unlicenced conveyance or non-payment of the fine.

The yeomen Hodgson and Skelton might be cajoled and browbeaten, though even

in their case the legal outcome was evidently uncertain if they resisted. With Sir

George Fletcher an altogether different kind of approach was required. The

conclusion presumably left him satisfied but others were not. Thomas and Ann

Davy became inveterate enemies enfrenched in the Davy freehold just beyond the

boundary of Flatt, which they refused all offers to purchase. Lowther began

specific oveftures in 1681, but in 1694 Gilpin advised, "There is little expectation

of success so long as an angry old woman lives."97 Robert Biglands the younger,

married to a daughter of Katherine Johnson, had been in occupation of Flatt when

she died and was evicted to make way for Tickell, which did nothing to mend his

already stained relations with this family. Biglands was to become one of the most

wealthy and influential of Whitehaven's merchant community and took the lead in

opposition to l-owther many times in the next three decades.

L,owther's purchase was a dear one but it must have seemed absolutely

necessary: negotiating way-leaves and spoil of ground and suppressing steathes had

been difficult enough with mere gentlemen tenants and would have become

impossible with a man of Sir George's rank and influence. Lowther decided to turn

his outlay to further account by re-building Flatt Hall as a residence for himself.

The idea of acquiring a house for himself at Whitehaven was not entirely new. He

had previously indicated some interest in building at Brackenthwaite on the north

side of the town and in acquiring Mirehouse farther afield to the south; but Flatt was

96 "An extract of writings about Flatt Tenement" D/Lons/W unlisted Whitehaven harbour papers
J.L. to Lady Lowther, 9th May, 14th April 1674; J.L. to Si¡ John l.owther of l.owther, 19th May
1674 DlLons/W Acc.5letters L562-L685; T.T.9 March L674,1.L. !o T.T. July lSth 1674.
97 W.G. 3l Oct L694, Lowther Correspotrdence 165.
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already a gentleman's residence, had 200 acres of land attached and stood in a

slightly elevaæd position over-looking the developing new town on the sandhills.98

Even so, the house which Sir John partially rebuilt was by no means the equal of

Sir George Fletcher's establishment at Hutton Hall and hardly even as grand in

superhcial appearance as neighouring Moresby Hall, refurbished with an Italianate

front by the perþess William Fletcher in the next decade, and Sir John himself was

equivocal about its function. He had every intention of continuing to reside mainly

in I-ondon and the permanent occupants of Flatt until 1698 were to be his stewards.

When the Duke of Somerset was about to visit Whitehaven in 1688, Tickell was

instructed to offer him hospitaLity at Flatt; though Lowther added, perhaps as an

excuse for the appearance and contents of the house, "...he may understand that I

never lived there."99 In any event Sir John was not an ostentatious Íran.

With the Old Tenants of the manor it had been a question of whether an

ancient right of lordship could still be enforced or at least used as a bargaining

counter. Over rWhitehaven's market and fair on the other hand, Sir John faced the

problem that they had been granted not in the distant past to his family or their

predecessors, but in his own lifetime, and to others. In 1654, during Sir John's

minority, some inhabitants obtained the grant of a weekly market and annual fair

from the Protector, on their own initiative and in their own name: a legal anomaly

from the sta¡t because the site of the market was on the lord's soil. Though we are

not told, we may guess that the lead was taken by Thomas Craister and Cuthbert

Studholme, Carlisle merchants with houses in Whitehaven who were members of

parliament during the Protectorate. In 1658, Sir John addressed a series of

questions to an eminent northern lawyer Mark Shaftoe, Recorder of Newcastle,

trying to ascertain the exact nature of his rights in the market and what rights the

98 Rebuilding and extending began almost immediately and is described in detail by Blake Tyson in
"The Work of William Thackeray and James Swingler at Flatt Hall (Whitehaven Castle) aná other
Cumbrian buildings, 1676-1684". Ancient Montu¡ctús Society Transactiotts,2S, lg94.
99 J.L. 19 May 1688. He explained to rvVilliam Gilpin that he had enlarged Flatt only ûo make
better accomodation for occasional visits, and accordingly avoided all "ornament" or needless
expence. As he rebuilt again in 1698, he remarked,"it can never be made a seat." J.L. to W.G. 6
April 1697, 1 March L698, I-owther Correspondence 354 atd 473.
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inhabitants might have, by virtue of being named in the grant. The lawyer's

answers do not specify just exactly who had the right to exact tolls, landlord or

inhabit¿nts, but deemed that the inhabitants could not choose a site for the market

without permission from the landlord-1ffi

In 1660, Sir John petitioned the King and paid to have the grant of the

market confirmed, but once again in the name of the inhabitants.lOl Some years

later, when seeking legal advice on how to rectify this omission, he excused it as

necessary to get the conf,rrmation passed quickly and without fuss, lest the Earl of

Northumberland who owned the two adjoining markets obstruct it, as he had done

the first Erantlø2 Meanwhile he seems to have tried to remedy the defect by btuff.

There is preserved a specimen proclamation of the fair dating from not long afær the

Confirmation, which declares it to have been "granted unto the Right Worshipful

Sir John Lowther Ba¡onet (sole lord of this town and port of Whitehaven) and to

his heirs and sucessors for ever." A second specimen proclamation, this one

written after the death of Charles fI, originally contained the same false pretence,

which was afterwards crosse¿ s¡¡.103 Lowther maintainerd that the original grant

had been paid for by the Committee of Sequestrations, as some of the Committee

men and Sequestrators had then been Customs officials,living in the town, adding

as a diagnosis for all his troubles, "whence the inhabitants had ever since very ill

born the authority of a land-lord."lM But by 1666 the Customs officers had been

replaced, Craister had sold his house and his land outside the town and lived in

York, and Studholme (a marked man, under a¡rest in 1663) was shortly to lose his

life at sea: the market may well have become toll-free by default.

I-owther's rights in the market were to be tested severely by the arrival of

one particular family, encouraged to settle by I-owther himself, and exactly the sort

of prosperous and enterprising new-comer he hoped to attract to Whitehaven. In

100 D/I-ons/Whitehaven, Various papers... item 85.
101 C.S.P.D. 22 Aug. 1660, Chap II vol. XI no.22.
102 William l-owther to Hugh Potter, D/Læcl79, Egremont Correspondence.
103 D/Lons/Whitehaven, Various papers... item 85.
104 D/I-ons/W, Whitehaven, "Various papers .... item 20. See Appendix A.
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166L, Lowther leased for seven years his father's house, the Otd Hall and its

grounds adjacent to the market-place, to John Gale the elder, a ship-owning

merchant. In 1664 he granted a new lease of sixty-one yea.rs and Gale, by

agreement, immediately began to enlarge the house, pulled down a wall and erected

several open shops fronting onto the market place. In 1666 on the strength of these

improvements, Lowther agreed to extend the lease to one of ninety-nine years, but

he was not cautious enough in drawing up the terms of this lease. Gale extended

his buildings over the boundaries of his land and let palts of the frontage to

tradesmen who claimed exemption from tolls as not being within the conhnes of the

market. When I-owther refused to demolish a couple of derelict cottages which

blocked further access to the market, Gale vented his anger by renting out some of

his ground for coal steathes and gave Thomas Patrickson space to put down sacks

of coal brought down from Scalegill colliery. Lowther, who "did little expect this

usage", nevertheless could do nothing: Gale did not hold by customary tenure and

steathing had not been excepted in the lease. Tickell was to relay displeasure,

which Gale "will not probably regard, so may sp¿ue my pains."105 g¡þsn Gale let

out more ground to steath coal coming down from Whingill colliery, Tickell could

only suggest that l¡wther buy the colliery to cut off supply for Gale's steathes, and

the steathes which had been re-let by Francis Radcliffe at Bransty, "and deprive the

ill-humoured owners thereof to theirno small disquie¡."106

In 1668 Gale snapped up a freehold property called Mirehouse outside the

town which Lowther himself wanted to buy, and used it remorselessly as a

bargaining counter for further concessions in the town cenEe. He wanted the tenant

of an old house opposite his frontage accomodated elsewhere and the house granted

to him for a shop. He wanted his 99 year lease extended to three one thousand year

leases of the sub-divided property, intending them for his th¡ee sons. He wanted

guarantees that Lowther would never wall off the market from his frontage nor

105 J.L. 15 Sept 1668, 19 Jan 1669; T.T. 20 and 30 Nov 1668.
106 4 July 1678.
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move it to another site, and an acknowledgement that the occupants of his shops

and penthouses were not subject to market tolls. I-owther stood out against these

demands and in the end Gale sold him Mirehouse for a money profit instead, in

spite of l-owther's initial hope that Gale "may possibly gratify me if he consider

former courtesies."l07 ç¿s forthwith resumed an earlier negotiation to buy the

tenant-right of another house with large frontage on the market, the house which

had belonged to Thomas Craister, and which Tickell had previously tried to

purchase for Lowther but without success. By this time, Mr Gale's incumbancy

must have been as disagreeable as any sequestrator's. Lowther, though he

disapproved had commented on the earlier negotiations, "as to Mr Gale, I like not

his engrossing of so numy shops about the market but however would not have you

refuse a surrender," and once again made no attempt to frustrate Gale's

purchase.l08 Since his right in the market was weak and insecure, Lowther's

strategy, as with the Old Tenants, was to maintain a claim by intermittent attempts

to gather tolls; building up a right by prescription, while neither himself bringing on

a contest at law nor doing anything which would expose himself to proceedings.

But the public example of Mr Gale and his shop-keepers did not facilitate

these occasional collections. As Tickell reported their refusals and the claims of

many other stall-holders also to be toll-free, he admitted, "the gathering will signify

more trouble than profit and our receipt partial: the first day I received 4d, the

second, 9¿..."109 To plug the gap which Gale was opening in this rudimentary

dyke, Tickell suggested with intent that the posts supporting his open shops were

not actually set on ground within Gale's lease, but Lowther simply replied, "For the

tolls preserve a right by a collection now and then, its not material to be very exact",

and on another occasion, "For the market I value not the profits, but the right,

which too gentle usage will call in question, so what you receive let it be the full of

L07 J.L. !o T.T.l7 Nov. 1668, L2 Nov L672. Gale purchased Mirehouse for f292 and sold it in
1675 for f320. DlLors/rily' Registers: Deeds and Conveyances 1611-1705. His initial fifteen
conditions for selling Mirehouse are in D/Lons/W Correspondence, bundle 40.
108 J.L. 12 Nov. 1672. Gale was admitted ûeûant to Craister's shop at the Easter court of 1675.
109 28 Nov. 1670.
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what other markets take, I care not whether it be taken every day, or but now and

then, if but seldom the more encouragemeng'.llO

Gale eventually wrote a tenchant letter to Lowther, demanding that he stop

his sæwar¡d disturbing his shopkeepers for tolls. He claineC to have a tegal opinion

that they were toll-free, by the terms of his lease. Tickell reported that any kind of

negotiation or threats over the issue had failed completely. "I modestly argued the

case with him supposing the advantage not above ten groats....inconsiderable for

dispute with a person he had reason to oblige and that this might excite you to

change the market etc. upon which he fell into passion and told me that he would

not abate one mite of his right and that he knew the condition of your title to the

market better than I etc." Tickell even suggested to Gale that he might like to lease

the right to collect tolls at a moderate rent, "but that would not take neither". He

had accordingly decided not to demand tolls from anyone at all for the time being,

"ûo avoid disturbance, distinction and partiali¡y,."1ll

Lowther admitted his relative powerlessness, acknowledging that he had

granted a lease without qonsidering the full implications. "I have not his lease herp

so cannot conceive what he may have hooked in beyond my intentions." All he

could do was to remind Gale of his past favours, rebuke him for "fishing for

advantages" that were never considered or discussed at the signing of the lease and

threaten to retaliate by marking the bounds of the ma¡ket more strictly.LLz Check-

mate was reached at Martinmas, with the market place, so long the ground of the

manocuvering, both a toumey ground and a weapon. Gale sent his daughter in law

to pay his rent for the Old Hall, tagged with the proviso that Tickell must sign the

acquittance free of charge, or go to the market place and there receive "live rent at

the Ma¡ket cross", f.l1 of bellowing, bleating, squawking, grunting beasts.

Tickell signed the acquittaîce, grati.r, and never raised the question of Gale's

encroaching market stalls again. 1 13

110 J.L. L7 Ja¡.167I,5 Dec. 1670;T.T.26 Dec. 1670.
111 John.Gale !o J.L. 3 June 1673 (enclosure ûo Tickell); T.T. !o J.L.7 July 1673.
lL2 J.L-ta T.T. 14 July 1673; J.L. ûo John Gale22luly 1673 (enclosure to Tickell)
113 T.T. ta J.L. 12 November 1673.
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ln 1677 and 1678, as I-owther faced, a growing amount of opposition over

his authority and control within the town and harbour, the issue of who owned or

controlled the market featured regularly in his queries to lawyers, but the answers

were never reassuring enough for Lowther to try the issue ¿¡ l¿1v.114 The

townspeople for their part kept alive the idea that the market was theirs, drawing

attention from time to time to the dubious nature of Lowther's claim, as Tickell

reported, " they delight themselves in all their discourses to slight you and yours:

and are now busy to set abroad their interest in the market place here as theirs not

yours inænding to oppose your next proclamation of the fair."115 When Tickell, on

I-owther's behalf, proffered the lord's tolls to help pay for paving the market place,

Robert Biglands said they were not Lowther's to give, and that until Lowther had

accounted for all the money he had so received and handed it back for the use of the

market, then he would pay nothing.1l6 However, neither the inhabitants, nor the

Gale family nor I-owther himself ever brought the matter to a trial, relying rather on

stratagems to keep their feet in the door. In 1696 the then steward, William Gilpin,

reported that the Gales erected a market-cross in the market place and still reaped

whatever profit was to be made through their stalls, "which I think is not

convenient because it derogates from your right to the market, and gives

countenance to a foolish conceit which your tenants are willing to entertain, that the

market is theirs." 117 For their part, the Gales were quick to seize on a new rumour

that Lowther might move the market elsewhere. Ebenezer Gale denounced the

scheme as "of most pernicious consequence, and would assuredly destroy their

titles to their houses, (for saith he) "Our deeds abut our houses on the market place

and if that be removed, really, Sir, it is no less than removing our l¿nfl¡¡¿¡lçsl"1l8

Gilpin reported their alarm as a "merry story", glad to see the family which had

given him good reason to dislike and mistrust it so discomfited, but l-owther had

1L4 D/Lons/W Whitehaven, Various papers...85.
115 9 Oct.1684.
116 28 Oct. 1680.
117 30 May, 10 June 1696, Lowther Correspondence 285 and289.
118 W.G. 12 June L697, Lowther Correspondence 374.
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probably written his last thoughts on the matter much earlier, when he instructed

Tickell one year to take no toll at all at the fair, "for though it look like suffering the

town to grow upon my privileges I matter ¡s¡."119

Over the market, I-owther had been concerned to uphold a doubtful right but

unconcerned whether there was profit or nol Over his monopoly of com-milling in

the manor, he finally relinquished a better-attested right, apparently because it could

not be made to turn to profit. The duty to grind all corn at the lord's mill was

always expressed in all admittances to new tenure, where a custom might not have

been found to support it and though it is not explicit in all admittances to old tenure

it was safeguarded in the general words binding the tenant to all duties performed

by other customary tenants. One of Tickell's first jobs as steward had been to

oversee the building of a new windmill on the site of an old one at Arrathwaitc, and

a new horse mill close by the market place. I-owther agreed to charge 1/16th of the

corn as moulter, the amount charged at the other manorial mills at St Bees, and

another owned by the Curwen family at Roddington, three miles away. From the

start, the Whitehaven milts proved problematical. Tenants complained that the

windmill ground their grain unevenly. It was malt, not flour, which was spoilt by

this unevenþss and elsewhere too it appears that the tenants'main concern was with

grinding for malt.120 Both mills proved difficult to lease and on occasions were left

in hand. A lease agreement signed in 1672 gives the annual rent for both mills as

f20 but contained the proviso, "if the 2 mills are profrtable", and from the end of

1673, the annual rent was reduced to f,16. The millers at St Bees provided an

attractive alternative because they employed carriers to fetch and carry other

peoples'grain. Some tenants (among them the inevitable Biglands) tried to claim

that either they were not bound to bring their grain to the lord's mill or asserted that

they took their grain to the other manorial mills at St Bees. Tickell threatened them

with writs: "I am persuaded they will all submit upon attachment and it will tenify

119 19 July 1687.
LzO J.L. Feb. undated 1667. T.T. 26 March, 25 Nov. 1667, 14 Feb. 1668
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sths¡s."121 But Lowther always adopted a conciliatory attitude and suggested after

the L67L agreement with the Old TenanLs, when once again they insisted that they

were not bound, that Tickell "invite them to a compliance about the mill."122 Not

only did the tenants not use the manorial milt but merchants began to sell ground

malt in the town, "nigh twenty loads brought hither in a week." Unable to

prosecute them for actually selling the malt, Tickell spent much time and made

several journeys to neighbouring justices to lay complaints against the merchants

for using wrong measures, but without success. Though Lowther commended

Tickell for his willingness to defend the manorial rights, he advised him to let the

matter pass, suggesting instead that he compete with other mills by following their

example of providing horses to fetch and deliver the grain.l23 He was evidently

happy to let the matter ride and it was only the commercial rivalry of two of the

principal townsmen which again made the issue conúoversial.

Thomas Addison had owned a malt making business since at least 1666,

when the court book records Addison and his father-in-1aw, David Hamilton,

frequently suing tenants at the court for affears of payment for malt. Addison was

also the local agent of the excise farmers and was able to cocrce local innkeepers

into buying his product "...and the great motive to oblige them is that he clears

their excise for this rate, otherwise they are hourly troubled by their tormenting

guagers and terrified with great fines."l24 ¡o¡tr Gale had set up in the same

business in 1678, building a brewhouse, a malthouse and a handmill to grind his

own malt, once again something not specifically excluded in his lease. Addison

attempted to gain the advantage. First he introduced his servant into a partnership

with one of the lessees of the horse mill, admitting later that it was done with the

specific intention of preventing Gale from doing the same thing.125 Then in

February 1679, Addison signed a forward conftact for a twenty-one year lease of

lzL 6 June, 1 Sept 1667.
122 29 Aug 1671.
123 T.T. 11 Dec L67l; I.L. 19 Dec 1671
124 T.T. 26 March 1667.
125 T.T.30 Aug 1680.
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both of Lowther's mills, to take effect in 1682, as soon as the present lease

expired. Immediately Gale retaliated and in the very shadow of Lowther's horse

mill near the market offered his customers free use of his handmill, "by which

means he has invented a new trick to make dissention between you and your

tenants." The lessees of Lowther's mills gave Tickell a list of thiræen tenants who

had stopped using the manorial mills, and Tickell once again expressed the hope

that Lowther would ro" 1t"*.126 Addison naturally complained that Gale was

ruining his business and demanded permission to build his own mill. While

opposing and attacking Lowther's manorial privileges in almost every other

respect, Addison nevertheless expected and demanded that I-owther sue his tenants

for not coming to the manorial mill. 'When Lowther refused, Addison threatened

not to keep the mills any longer than May 1683, unless Lowther would abolish the

use of handmills. Lowther agreed to release Addison from his contract, and in

response to yet another complaining letter from him again admitted his

powerlessness to prevent Gale from using his property exactly as he pleased.

"What course to take I do not well know, having out of my zeaL for bringing

merchants or such as I thought might be useful to the town overlooked the making

those conditions which no doubt Mr Gale would have agreed to at his f,rst coming

1¡i¡r"t."127 Addison solved the problem to his own content by casting up his lease

of Lowther's mills and purchasing the freehold of his house. This gave him

liberty to build a horsemill on his own premises, which he promptly did. His

business thrived. By the end of L682, Tickell reported that he had undercut

Lowther's prices by 3d a bushell, and had gained most of the custom and was

busy enlarging his malt cistern and his own house.128 ¡¡6¡¡ 1682, Tickell leased

out the two manorial mills seperately and at a much reduced rent; the horse mill for

f3 a year and the windmill for f.4. In spite of leasing the windmill to one of the

town's carpenters, Thomas Gilliat, perhaps with the hope that it would be kept in

126 TI.26 Jure 1679. John Gale the elder died in 1680, but his widow continued the enterprise.
127 J.L.ûo Addiso¡ 27 Dec 1681, 6 June and 4 April 1682, enclosures ûo Tickell; T.T. 27 March
1682; D/Lons/W Horsemilt and Windmill account 1671-1685.
128 9 Nov 1682.
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god repair, it had fallen into decay by 1686, and John Satterthwait, another

carpenter, had the first two years of his lease rent free, "in consideration of his

good repairt".|29 I-owther's fines and heriots produced little enough income for

Sir John, but the returns from the mill, as from the market, were truly paltry. In

this instance he never even put a query to a lawyer on his right to suit of mill:

enforcing it would certainly have cost money and with Lowther's mills making so

little profit would probably have absorbed the whole profit of a new one, so that

although the expanding town needed more milling capacity it was better to let rival

interests supply the demand. Milling did not integrate well with the rest of

Lowther's business, as it did with Mr Addison's or Mr Gale's.

The struggle to maintain the rights of lordship may seem to have been futile,

yet curiously it retained some economic value even after the fossilized customary

tenures had themselves been formally converted into freeholds by the Landed

Property Act of L922. In 1987 Sir John Lowther's present day representative, the

seventh Lord Lonsdale auctioned thirty of the hoa¡ded Lowther manorial

lordships. "He gets no pleasure or enjoyment from owning such titles" said his

agent "so he thought he might as well sell them now that it is in fashion, and

plough the money back into his various business interests." The sale netted the

Earl a quarter of a million pounds.l30

In 1683, I-ord Wharton's counsel for his case against his tenants noted:

"The complexion, humour and condition of the witnesses cannot be left

unobserved. They are witty and of strong natural parts and greatly given

to contests in law (especially with their landlords) as generally most of

their neighbours a¡e in these mountainous wild parts and though perhaps

some of them are not concerned in the cause (in interest strictly taken) yet

129 For lease agreements, accouDts and steward's notes concerning the mills, D/Lons/W Horsemill
and windmill accounts 167l-1685, Leases of mills 1673-1692; Estate accounts 1666-1706;
Whitehaven rentals 1666-L705; and Blake Tyson, "Two Post Mills at Whitehaven in the
Seventeenth Century" C.W.A.A.S. voI.LXXXVIII, 1988.
130 The Times, 27 Aug L987.
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they are all of one tribe and all of a piece and many of them near kindred

and near alliance and will do in reason what they can for one anothe¡."131

The customary tenants of St Bees were frequentþ of near kindred, and they were

often more willing than Lowther to let disputes be taken to law, just as forty years

earlier their predecessors in the manor had determined to "weary at law" Sir John

Lowther I and Thomas Wybergh, threatening to 'Join their purses together and

spend much money" to defend their custom.l3z So Tickell wote, "the ejectment

served upon Christopher Hare was received by him cheerfully saying they would

fain have a trial", or that William Nicholson, Robert Wilkinson and Hare "tell me

plainly that they will now settle no way but as the law shall ¿""1¿"."133 Even less

could William Fletcher and Francis Radcliffe, gentlemen themselves although

customary tenants, be intimidated. Skelton remained a leading tenant farmer,

Wilkinson, Hare and Skelton joumeyed back and forth to London to negotiate,

"recalcitrant widows" continued the fight when thei¡ husbands died and over the

years the customary tenants built up a body of legal expertise, having learnt the

power of the .o*rrron'purse to pay legal fees. It is difficult to believe that the

tenants were primarily, let alone solely, concerned with the monetary

considerations. Rather their concern was defending their rights as customary

tenants, and they relished their tussles with thei¡ remote landlord and his baffled

surrogates. Francis Radcliffe, whose combined income from land in

Bassenthwaite, Bransty and Arrathwaite, and his salary as schoolmaster of St Bees

was at least f70, was prepared to haggle over a 1l2d worth of rent because a

windmill overshadowed his land. George Johnson offered to forgo steathing coal

at Flatt if his rent was reduced, when his whole rent was less than what he made

by letting the steath. Their common purpose but very various livelihoods give the

tenants the appearance less of a class than of a club, or rather two clubs, the Old

L3L Documents Relating to tltc Swaledale Estates of Lord Wharton in the Sixteenth and Severúeeruh
Centuries, ed. M.Y.AshcrofÇ North Yorkshi¡e County Record Office Publiacations, no.36, 1984,

.297.
32 P.R.O. C3 408n74.

P
I
133 4 April, 12 Dec L670.
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Tenants and the New. The deed of L67I gave the Old Tenants a sealed roll, if not

a very full or very explicitly comforting one, and marked them as possessed of an

est¿te in eternity. And if the Lord was not willing to give them whole new coats,

he grudgingly allowed them, piece by piece as the years went by, patches for their

old ones. This was the end of an episode, but nor, fü the circumstances of

whitehaven, the end of the play. For some of the growing body of New Tenants,

who hadno part in the agreement and were not mentioned in it, began to wonder if
it had not removed a vital prop to their own interests: and so, as Formalist went his

way more or less rejoicing, Hypocrisy, bereft of his fellowship and solidarity,

girded himself for his own ordeal.
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Chapter Two

The Commodities of the Earth

"The commodities of the earth being more improved, there is more
wealth, and consequentþ there aÍe more conffacts, real and personal, in
the world, which breedeth unthrifts, bankrupts, and bad de-btors, more
covetousness, and more malice." Sir John Davics.l

Sir John's income from land and his seigneurial and rectorial profits at St

Bees, Sockbridge and Roundhay were barely enough to maintain the dignity of a

baronet, the expenses of a member of parliament and a household in London. His

prospects of founding a really substantial fortune turned upon his ownership of

collieries, his control of the harbour facilities at Whitehaven and that port's access

by a short sea passage to the swiftly expandi4g market for coal in Dublin.2

Success depended on thb judicious exploitation of all three factors in combination

and neglect or miscalculation of any one of them afforded jealous rivals, clients and

customers an advantage they were always quick to seize upon, amplifying the

already considerable natural hazards of the enterprise. If a mine collapsed or failed

to produce sufficient coal, if the shipmasters as a body refused his coal or deserted

Whitehaven for a more efficient or safer harbour, if the pier broke up in a storm, if
war or problems with the coinage disrupted the Dublin market, or the Dublin

market found cheaper coal elsewhere, then Lowther's coal ceased to be Lowther's

fortune. Sir John of necessity relied upon individuals whose aims and activities

opposed his own. At the coal face, at the boundary hedge of the neighbouring field

and coalmine, among the leaders guiding the long strings of coal-laden horses

I The Worlcs in Verse and Prose, ed. Alexander Grosarl 1869-76, vol 3, p.226.
2 T\at Dublin's population increased by a factor of 2 and 3 between 1660 and 1685 seems to be
agreed, although estimates of absolute levels of population at these dates differ: for two such
estimates see T. W. Moody, F.X. Martin and F.J.Byrne, A New History of lreland, Oxford, t976, p.
390 and p. 448, viz. 25,000 in 1660 rising to 50,000 it L682 and 15-20,000 in 1660 rising to 50-
60,000 in 1685.
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down to the pier, and at the harbour side where the shipmasters purchased the coal,

such people could and did thwart I-owther's plans. Invariably the solution to one

set of problems caused a fresh set of problems elsewhere. The variety of problems

and the varied groups of people involved meant a plethora of decisions, orders,

countermands, frustrations and reversals all intertwined throughout the process of

shifting coal from the coal face and down to the harbour side, somehow turning it

to Lowther's proht along the way.

The West Cumberland coalfield stretches along the coast from St Bees to

Maryport, dipping to westwards and continuing beneath the sea. In the

Whitehaven district, several seams outcropped on either side of the Pow valley.

The best of these was the Prior or Main Band up to 15' thick, with the thinner Ya¡d

Band and the Bannack or Bumt Band above it and a Threequarter Band below it.3

At first the miners dug "bear mouths" or shallow, sloping tunnels to follow a seam

into the valley side. The water collecting in the tunnels was contained by small

earthen dams or men "cast it out with spoutches to daylight".4 This type of mining

used little capital, did åot need a large workforce and developed as a sporadic

activity, regarded by the owner as a useful sideline to be worked or laid in

according to seasonal conditions, the price of coal and the demand of the

shipmasters. Once the coal seam dipped below a certain level, such primitive

methods were no longer practicable and the owners abandoned the tunnels, leaving

them to fill with water. By the early 1660's Lowther had more or less exhausted

his store of coal which could be mined through bearmouths. He needed to begin

the second stage of development, a more costly process of sinking shafts and

keeping them dry, by cutting a "drift" or "level" horizontally through the strata to

drain the workings.s Tunnelling in from the valley side, the workmen constructed

3 The descriptions of Howgill and Drift collieries in D/[.ons/'W, Collieries, List 2, no.15.
4 An observation on early mining activities in D/Lons/W, Collieries, List 2, no.l5. See also List
2, no.lï, Notebook and Almanac, 1705.
5 These two terms are not always rigorously distinguished in the sources, but in general a drift is a

tunnel affording access to the current coal face and is extended to follow the face as it recedes, while
a level is a cooduit for water driven possibly to a point well beyond the current face, and possibly
along a different line from the access !o it.
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a gently sloping tunnel calculated to intersect and follow the coal seam to the extent

of the proposed winning. The water drained by gravity down into the Pow valley

and coal was then mined from pits sunk within the drained area. The coal was

mined by the "pillar and bord" system common in the nofth; working out a

proportion of the coal but leaving the rest in massive pillars to support the

superstructure. The cost of driving a level naturally varied a great deal, but Tickell

noted that although one particular proposed Level might cost f,100, it could drain

f200 or f300 worth of coa1.6 In about 1663 Sir John constructed the flust level of

any significance at Whitehaven and began to work the coilicry named the Drift,

located between Flatt and the Sandhills. As Sir John later remarked, levels were

"so unknown or so insignificant in Cumberland before I wrought the great Band in

Flatfield, that the colliery was denominated Drift Colliery from the level I then

drove."7 In L667 this level needed to be cleared and reframed, and was then 60

yards long.8 Drift Colliery, together with Greenbank on the west side of the Pow

and further back from the harbour, provided his main supply of coal for much of

the next decade. He appbinted Thomas Jackson, a local merchant and a son of one

of his father's trading partners, to oversee the two collieries for a salary of f 15 a

year in 1665 and ayeaÍ later engaged Thomas Tickell as his estate stewa¡d with a

general oversight of the collieries.9 He also made some ¿uïangement with his

6 T.T. 13 Dec 1680.
7 D/Lons/W Sir John Lowther's Dictionaries and noþbooks, list 1, box 2/list 5, "Collieries". A
description of the collieries by Gale, Richardson and Scott locates the level more precisely: "there
was a level for this colliery from Plumblands, it coaled this great band at the pit near Milburne
house." D/[,ons/W, Collieries, List 2, no.15. I had hoped when draughting this chapter simpty to
footnote ûo earlier authors for the geology and locality of the collieries. However, knowledge of
Drift colliery, Si¡ John's major source of supply in the 1660's-1670's seems ûo have dropped from
memory even within the eighteenth century. No mention of it occurs in the county histories by
Hutchinson or Nicolson and Burn; nor in Becketç Coal and Tobacco, nor in the thesis of W.H.
Makey, The place of Whitehaven in the Irish Coal Trade 1600-1750', University of l-ondon,1952;
nor in the earlier specialised accounts to which they refer and on which they may be supposed to
rely, viz. R.W. Moore, "Historical Sketch of the Whitehaven Collieries" in Trans. of the Fed.erated
Institute of Mining Engineers, vol. vii, 1893-94; Isaac Fletcher, "The archaeology of the \ùy'est

Cumberland Coal Trade" it C.W Aá.S. old series, vol. 3, 1878; and J. Fisher, "Observations on the
Whitehaven Colliery, 1793" in Trans. Royal lrish Acaderny, vol. V 1793.
8 T.T. 7 Feb. 1667. h L672 Tickell was shown the remains of a level begun by Sir Christopher,
but he "for want of right framing left both the work and the timber."-l8 Nov. 1672.
9 Thomas' relationship to Rowland Jackson can be inferred from a sympathetic rema¡k concerning
"Tom's sickness" made by Christopher h L632. Surtees 189, p.38. Thomas named his own son
Rowland.
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brother-in-1aw, Richard Lamplugh, who lived at Ribton, ten miles away, to give

advice.

Discovering winnable coal seams depended largely on these mens'expertise

as they pondered on past knowledge of surface outcrops, the outcome of boring

trials using rods and wimbles, the testimony of old miners and the observation of

coal se¿¡.ms currently being worked by Sir John or other colliery owners in adjacent

fields. A number of dykes or faults ran through the coalfield, often cutting across a

promising seam and dislocating it upwards or downwards. Unlike collieries in

Northumberland and Durham, a West Cumberland colliery tended to be divided by

these dykes into watertight compartments which could be drained separately as

occasion arose: the decision to proceed to a new stage by boring through such a

dyke was accordingly attended by some risk of drowning the previous works. The

correspondence of the 60's and 70's often refers to "the Great Dyke to the

northwards", which by 1666 was already blocking the intended course at Drift, and

became over the years "a dyke much dreaded, the North Dyke" and "the North

Dyke, our old adversarj".l0 Although Lowther often suggested where to search

next and shows a good grasp of the æchnical difficulties, he readily admitted that he

needed guidance from the stewards and overseers, and would ultimately decide

according to their suggestion, "least I advise something improper, for if it be agreed

it can never be wrought I must acquiesss."ll But the men on the spot often

produced conflicting opinions, and Lowther reactsd with exasperation as he tried to

untangle the different advice, demanding more and yet more detailed information

which when it arrived he claimed was never detailed enough; until Tickell on one

occasion replied heatedly, "things unseen are uncertain; tis past my prospect to

declare the quantity of coals in that new ground."l2 Attempting to chart the

development of I-owther's collieries is made more difficult because the bulk of the

estate correspondence comes from two successive estate stewards, Tickell then

10 T.T. 26 March and 14 April 1678, 24 Mar:ch, 14 April, 26 Aprii, i1 Ðec. 1679: J.L. tÐ T.T.23
April 1678, J.L. to Richard Lamplugh, (enclosure to Tickell) 16 July 1678.
11 J.L. to T.T. 29 June 1678.
12 8 Sept 1673.
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Gilpin, rather than from the colliery stewards. In addition, Lowther made most

major colliery decisions during his visits to Whitehaven, something which Tickell

preferred, finding discussion by letter unsatisfactor¡'. These decisions are

subsequently alluded to in the letters, but often not spelt out sufficientþ for the

modern reader to reconstruct with precise detail. Whitehaven colliery records and

accounts for the seventeenth century a¡e few and fragmentary. The extant early

accounts span precisely the one long period when Sir John was present in

Whitehaven. Otherwise, the weekly coal bills were enclosed in the stewards'

letters, and have not survived.l3 Investment was not distinguished from recurrent

costs in the weekly coal bills which Lowther perused, nor in the columns of the

quarterly abstracts drawn from them which survive from 1695 onwards. When in

1691 Lowther complained that the profit per ton was much less than might be

expected, Tickell cited as reasons the expense of making a new barret wheel, a new

house for the old gin and mending a cog wheel and axle Eee in the gin itself, and

the necessity of employing a larger number of coal drawers to drag thc corvcs of

coal the longer d^istance from the coal face to the shaft.l4

As the collieries developed and expanded, so too did the size and

complexity of the workforce. The colliery accounts for 1675 reveal a specialized

workforce, generally working a six day week, paid between 7d and 81r2d a day.

By 1706 the daily rate of pay ranged from 8d. to lzd. The haggers, and the

odmen, who were the best and most experienced haggers, mined the coal, the

trailers or drawers dragged the laden corves or baskets to the shaft, and the winders

wound up men and coal to the surface. Borers and sinkers worked in teams,

searching out where a seam ran, sinking pits and constructing levels, often by

contract for so much a fathom rather than a daily rate. The bankman, who had the

13 Even what has so far come to light in the Lonsdale archive would furnish enough material for a
thesis on the early West Cumberland collierics in its own right. J.U. Nef was unable to consult the
l¡nsdale manuscripts, and relied on V.C.H Cumberland and Isaac Fletcher for his description of the
Whitehaven collieries in The Rise of the British Coal Industry, 2 vols L932. The voiume which
will cover the seventeenth century in The History of the British Coal Industry, Oxford, has not yet
been published.
L4 J.L 27 Jan. 1691, T.T 4 Feb. 1691.
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status of an "under manager", supervised the handling of the coal from the bank at

the pit-top into canvas sacks to be transported down to the harbour. Lowther

expected the bankmen to make frequent underground inspections, prevent irregular

working both by the miners and the leaders, and to visit other pits to widen their

experience.ls Payment was normally by the day, and needed to be related fairty

closely to payments at the number of other collieries working in the neighbourhood

who might offer higher rates or easier conditions; and the availability of alærnative

employment such as harvesting or mowing.16 Lowther gave the stewards some

latitude in deciding how to pay to suit the prevailing circumstances: "Tell Tom

Jaclson if the Drift haggers will not take 8d per diem he may see if he can get them

to undertake 62 cortes a day. I can give no positive directions but leave it to

discretion, according to plenty or scarcity of workmen."lT In another round of

negotiation beginning in April 1681, Tickell increased therate at the new Howgill

colliery from 4d to 5d per score of corves, hoping to encourage the haggers to

work more coal, but two-haggers stopped work altogether because of the hardness

of the coal there. When yet more haggers complained of hard coal and a thin searn,

Tickell called a meeting at the pithead to hear their grievances, and subsequently

decided to increase the rate to 6d a score until conditions improved, explaining to

I-owther that he had no other choice if the colliery was to be cleveloped. The offer

proved successful and all the haggers save one resumed work.l8 When conditions

improved or workmen became more plentiful, the rates could be reduced for a time,

or some other economy devised: in 1670 Sir John insfructed Jackson to bargain

with the workmen to frnd their own candles, "beginning by way of trial with that

pit he finds most reasonable and so proceed afterwards to the rest."19 Presumably

Jackson found no pit "reasonable" because candles still appear in the 1675 accounts

15 D/Lons/W, Si¡ John Lowther's Dictionaries and Notebooks, list 1, box ?list 5.
16 T.T. SJuly 1678. For the high incidence of the miner as part-time farmer, or farmer as part-time
miner, see John Hatcher, "Myths, Miners and Agricultural Communities," Agricultural History
Review vol.22, 1974.
L7 J.L. to T.T. 5 Sept. 1670.
18 T.T. 7 Apnl,28 April, 8 Aug. 1681.
19 J.L. to T.T. 27 Sept. 1670.
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as a regular item. Lowther himself listed suggestions regarding work practices and

payments, one of which wondered "whether confining able workmen to the same

daily gettings as is got by the meanest be not to make them all alike" and several

pages later he added, "working by the score makes able and understanding

worklîen."2O In 1705 three workmen agreed to get all the small coal in a particular

pit at 13d per score. Previously it had cost Sir John 10d hagging and trailing and

5d more winding (15d altogether) to obtain a ton, a total of 16 corves. By this

bargain Lowther paid 13d for 2O corves, "and besides the workmen made good

wages of it, from whence might be inferred that the workmen were not at half days

work before." fn fact, even though they were employing their own winder at more

than normal winder's rate, these three nearly doubled their normal wage under the

bargain.2l But in spite of these instances of working by the score, and Lowther's

belief that it was more efficient, it remained more in the realm of ideal economic

efficiency. Miners at the beginning of the eighteenth century were still being paid

by the day or shift, because of the difficulry of attributing coal brought to the

surface by any particulaf workman when large numbers were atwork.22

Fair copies of accounts for Greenbank, Woodagreen and Threequarter Band

collieries for the year beginning 3 April 1675 are extant, and also Richard

Bettesworth's notebook containing rough accounts from August 1675 to March 1

1676 for these three collieries and for the major colliery at Drift as well.23 From

these sources it appears that the collieries then employed about 70 men six days a

week when working at full capacity. In January 1699 a list of 88 workmen and

their current employment at Howgill and Greenbank was drawn up, probably as

part of the new general scheme of mining in the Howgill colliery begun that year.

112 names, including nine men at the new Lattera colliery in Moresby, appear on a

20 ckca.I699 D/Lons/rù/ Commonplace Books, "C.C." fo. 61 and 83.
2l D/Lons/W Collieries, list 2, no 18, notebook and almanac, 1705.
22 Dll-ons/W St Bees misc. bundle 6 ex box 13: three isolated weekly accounts for 26 Dec. 1705, 2
Jan. and 23 lat 1706.
23 D/[,ons/W "Collieries and Accounts 1675-1723" and "Amsterdam Bank Accounts". Those for
Greenbank colliery run from April to August t676, for Threequarter Band from April 1675 to April
1676, and a rough and often very abbreviated account of the expenditure at Drift, Greenbank and

Threequarter Band from August 1675 to March 1676.
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similar list dated Apnl241701, when Howgill had probably been restored to full

working after two underground dams had burst flooding large parts of it the

previous winter. A summary of production dated 18 June 1702re*kons 86112men

employed. (The half of an odman is presumably a man working three days a

week.) Trailers and supervisors are not counted, so after allowance for them the

total for comparison with our other figures would be about 115. An account of 24

June 1703 reckons I41Ltzmen employed, plus tubmen, water laders at Greenbank

and supervisors, considerably higher than any other f,rgure. At the end of 1705, the

number of men working recorded in the notebook and almanac of that year shows a

movement back towards working at full capacity after a period of

undercmploymenL Extant accounts for the end of 1705 and the beginning of 1706

state not the number of men employed in each week but the total numbers of shifts

they had worked, and the wage rates per shift. A total of 465 shifts was worked in

all occupations in the week ending January 23 1706. The fact that nearly all the

subtotals of shifts are divisible by frve but not by six suggests that this was still

only a five day week fÒr most, so a force of a little over 90 men seems to be

implied, to whom should be added a handful more who were not being paid by the

day, to give a total not much different from the IL2 of four years earlier.24 Sir

John does not seem to have expanded or contracted the worldorce in immediate and

direct response to fluctuations in trade; rather he responded by setting his men on to

different jobs. Thus the best men switched between hagging, sinking and boring

and the less-skilled between hagging and trailing.

One gets no sense of an increasing workforce through reading the stewards'

letters, nor are many disputes recorded. Tickell records no angry scenes, shouting

maüches or serious threats to his authority as a steward, as he does when faced with

24 Beckett's table 3.1, Coal and Tobacco, which he says is drawn from a colliery account of
November 1705, must likewise really record the number of shifts worked and not, as the rubric
declares, the number of men employed, which would have been the utterly anomalous figure of 434.
If further proof were required, it is to be found in the number of men set on work at particular pits in
1705, recorded in the notebook and almanac of 1705. The most relevant portions are written in the
shorthand in which in his later life Sir John had his son James and one or two of his leading
employees instntcted. Appleby's calculations seem ûo be slight but Dot serious over-estimations of
the workforce, see Fatnine in Tudor and Stuart England, Slanford, 1978, table 5, p.L73.
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other groups in the community such as angry tenants and threatening shipmasters.

The rising numbers of the workforce and the trade depression of the 1720's caused

many more problems in the eighteenth century, with miners taking an active part in

the food riots of L728,25 but the problems of a poor workforce, some of them

disabled through accidents, appear in the Quarter Session records early in the l8th

century. During the debates over rates forpoor relief, the petitioners complained of

the large number of people drawn to the a¡ea because of the collieries who became a

burden on Poor Relief.26 Thomas Tickell records only one death and one injury at

I-owther's collieries and one death elsewhere: when two sinkers bored through the

end of a level into some old workings, they were swept down the level in the

ensuing flood, one of them to his death; Richard Scott narrowly escaped serious

itjury in a firedamp explosion; and one miner was killed in an explosion atWilliam

Christian's colliery.27 No detailed colliery accounts for the same period are extant,

to provide examples of compensation. Injuries may have been more common than

Tickell records, however, and some form of compensation did exist, because in

1697 the then colliery sûoward, reporting the injuries of men from firedamp and one

death, remarked: "I only acquaint you herewith because we are frequently put to

charges either in the cure, or burial of such."T

By the 1670's Lowther had mined all his surface coal and most of the coal

winnable by gravity drainage at Drift. He settled on parallel policies for future

exploitation: of mining deeper in his present collieries, accepting the exta charge of

continual pumping; and of buying up other collieries further afietd with the double

25 Beckett Coal and Tobacco, p.L94ff.
26 ,"'lhat necessary management of the coal pits so near Whitehaven is one great occasion of
bringing and fixing many poor people there, and when the heads of such poor families are either by
death or disaster, laid off or disabled from working, their numerous offspring are left to bê
maintained out of the said township." C.R.O. Qll 1711 no.12. These incompletJQuarter Session
records also include two individual petitions for relief, one for a workman crippled by a fall of stone
in the mine, the other for a man who had laboured for the l.owthers for tweìtysir years, and was
now disabled with consumption. C.R.O. Qll 1694, no.22 atd ITLL-LZ to.L.
27 Scott escaped with singed hair and blistered and swollen face and hands. He was aloDe at the
time, "yet got up and came stoutly home". Tickell also describes the daily procedure when firedamp
was susPected: "one man creeps upon his belly to the coal head and there raiseth his candle to fi¡è
$e damp which presently takes fi¡e and cracks like gunpowder". 25 June 1677, 9 Nov. 1680, 14
Feb. 1689. 2L Feb. 1692.
28 l.G. 15 Aug. 1697,Lowther Correspondence,39L.
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puq)ose of ensuring that he himself would have that supply of coal to setl if he

could find no other, and that no-one else would be able to sell it in competition with

any other he might find. By 1674, the miners had begun working "under level', at

Drift, with the water being pumped up continually from the workings and into the

level to drain away.29 Digging deeper meant organizing the collieries on a more

professional footing. Lowther's hope that Jackson, Tickell and Lamplugh would

provide a balanced management and a useful check on one another had not been

fulfilled. Tickell, before he became Lowther's steward, had some earlier

ex¡rerience in lead-mining through his uncle Richard Tickell's partnership in a lead

mine leased from the Earl of Northumberland in the 1640's,but as Lowther's estate

steward and as Surveyor of Customs at Whitehaven, had plenty of work on his

hands.3O Lamplugh was often unwilling to visit frequently or make decisions and

Thomas Jackson's chief interest lay in trading. So much so, in fact, that he did not

scruple to use Lowther's colliery receipts to purchase cargoes on his own account.

Lowther came north in early 1675, partly because of Tickell's insistence that he

view the collieries hirnself before making any major decision and partly to

investigate the handling of the colliery receipts by Jackson, now heavily in

Lowther's debt. He dismissed Jackson, who was simultaneously causing him

problems on another front,3l and replaced him with Richard Bettesworth, a

Londoner who seems to have had no previous connection with the district.

Lowther ordered him to oversee the sale of coal to the ships, but Tickell complained

of Bettesworth's drunkenness and incompetence, and the arrangement ended with

Bettesworth's death in 1677.

Early in 1676 during another visit north, Lowther made the pivotal decision

to employ two Newcastle workmen, Richard Bell and Richard Pallister, to be

underground supervisors. The previous year Tickell had urged him to send a local

man, Richard Scott, into Yorkshire to learn the "Yorkshire method" of mining coal

2_9 The pump was initially worked by manpower, with three men worklrg tluee shifts every twenty-
four hours.
30 læconfield archives, Dll*ctïl, available through the Carlisle Record Office.
31 See Chapter Three.
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from the pillars. Lowther responded, recognizing the necessity of seeking skilled

advice and using the most efficient machinery possible. "You do well to mind me

of the Yorkshire way of working, but fear our people will never do it, the main

thing to be done this spring is that either you or I go to Ncwcastle to bring thence

some workman for a horse pump."32 Early the following year, Tickell wrote that

the carpenter, now working at Drift, had promised to send for some sinkers from

Newcastle. Since further progress at Drift was obstructed by the North Dyke, it

had been decided to expand the colliery laterally downhill to the west underneath

the sandhills, and the Newcastle workmen had particular expertise in sinking

through sand.33 Lowther spent six months in the north, and by the time Tickell's

letters resume in October, Bell and Pallister and a number of other Newcastle men

were at work. Bell came on a year's contract for f40. Pallister stayed until his

death in 1682, on a salary of l2O ayeaÍ, which he augmented with a contract to

wind coal by horse gin and the farm of Brackenthwaiæ tenement on which Drift by

then impin ged'.34 A horse gin to wind water had also been set up during this period

and Tickell as undertakef of it described the horscs' Bweating labour, "being as wet

as though they were swimming."3S

I¡wther attempted to resolve the problem of general oversight by leasing

the collieries to Richard Lamplugh in February L677 buthis management proved

disasEous, and rickell, although initially promising co-operation, began to warn

Lowther of Lamplugh's shortcomings by expressing his own opinion and by

repeating Pallister's criticisms: "Pallister says he does not know how to please two

masters, yourself and Mr. Lamplugh and thinks it snange that you do not take the

profit to yourself that is made by the collieries considering your great knowledge

and foresight therein making provision of all stores and using constant endeavours

32 J.L.25 Dec. 1675. A horse gin had fi¡st been suggested in early 1674 by a Newcastle carpenter
working on the windmill. Lowther then doubþd the necessity. - T.T. l8 lan,24 Feb L674; J.L. l0
Feb 1674.
33 J.L. 5 Feb., 7 March,23 March, 1676.
34 Tickell records that the local men did not like Bell and threatened mutiny, and noted the rivaþ
between Bell and Pallister, but thought it might prove useful: "the stricter they eye each other, as I
think conduceth better to your business." 6 Nov. 1676.
35 13 Nov. 1676.
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to conquer all diffrculties whereas Mr. Lamplugh is seldom provident of the former

and unwilling to grasp with the latter." Tickell feared thatPallister would leave and

felt that his own advice was "burthensome".36 Lamplugh had decided on his own

method for the hazardous business of extending Drift by cutting through the North

Dyke, and Tickell argued particutarly against his decision to dismantle the water gin

and rebuild it at a newly constructed pit. Lowther shared Tickell's alarm and

directed that an extra gin should be purchased or built immediately but Lamplugh

remained deaf to such exhortations, and Tickell begged Lowther to visit and review

the entire colliery enterprise.3T However Lowther's intended visit earlier in the

spring had been delayed for two reasons: first, his wife had died in May and

secondly, in the face of growing demands and threats by the shipmasters and the

New Tenants, he thought it more urgent to stay in London and find some way of

comprehending harbour developments and the new tenure into a satisfactory legal

settlement. Shofly after noticing serious falls at the new pit because Lamplugh

allowed too much coal to be mined from the roof, Tickelt reported that the waterpit

had burst and desEoyed'much of the workings: in effect, the future prospects at

Drift colliery were ruined.38 "... a very bad face of affairs with you" Lowther

described it, "what to say or advise I know not, to be destituæ of coal or forced into

the little corner which I had reserved for sfreights I expected not these many years,

and which I was about to forbid the use of this last post, does I confess, a little

trouble me."39

He journeyed to Whitehaven in September and did not renew Lamplugh's

lease. He doubled Tickell's salary to f40 ayear in recognition of the extra work

and responsibility which now fell to him, both in bearing responsibility for the

collieries, in particular the development of Howgill to replace the ruined Drift and

the work involved in the planning of the harbour development which he could no

longer delay. Developing another good colliery was essential as the shipmasters

36 8 July, 19 Aug.l678, 29 Oct.,6 Dec. 1677.

17 1.T.7 lan. 1677;1.L.26 Jan., 9 atd t2 Feb.,2 March,2 April t617;T.T.2t lune t677
38 T.T. 29 luly 1678.
39 l.L. ûo T.T., 5 Aug. 1678.
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were making much of l-owther's shortage of coal in their efforts to develop Parton

ha¡bour and encourage the Moresby collieries. However, such a project was

neither easy nor swift. Exploratory boring, begun at Howgill in April 1678, had

located a seam ofcoal: "by this discovery there is great hopes ofa good colliery

there for many yea¡s, as Pallister obseryes."40 Pa[ister, the expert, knew at once

the potential of the discovery. Lowther was not averse to "trying" Howgill though

he believed it would not develop into a lasting colliery, and Tickell regularly

expressed his fears that it would be more difhcult to develop than Pallister believed,

and that the winter sale would never achieve that of Drift because the leaders would

refuse to travel the boggy pathways.4l Yet in spite of its slow development, the

colliery eventually became Lowther's major supply and the basis of his high profits

in the mid 1680's, because Lowther was prep¿ued to act on professional advice to

invest both time and money. Sinkers began work in March 1679. The following

year more exploratory boring discovered a new band of better quality coal at a

greater depth. Exploiting it did prove difficult, blocked by dykes and hitches, the

haggers rebelling at the hardness of the work and the leaders grumbling at the miry

ways. Actual mining of the Prior Band at Howgill did not begin until early January

1684.

Developing Howgill which lay further back from the harbour than Drift

meant that Lowther had to pay more in leading costs: 8d the ton compared with 6d

from Drift. The leaders were a semi-independent group of contractors who took

delivery of the coal from the bankmen and transported it by packhorse to the ships'

sides where it was sold to the shipmasters. The whole transaction was carried on

in a currency of tokens issued by the colliery owners. As with the miners, I-owther

had to compete vigorously for a share of the available supply of leaders: their

number dwindled during ploughing, seeding, harvest and haytime or if other

colliery owners offered higher rates. It was particularly difficult to engage them in

40 T.T. 14 April 1678.
4L J.L.23 April,4 June 1678; T.T. 1l June, 14 April,26 April, 22Dec- L679,IL Jan. 1680.
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winter when the wet weather made heavy going for the horses, or when the feed

bill to keep the horses in working condition rose too high. 'When the Moresby

colliery owners sold coal at PaÍton harbour instead of Whitehaven, they paid the

leaders so well for the shorter journey that Tickell believed that no leader would

continue leading to Whitehaven.42 ff an owner, in a bid to attrct leaders during

winter, raised the rates by a significant amount, owners of adjacent collieries had to

decide whether to match the price or simply discontinue working for the winter.43

The distance the coal had to travel naturally had a bearing on the colliery owner's

profit and the "countr5/" collieries at Moresby were much further away from

Whitehaven harbour than I-owther's Drift or even Howgill, making the scheme to

develop Parton as an altemative harbour so attractive to them. Even so, costs still

varied considerably, as Tickell demonstated when he listed the rates for a number

of owners selling at Parton. All received the same price for their coal, 32d per ton:

but Thomas Addison paid 10d per ton for leading, 'william Asbridge, l2d and,

Henry Birkett, 14d..44 Nor were the economics of the enterprise simply calculated

according to distance.' In spite of the closeness of Lowther's collieries to

Whitehaven, initially the country coal owners had an advantage over Lowther

because leaders who served them grazed their horses at little cost on nearby

commonland. Leaders who worked from I-owther's pits maintained their horses in

the town with a higher feed bill, or if they grazedthem further out, spent longer in

bringing them in from distant fields.45 This perhaps explains Sir John's reasoning

when Tickell at the end of 1666 purchased some colliery leases in Moresby, that

"they will be a good help for us to gain leaders on that side": a Moresby leader

could now journey down to Whitehaven laden with Tickell's coal and then make

the short trip to Drift and back to carch the same tide.46

42 6 May 1680.
43 T.T. 1 Nov. 1680.
44 27 May 168O.
45 D/[.ons/W, Collieries, list 2 no 18, notebook and almanac 1705.
46 1.L.7 May L667.
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The availability of leaders affected a decision as to when to open a new pit

because coal stored on the bank deteriorated quickly. A lack of leaders slowed

down the supply reaching the ships which in turn caused the masters to buy

elsewhere. After a particularly wet winter Tickell reported that the shortage of

leaders sent a number of ships to Parton and even to Chester for coal, and Gilpin

reported a similar exodus to Workington in 1696.47 Lowther kept the leaders much

in mind: "Great pains is necessary to get them at this time of the year, and in bad

weather be very solicitous about it, for it seems a more dead time with you than I

everremember."4S When Tickell planned to reduce the leading price by a penny a

ton, and in winter, Lowther cautioned him, rConsider well that you err not in

judgement, for if you either make coals scarce, discourage leaders or beget any

other inconvenience I shall be much troubled, and to me it does not appear but that

you must get fewer down if you do iL"49 But Tickell claimed that this was the only

time he could attempt to reduce the rate and not in summer when the country ways

were good. Although he does not clarify this remark for ou¡ benef,rt, it must mearl

that when ways were good, the country collieries re-opened and competed for the

available leaders who would most certainly stop leading for Lowther if he then

atûempted to reduce the raûe. Tickell could only reduce it in winter, when few other

collieries offered employment. In this instance he negotiated a forward contract

with them, agreeing to pay 8d the ton until May lst, then 7d a ton until November

1st.5o

In 1682 Sir lohn appointed John Gale colliery steward, a masterly stoke

which changed a poacher into a game-keeper.5l Until the early 1680's, his major

concern had been to find a plentiful supply of coal. Now, with that supply assured

from Howgill, he needed to overcome the lack of leaden and the problem of boggy

ways to keep the coal moving steadily down to the ships. Richard Lamplugh had

47 T.T.4 June L682; W.G. 26 April 1696, Lowther Correspondence 279.
48 9 Ia¡.1682.
49 1.L.2 Nov. 1680.
50 T.T. 18 Nov. 1680.
51 See Chapter Three.
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once suggested building a wagon way, that is, a railed rack to carry four-wheeled

wagons as found in Newcastle-on-Tyne. But Whitehaven was a dry harbour. The

ships came in on the tide, beaching on the sandy bottom as the tide receded, and

then the leaders guided their horses across the harbour floor to deliver up their

sacks of coal. Wagons could have gone no further than the end of the railway so

the coal would have úo be tipped into a steath there and then reloaded and carried by

horses to the ships' sides. Because of this double handling and consequent

breaking up and spoiling of the coal, Lowther disliked the scheme.52 Gale now

successfully proposed instead ûo build a wooden way or "causey" from Howgill to

the ha¡bour side to carry two-wheeled carts which could then continue beyond its

end at low tide to the ship's sides. Sir John readily accepted the scheme, "the

rather since 'twas what my father intended when Woodagreen was first found."53

The carts, operated by privately conhacting cart leaders, began work in September

and by October Tickell was reporting its success.54 John Gale believed that the

inEoduction of carts and cartways finally gave Sir John the advantage over his

rivals, "a caÍt being an'uncommon thing here in those days, struck such a tenor

into the poor counûy people, who to save themselves were glad to get up their

coals at any ship they could where they were sure to be free of carts."55 However,

the use of ca¡ts brought its own problems, and the situation needed constant

monitoring, especially as the size of the vessels increased. The smaller vessels

which drew less water came closer in to the shore and as the tide went out could be

loaded ahead of the larger ships. Gale noted in 1705 that the cart leaders delivering

Lowther's coal habitually started work ea¡lier in the morning than they needed if
they simply wanted to catch the tide even though it was still dark. He surmised that

they had "some secret benefit" for doing this, and although he does not elaborate,

some kind of bribe from either country leaders or coal owners is the obvious guess

52 T.T. úo J.L. 19 March 1683.
53 J.L. ta T.T 27 March 1683. On the 8th of October 1635, Christopher ooted "I writ in my red
book a consideration about wagon-ways..." Surtees,189, p. 149.
54 The cost of building the cartway is not extant, though Gale ioitially estimated it at "no more
than a t100". T.T. 26 Ma¡ch 1683
55 D/L,ons/W Collieries, List 2, no. 18.
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because of the benefits to them, since Gale concluded that the practice was "the

present best support of their trade". In his view when the leaders loaded Lowther's

coal early and the carts then departed leaving the ha¡bour clear, two opportunities

were lost: f,rrst, to jostle and harass the pack horse strings with carts, competition

which he described as "ruinous" to the pack horse leaders; and second, to sell to the

larger ships which for some unexpressed reason were the best customers, possibly

because they were more reliable payen.56

In 1696 a lack of leaders once more disrupted the flow of coal to the

harbour, despite a bounty offered in addition to the regular contract price. When

the situation did not improve in the surruner, William Gilpin joumeyed to I-owther

to consult with Lord Lonsdale who recommended that Sir John lease land only "to

such as shall be obligated to keep so many horses to lead from your pits", a

suggestion reflected in three agreements in 1700 where tenants were admitted to

land, each on condition that they keep a horse and a cart for the coal way.57 John

Gale urged I-owther to keep leaders by looking after them, urging him during times

of poor coal sale to contlnue mining enough to provide employment for the leaders,

"for if they starve two days in a week as I have known it, we shall not fail to lose

them again". Yet, as Sir John noted in a commonplace book about the end of the

century, "the other collieries are so encouraged that I pay double to leaders more

56 ibid. The almanac is in John Spedding's handwriting, but surely at the dictation of his uncle,
John Gale. Spedding first appears in May 1699 accompanying Gale and others !o inspect the
collieries. (D/I-ons/W Collieries list 2, no 16, "Transactions", 1702.) He was then fourteen years
old and at that age he must have been taking notes as directed and there can be no serious
suggestion that he was being set !o spy on John Gale. (BecketÇ "Carlisle Spedding (1695-1755),
Engineer, Inventor and Architect" C.W.A.A.S. LXXXIII, 1983, p 132.) What he writes in 1699,
obviously at Gale's dictation, is much what he writes in the 1705 almanac. There is no reason to
supþose in 1705 that he was in any way taking over from Gale any more than he was in 1699. His
pit notes should not be taken as recording decisioos he personally made. Furthermore, the long
piece on the earlier history of the collieries beginning "When Mr Gale..." seems clearly 0o be Gale's
sûory, rather than Sir John's. Si¡ John's s¡ory appears at the other end of the almanac, and contains
two senteDces iaken verbatim from The Case of Sir John Lowther, which was being writÞn at the
same time. Spedding was still only twenty, and two years latcr Jamcs l,owther wrote ø Gilpin,
"that business of Mr Gale's will naturally fall to him in time" and that wheu the time came to
replace Gale, somebody else in town will be found to manage the tokens, with Spedding to direct
miuing operations, implying that as yet Spedding had managed neither. 2 Jan. L7O7, D/[.ons/W,
Correspondence, bundle 12.
57 Ln. l,onsdale to J.L. l8 July 1696, Lowther Coruespondence 294; DllonslW, Whitehaven 59a,
Whitehaven Town Book (Moorside)
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than others do!"58 Two records of leaders are extant for 17C6 and l7O7,listing the

numbers of people from each colliery, the number of ca¡ts used and the number of

packhorses. The majority of carts carried five or six loads and each cart leader

owned between one and three carts. Packhorse leaders owned between one and

four horses each.59 Leaders are conffactors, however, and not all will have

worked their horses in person: not (probably) Timothy Durry, Thomas Parker,

Thomas Jackson the butcher, or Henry Nicholson of Town Head, the blacksmith,

on the Howgill list for 1707, all of whom had other means of support; nor in earlier

days Christopher Skelton, farmer, maltster and a man always available to undertake

public business, who yet is recorded as a leader by Tickell in 1688; and certainly

not John Gale, who owned five of the first batch of carts.O

h 1675-6I-owther began buying up collieries further afield, with a number

of purchases in Distington, Corkickle and Stubscales. The failure of Drift gave

impetus to his purchasing, as he urged his steward: "The tenement you mention

about Distington or anything else of that kind, either nea¡ Moresby or Whitehaven I

may have an eye to."61 The shipmasters feared that his purchases would give him

a monopoly and leave him free to increase the price of coal without threat of

competition, although Lowther always presented his activity in terms of the

development of rñ/hitehaven: "I-et not the town be apprehensive of engrossing as

they are too much already, for I have no other design but to make the place

flourish, which it will never do where there are so many coalowners and so few

willing to contribute."62 Over the next few years he was to make much of the fact

that he alone amongst the coal owners invested money in ha¡bour development at

Whiæhaven.

58 J.G. l0 Jan. 1697, Lowther Correspondence 332; Sir John in D/I-ons/W, Commonplace Books,
"C.C." fo- 47.
59 L706: Howgill, 23 operators with a total of 38 carts; Lattera, 80 packhorses; Greenbank,l6
pack-horses. 1707: Howgill, 28 operators with 47 carts; Laüæra, 40 leaders with 79 pack-horses;
Yard Band and Three-quarter Band, 17 leaders wíth 24 pack-horses, "but many of them living far off
are not constant traders". D/L¡¡VW Unlisted colliery papers,'coal works at Whitehaven 1663 -
t762:
60 D/ Lons/ W, Unlisted Colliery papers: 'Coal works at whitehaven 1663-L762.'
6L t4 Jan.1679-
62 25 June 1678.

Y
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Lowther's development of Howgill, and later deeper mines, made him in

some senses vulnerable to rival colliery owners and the shipmasærs. Those of his

competitors who had not yet been forced to mine under level and be at a continuous

water charge could undercut I-owther, constrained from retaliating because his

profit margin would evaporate. They could also reduce operations if dem¿nd fell,

without needing to calculate the cost of pumping in order to keep the colliery in

working order. To help prevent a Lowther monopoly the ship masters preferred to

buy from other owners wherever practical to encourage them to stay in business,

though Lowther viewed this practice as short-sighted malice: "it being a principle

infused into the town by some factious inhabitants to encourage all the collieries of

other men's and to discourage mine."63

In the early 1660's Sir John functioned as but one among a number of

colliery owriers and by no means dominated the market. Nerghbouring gentry such

as Henry Curwen of Workington, Anthony Benn of Hensingham, William Fletcher

of Moresby, Anthony Patrickson of Scalegill and John Ponsonby of Haite were all

attempting to exploit the coal beneath their manors; and likewise the Moresby

freeholders Henry Birkett, Henry Lawrence, Richard Sanderson and John

Crosthwait in their tenements. In L672, Thomas Jackson listed sixteen other

collieries in Distington, Hensingham and Moresby, besides Lowther's own two

collieries at Drift and Greenbank in Whitehaven.& In 1668 Thomas Addison,

possibly in partnership with William Christian, leased a colliery at Lowca from

Henry Curwen and in the mid 1670s these two "incomers" began competing for the

available collieries near 'Whitehaven, regarding coalmining as a potentially

profitable invesEnent to be punued along with other commercial activities. Thomas

Addison concentrated on purchasing collieries, without land, between 1674 and

1687, buying up pennanent rights to coal in the parish of Moresby from small

freeholders. William Christian purchased twenty one year leases for collieries in

63 J.L D/f¡ns/W Sir John Lowther's Dictionaries and Notebooks, list l, box 2/list 5 "collieries"
c. 1699
Ø 18 Nov.1672 (enclosure from Tickell)
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Hensingham, Corkickle, Distington and Moresby between 1678 and 1685.

know little of their actual financial successes or even the size of their

Thomas Addison's various colliery purchases amounted to f460. In 1689 he

offered them to Lowther for f900, a price described by Tickell as "ravenous

requests so immoderately propounded"65 and Lowther eventually bought them in

1691 for f500. In 1684 Sir John heard from Addison that although William

Christian made a loss at his Hensingham colliery he reaped f300 profit in the space

of two years at Whingill colliery.66 According to Tickell, John Ponsonby,

Anthony Crosthwait, and William Fletcher at his Whingill colliery, each employed

two haggers in 1678. Fletcher at Adamgill employed six haggers and made a

weekly profit of f5 from his three collieries.6T

Far from viewing such men as proof of a growing West Cumberland coal

indusûry, Lowther came to regard them as interlopers in a province he considered

his own by virtue of the capital he expended on developing it. "If Mr. Addison or

others interfere with me in the coal trade, when I do not meddle with what they are

concerned in it will be a discouragement to that pains I take for the good of that

place," he complained to Tickell when he heard that Addison was negotiating for

yet another colliery.68 In fune 1667 Tickell estimated that Lowther produced

slightly less than one third but something over one quarter of the local coal. In

1677l-owther compared his coal accounts with the customs figures supplied by

Tickell and estimated that he now had a half of the Whitehaven sale to Dublin,

although Tickell in reply judged it to be one third rather than a half.69 I-owther

could not calculate his share exactly from these sources because the customs entries

were based not on declared sales but on the measurement of the coal ships, and

ship masters, customs officers and colliery o\ryners were all conniving to have them

under measured to evade tax.7o

!

65 20 Nov.1689.
66 J.L. !o T.T. 4 Nov. 1684.
67 T.T.4 luly 1678.
68 J.L. 4 Dec. 1688.
69 T.T. 4 June L667; J.L. 16 Jan., T.T.24 Jan
70 See Chapter Three, below.
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The continuing presence of many collieries in a relatively small area meant

that a lengthy and expensive level constructed to drain a Lowther colliery might

very well drain a neighbouring colliery with absolutely no expense to its owner.

Such an owner with an a¡ea of coal so freely drained could then undersell Lowther

at the harbour side.

"The country adjacent afforded coals for a staple export; but a great part of

them were in the hands of several small freeholders, and being not to be

wrought without great and expensive levels, which must run through

several people's lands, and draining all that were upon the rise, would

enable those who were not at the charge to underselt and ruin those who

wereJl

Sir lohn also liked to empþasizethephilanthropy in his efforts to buy out the small

freeholders. The high capital cost of developing collieries was beyond the reach of

many owners, and unless a man with capital bought them, they would remain

useless, both to their owners and to the economy of the country in general.T2 He

consistently presented fire view that local collieries were of two kinds only: small

bea¡ mouths or his own large scale enterprise. He preferred to overlook the fact

that a number of owners could and did by themselves or in partnership build their

own levels and compete with Lowther. Mrs. George Johnson at Bransty and

Allason and Birkett at Castlerigg all constructed levels in 1669. William Christian

imported Newcastle miners. Thomas Addison and William Fletcher signed an

agreement with the Moresby freeholder Richard Sanderson in 1678 to construct a

very ambitious level to drain Sanderson's collieries and others nearby in which

they had acquired an interest.T3 These men were doing exactly what Lowther had

done; but now, needing to mine ever deeper at much greater expence, he wanted to

eliminate as many rivals as possible.

7L The Cøse of Sir Joln Lowther op. cil
72 ibid'
73 T.T. 17 April, I Oct..1669, 11 June, 4 and 15 July 1678, 26 Aprít L679.
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The fear of advancing other colliery owners and the determination to

prevent their working a particular aÍearemained ever present in the stewards'minds

as they considered each step in a colliery's development or pondered future

purchases. Lowther counselled caution when Tickell suggested sinking for coal in

corkickle for "fea¡ of giving light to others".74 John Gale, during hÍs term as

colliery steward, reassured Lowther that all the land adjacent to a newly sunk pit

belonged ûo I-owther, "so there be need be no fear of our making any discovery for

the advantage of any other person."75 A particular colliery being considered for

purchase might prove no great profit nor loss, but at least Lowther's purchase

would obstruct anyone else from getting the coal, and it would provide a useful

foothold in an area, both for working the coal and gradually acquiring other

people's interests in the neighbourhood. 'William Gilpin believed Robert Harris'

unworked colliery at Crofthead near Howgate worth buying "as a key to

Goosegreen," the neighbouring colliery, and Richard Scott advised that if l-owther

secured it and a close of Richard Sanderson's,"you need no more to give you the

command of alt the codieries on that side."76 Lowther responded sharply to any

report that the stewa¡ds sent about other men exploring for coal, instructing that it

was one of his stewards' chief responsibilities to keep "a watchful eye" on such

activity, and to report which attempts were likely to prove successful,"for if
possible we ate to prevent atl of this latter sort".77 Meanwhile, he expected the

stewards to keep him well informed as to what collieries were for sale and to ensure

that potential sellers would offer to Lowther firsl

Neighbouring collieries also led inevitably to sabotage, boundary disputes,

litigation and adjudication which might go against Lowther. In 1668, Sir rohn

negotiated a twenty-one year lease for the coal in Bransty tenement from the

Cockermouth estate, but Mrs. George Johnson, living on at the Flatt afær the death

74 J.L. ûo T.T. 7 Jurc 1679.
75 J.G. 28 March 1697, Lowther Correspondence 350.
76 III/.G. 25 Nov. 1695. Gilpin reported Scott's advice in the same lettnr, Lowther Correspondence
259.
77 I.L. ûo T.T. 25 Feb. 1682.
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of her husband, had the right to mine pan coal there for use in her salt pans which

she leased from the earl, and she immediately claimed encroachment. Lowther

offercd unsuccessfully to buy out her lease at more than market value to resolve the

dispute. When after the earl of Northumberland's death Tickell went to the annual

audit to have I-owther's lease sealed, the auditor John Clark ordered an inspection

of the works, stating that L,owther could not work the coal unless he could do so

without using Mrs fohnson's drainage level. She rallied a number of the local

gentry to support her cause: Justice Richard Patrickson of Calder, Justice John

Aglionby, william Fletcher of Moresby, John Ponsonby of Haile and rhomas

Patrickson of Scalegill, a judicious choice especially as the last three were colliery

owners themselves and not anxious to encourage Lowther's expansion. They "all

made noise sufficient and would understand no reason but palpable injuries to the

widow," so Mr Clark promised reparation to "thg clamorous woma¡l". Tickell

deposed in vain that Mrs. Johnson's level was in fact a tunnel planned to

undermine I-owther's working.TS Letter by letær Tickell rehea¡sed the tactics of the

rival miners. They reached the coal seam first, but I-owther's miners dug another

pit and mined coal which the rival miners then seized, but could not continue

working without the benefit of Lowther's pit for air, so Tickell had it closed up,

then sealed up further air vents which they bored. Tickell triumphantly reported

that although the Johnson miners possessed the coal face they could no longer

work it. Lowther was anxious to retain the lease, hoping it might yield good

quality coal conveniently close to the harbour, but Tickelt warned him that Mrs.

Johnson and her referees would keep inventing delays to prevent settlement. His

prophecy proved correct and meetings arranged n 1671, L672, and 1673 allproved

inconclusive.T9 When Lowther eventually resumed mining in Bransty after Mrs.

Johnson's death, the quality of coal proved disappointing and was only ever

78 T.T. 17 April 1669.

!9 J.Lt !o T.T. 27 ApÅL5 June,8 June 1669, 27 May L673;T.T.7 aod2L June,6 Sepr. 1669, 1g
Feb. 1670, 6 Feb.l671.
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suitable for burning in the salt pans, and even then the pan-coal ran out.80 As

William Gilpin later said of collieries in general: "Colliery is like trade, where

people must lay their designs as prudently as they can, but cross events ought not

to disturb them."8l It was an experience such as this, and the equally unsuccessful

lease of Castlerigg colliery in 1669 which made Lowtherkeen to purchase colliery

royalties outrighr

About colliery purchases, title deeds, rent rolls and other legal documents

tell us much, but fail to æll us more. First, they record only thosc transactions of a

land-owner which succeeded, not those he failed to complete. Second, they say

nothing about the course of negotiations, whether successful or not: who took the

initiative, whether negotiations were swift and easy or protracted and difficult, and

what tactics each party adopted to drive the best bargain. Because I¡wther was an

absentee landlord, a good numy of the purchases a¡e described in the letters which

provide an invaluable supplement to our knowledge of purchasing tactics. The

letters record bargaining which came to nothing and often reveal why it failed; and

they reveal more clearly than successful negotiations the character of the people

who opposed Lowther and refused his demands.

However the purchase was negotiated, evaluating the actual worth of the

collieries always proved troublesome. As Tickell once scathingly remarked of

Thomas Addison's estimates, "all his geese by him are presented as swans."82 The

stewards spent many hours with the underground supervisors, viewing the

workings. They listened to local gossip and sought information from the vendors'

employees, including a bankman who admitted that three quarters of one colliery

unÇer consideration could not be worked profrtably, and a chief collier who had no

good opinion of another.S3 When Anthony Benn of Hensingham asked f800 for

80 "Bransty salt pan for want of coals lies idle," 1687 rental in D/Lons/W Si¡ John l,owther's
general accouût book 1675-1689.
8l 5 May L697, Lowther Correspondence 362.
82 19 June 1682.
83 T.T. I July 1691, 24 May 1688. 27 Dec. 1686. Even when they had no firm intention of
purchasing, an underground inspection could turn into useful industrial espionage. When Christian
gave Richard Scott permission to inspect his collieries, Tickell remarked, "we shall well understand
what they do and the wofh of thei¡ coals." - 5 April 1686.

\-
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his collieries Tickell related how he and the colliery supervisors arived at a price to

bid: "this night when we were private I propounded to Richard Dixon as if he were

owner of that interest" (he was in fact manager of the lessee) "to set a price and sell

it to Richard Pallister, which gave me some light by their arguments to discover

their opinions, and f,120 was the demanded price which is far short of f800, so

that at this rate Mr Lamplugh wonders the extravagancy."S4 Four years later Sir

John did purchase Benn's royalties at Hensingham in partnership with Thomas

Addison. Each paid fZtT-L3-gdfor their share, plus three loads of coal weekly for

Benn while coal was mined. The price was half that Benn had asked in 1680, but

rather more than the f 120 which Tickell, Scott and Dixon had lit upon during their

nocturnal discussion.Ss What was Lowther to do with such conflicting estimates?

As he wrote to William Christian when Christian offered some of his collieries for

sale, "I see with others' oyes."86 In fact when he came to negotiate for all

Christian's colliery interests nine years later, he saw with four pairs of eyes:

Christian's own, Thomas Tickell's, Richard Scott's and John Gale's. Christian

estimated their worth ai f2,350, Tickell at f560 and scotr and Gale ar f.500.87

Lowther refused Christian's inflated demands but bought one ' collieryi6 92 for

9150.88

Sir John's land buying activity made property owners aware of the potential

value of their holdings and they haggled or prevaricated with a persistence which

left Lowther and his stewards expostulating at their ungratefulness and lack of

deference. In the negotiations, Tickell took great care to emphasise the benefits

gained by gratifying the lord of the manor and I-owther summed up his favourite

argument when he wrote, "all is not gotten that is put in the purse and ... a

reasonable and fair bargain might be much better for him and his family than twice

84 15 Jan. 1680.
85 D/[.ons./W, Registers, Deeds and Conveyances L6LI-L705.
86 J.L. ûo William Christian, 27 Dec. 1681. (enclosure to Tickell)
87 D/Lons./W, Collieries: '18 various papers re collieries 1690-1788'.
88 D/I-ons/W, Collieries, List 2, no. 13. Gilpin reported a new round of negotiations in 1693,
when Christian agaiu offered his interests at "extravagant" prices in order to elicit a counter offer.
L7 May,8 June 1693, 5 March L694, Lowther Correspondence 15,24,97.
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this sum." 89 A number of men over the years did in fact assure Tickell that they

preferred l-owther's money rather than a larger sum from someone else. It was the

kind of piety that Tickell loved to hear, although he recognised the ulterior motive:

"I fear all this is but a wheadling and drawing discourse for a great price."9O Not

surprisingly, those selling preferred to have the favour as a signed-up part of the

bargain rather than a vague general promise. William Christian wanted Lowther to

organise a sinecure for him in the London Customs house, promising then to sell

his collieries. Robert Benn, as part of the discussions to sell his two freeholds in

Hensingham, demanded (besides the f900 purchase price) a freehold building plot

in Whiæhaven and a place in the local Customs house.9l James I-owther replied on

behalf of his father to the last demand that although he could not positively

undertake to obtain Benn such a position, he would try for a place as opportunity

served.92 The stewards viewed this type of specific request as a "clogging"

demand and tried to avoid it93

Negotiations could also fail at the last minute because a man's word never

sat as snugly as the actuál title deeds locked safely away in one of Lowther's many

black boxes. "Flying off', Lowther described it and insEucted Tickell, "always

enter into articles else country people do usually run back after a bargain is

made."94 Negotiations sometimes lasted decades and still came to nothing. On

January lst 1667, Lowther asked Tickell to purchase Bransty, the customary estate

held under the Earls of Northumberland and thei¡ successors by Francis Radcliffe,

schoolmaster of St Bees Grammar School, and also a customary tenant of I-owther.

Tickell may have begun putting out feelers immediately, but in L674 reported that

neither Radcliffe nor his wife would sell, but it might possibly be purchased after

their deaths from their son, a clergyman in Ireland.95 with alacrity Lowther

89 J. L.!o T.T. 9 Dec. 1690.
90 8 Nov. 1686, see also 13 and 27 Jan. L679;27 Nov. 1689.
9l T.T.25 Oct. 1691.
92 Jas L. to T.T. 31 Oct. 1691.
93 W. G. to J.L. 2 Dec. L693,.Lowther Correspondence 'll.
94 I.L. !o T.T. 27 Dec. 1679;2O Nov. 1688.
95 T.T. 10 Aug. 1674.
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promised his inærest in the young man's future prefermenl Tickell delayed calling

in the long-standing debt owed to I-owther by Thomas Jackson because Radcliffe

was his father-in-law and had acted as bondsman; "which for Bransty's sake I
forbear least it exasperate Mr Radcliffe who is so peevish that he is not to be dealt

with and his son worse."96 Radcliffe died in 1679 and his widow created a new

interest by conveying away half an acre as a marriage gift to her grand-daughær. A

group of men often hostile to Lowther's interest gathered to witness the

appointment of attorneys to effect the tansaction: "the Gales of sedition", Matthias

Miller, then Controller of Customs and William Atkinson, like Jackson a former

steward of Lowther's.97 Tickell begged the auditor for the Cockermouth estate to

delay the audit at which the enury fine would be received, but the auditor, in spite of

promising to delay, "passed it without scruple." Tickell considered invoking an

Elizabethan statute which forbad the building of cottages unless they stood on four

acres of free land and planned to refuse them building stone from Lowther's

quarry. But most of all he longed for the old lady to die before signing the final

agreemen¡.98

Lowther realized that the only way of obtaining Bransty was by paying a

very large sum of money. By now he was enquiring who were the clergyman's

patrons in Ireland, this time with menacing intent.99 nignt years later the son died

ahead of his mother, and a few days after the funeral, Lowther instructed Tickell to

try again. He approached by stealth, asking two men, separately, without the

knowledge of each other, to pursuade Mrs Radcliffe to sell, with Tickell's promise

of a private bonus to the man who ro..""¿"¿.100 It was to no avail. when

Thomas Jackson at last reported her readiness to sell, he also listed the demands:

f800, the stone house where she lived, cow and horse pasture and the freehold of

her tenement in Arrathwaite for her grandson, (Jackson's son, Francis). For his

96 11 June 1678.
97 T1. 16 Feb. 1680. "which deed does so please this faction that they sensibly rejoice in it."
98 T.T. 16 Feb., 15 April 1680.
99 l5 Oct.1681.
100 20 Oct. 1689.
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part in obtaining her consent Thomas Jackson wanted a custom post in the Isle of

Man and the freehold of his own house in Whitehaven (the very house which

fifteen years before he had pledged as a security for the debts he had incurred as

coal steward.¡l0l 1iç¡etl fulminated at the terms and tlic "L-rsatiable covetousness

of silly people" but the land never passed into Lowther's hands.102

Those selling capitalised on the presence of rival buyers, whom they

usually saw fit to emphasise to the stewa¡ds, who never knew when to believe

claims and rumours of rival bidders but often suspected they were fictitious. On

being told that the city of Dublin planned to buy William Fletcher's estate in

Moresby so that the corporation could gain some control over the price of coal they

imported, Tickell responded: "This is a thing so strange that I want faith for it, and

so easily told me that it rather looks like a whetstone to sharpen your appetite of

buying. Here is such cunning and lying that I know not what to trust 1e..."103

Tickell punctuates his reports of negotiations with descriptions of the rivals' tactics.

"Your antagonists ply daily, especially Christian, not sparing last Sunday to attend

the matter though not the church."104 Other colliery owners were particularly

alarmed at Lowther's decision to buy further afreld. When Tickell endeavoured to

buy some land and a colliery in Moresby, he reported, "william Fletcher and

Thomas Addison have been so busy and drunk the fellow so hard for several days

together that I could never affect it: their great argument to prevail with the seller

was to keep you (the Devil as they suggested) out of Moresby.lO5 Fletcher and

Addison were successful in purchasing Edward Benson's share of Grindall's

tenement (alias Lowcommon Yate) for f 140, plus their bill for drinks; but to obtain

an interest in the area Tickell suggested purchasing a neighbouring colliery and land

from the Tolson family: "if you could obtain that it would be a great check upon

101 In this instance we are in the position to discern how exorbitani a piir;e l¡wther was being
asked. In 1666 Tickell had leased Bransty for f22, f28 had been bid for it, butRadcliffe demanäed
f,10 which Tickell refused to pay. - T.T. 5 Oct. The money price demanded, apart from the extras,
was thus certainly more than a 30 year purchase of the annual value.
102 T.T. 3 Dec. 1690. Thomas Jackson ra 1.L.2 Dec. 1690. (enclosure from Tickell.)
103 26 Aug. 1680.
lO4 29 May 1679.
105 24 Jan.1676.
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them." 106 Negotiations continued for the next couple of years but at what Tickell

thought was the signing of the contract, Tolson senior inserted a clause enabling

him to return the purchase money within twelve months and cancel the agreement if
his son Henry refused to sign. Tickell, realizing that the Tolsons planned to use the

agreement simply as a loan, to be repaid if someone else offered a higher price,

broke off negotiations. He reported to Lowther that he expected William Christian

to purchase the colliery, and added in the following letter, "I am very sorry Mr

Tolson considers not his own future respect, if not advantage, better, to be thus

wheedled so as to prefer his (Christian's) money before yours."107 It would

appear that Tolson sold to Christian solely on the grounds that he was notLowther:

Christian purchased the freehold in July 1678 for f,120, no more than Tickell's

o¡¡"¡.108

Tickell's chagrin at being worsted in those negotiations by Christian,

Fletcher and Addison made him suggest that Lowther purchase the other share of

Grindall's tenement owned by Richard Sanderson, but worked partly with Fletcher

and Addison. Because Fletcher and Addison were constructing a level which

would drain all the tenement, Sanderson had agreed on a proportional share of

costs and profits. Tickell described the glowing prospect, both in the quality of

coal and in the "mastery" Lowther would gain over the remainder of Grindall's and

in Piper's tenement purchased by Christian.l09 1¡ was in this letter also that Tickell

crossed out some of the most pertinent advice he ever gave: "I confess the charge

will be great but those that will have collieries must not stick upon that." However,

Sanderson prevaricated, in spite of accepting five shiltings "earnest" money

proffered by Tickell, alleging that he had agreed to sell. only 5rs of the colliery, not

106 10 Feb. 1676.
lO7 27 July,5 Aug. 1678. Richard Tolson esquire of Woodhall was a lawyer and a J.P. aud had
been sheriff and before that a Recruiter member of the [.ong Parliament and of the Convention. His
star had doubtless seÇ but he was not a poor man, aud in fact acquired by marriage a second estate,
with collieries, at \ilath-on-Dea¡ne in Yorkshire, to which by 1688 he had reti¡ed from the Cumbrian
scene. Rev. Joseph Hunter, South Yorkshire, vol.Il, p. 68.
108 Eventually, in June 1692, Lowther purchased it from Christian for f150; D/Lons/rù/, Collieries,
List 2, no. 13.
109 19 May 1679. "You do thereby certainly destroy their hopes of ever getting coals in those
grounds until you please to drain them, or give them leave."

¿-
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the entirt colliery as Tickell believed. Tickell offered to indemnify him against an

irate Fletcher and Addison, declaring Sanderson's articles with them void because

they contained no bond or penalty clauses. But Sanderson came to the Flatt, and

th¡ew down the frve shillings in an attempt to break the agreement, claiming he had

sold only 5rs of the coal. Tickell left the room without touching the money,

believing it "no lawfull ¡s1¡11¡."110 Richard Lanftugh advised that Sanderson's

original acceptance of the earnest money made the bargain good, "yet to comply

him better adviseth that you send down a sub-poen¿."111 In the matter of the

e¿Irnest money, Sanderson might have been upheld if he had gone to court, since

the then Lord Keeper regarded twenty shillings as "scarce enough to bind a bargain

for a horse."112 T olryther suggested applying pressure to Addison, to make him

sell at least his share on "reasonable" terms; he was then undcr th¡eat of losing his

customs post for malpractice, and, remarked I-owther, "might easily be made to do

so if I would appear ltt i1."113 However, sanderson and Addison remained

resolute. Lowther himself concluded negotiations on a visit to'Whitehaven later

that year, purchasing thå co[iery for €300 - except for the 3rs share already sold to

Fletcher and Adrtison. I 14

Besides dealing for property or collieries Lowther expected his stewards to

use their own initiative and local network to seize any opportunity which might

make a sale easier and cheaper. A forthcoming ma:riage raised Tickell's hopes for

Bransty, the death of a son made him hope for it too. A son marrying against the

wishes of his father sparked off a round of negotiations for Robert Benn's land at

Hensingham, and the prospect of a lawsuit several years later caused Gilpin to

comment on an estate previously offered only with "clogging demands": "the father

knows no way of ending the quarrel but by turning his estate at Holehouse and

Mooraw into money, and doth now offer it for f880 without insisting upon any

110 6 Jure 1679.
111 T.T. 16 June 1679.
LL2 Nottingham's Chancery (¿ses, Vol. I, case no. 380.
113 l7 lune 1679.
Ll4 D/[,ons/W, Register, Deeds and Conveyances, 1611-1705.
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other tcrms.r'l15 v/illiam Christian's difficulties over retuming the local collection

of customs to London made Tickell hope he would be expelled from his position

and fbrced to sell his collieries. An argument between colliery parmers such as

Fleûcher and Christian, or Fletcher and Addison, made Tickell scent a possible sale.

The necessity of settling debts made an ideal climate for buying from a Lowther

point of view and Tickell was swift to remark on the state of some small

freeholders in Moresby who daily ran into debt "one way and another" so might be

constrained 1o r"1116

h mid 1688 Sir John sold his Roundhay estate in Yorkshire and planned to

invest the money in land and collieries. By now he realised that promises of his

favour and kindness alone did not entice people to sell. He spelled out more

specifrc advice to Tickell:

"Your son writes that purchases of small tenements are ha¡d to come by,

but that mortgages may be had, which is a good hint as to the method of

that counûy, and I am willing to proceed one way or th'other. Therefore

for whatever is within four miles of Whiæhaven I am content that you deal

by way of mortgage but let the security be good."117

Tickell began lending money "in hopes to hook in more", as he put it, and william

Gilpin continued the policy, but the policy only met with varying success. Tickell

lent James Grayson f200 in an attempt to obtain a tenement in Hensingham, but

Grayson then sold it to an Egremont merchant.llS He succeeded with Thomas

Grayson, lending him money in 1684 and buying his colliery in 1699.119 wi[iam

Fletcher's quarter share of Grindall's tenement was also eventually acquired

through a mortgage. Lowther lent €100 on it in 1685 and finally foreclosed in

1794.r20

115 W.G. 31 Oct. L694, Lowther Correspondence 165. See also T.T.27 Sept. 1691, and rù/.G. 2
Dec. 1693, Lowther Correspondence 7L. For the continuing Chancery case, Thomas Benn v Robert
Benn, see P.R.O. C7 643/9.
lL6 25 Dec. 1689.
ll7 15 Sept. 1688. See also 9 Sept., 9 Oct. 1688.
118 T.T. 15 Oct., 8 Dec. 1688.
119 T.T.20 Nov. 1684, 13 Nov. 1688; D/Lons/w, Estate Accounts 1685-1692, 1o.97.
120 D/Lons/W, Registers, Deeds and Conveyances 161l-1705, fo.2l9.
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I-owther's steady and persistent purchase of coal-bearing land and working

collieries did eliminate many of the smaller collieries operating in Whitehaven and

Moresby. He either purchased directþ from the freeholders themselves or from

men who had themselves bought up from smaller owners. In 1675 Henry Fletcher

of Tallentire sold his royalties in Distington which his grandfather had purchased in

the 1620s and 1630s.121 Thomas Addison in 1691 sold to Lowther colliery

interests which he had previously bought from eight individuals .122 ys¡the money

Lowther paid out for the majority of purchases stayed in local hands. Thomas

Addison, although moving to London in 1688, kept close business links with
'Whitehaven, in particular interests in ûading ventures in the 1690s. For Richard

Sanderson the capital provided by selling some of his collieries helped finance the

development of those he retained. William Lawrence turned to innkeeping: the

Swan Inn in East Strand was part of the bargain he signed in 1691 to sell Goose

Green colliery.123 John Benson received the freehold estate of a house and shops

in Whiæhaven besides f;65}.lu John Gale received f30 for a tenement at Mooraw

and the loan of f100 tö him and his brother Ebenezer which they invested in

shipbuilding.l2s whitehaven, especially in the 1680s, offered a growing range of

activities for employment and investment, particularly in ship shares and trading

ventures, and I-owther urged Tickell to stress the opportunities. "If the ownen of

small tenements understood their interest money employed in trade must be more

benefrcial ¡tm 1-¿." 126

On the other hand, Lowther's eagerness to buy up land and collieries

undoubtedly pushed up the prices, often substantially, adding considerably to the

L2t' DlLorsl'W, Regisüers, Deeds and Conveyances 16ll-1705.
122 William Fletcher, Edward Benson, Eldred Skelton, John and George Scraughton, Matthew
Lawrence, Anthony Benn and Henry Richardson; ibid.
I23 T.T. 16 Aug. 1691 and D/Lons/W, Collieries, list 2, no.l3. He received f200 in cash and the
inn, which was reckoned ûo be worth f,100.
124 D/Lons/W, Registers, Deeds and Conveyances 1611-1705, fo.157. This is the transaction
which Becket\ CoaI and Tobacco, appeudix 3, mistakenly records as Sir John buying a house from
Benson for f650.
125 T.T. 30 Oct. 1688.
126 23 Oct. 1688. In 1693 l,owther was to write úo John Gale that if a potential seller was ',an
ingenious man I am sure half that money in trade will be better than twice as much in land,'.
Quoted by Gale in his letüer of 25 June 1693, Lowther Correspondence 31.
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cost of his colliery enterprise. When he purchased from Richard Sanderson he paid

f100 more than the other existing offer. V/hile Richard Lamplugh estimated

Bransty worth f300 I-owther was prepared to offer f500 "rather than go without

i¡."127 John Benson, a merchant and colliery owner, took advantage of a dispute

between Lowther and the ship masters over the price of coal in 1685 when he

informed Sir John that some "neighbouring persons" had offered to buy his

colliery. The "neighbouring ¡)ersons" proved to be a group of ship owners and

masters who realised that if they themselves built up a colliery interest they would

have more control over the pricc of coal to thc ships. Lowther promptly purchased

the colliery with very little haggling. "I am very much afraid you have a very dear

purchase" admonished Tickell, but I-owther replied: "it may be dear; however I am

satisfied. It will be your business to make the most e¡ l¡."128 Richard Rawlinson

purchased Stonehouse tenement in St Bees for f.I74 in October 1685. Three years

later Sir John purchased it ¡o,9249.129 Not surprisingly William Gilpin once

wrote: "People have extravagant expectations when they offer you lanfl."130 In an

effort to reduce tt e price of one colliery offered Gilpin wrote at length to the

vendor, John Ponsonby.l3t His review of this colliery summarises the problem of

continuing to develop collieries in the'Whitehaven and Moresby district: it was

"remote", it needed to be worked under level and it was intermingled with a number

of other small colliery interests, all making exploitation costly and difficult. Gilpin

also, perhaps inadvertantly, reflects the sense of disillusion which had by the end

of the century overtaken Sir John:

"He is so wearied out with the extravagant demands that are ordinarily

made him that he can scarce be prevailed with now to give any new

proposal the hearing ....If you purpose to sell you must not miss him by

aiming too high, for that will knock him off it at once."

127 l.L. to T.T. 30 Aug. 1681.
128 T.T. 9 September and J.L. 19 September 1685.
129 D/Lons./W, Manor of St Bees, parcel 3.
130 1 June L693, Lawther Correspondence 20.
l3l 8 Nov. 1702. DlLons./W, Letter Book 'Fair copies of letters to and from Si¡ J L,owther et al,
Aug 1700-Oct 1705'.
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Lowther was indeed "the master coal owner", as he described himself in

L699, but in several letters of the same year he also relates how the ship masters

kept him in check: by buying as much coal from other owners as they possibly

could, even though they paid the same price for that inferior coal, "not vendible but

in mixture with mine, they must take to lessen my gains and to keep a balance upon

the master coal owner"; or they combined and refused to purchase his coal. unless

he reduced the price, knowing his great water charge, knowing he must submit and

accept their price or else lose the greater part of his colliery.|32 ¡sar1y twenty

years of steady purchasing and investment had increased I-owther's colliery profits

from 926l-5-0rod in L667 to a peak of f.L,644-o-5LDd for 1684, a sixfold

increase.l33 By the year of his death n L7O6 it had fallen to €845, a decline caused

firstly by the Revolution and the outbreak of war in keland and then with France,

continued by the increasing competition from Scottish collieries and perpetuated

most heinously in L,owther's eyes by the Whitehaven ship masters combining

effectively against him; a body of men who were for the ¡nost part his tenants,

depending largely on hi'S collieries for their supply and using a ha¡bour which he

regarded as his own.

132 l.L. ø Lord Lonsdale 16 Nov. L699; J.L. !o Mr Carleton, undated, May 1699; see also I.L. tÐ
I¡nsdale 6 Nov. 1699; D/Lons/W, Letter Books, 'J.L. vol 2nd April 24,'99'.
133 For the yield of Lowther's collieries, see Appendix E
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Chapter Three

Stighting and Vitifying Your Person, Parts and Interest

"The ships lie fastened to the pier which standing half-
way betwixt the high and low water ma¡ks causes them
every tide to be one half of the time water born, and the
other half to lie upon frrm sand and makes that which is
commonly called a dry harbour." Sir John Lowther.l

When it came to control of the harbour the issue centred on whether the soil

beneath it was 'parcel of the manor': an issue of signif,rcance because Whitehaven

was a dry harbour and the ships only floated at full tide. After the Restoration the

number, and even more, the tonnage of ships belonging to Whitehaven quickly

increased, though for the first fifteen years or so this seems not to have increased

the trade of the port but rather to have taken it out of the hands of the ships based

elsewhere. At the end of 1668 the ships of the 'Whitehaven masters had a total

capacity of 639 chaldrons of coal. By the end of 1679 this had risen to I,328

chaldrons, and by the end of 1684 to 1,864 chaldrons.2 By 1678 probably abour

250 men at Whitehaven were making their living, or pafts of it, at sea. Thirty-

seven of them were masters of ships and it was these men and some merchants and

other townsmen with interests in shipping who submitted and subscribed the many

petitions concerning the ha¡bour in the name of "the masters and owners of ships"

1 ."Queries Concerning Keys, Iùy'harfs". Rough notes in Si¡ John Lowther's hand, undated but
c.L676. D/Lons/W, Letter Books, Rough Copies 1675-1689.
2 The first figure is calculated thus: In Novcmber 1668 the Customer, William Christian, (who was
also the local farmer of the coal duties) imposcd a fine of Ê120 on the Whitehaven masters which
was realized by levying a rate of 3s 9rl2d per chaldron oû every ship.-T.T. 30 Nov. 1668. The
second is the total of the registered capacities of the ships quoted by the Cont¡oller, Matthias
Miller, from his Quarter Book.- P.R.O. E178, 3l Chas II no.6189. The thi¡d derives from a table of
ships drawn up by Tickell for Sir John.- D/Lons/W, bundle 40, misc. letters and papers 1678-L742.
In each case the figures relate to the official Customs house enfries of the ships, which are known
ûo be underestimated. Undermeasurement was probably at its greatest at the time of the first figure.
Tickell's table itself allows us to correct the thi¡d for ships which had recently had their entries
increased.
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at Whitehaven.3 The usual Cumbrian practice in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries was to divide property in a ship at its first building into several shares

taken up by different contributors, which might be further subdivided by sale or

inherit¿nce. A wealthy shipowner would normally own shares in several ships

rather than owning any ship outright: the pu{pose was evidently to spread maritime

risk, and shares could be divided down to as small a proportion as ltzz.4 The

masters hired the crew and assembled the cargo for each voyage either on their own

account or by confracting with various merchants to carry their goods at a set rate.

For a coal voyage, a master purchased coal on credit at Whitehaven harbour from

one or more colliery owners. At Dublin, the coal was unloaded onto gabards, the

flat-botûomed boats which ferried the coal ashore to be sold.

The annual profit for a ship in the coal tade depended on the ratio of the

buying price at Whitehaven and the selling price atDublin, the number of voyages

the ship made each year and the ratio of the crew to ship size. Coal price at

Whitehaven until 1676 was generally 3s a ton; thereafter in spite of a number of

attempts by the colliery. owners to raise the price again, it remained more or less

steady at 2s 8d into the eighteenth century. The price in Dublin fluctuated

according to the season, higher in winter and lower in summer, though the amount

of coal available to ships in winter often declined as the number of leaders

dwindled. As the prevailing winds are contrary for this voyage, ships were often

delayed afær loading, and consequently when the wind changed a whole flotilla left

3 A list of seamen living in Cumberland in 1678 between the age of 18-50 years (ie. seamen who
could be pressed) gives a total of 86 living at Whitehaven. The 1678 rental of the t€na¡ts of
Whitehaven does not include occupations but by cross referencing with the court roll, admittances
and other documents for the same year, we can say that 47 of the tenants at that time were seamen,
fisherm:n, shipmasters or merchants. Of these 47, only 16 are named io the list of seamen (otheri
would have been either over 50, or classed as merchants rather than mariners) so we caû add 31
ûames to the list of 86, giving a total of 117 names and can further estimate a ûotal of about 250
marihers by. assuming that the list recorded the same proportion of just one in three among non-
tenaûts as is found among tenants. Matthias Millcr, Controller of the port, named 3i ships
belonging to Whitehaven in 1679, and Tickell also gives the same number. List of seamen in
D/[.ons/w, commonplace Book 1671 - 1680, "An abstract..." ship numbers in p.R.o. E 17g 31,
Chas. II, no. 6189.
4 Among the leading shipowners of Whitehaven at the end of the century; James Millam had one
quarter of a fishing boat and an eighth share in each of three ships; rr¡/illiam Atkinson had a quarter

thare in one ship, an eighth share in a second and three-eighth shares in each of four morã; and
Robert Biglands an eighth share, two one-quarter shares, three three-sixteenths shares and an eleven-
sixteenths share, two one-sixth shares and a half share in a gabard. L.R.O. P¡obate Records,
Copeland Deanery.
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at once and arived in Dublin together, causing a temporary glut and a fall in price.

In addition, according to Thomas Tickell, the price paid in Dublin in the 1680's

was generally lower than it had been two decades earlier: it was now 12 or 13s a

ton and had not been much higher for the past decade except in winter when the

price rose briefly to 16 or 20s a ton. However, twenty or twenty-f,rve yeat5 earlier,

the winter price had usually been 20s a ton, and sometimes as high as 30s, while

the summer price was 15 to 18s.5

A shipmaster buying coal at Whitehaven for 2s 8d the ton and selling it at

12s to 13s the ton in Dublin did not make such a profrt as would appetr, because

the Dublin ton was roughly two thirds greater than the Whitehaven ton. The

number of annual voyages a ship working in the coal trade full time could make

depended on speedy loading at Whitehaven, good sailing weather and a ready

market in Dublin. In 1684 Sir John, while calculating what he might expect from

pierage dues, worked on a figure of forty ships, approximately seventy tons each,

making úen voyages a year. Sir Walter Harris, writing in 1691 and basing himself

on a paper recently submitted by the Whitehaven ship masters to the Privy Council,

reckoned that Whitehaven and Workington had sixty coal ships averaging eighty

tons each making eight voyages a year.6 The vessels themselves gradually became

more cost-efficient. As early as L632, Sir Christopher Lowther recognised that the

smallness of Whitehaven ships then in the coal trade was the single most limiting

factor: "...our own count4r barks so little they carry nothing at a time and yet will

have [sic, prove] dear by reason they are commonly about 7 or 8 men to one of 30

tons which eateth up the profit."7 By 1689, a crew of fourteen men were sailing

ships of 130 to 140 tons and the biggest ship of 200 tons had a crew of nineteen.S

5 26 July 1680.
6 J.L. to T.T. March 3rd 1E64. Lowlher was using a list compiled by Tickell - D/Lons/W

list_of ships belorging to tiy'hitehavct l6B2-L727, Sir William pctty
t _Whit¡chaven ships made ten trips a year -see peffy-.Southwell
. Marq. of Landsdowne, 1928, pps.26-27. Walter Hanii' remarks in:
ade of lreland, 169I'.

7 Surtees 189, p. 7.
S_ O{t.og¡ lM, Commlnplace Books, List 5, General note book, fo. 169. For a comparison between
the English merchant ship and its more efficicnt Dutch counterpart, see R.Davis, "Merchant
Shipping in the Economy of the Late Seventeenth Century", Econòmic llístory Review,IX no.l,
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As the number of ships using the harbour increased, the status and presence

of Customs officials became increasingly important, providing in effect a third

major interest which intruded itself into the relations between landlord and town.

The Customs service provided a source of income, power and prestþe independent

of Sir John, and the Commissionesof the Customs preferred to keep it that way.

Sir John had great diff,rculty initially in gaining the post of Surveyor for his steward

Thomas Tickell, and just before Tickell lost the post in 1688, Si¡ John reported the

Commidfoner's'reluctance to let him continue in offrce, recognising that he might be

a good servant to Lowther, "but an ill one for the King."9 Tickell was reinstated in

May 1690 really only because his first replacement, a papist, had deserted his post

in the afærmath of the Revolution and a second substitute had died before he could

take up the post; butLowther, though he tried ha¡d in William Gilpin's behalf, was

never successful in gaining such a position for him.

Three patent officers attached to Carlisle port supervised Whitehaven,

although Whitehaven already served a far greater volume of shipping. William

Christian was the Customer and when the customs were taken out of farm in 1671

the new Commissioners appointed him Collector. He deputed the collection at

Whitehaven to David Hamilton, the Collector for the previous farmers (of whom

Christian had been one.) The Controller was George \Milliams who on his death in

1673 was succeeded by his nephew Matthias Miller. Although Christian visited

Whitehaven frequently and stayed for long periods of time, he never lived there

permanently, and neither he nor Williamson nor Miller (until 1701) were tenants of

Sir John. Nevertheless Christian invçsted money in the district and began

purchasing colliery leases in Corkickle, Hensingham, Distington and Moresby.

Thomas Addison, acting Searcher, Collector and Controller, then King's Searcher

from 1669 to 1684, though he had an inherited estate in the counby at Torpenhow,

1956. He quoües Sir George Downing, who pointed out that Dutch holds were large, the hulls above
water shallow and the crews small, whereas English ships were the reverse.
9 I. L to T.T. 7 Feb. 1688.
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made Whiæhaven his principot' residence. He took several contiguous plots of land

under the new tenure and built one of the town's biggest houses. He developed

extensive interests in iron-ore shipped out through Whitehaven, in a ropery, a

millstone quarry and a malt-making enterprise. He leased a coal mine and two

salçans at Lowca from Henry Curwen of 'Workington, using the small coal to

make salt and selling the better quality coal to ships; and, as Tickell reported, no

merchant dared refuse his coal and salt.lO In early 1673 Addison succeeded

George Williamson in what Tickell (who had an eye on it for himself¡ regarded as

Williamson's most profitable appointment, Receiver for the Hearth Tax for

Cumberland and Westmorland. He began to purchase collieries in and around

Moresby n 1674. He married as his f,rst wife the daughter of David Hamilton, and

William Kirkby, Surveyor of the coast of Cumberland and Lancashire stood as

godfather to their first child. Addison's brother Henry was a customs waiter and a

third brother John settled in Marylandul. 1677 and from there freighted tobacco to

Whitehaven. These private interests and connections were formally incompatible

with Addison's position årnd clearly conflicted with its duties. Equally clearly, such

conflict was widespread in the Custonfiservice and was overlooked unless and until

actual fraud could be proved. The fourth officer at Whitehaven, appointed by

warrant and therefore not a patent officer, was Thomas Tickell himself as Surveyor.

The three patent officers collected the greater part of their income not from their

official salaries but on the fees they were permitted to charge for their services in the

port. The Controller's salary was f 10 a yeat, the Searcher's f20, and the

Customer's 932 according to Tickell in 1672. The first made not more than f30 in

fees, the second f60 and thfud f50.11

Tickelt frequently grumbled to Lowther about Addison's and Christian's

activities in particular and what he saw as their interference in matters concerning

10 T.T. 2O luly 1668, 15 May 1669.
1l T.T.30 Sept. 1672: "[he Controller's]l salary f,lO per aûûum... his fees iu the whole port
seldom making f.30 p.a. ... ([he Customer's) is f32 salary and about 2/3 more fees than the
Conkoller's, and Searcher's viz that of T. Addison next which is f20 salary and his fees double to
the Controller's...."
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Lowther and his tenants, as they "for the better management of their designs

contrive plos to engage your tenants and your neighbours to-suits inlaw with you,

frequently slighting and vilifying your person, parts, and interest..."l2 Lowther

did consider the possibility of getting rid of an undesirable Customs officer,

especially one antagonistic to his interesL He collected copies of the paúents and the

oaths of the Ca¡lisle officers and in 1678 as Christian and Addison took a leading

part in the difference between Sir John and his tenants and the ship masters, he

queried his lawyer whether such officers could be dismissed at pleasure or only if
convicted of misdemeanor, the steps necessary to gain their dismissal, and if the

officers were obliged to reside at Whitehaven.13 In fact he never tried to have any

of them removed in spiæ of Tickell's frequent exhortations.14

Thomas Tickell, who did not himself become a Customs official until 1671,

had earlier described how rigorously such officials could interpret regulations and

curtail previously accepted local practices. In 1668, by clirection of William

Kirkby, the officers forbad sailors to carry any "portage" or small quantities of

cargo on their own accóunt without a warrant: in particular Irish beef, landed as

"ship's provisions", but often sold illegally in the town to friends and neighbours.

Two Justices of the Peace, Colonel John Lamplugh and Richard Patrickson of

Calder, intervened and the seamen were allowed to continue importing small

quantities. More ominous than this, in March 1668 Thomas Addison, upon another

directive from Kirkby, moved to raise by nearly a third the measure of all the ships

entered at the Customs House, by which the 12d a chaldron duty on their cargoes

of coal was assessed. Thirty years later, when a bill to impose new duties on coal,

to þe exacted at the pithead, was before parliament, John Gale described the

taditional method of charging duty at the harbour:

12 T.T.22 March 1677.
13 D/[,ons/W, Whitehaven, Various papers ...Item 20.
14 T.T. 18 Sept. 167L,23 June 1673, 12 March 1674,25 lune 1617 ("to weaken the old caballers,
your inveterate enemies."), 9 Dec.1678, 26 April 1679, 16 Feb. 1680 and 3 Aug. 1693, when he
suggested Addison's removal as the "only remedy for thc quiet. of this place."
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"Sir, the Custom officers, when they are commanded to attend a particular

ship's lading of coals, (an unknown new ship, or theJìke) they duly attend

such ship till they have got a good estimate of her lading, and ever after

they keep the master up to that entry, which if he submit to, and pay his

duty accordingly, they never give him further trouble; and thus at all such

times of admeasurement, the master forbears to fill his ship so full, as at

other times he would. Whereby he saves ordinarily 10 or 15 chalder in

100, and for this reason it is that our masters are extreme nice in the

discovery of what chalder their ships take in."15

The normal margin of undermeasurement had declined since 1667, when Tickell

reported that the Customs farmers "collect but two thirds of the whole and rather

less",16 but subject to some such standard aberration the Customs officers reckoned

to know the capacity of each ship in chaldrons. Converting fïom chaldrons to the

local colliery measure of tons consisting of eight sacks each was not, however, a

matter of simple arithmetic. First the sacks themselves, or their contents, were not

standardised: some collieries would offer an extra two or three gallons in each sack

more than others as an inducement to purchasers, while on the other side there were

constant complaints from the ships of underfilled sacks. And even if the contents

of a sack were agreedprofornntobeT{ gallons, there was no lasting agreement as

to how many sacks constituted a chaldron, for the Whitehaven chaldron itself was

not calibrated against a central standard, and differed from the chaldron in use at

London and still others at Newcastle, Liverpool and elsewhere. Ships' entries

could thus be raised not only by remeasurement but by a fresh determination of the

size of the chaldron, and since Addison's proposed raising of the entries in 1668

was evidently uniform, he perhaps intended an application of the second method.

15 J.G. ta J'L.27 April 1698, Lowther Correspondence SLL, the third of five long letters from
coal tax, all full of vivid detail and penned in his most trenchant,

the occasion called, since the proposals were not only damaging ûo
made him the principal channel through which the damagè would-acòrue.
to answer your nurn ers I and 9" (not extant), in which Lowther

presumably sought to check his memory of practice at Whitehaven for the parliamentary battle
ahead.
16 T.T. 27 May 1667.
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Whether he stuck to it is not clear. In any case another determination of the

chaldron in 1671 set it at 18 sacks. But there was much mgge _dispute to come in

the 1680's.

The officers also demanded higher fees for attending each ship and a

number of the masters petitioned the King concerning the level of fees they exacted,

and Tickell wrote to I-owther that trade dectned duily, to the discontent of all except

the new Customs farmers, "who for private lucre" harrassed the masters "by

quotidian augmentation of their vexatious exactions", measuring the vessels every

time they loaded unless the masters submitted to the new fees.17 Disturbed at the

increasing sway of the Customs officials, and in spite of his earlier fears that they

would become even more strict in ship-measuring if their fees were restricted,

Lowther instructed Tickell to ascertain the level of fees charged in the past.l8

However, the scale of fees had varied, as did men's memories of them, and Tickelt

since his initial complaint in 1668 had acquired several colliery leases and ship

shares on his own account, and so had no wish to alienate the officers who would

undoubtedly retaliate. \evertheless he sought to turn his dilemma to good account

by urging I-owther to renew his efforts to gain for him a Customs position, so that

he could then question the exaction of fees, "whereas now unconcerned'twill prove

great folly in me (for no profit) to contract enmity with men who are always

friendly in my occasions."19

I-owther decided not to pursue the matter vigorously: his efforts on behalf of

the ship masters were conditional on their buying his coal in preference to any other

and on his terms. The coal trade over the years had developed routines of

measuring and loading which tended to harden into custom and become the focal

points of disputes between masters and colliery owners. In L672, the masters

combined for the first time against the colliery owners to refuse to load sacks which

contained less than 30 gallons of coal each. In L632, Sir Christopher Lowther had

L7 I June 1668.
18 J.L. 5 June 1669
19 20 Sept. 1669.
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noted that the coal sacks at Whitehaven, supposedly of 30 gallons, generally only

held 28, because the horses were in too poor a conditioa. to carry the greater

weight.20 By L672, the size of the average sack had declined to about 24 gallons

and in the face of the ship-masters' combination the local colliery owners agreed

among themselves to maintain it at that standard. Lowther had no wish to

encourage any combination by the ship masters, but he was equally anxious to

discourage the other colliery owners and saw how to turn the dispute to his own

advantage and instead of falling in with the other owners, instructed Tickell to keep

in mind that the larger the measure, the greater the advantage to the pits close to the

harbour, especially in winter time.2l Sir John realised that the horses could carry

the larger sacks the relatively short distance from his pits to the harbour, but would

find it heavy going to carry this weight from more distant collieries, especially

along boggy pathways. The combination of masters did not last, and they began

again to accept the smaller sacks of coal and at the same price as before; one can

only assume because they preferred not to buy solely from l-owther even though he

offered the size of sack'they wanted. But their grievance over being given short

measure surfaced again in another dispute a couple of years latcr; a dispute in which

they had the support of their entwhile opponents, the Customs officers.

By early L673, they had come to some kind of tacit agreement with the

Customs officers over the level of fees charged. I-owther believed they had done

so to prevent a plethora of lawsuits. Tickell later claimed that when the merchant

Timothy Haddock of Carlisle agreed to the level of fees, Addison promised to

exempt him from them while he was an officer, "the benefit of which agreement he

hath hitherto reaped." Much later still, William Gilpin hinted at even wider and

more fruitful agreement: when in 1697 he asked Lowther to have the table of fees

formally settled by an act of parliament, Gilpin referred to an earlier agreement

made between the then traders and Customs officials which the present traden no

20 Surtees 189, p. 43."In coals .... the measure at riy'hitehaven (is) Chester band, viz 30 gallons,
but come there it is not so good as 30 for the horses that bring them are poor and weak and thcy
never measure but fills the sack which holdeth but 28, I think."
2l 19 March 1672.
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longer wanted to follow, because the benef,rts no longer existed.Z Perhaps early in

1673 the officers agreed to turn a blind eye to the undermeaflremenf of ships in

return for the masters'acquiescence with their fees. For whether or not Addison's

raising of the ship entries in 1668 was perpetuated, under-measurement certainly

continued as a standa¡d practice well into the next century.23

Meanwhile Ticke1l, together with Thomas Jackson, had instituted a system

of selling and loading coal which took maximum advantage of their positions as

agents for the chief coltery owner (who also had jurisdiction of the harbour and

foreshore), of thei¡ own private interests in shipping and collieries, and of Tickell's

position as a Custom official. In selling their own or Lowther's coal the two

stewards favoured ships in which they had a share or ships whose masters

purchased their coal without disputing price, measure or quality of coal, thus

bypassing what the other masters claimed was a well-established local custom of

the harbour: to load ships in strict order or "turn".24 Keeping "turns" was not just a

method of keeping order in an often congested harbour; it was also a way of forcing

the owners to send doún enough coal to suppty all the ships, especially in winter

when Dublin paid a higher price. All the masters were anxious to share such a

winter harvest and it was therefore an additional complaint of theirs that Lowther

would not permit summertime accumulation of a winter supply in steathes. It was

also a means by which the individual master could force the owners to sell him

good measure: otherwise there would always be some ship eager to be loaded out

of turn, no matter how small the coal or the measure, "rather than lie long in that

dangerous ha¡bour in the winter time...."25 As it was, the stewa¡ds were loading

shþs they wished to favour, forcing the remainder to accept poorer quality coal

22 "Your honour is sensible how that agreement was obtained. And they (the traders) say further
that they have no expectations now of any underhand favours ...." W.G. ûo J.L. Jan. 1697, Lowther
Correspond,ence 331.
23 see Chapter Four below. J.L. to William Musgrave, 16 Juoe L677 io D/Lons/W, lætter books,
Rough Copies 1675-1689; T.T. to J.L. 4 Jurc L677.
2l A repoft dated 9 November 1674 described the custom as .... "the ancient cusûom that all ships,
barks and vessels that first did comc within the Heads of St. Bees and so ûo Whitehaven to load
coals should first be laden and all other vcssells successively." D/Lons/W, Comrnonplace Book
1671-1689 "An abstract..." fo. 16.
25 ibid, fo. 17.
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which they would find ha¡der to sell in Dublin. In addition, the ships forced to wait

for loading arrived in Dublin well behind and ran the risls 9f fin{ing a glutred

markeL

In May L674, the masters banded together under the leadership of William

Atkinson and John Gale the elder and engaged the lawyer John Aglionby to advise

them. Encouraged by the two Customs officials, Christian and Addison, they

implemented a scheme to raise money for the proposed law-suit against Lowther

and his stewards by tevying each ship at the rate of 6d for every chalder of coal they

carried. To strengthen their case, they appealed to an outside authority who had a

direct interest in the Whitehaven coal trade. Atkinson drew up a petition addressed

jointly to the Earl of Essex, then Lord Lieutenant of Ireland and to the Lord Mayor

of Dublin. They argued that the stewards'actions not only conÉavened their local

custom but would force vessels presently engaged in the coal trade to turn to other

cargoes and ports, leaving Dublin poorly supplied. They complained of Tickell and

Jackson organising a virtual monopoly of twelve out of the fourteen local collieries,

putting the sale of all their coal entirely into Jackson's hands, who now threatened

to sell the masters no coal at all unless they paid the price he demanded,loaded in

what order he pleased and accepted whatever measure and quality he offered. To

sever this double monopoly of coal and harbour, the masters wanted the city of

Dublin to pass a by-law forbidding the sale in Dublin of any coal from Whiæhaven

which had been loaded out of nrn.26 Tickell wrote at o¡rce tc Lowther to justify his

actions (of which Lowther evidently had no previous knowledge) arguing that once

the masters succeeded in constraining the colliery owners to load strictly by turn,

they would next combine to force down the price, or increase the measure of coal.

In direct opposition to the petitioners' claim that the stewards' arbitrary methods

had driven away ships of Liverpool and Chester, Tickell claimed that liberty to

serve freely gave the stewards the opportunity to encourage such ships. 27

26 ibid., fo. 14 ff.
27 L9 May 1674. Tickell added as a postscript a note about thc tardy paymeûts for coal by the
masters: "when men load in turns they will be more forward to receivð ttruo pay whereas freÉdom
will secure both."
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A more detailed submission, and a report on it drawn up by the mayor and

aldermen of Dublin, expanded on the masters' grievance-g 4g_aingt Tickell and

Jackson:

"very few will or dare appear pubticly against their practices. And the

people having no other livelyhood but their trade to follow are forced to

submit and truckle to the proud tyrannical humours of the aforesaid

stewards; no magistrate or government in the town to relieve them when

they are oppressed."28

They also claimed that the higher price Dublin now paid for coal resulted from

Lowther's alleged engrossing of the trade and the practice of serving ships out of

turn.29 Lowther, for his part, as he pondered the overall management and control

of the harbour, kept foremost in mind his vital economic need not to be excluded

from his own harbour by shipmasters combining against him in this way, and his

need to maintain all the authority he could in the harbour. He took the complaints

and the petition seriously, alarmed that any outside authority might attempt to

impose on his right to order the affain of the harbour, and at the same time annoyed

by the masters'efforts to establish a "custom" which he believed detrimental to his

interest. He instructed Tickell to observe loading by turn as a general rule to take

the heat out of the current dispute, but to make an occasional exception "to show the

folly of those that seek redress where it is not to be had", and to maintain his right

to do so.30 Nevertheless by the end of the year Lowther was seriously embarassed

by the scale of the dispute. He had akeady good reason to be dissatisfied with

Jackson's stewardship and on the 19th of January wrote to Tickell, "the report of

his actings, and your connivance, has made such a noise here, as will call me down

before the season will well permit." He arrived in March and promptly dismissed

Jackson.

28 D/[ons/W, Commq¡pl¿çe Book, 1671-1689 "An abstract...", fo. L7
29 ibid, fo. 19.
30 23 June 1674.
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Meanwhile on the 27th of February, the city of Dublin, to which the lord

lieutenant had referred the master's petition, recommende_d t_h4t itg p_roposals of

serving ships strictly in turn be adopted. Essex transmitted the papen to the Privy

Council in England whose Committee for Trade reponed on the 1lth of July that

I-owther had appeared before them and explained that the dearness of coal in Dublin

was caused by the sudden failure of three or four pits at Whitehaven and that the

masters'complaints were fuelled chiefly by William Atkinson his former colliery

steward who had been displaced by Jackson, and that I-owther promised to redress

the complaints.3l The committee recommended that if Dublin did not find this

promise made good then the lord lieutenant should enable them to make a by-law

regulating æ iepe*g the imports from Whitehaven and the Pri*ry Council gave

approval on August 5th. Lowther meanwhile had believed that his excuses and

promises had settled the matter in his favour. On hearing the Privy Council's order

he prayed for its recall "till the ruth of the said complaint be made out before his

majesty and not elsewhere". on 22nd october the Council, Essex being now

present, did suspend the order, "until such time as the complainants shall appear at

this board to make out their allegations."32 During all these passages in London

there is no sign that the petitioners ever attended the P.ir.y Council and not even

Tickell appears to know what had happened. By allowing loading in turns to be

resumed as a general rule, I-owther had placated Dublin, making it seem to be of his

own good will, and thus prevented the "custom" being confirmed by a

governmental directive. The ship masters' methods in this dispute set the pattern

for their future efforts: combining together and appointing one or two spokesman,

employing a lawyer and paying for the case by levying each ship and above all by

appealing to an outside authority to take their part, in this instance the city of

Dublin.

31 Since 1672 there had been a series of falls both at Drift and Greenbank which hindered
producrion - T.T.9 Sep. 1672, J.L. to T.T.20 Ocr. 1674,T.T. Jar^. 1675.
32 D/Lons/W,Commonplace Book,1671-1689, "4n abstract..." ff 2L-24.
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The whitehaven masters may have achieved even more than the restoration

of turns. Sir John, a few years later in 167g, argued thgr by r€ason of their

increasing numbers they had in effect monopolised his harbour by successfully

excluding ships from elsewhere, much to his detriment: "since now they can set

what price they please upon the coal owners and make combinations and

confederacies not practicable heretofore when stangers carried on the greatest part

of the trade."33 Thomas Jackson had sounded the fhst warning of this in 1674

during the dispute over turns, arguing that if the masters combined successfully

over that issue, they would next combine to lower the price. He arranged a

combination of colliery owners to maintain it at 3s, but the attempt failed because

two of the Moresby owners, John Ponsonby and Anthony paúickson, offered their
small (but lesser quality) coal at 2s 8d. The other Moresby owners immediately

lowered to 2s 10d, and the masters, whom Tickell termed "the factious pargr,,

concentated on buying Moresby coal for the next few weeks until the price steadied

again at 3s 34 Although Tickell warned that it could not be maintained much longer,

it remained at 3s in the Greenbank corliery accounts up to August 1675, when upon

the advent of Richard Bettesworth as coal steward those accounts ceased to list
sales to the ships. However, when Betteswofth died in office two years later his

estå'te was charged with the value of missing coal tokens "here valued at 4d each,,,

corresponding to a price of 2s 8d a ton, and in September and Octobe r 1677 Tickell
recorded that Richard Lamplugh was offering a regular price of 2s gd but with a

discount of 4d to purchasers who took Lowther's coal only. Tickell himself

believed that the "old price of 2s gd would vent more coals and get more

rnoneys."35 Evidently by octob er L677,2s gd had been the price long enough for
it to be the "old" price. Such a reduction could hardly have gone unremarked in the

correspondence' so we can be confident that it happened while Lowther was at

Whiæhaven between March and September L676. Some rema¡ks made by Lowther

13 D/Lons/W, Whitehaven,"Various papers ...item 20.34 'r.T.l0 Aug. 1674.
35 D/Lons/w whitehaven,^a] migc-e_llaneous papers, 1676 - 1794. The account was drawn up inSepûember. T.T.l7 Sept., 29 Oct. 1677.
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many years later in 1698 and 1699 seem to recall this occasion. "[The price] was

formerly 3s", he wrote to Gilpin, "until I came to work at a qalgr_cha¡ge, which put

it into the power of the owners of ships to impose that price they pleased."36 The

following year he elaborated on this explanation in several drafts of a letter to

Christopher Carleton in Dublin:

"My case is this, I by water gins and the help of foreign artists, recovered

collieries, which others had given over and left surcharged with water. I

had no sooner done this and put myself under a water charge, but all the

ships here combined not to take coals but at an abatement of price, less

than ever was paid before. I submitted rather than lose the works.

In two other versions, he explained the price had been 3s a ton, but the masters

forced it down to eight groats (ie. 2s 8d), once again linking their combination to

his water charge.31 Sir John dated the combination merely as "some years ago",

but it must refer back to 1676, the year he installed a water gin and employed

"foreign artists" from Newcastle. It cannot refer to a price reduction in the 1690's,

as Beckett asserts, apparently on the evidence of Sir John's letter to Carleton quoted

above.38 After L677,the price remained at 2s 8d throughout the period of the

Tickell correspondence as also in the correspondence between Gale, Gitpin and

Lowther which ends in August 1698 with Lowther's removal to Whitehaven.

None of Lowther's draft letters written during 1698 and 1699, some of which refer

to the coal trade, mention a current price variation. I-owther's displeasure with the

masters does indeed make it sound as if the combination to lower the price had

occurred only the last week, or the last month, but in fact it must refer to events of

over twenty years before.

36 11 Jan. 1698, Ipwther Correspondence 433.
37 "Being satisfied with this price of 3s and designing an enlargement of trade I put myself under a
water charge, great levels and waþr gins, which the ships Do sooner perceived but unanimously they
refused all coals unless at eight groats, the consequences I must either comply, or lose my
[collieries] for ever ..." J.L. ûo Christopher Carleûon, May 1699 in D/L,ons/W, Letter Books, 'J L
vol.2nd Apr. 24,'99'.
38 Though the recepient's name appears as Calledon in his footnote; Beckett, Coal andTobacco,p.
87.
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The report from Dublin on the masters' petition had noted the harbour as

"dangerous". The masters themselves had been concerned äbõut itJ dðteriorating

state since at least 1668 when Tickell forwarded a petition from them to I-owther, in

which they suggested that if a new pier could not be built on public account, then

Lowther could have an act of parliament passed to "confirm such advantages to

yourself as may engage you to do it upon your own purse." Tickell, who had

himself already represented tþe urgent necessity for improving the harbour,

explained in his accompanying letter that any voluntary contributions of the

inhabitants would be insignifrcant, but if the harbour could not be made safe, the

town and its trade would continue to decline.39 Lowther replied to their petition

evasively and it appears that he did not address them directly but sent a message via

Tickell to assure them:

"it is not more in their wishes than in my real intentions to do it, so soon as

either my ability or my interest shall capacitate me, which if not so easy as

they hope, let them rather imagine difficulties they are unacquainted with

than that I slip Ly opporhrnity."4o

Si¡ John had been given good reason to hesitate before committing himself

to any investment. Scarcely had he been delivered out of the hands of Committee

Men and Sequestrators when flying squadrons of former Cavaliers imrpted upon

him, encouraged to find their own rewards for past loyalty at no expense and some

further advantage to the crown. In June 1664 a warrant was issued for a

commission to one such consortium, headed by the Irish Earl of Carlingford, to

enquire into lands in Cumberland "derelict by the sea", that is, privately reclaimed

fro.m it in disregard of royal rights in the foreshore, with particula¡ mention of

Whitehaven.4l The Commissioners were to have a lease at easy rates of all they

discovered, and they returned the pier, saltpans, steaths and a swathe of seventeen

39 18 March 1668.
40 3l March 1668.
4l Carlingford stood high in the queue for reward (C.T.B. vol.l p.695) but had no connection with
Cumberland. Neither had his coadjutor Si¡ Edward Green. The thi¡d member of the group, \ù/illiam

Dyke, Serjeant of the Scullery, was evidently the informer with the necessary local knowledge; see

his later petition, C.S.P.D. Chas.II vol. CCTXX no.23.
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tenants' houses, stretching from the neighbourhood of the Chapel on the Sandhills

to Oliver Wright's by the harbour edge, with an improved annu4l value gstimated at

&400, as built upon such derelict land.

The lawyer to whom Lowther turned for advice on his rights emphasised

the importance of enquiring into ancient usage, "for that upon the usage accordingly

much doth depend". He noted that previous lords of the manor had had the benef,rt

of an ancient pier where the present one now stood, and had gathered coals from

the rocks along the sea shore, and called these "very good evidences" that the land

between the high and low water marks belonged to the manor.42 Sir John had

earlier petitioned in February 1665 to have his prescriptive right corroborated and

Whitehaven excepted out of the commission. By the 24th of April he had prevailed

only so far as to obtain separate consideration for his town and harbour and his

own particular claims within them and confirmation of whatever was found to be

his: on that day the Commissioners had two new w¿urants for their grants, one

including Whitehaven, the other not. On the 27thLowther submitted a second

petition, for a grant to himself "for quieting him and his posterities from the like

trouble hereafter and securing his title thereto". Next day the Carlingford group

counter-petitioned to protect themselves against both him and a rival syndicate

which was claiming prior discovery. The matter was refened to Lord Treasurer

Southampton and Lord Ashley, Chancellor of the Exchequer, and while they

examined the cases of the respective parties, Sir John, as the party in possession,

petitioned a third time for no grant to pass before their report. On 13th June they

came down in his favour, and a grant of the premises accordingly passed the Privy

Seal the following November, but all was not yet settled, for in April 1667 Ashley

heârd evidence on a further petition from Carlingford, who had been abroad on a

diplomatic mission at the time of the grant, praying for its resumption if T,owther

would not compensate the discoverers. Ashley's report in August simply rehearsed

the history of the case, observed that the King's grant to Lowther had frustrated his

42 Opinion of J. Tumer, 17 Nov. 1666, copy in D/[.ons/W Registers: "Commonplace Book"
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intended beneficence to Carlingford and made no recommendation. He further

observed that the premises would probably have yielded thepommissioners the

E4O0 ayeat atwhich they had valued them, if they could have obtained them on the

crown title, for that "would have avoided several estates granted by Sir lohn

Lowther and his father to which Sir John is now in justice obliged, and which

makes the things of far less value to him." 43 That is to say, he recognized that the

Lowther tenants had an equitable interest in the houses they had built. But

whatever Sir John may have said at the hearings to excuse himself from buying off

his competitors, in his petition he was claiming all the equity as well as prescription

and title: as he laconically put it, on the understanding that the soil belonged to the

manor "your petitioner's ancestors did erect a pier upon the said soil, which

occasioned some buildings upon or near the same."44 This bare statement he was

to expand, develop and elaborate by several stages during the next forty years into a

detailed case as he defended his control of Whitehaven and its harbour against the

counterclaims of his tenants.

That controversy over the grant itself had not ceased is shown by Tickell's

elliptic reports of two conversational exchanges with the Customer William

Christian in 167L, from which we can reconstruct Christian's arguments as

follows: Sir John claimed a title to the pier, though he really had none, and would

not accept a subsidy for its improvement from the Royal Custom revenue because

he fea¡ed that would weaken his claim; and if it were not for Lowther's claim the

improvement could and would long since have been subsidised.4S Lowther

certainly had earlier shown some nervousness on this score. On 15 May 1667 he

wrote to Tickell, asking him to take particular care not to leave the records

43 C.S.P.D. Chas. II, vols. XCIX no. 58, CXII no. 76, CXIX nos.l3, 45, 65, CXXII no. 106,
CXXIV no. 118, CXXV no. 81, CCXII oo. 11, D/L-onVW St. Bees, miscellaneous papers relating to
the manor, bundle 21.
44 C.S.P.D. vol. CXIX, no. 45.
45 The first exchange was described in Tickell's first draught of his letùer of 3 Oct.1671 but
subsequently crossed out: "I told Mr. Christian upon the key that I now hoped the Customs being
managed by his Majestie something might be obtaìned to enlarge the key etc., which he says you
are averse üo and will not suffer it by reason you challenge it"; the second exchange on 20 Oct. was
ûo the effect that: "this key is not yours and if it were oog i¡ might have been long siuce mended
and would yet if you were ool"
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concerning the collection of pierage dues at the custom house,"least after times

suppose we derive our title from thence."

It was Christian who took the lead in a new undertaking about the pier. At

the end of 1674, when the dispute over loading in turns was still unresolved, he

persuaded the masters to allow 6d per chalder of coal for three voyages towards the

building of a completely new quay. At the same time William Fletcher revived a

notion which he had entertaíned as early as 1667 of building a pier at Parton inlet on

the shoreline of his own manor at Moresby, just two miles to the north. Normally

impecunious, he had the previous year reaped a windfall of f800 on his second

marriage. Lowther seems to have been taken by surprise but was not unduly

alarmed, expecting nothing but "noise" from the proposal,yet wishing to be kept

fully informed.46 In January 1675 a Newcastle architect viewed Parton and

estimated the cost of building there "above f1,000." He was invited to Whitehaven

and estimated for a completely new pier there €4,000, but as an alternative

recommended strengthening and lengthening the existing pier "under the expence of

f1,000".47 Christian's backers immediately fell away and redirected their

attentions to Sir John's pier, but their reception was a cool one: "f would not have

Christian desist from his undertaking, that the town better understand him and

themselves."4S

The subject of the pier does not recur in the correspondence until September

L677. I-owther was at Whitehaven in March 1675 and in the north of England for

much of 1676. He increased his visible presence in and around the town by

purchasing Flatt Flall and tenement, Mirehouse tenemenq and a number of collieries

anl royalties to coal, thereby gaining more coal-bearing land and reducing the

number of other colliery ownen, activities viewed with unease by the shipmasten.

While he was in Whitehaven, he doubtless discussed the issues of harbour

development but evidently to little purpose for no sooner had he returned to London

46 I.L. to T.T. 15 Dec. 1674.
47 T.T. 18 Jan. 1675.
48 J.L. !o T.T. 26 Jau- 1675. Lowther later referred !o this proposal as an undertaking "which will
entangle the traders which must pay for it."- 22 May, 1677.
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than on October 24th 1676 the Customs off,rcers once again took the initiative and

petitioned the Commissioners of Customs to appoint limitsfor-aCuBtoms wharf at

Whitehaven; yet another attempt to break I¡wthers monopoly of the harbour by

providing merchants with space outside Lowther's jurisdiction. Tickell believed

that Christian promoted the scheme specifically to gain a place for the colliery

owners to set down coal sacks without paying a steathing charge to L¡wther.49 Sir

John thereupon made a very rough set of "Notes and queries concerning keys and

wharfs" and his rights to prohibit or charge for their use, but one of these notes,

though barely legible seems to imply that though he had considered enlarging the

harbour, he still did not regard it as urgently necessary.5O Next, Lowther revived

the issue of the customs fees, hoping to break the alliance between the Customs

officers and the ships' masters. He wrote concerning the proposed wharf to

Tickell, "that and all things else will turn upon their own heads. By this post will

come a letter to your Custom house requiring an account by what authority the fees

are there taken," and instructed him to calculate how much the masters would save

if the table of fees used ât Liverpool were to be instituted at Whitehaven. When the

masters realised the extent of such saving, Lowther believed that collaboration

would cease. He warned them not to trust "those who cannot help them", referring

in particular to Christian's "indecent petitions."S1 Tickell rounded up twenty

witnesses to attest the novelty of the ruling scale of fees: Addison vowed that "the

said traders should be increased in their enhies, or else forfeited by importing

[Irish] beef', and, startled by the like "menaces and wheedles", the majority of the

masters refused to testify, Lowther's plan to divide the alliance failed, and no new

table of fees was established.52 Addison retaliated further by persuading William

Fletcher to stack sacks of his coal along the foreshore as they were led down,

hoping to provoke the stewards into cutting them open, which they duly did. This

49 T.'1. 13 Nov. 1676. "which freedom to infringe your liberties seemed to me to be the principal
design of Mr. Christian and others."
50 D/L,ons/W, Letter Books, Rough Copies 1675-1689.
51 J.L. ûo T.T. 16 lan. 1677.
52 T.T. 2'l lan., L6 Feb. 1677.
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gave Fletcher grounds for an action at common law in which perhaps the hope was

not so much that Fletcher would win, but that Sir John to.¡rerify his title to the

foreshore would be compelled to produce his patent of 1665, the terms of which he

had probably never disclosed. This coincided with the opening of a second front,

when Addison and his wife (Hamilton's daughær)

"spake much for a better settlement of their houses, and that they will

spend theirs [sc. all they possessed] in Whitehaven upon the lawyers to

compel you to it, and ever since I can scarce speak with any in'Whiæhaven

but they tell me the great rage Thomas Addison is in against you, inducing

all the new tenants to join with him to try with you at law for a better

settlement in your lifetime of their houses here, without which all such

houses will due to your heir afær your death."53

Disquiet over the new tenure had been simmering for some time. rnMray 1674

three of his "most busiest" opponents, as Lowther called them without naming

names, went to London to raise the issue with him.54 The agitators complained

"that they have no estatès in law, so desire either to have freehold in their houses,

or leases of 1,000 years, or anything might give them aregal title to what they

have." So Sir John wrote to his uncle and step-father at Lowther on the 9th of

May. He sought advice "which way I may best make an alteration herein, so as to

encourage them to build, and I sti[ retain in substance what I now have," and in the

intimacy of this correspondence readily acknowledged the sfength of the case now

being put against him: "for of the deficiency of their estates I can have no benef,rt in

Equity how much soever the law be for me."55 At the same time he enquired of

Tickell if there was a widespread anxiety over the tenure, who reassured him: "I

never heard any grave, judicious person object against it save your father-in-law at

I-owther who said such a created estate could not be but when I answered that time

53 T.T. 4, 9,22 Feb. 1677.
54 See Appendix A.
5l J.Lt t9 Lady Lowther of l,owther, containing his query, 9 May 1674, Dtl-ons L Acc 5, letters
1562-1685.
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would make it customary if not intemrpted he seemed satisfied."56 Tickell saw no

reason to change the existing system "whose fountain is 29-yean old already ... if
your heir do not question it I hope it may continue unalterable like the Medes,

etc."57 Nonetheless, on 19th February L677 abody of tenants including Addison,

Hamilton and Gale wrote to SirJohn that they had been "too certainly informed" by

their counsel that their titles to their houses and improvements, ("whereon several

thousand pounds are disbursed") were "lame and deficient in law" and by that

consideration, backed by "the cries and tears of our wives and child.ren", were

moved to approach him to make good a promise which they held he had made to

them during his sojourn at Whitehaven the previous year to amend their situation

when he returned to r-ondon, "where you were pleased to say your papers lay and

counsel was that best understood both your affairs and ours."58 Only half of the

sixty New Tenants who appear on the next year's rental signed this plea, and not all

the signatories were entirely sincere: Tickell was able to persuade Richard Dixon to

sign, "to discover their designs and whom I promised to excuse to you for his

subscription." But Addison and the elder Gale went to work on the rest, provoking

a battle-weary Tickell to observe: "such ingratefut people as these no persons can

oblige, for condescentions whet their litigious appetites, never to be satisfied or

quieted, until they fall into their primitive dusl"59

In May Thomas Addison put in his bill in Chancery on behalf of 44 New

Tenants or their representatives, in which, next in order after the gentlemen

Addison, Gale and Hamilton, was named Christopher Grayson, orphan infant son

of Henry and grandson of Isabella and Christopher, the builder of the first house on

the Sandhills. Addison claimed that the tenants and their predecessors had been

invited and encouraged by the I-owthers to take land and build upon the assurance

56 Johu Norden would have agreed: "You cannot make any new custon, although all tenants
consent willingly thereto; yet if such ... were made and continued without any coitradiction of
p_o_sterit_ies, time might create a new custom, by prescription", The Surveyor's bialogue, Book II.
"Your father-in-law" refers to Sir John Lowther of Lowiher (obit 1675), áctually Loüthár;s uncle,
although Sir John had married his stepdaughter.
57 19 May 1674.
58 D/Lons/W Comme¡p¡¿çe Book, L67L-L89. "an abst¡act...", fo.27.
59 22 Feb. 1677.
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that they were to be given good estates in law: on this confidence alone they had

laid out many thousands of pounds and "the said houses werc built and

improvements made and the said town erected which otherwise could not have been

done." Being unskilled in the law they had relied on the word of the Lowthers who

"wished the said contractors no further to trouble themselves therein, assuring them

they should have fixed and good estates to them and their heirs duly and legally

made and executed to them." All they had obtained were copyhold admittances in

the manorial court or, outside the court, admittances signed by the lord or steward,

"having until recentþ thought they had good titles and estates, they had now been

advised that in law they had none." They had applied to Sir John for the remedy

which in Equity and good conscience he ought to make them but he "hath utterly

refused... and denied all promises" saying that they "were by original conftact... to

be only tenants at will", that they were not obliged to build, that he could turn them

out and need not recognizq any transfer of title by purchase. Addison adroitly

inverted the tactics the Old Tenants had used by claiming that the customary estate

the Lowthers pretended'they had granted was void because there was no custom;

and if there ever had been then Lowther himself had broken it by signing the deed

with the Old Tenants. To add colour to the bill, he took some care to describe the

development of Whitehaven, arguing that the Lowthers had initially made very little

profit from their coal-mines for lack of ships and sailors, and for that reason and

that alone, encouraged new settlers, and because of the newcomers' building and

working, Whitehaven had grown into a considerable town and trading port, to the

advantage not only of the Lowthers but of the King's revenue and the country at

large. Addison emphasized the large amounts of money the tenants had laid out on

their houses ("some of them all, and some more than all and the rest a great part of

their estates"): in effect arguing their case to have alegalestate through their deserts

and putting their capital investment into the balance to offset that made by the

Lowthers.6o

60 D/Lons/W l-egal Papers. Transcript of Gale and Addison v. Lowther,
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Since at least 1676 Lowther had been collecting a dossier of questions

concerning his rights in the ha¡bour and the new tenure, making notes and rough

outlines of various proposals or concessions he might make if forced. For though

he was confident of defending his position at common law he was uneasily aware

that it might be challenged in equity.6l rn 1677, with whitehaven harbour no

longer large enough for the increasing volume of shipping it served and with its pier

dilapidated, Lowther would soon have to decide either to improve it entirely at his

own cost or combine with the shipowners in a joint project, and thereby possibly

lose some degree of control. The tenants could use his urgent need to improve the

harbour as a means not only to wring concessions from him over the use of the

harbour but also to settle the doubt over their tenures by obtaining the freehotd of

their houses. As Lowther focused his questions to the lawyers more precisely and

draughæd an answer to Addison's bill, he frlled out his earlier very brief description

of the development of Whitehaven with more and more deúail, always insisting that

Whitehaven had developed because of his family's enterprise, growing from a few

small cottages, a little wooden pier and three or four small ships to a thriving town

of "eighty or ninety of the best built houses in all that counb¡/" and a harbour which

sheltered thirty ships.62 In his letters to the town and some to Tickell which were

intended to be shown to leading townsmen, he assu;cd them of his ready

compliance with any reasonable scheme. When addressing his lawyers, he is

careful to find out what he might be compelled to do, and if forced to grant some

concessions, how he could minimize their consequence. But his own concluding

remark to the lawyers reveals his concern to play safe and give away as little as he

could: " in all to reserye what power I can to myself."

In September 1677, the masters began to raise money for a pier extension at

Whitehaven but threatened that if Lowther would not grant them some concessions

they would use the money in collaboration with William Fletcher to set up a rival

61 For the dossier, see D/[.ons/W, Whitehaven, "Various papcrs ...item 20.
62 See Appendix A. For another version, written at much the same time, see D/Lons/W
Whitehaven, Various papers...itcm 85.
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harbour at Parton.63 In October they wrote a strongly worded letter to Lowther

outlining their plans and demands. Fletcher had offered eitherto pa! 2dper ton of

coal bought from his pits for one year, an offer which the masters planned to make

"considerable" by buying most coal from his pits and all otherc that offered the like;

or if the masters advanced a lump sum then Fletcher promised to give security for

f,800 more. The masters concluded their letter by telling l-owther that unless, as a

preliminary to negotiations, he promised to remove his salt pans and steathes away

from the harbour, and give them free access to quarries for building stone, they

would support Fletcher and his plans for Parton. They demanded a speedy answer,

as any silence on I-owther's part would be "negatively interpreted". It was scarcely

a letter designed to elicit any kind of cooperation or compromise and l-owther took

offence: while assuring them of his zealousness in wanting improvement, he

objecæd to their giving preference to Fletcher for what he had promised but had yet

to perform rather than to himself for all that he had long since done on their

beha[.64 Interpreting this as an ultimatum that he would not extend or improve

Whitehaven unless they'promised to give preference to his coal, and believing his

searching questions on how they planned to raise the money was a further rebuff,

the masters elected seven representatives to collect and disburse money, which was

to be raised by a levy of 6d the chaldron from every ship for twelve voyages.

"They are so wheadled by themselves and their abettors that they thirst to work

wonders, either here or at Moresby" wrote Tickell of their efforts, mocking their

"conceited fancies" of being able to impose their terms upon Lowther.65 He later

dubbed the seven - John Gale, William Atkinson, Wiltiam Crofts, Robert Biglands,

James Millam, George Ribton and Anthony Nicholson - as "the septem viri" or

"our seven wise masters."66 Wiiliam Crofts was an agent of William Fletcher and

63 T,T. 17 Sept. 1677.
64 "only let me mind you a little that whilst you sct forth your power you do not much commend
your_ Sratitude unless you make it appear that you have had the same respects for my coals in
consideration of what I have done, that you would Dow engage yourselves ûo have foi others in
consideration of what they shall do." D/Lons \iy' Commonplace Book 1671-1689, "An abstract...,,
fo.30,23 Oct L677. The master' letter at fo.28.
65 17 Nov. 1677.
66 T.T. 27 Ían.,4 May 1678, L3 May 1679.
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held collieries of his own in Moresby. Although he held tenant-right in Whitehaven

he had good reason because of his collieries to prefer development at parton. The

rest were Whiæhaven ship-masters.

Opinion at Whitehaven now became divided between those whose main

concern was to settle the new tenure and those, the backers of the septem virí, who

more adventurously wanted to use the issue of the new tenure as leverage to gain

improvements and privileges in the harbour also. Tickell reported on gth

November 1677: "The pier building seems to stick... and some have proposed that

the controversy about the houses be fírst settled which is some demur to that

matter", but the septem virí quickly asserted themselves on the other side. In

January 1678 these men wrote demanding in addition: free anchorage, liberty to

lead coal through Lowther's desmesne, that if Lowther should succeed in buying

Bransty tenement he would give them liberty to continue steathing coal there, and

that all ships should be loaded strictly in turn. Tickell commented: "I fear it will

rather abate than invite your kind intentions for this pLacs."67 Lowther believed that

they demanded too much. They estimaæd the cost of lengthcnng the pier at €1,500

and expected him with the help of their f,400 not only to undertake the work, but to

grant them these extra privileges and to allow the other colliery owners, who were

paying nothing, equal privileges with himself. Lowther had no wish to subsidise

other owners' sales, especially at a time when his own colliery prospects were so

uncertain. He thought it only reasonable, as he commented to John Gale the elder:

"as that the benefit is common, the charge may be common too."68 so matters

stood when in October 1678 a body of masons arrived from Northumberland to

begin constructing Mr Fletcher's new pier at parton.

67 7 Ia¡.1678.
68 J.L. to John Gale the elder, 2o April 1678. D/L,ons/w, correspondence, bundle 40.
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Chapter Four

To Stop the Mouths of Our Barking Neighbours

"the rabid madness of these hot-headed, frantic, foolish, fiery
seamen, who contrive all ways imaginable to keep our divisions on
foot." I

In March 1678 with work on Parton harbour about to commence, Lowther,

forced to act, first tried to make certain of the ground on which his own pier stood

and to suppress the rival altogether. He petitioned the Crown to confirm his

previous grant of the foreshore within the manor, and extend that grant to the

foreshore of Moresby, including the site of Parton pier, so giving him authority to

stop any work there. He also petitioned to have Whitehaven given status as a

member port of Carlisle believing that the Commissio""tþf Customs would then

exclude Parton as a place from where goods could be exported. The King "was

graciously disposed to grant the petitioner's request", wrote Lord Treasurer Danby,

referring it to the Attorney General on 4th of March 1678,2 butas in 1665 this

meant no more than that Lowther had a foot in the door, and this second application

for royal bounty was to be longer, more formidably and more publicly contested.

when the news reached whitehaven, it was "speedily communicated to the

mutinous inhabitants who descant maliciously on it as stuffed with lies" (meaning

that Sir John had taken all the credit for the rise of Whitehaven to himself and his

fanrify¡ "and showing your unreasonable avarice of your neighbour's inheritances

which they hope to resolve to your shame".3 The Commissioner5of Customs to

whom L,owther's petition had been further referred, solicited comment from

I T.T. 12 Feb. 1680.
2 C.T.B. Y, p.942.
3 T.T. 26 llla¡ch L678
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William Christian at Whitehaven. Tickell, following his usual practice of opening

all the Customs house mail, volunteered his own unsolic-ite_d_advice, naturally

supporting his employer's request and ponderously drawing the Commissioner's

attention to the fact that he had had to forward Christian's letter to his residence near

Durham while he himself was of course perpetually on the spot and could report

from "old experience". Miller thereupon also took it upon himself to tender his

advice. He claimed that all inhabitants concurred in supporting Parton, and only

Tickell would disagree, "whose great dependence is on Sir John Lowther and

whose principal agent he is." Christian's own repiy was longer and more

damaging. He said he had passed on the Commissioners' letter to the inhabitants of

Whitehaven "to make thei¡ own defence", and then reminded the Commissioners of

the petitions the masters had formerly sent concerning a Customs wharf (which

Christian himself had been instrumental in framing), and the discouragement they

suffered for want of a good harbour.

"You will then make a judgement, how little advantage it will be to his

majesty and his Custom, to have that place put into a privaûe hand without

being obliged to make the pier suff,rcient to hold such a number of ships as

would be built in these parts were there a harbour large enough to contain

them."

He insisted that in winter, Whitehaven could not safely shelter two-thi¡ds of the

ships belonging to her, let alone ships from elsewhere, and predicted that the

number of ships would double in twenty years: a prediction which in fact proved

right.a If Thomas Addison wrote a report, it does not survive, but his support for

"Ton 
extended to drawing-up articles between Fletcher and the masons. As a

Moresby colliery owner he had much to gain and a proposed partnership with

Fletcher to construct a level in their Howgate colliery gave impetus to his support.

Aside from their duty to the Revenue, the Patent officers had their own pecuniary

interest through their fees in not letting any potential increase in shipping be

4 Copies of these letters are in D/L,ons/W, Commonplace Book 1671-1689 "An abstract...", fo.4649.
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constricted. Their evident assurance that it was being constricted undermined

Lowther's initial position that his harbour was adequate forþrêsènt ãeeds and that

Parton if developed would merely share Whitehaven's shipping. The septem virí

wrote also, describing the damage done to the shþing caused by the inadequacy of

the ha¡bour, their unsuccessful petition to Sir John to enlarge the pier and their

belief that the district of Moresby provided more lasting collieries. William Fletcher

responded with a counter-petition against Si¡ John, also claiming that Whitehaven

could no longer accommodate her own ships and that Sir John planned to

monopolize the whole coal tade of West Cumberland, to the detriment of shipping,

seamen and His Majesty's Customs. Fletcher went up to London in person and

delivered in his petition on the 17th of May. He then waited in the capital in

expectation of a hearing and a decision. I-owther was sufficiently unsure of himself

to develop a second strategy. He wrote to his steward for a current valuation of

Fletcher's estate. Calculations based on the known income and its sources yielded

a lowest estimate of f.5,4L9 and a highest estimate of f8,697.5 I-owther thereupoq

bid Fletcher in London'f6000. With this offer in his pocket Fletcher departed,

having entered a caveat at the Treasury that no decision be taken on either petition

without prior notice to him.6 Whether or not he received such notice, he did not

return and by the autumn the murder of Sir Edmund Berry Godfrey and the

"discoveries" of Titus Oates had put the capital out of bounds for men of his faith.

He forthwith contracted with the Northumberland masons for building his pier,

doubtless encouraged by the disaster which had overtaken I-owther's Drift colliery

in July. The collapse of the mine certainly did little to enhance relations between Sir

John and the town: indeed in a harried and somewhat inational letter to Tickell he

put the blame at their door.

"I hope they are now satisfied; as if my being there, could have any way

prevented it (either by setting the pump pit to work again, or by foreseeing

5 ibid fo L6-17
6 C.T.B. Vol. 5, pt. 2, p.1065, 23 IuIy 1678
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danger from their manner of working underground.) I may truly say they

are in some measure the occasion of it, since my stâyîh towì, and my not

coming down in the spring was to contrive some way for the better

accommodation of differences amongst us, the settlement of such things as

might be for the future advantage of that place."1

But now events at Whitehaven began to work for Sir John's advantage.

The tacit cooperation between the ship masters and Customs off,rcers dissolved and

caused a serious breach between the protagonists of the two parties there, over

whether the chaldron measure of coal should be heaped-up as demanded by the

masters, or levelled flat as the Customs officials decreed: heaping up the measure

naturally benefited the masters to the disadvantage of the Customs. There can be

little doubt that the antagonism which now developed between Thomas Addison

and John Gale did much to fragment the masters'efforts regarding both Parton and

the new tenure, and that the hostility sprang from the quarrel concerning the

measure which Tickell reported onJune ZLst 1678. "There has been great jangles

about coal measures which exasperated John Gale junior in so much that he thrcw

the coal bushel overboard." Addison in his other capacity as an Excise officer

retaliated by going to the centre of the Gales' commercial enterprise, the market

place, and on market day caused several measures used there to be broken.

Sir John travelled to Whitehaven in October and at a meeting with most of

the inhabitants put forward new proposals for the settlement of their differences

over both tenure and harbour, proposals about which in the inevitable absence of

letters our knowledge is less than satisfactory. He appears to have offered freehold

estates to the New Tenants for f200 to be raised between them, which he would

then contribute to improvement of the harbour, on the understanding that a further

f 1,000 would be raised by a levy on shipping. The meeting apparently assented

and asked for his help in obtaining an act of parliament to authorise the levy. f.200

was small price for the freehold of some eighty or ninety houses and the rate was

7 1.L.9 Aug. 1678
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much lower than that for which Lowther was to sell freehold of individual houses

during the next twenty-five years but this offer, which neve¿-took-effect, should

probably be seen as indivisible from the counter-offer of the Ê1,000 levy on

shipping. If the proposed scheme had gone through Lowther would have had to

meet no further expenditure to improve the harbour. What rights Lowther would

have retained in the ha¡bour under this scheme is not recorded; earlier in the year he

had contemplated allowing the maintenance of the harbour to pass into the hands of

a corporation or other statutory body of townsmen to be set up by act of parliament.

flowever, the following day at a second meeting held without Sir fohn "there fell

out some clashing amongst them about the said impositions which in conclusion

broke off the whole matter formerly discoursed between them". Lowther returned

to London the next day without making further proposals.S Tickell described "the

clashing" when he wrote to l,owther, blaming John Gale, william Atkinson,

Robert Biglands, James Millam, Thomas Williamson and Matthias Miller for the

disagreements. Gale claimed that Lowther's proposal came without warning and

was in effect imposed on the tenants, remarking "two words go to bargain." Gale

also argued that for the tenants to contribute 9200, but for the seamen, whether

tenants or not, to pay another f1000 in impositions to the pier was "very

unproportionate" and it was thought "fitting" that the seamen tenants should

contribute no more than the ordinary tenants. Gale also insinuated that I-owther's

plan to keep as customary tenants those tenants who could not or would not raise

their proportion of the 9200 was in fact a plan to seize their houses. Tempers ran

so high that later in the evening Thomas Addison and John Gale "clashed so much

8 .The sources are Tickell's letter reporting the sccond mecting, l7 Oct. 1678; Thomas Addison's letter
reporting the same meeting in D/L,ons/W, Correspondence, no.ll, also 17 Oct; îickell's depositiou in the
subsequent Exchcquer enquiry a year later in D/L,ons/W, Whitchavcn ha¡bour papers: "Dcpositións as to works
desired for Whitchaven harbour", and in D/Lons/W, Iægal Papcrs: Papcrs in L,owther v Flõtcher, Hudspeth and
Jordan; and Lowthcr's lctter to John Gale the eldcr in April 1678, in D/Lons/ril, Correspondence, buidle 40.
In this letter to Gale l¡wther wrote that hc desired to havc the new tenants' estates sõt[led by decree ,,but
there was some frivolous objection how to maintain an action of trespass" so this offer was foi confi¡mation
of the customary estate. On the othcr hand he declarcd himsclf willing to sell his interest if the townsmen
"could think of any other way by being made a corporation or by taking the pier and its revenue into their
own hands of the town". In his deposition, Tickell spoke simply of"confirmatio 0 but in his lc.tter he calls this "your proffei of mating ttre
Dew tenants nants'houses bcing "settled in fee according to the artiðles",
which must
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that they had like to have fallen to blows etc. ... my observation of this violent

jangling is such that it is contrived purposely to prevent unioa so as þ all means to

go forward with Parton and backwa¡d with this."9

Thomas Addison at this juncture sided with Lowther. He wrote

independently, reporting that Gale and his supporters wanted Sir John to covenant

over and above what had been agreed to that he would not hinder Parton, that he

should agree to the keeping of "tums", let the coal-leaders set down their sacks by

the harbour, not block the passage of coal through the town, "nor hinder any other

thing that might tend to hinder the freedom of trade."lO On behalf of the other

group of inhabitants, Addison forwarded proposed articles concerning tenure only

to be agreed and drawn up by counsel on either side, and foreshadowed a petition

in favour of the Whitehaven pier without conditions attached. Although Addison

did not for some time abandon the Parton proposal his opposition to Lowther

became much more subdued, in spite of his nearby collieries. The elder John Gale

had gken the quarrel between the two families a stage further by laying information

against the Addisons as a result of which in 1679 an Exchequer Commission took

many lengthy depositions at Whitehaven about their irregular conduct as Customs

officers. Gale wrote a lengthy letter to the Commissioners shortly after, reiterating

his accusations and explaining the difficulty of getting masters and merchants to

testiff against men who were sometimes their trading partners, and still kept their

official positions.ll Tickell for that reason believed that Addison would escape

conviction. Nevertheless forty-eight witnesses deposed at the Commission

concerning the Addisons' trading and business activities. According to Robert

Biglands, the Addisons traded as merchants on a grander scale than any other in
'Whitehaven save their brother-in-law Henry Tubman. Both John Cale and Tickell

testified to the hold Addison had over the masters by his employment of them in

9 T.T. 17 Ocüober 1678.
10 Thomas Addison to J.L. 17 oct. 1678 in D/Lons/w corrcspondence, folder 13.
11 John Gale to the Commissioners, 1 Nov. 1679, Copy in DtL,ons¡W, Lettcr Book'Fai¡ Copies of letters
to and from Sir J Lowther et al Aug 1700-Oct 1705'
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carrying iron ore to Ireland, a trade especially welcome in the summer when

demand for coal slackened. That Thomas Addison might shgÍly forfeit his place

was contemplated at the Treasury in June and the following December he petitioned

to be heard before any proceedings were taken on the depositions.l2 Lowther

expected a new compliance from him, "now that he is in danger to lose his place,

and might easily be made to do so if I were to appear in iL"13

As construction of the pier at Parton continued, Lowther's Whitehaven

tenants pressed him harder and harder. Of a new set of articles proposed in

November 1678 which included loading by turns and free wharfage, Tickell who

was a good weathercock, wrote that they "-ay do well enough with good

provisoes that the se¿rmen be obliged to keep their turns without selfish exceptions

of measure or price or coals and liberty only for coals setting on the said wharfs in

tide time."l4 Lowther travelled north again briefly in February 1679. Hemay not

have gone to Whitehaven, but the two certainly met and he presumably then left

instructions with Tickell to negotiate with contractors for work on Whitehaven

harbour, which he proceeded to do. There was no formal agreement with the

tenants, still less any parliamentary bill in prospect, but Lowther perhaps by this

time had reason to be confident that his petition of the previous year would be

granted. On 13th March a warrant issued for a grant of all the land at Moresby

between high and low water marks as far as Moresby beck. The Surveyor

General's report described it as "a shelving shore, nothing but rocks and sand, of

little or no value as it can be computed at present": the rent reserved to the crown

was set at f I per annum.15

, Sit John had again obtained a direct royal intervention in his favour, but this

time the reason may have had less to do with his family's past services than the

King's immediate need for every vote he could muster in the newly elected House

12 C.T.B.6107 and 6298.
13 J.L. ûo T.T. 17 June 1679.
14 25 Nov. 1678.
15 C.T.B. viii L262-3.
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of Commons, which on the day of the grant concluded its first, ominous week of

sitting. In the election of January 1679, Sir John had easilf îen¿eã off an ultra-

royalist challenger even though he had had to recruit the barely eligible Richard

Lamplugh as his partner at the last moment, after his old colleague Sir George

Fletcher declined to stand and the Earl of Carlisle's eldest son temperamentally

withdrew to take a borough seat instead. When Shaftsbury drew up his assessment

of the new House of Commons he at first put the notation 'w' ('worthy') by Sir

John's n¿rme; by the time he finished working on these lists at the end of March he

had crossed this out and substituted'ov' ('old member, vile').16 A1l this seems to

invite the conjecture that by granting at this critical moment the favour which Sir

John had petitioned a whole year before, the King repurchased a wavering loyalty,

and jettisoned the more expendable Catholic Fletcher, whose protection he could

not politically afford to undertake. Relaying the news of his grant to his steward,

Lowther added a warning to be conveyed to his rival: "let him know how illI take

it, his tampering with my tenants and the making division amongst us, and that it

has been so resented abäve, nor are we unacquainted with the methods he had for

this disturbance, and the assistance he was to have from the Papists."17 It was with

evident disappoinunent that he noted in his next letter that Fletcher had lessened his

disabilities by taking the oaths. But he wished it to be known that he was still

prepared to purchase Fletcher's estate, and the offer surely shows that even after his

grant Lowther did not yet feel secure. His new title to the foreshore might yet be

overthrown by law, equity or counter-petition. To avoid losing trade, and to

strengthen his case for a perpetual injunction against Parton, he began to implement

a scheme to improve his own deteriorating harbour. A Lancashire mason, Richard

Caton, and his parmers contracted in May to strengthen the existing pier, to extend

it 20 yards seawards and to deepen the haven 80 yards square protected by it,

16 J.R.Jones, "Shaftsbury's Tlorthy Men': A Whig View of the Parliament of 1679", in B.I.H.R.,
1957. Jones thought Shaftsbury must have originally confused Si¡ John with his cousin Si¡ John III
of l-owther, who subsequently voied for Exclusion.
L7 29 March 7679.
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removing rocks and boulders. Work began in July and continued into 1680. From

the start of the extension some of the ship-owners had showi an-intðreõt in paying

themselves for a further extension of the pier and for this articles were signed and

work began in 1680. Lowther encouraged the move, hoping it signalled a new

mood of co-operative effort for the common good of Whitehaven. "For the pier tet

the owners know they have my free consent to whatever is for the good of the

place, and the free use of any of my quarries within or without the harbour,"l8 but

in his own notes two or three years earlier he had been quite clearly of the opinion

that deepening the haven was more to the pu{pose than extending the pier, and he

soon reverted to this view, but in the circumstances of 1680 he did not want to

deflect anyone from an intention to invest in Whitehaven rather than in Parton. The

whole improvement was completed in September 1681, costing Sir John f,460 and

the shipmasters f300.19

Although the rival project at Parton was not beyond hope of retrieval,

support for it began to ebb from the time of Lowther's g;ar,t and the beginning of

work on Whitehauen plet. There was doubt about Fletcher's promises and his

ability to redeem them. He had at va¡ious times offered space and liberty to steath

coal at the harbour side, and that the shipowners who contributed to the cost of

Parton would be exempt from paying the anchorage dues which they had to pay at

Whitehaven; that he would contribute at the rate of 2dper ton on his own coal for a

year or alternatively give security on a lump sum of f800; that he would contribute

double whatever the shipmasters could raise. But the 2d aton seemed less than

generous when it was realized that Fletcher proposed to raise the price of his coal

by lhe same amount and further began to demand heavy rents from other colliery-

owners for way-leave across his land, and it appeared that he had fouble finding

ready cash to pay the masons for work already done. Fletcher's declared intention

l8 J.L. ùo T.T. 16 March 1680.

_p The history of the harbour works is full of interest in its own right and is narrated at length in "Some
Harbour works in West Cumbcrland before 1700", Blake Tyson, Ancient Monuments Society Transactions,
vol. 29, 1985.
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of making the grass grow green in the streets of Whiæhaven gave pause to even the

redoubtable William Atkinson, and Tickell reported with Ëäñiè saiisiaction that

Fleúcher had "jarred" at Moresby "in a late society of neighbours", and threatened to

sell his estate "to those would govern them better."2O To halt the work in progress

at Parton, Lowther began a process in the Exchequer court and as a result obtained

a temporary injunction against Fletcher and his masons, which Tickell served on

them. "Mr Fletcher resented the matter very ill and gave me abusive language as

rogue and great rogue and that he would cut my ean off etc ."21 Ear slitting was the

penalty for seditious libel: Tickell had privately written to I-owther that Fletcher was

in some measure "privy to the laæ Hellish plot" and if he had repeated this publicly

in the streets of Whitehaven after Fletcher took the oaths it was perhaps enough to

put his ears in danger.D Lowther's complaint in the Exchequer case again

rehearsed the history of Whitehaven in the context of his efforts for "the good and

welfare of the place" and encouragement of seafarers by repairing the pier and

offering plots of land for building. Fletcher-'s reply (which echoed Addison's

argument in his Chancery Bilt) countered that although Lowther had been

sufficiently paid for the land, and in spite of the tenants' outlay in building, he had

never granæd proper legal estates.23

Because it touched upon the King's right, Lowther's Exchequer suit was

taken over by the Attorney general. A Commission appointed to take depositions

sat in october 1679 (while Lowther was in whitehaven so we have no

correspondence covering it) and again in January 1680.24 Despite l-owther's hope

that the work now in hand at Whitehaven would persuade the masters to forgo their

support of Parton, their fear that a Lowther monopoly would force them to agree to

whatever price or measure of coal he set, and their resentment of his control of

Whitehaven harbour kept their support vigorous. The witnesses who spoke on

20 See Tickell's letûers for reports of dissatisfaction: 25 Nov., 2 Dec. 1678, 14 April 1679.
21 T.T. 6 June 1679.
22 25 Nov. 1678.

]] C_o_mp^tain! an! r+ll _in D{þn¡lW, Legal Papcrs. l¡wther v. Fletcher, Hudspeth and Jordan.24 P-R-O., E 134 3l Chas'II Mich. 38, and 31 and,32 Chas. II Hil26. öopies of rhe depositions in
D/Lons/W lægal papers.
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Fletcher's behalf were for the most part the merchants and shipmasters of

Whitehaven and three of the Customs officers, David Hamiltori,-Winiam Christian

and Matthias Miller. They deposed that Fletcher and his ancestors had always

enjoyed the land between high and low water at Parton, that it had been accounted

part of the manor, that an ancient pier had once existed there, and the inhabitants

had always been able to gather seaweed and make salt there; so to grant the

foreshore to a rival landlord would override a prescriptive right. They emphasized

that Fletcher had already spent f300 on Parton and that much of the coal loaded at

Whitehaven rvas in fact coal from Moresby so it would be more effrcient to load this

coal at Parton. The witnesses testif,red one after another to the inadequate facilities

of the harbour at Whitehaven and the damage caused to ships anchoring there. It is

of some interest that Miller deposed very fully in favour of Parton; in particular that

he insisted that the shipowners had made several offen to Lowther for the repair of

whitehaven pier and it was only after Richard Lamplugh had told them on

Lowther's behalf that he would not contribute to the work that they made an

agreement with Flerchet instead. Miller had hitherto been the most uncontroversiat

of the customs men and Tickell had been clearly surprised at the part he took in the

meeting of October 1678, but although his stance cannot be attributed to any known

personal interest or grudge against Lowther it is hard to believe that the rocþ and

ill-protected bay at Parton could ever have risen to the expectations he entertained of

it. Possibly the most damning part of his testimony was that ships were having to

depart from Whitehaven unladen for lack of coal. Lowther's witnesses for the most

part were his employees in the collieries: William Nicholson, Richard Scott,

Richard Dixon, Richard Pallister, Henry Nicholson and Richard Fleming; or his

kinsmen, Francis Lowther, Richard Lamplugh and John Lamplugh; and his

steward Thomas Tickell. They testified to the safety and convenience of

Whitehaven, made much of the plans and work in hand to extend the pier and

enlarge the harbour, and were fortunately able to reveal the discovery only a few

weeks before in a new pit at Howgill of a rich seam of coal: it was the Prior Band,
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here much deeper than at Greenbank, and was to be a very long-lasting colliery

although it could not be brought into production for three year's.--I-owihei instructed

Tickell in his evidence to emphasize this now plentiful source of coal from pits near

Whiæhaven, and to maint¿in that a new pier at Parton would not increase the

customs revenue, "for that every new place does but rob the old one, and it is not

plenty of coals but quickness of the market must increase Customs."25 Thomas

Addison was clearly in an awkward position at the Commission. He had good

lEason for not opposing Lowther's interests but could not disparage Parton without

embarrassment. As Tickell shrewdly noted, "the stress he is now in puts him upon

great submission to invocate your aid but when he is out of the mire and finds

himself so he will scarce look behind to thank those that helped him out much less

make proportionate retaliatíon."26 Lowther was also shortly to appease Addison

and his supporters with a new offer to sell tenants freehold deeds of their houses.27

To gather further support for Parton, 'William Christian petitioned the

Commissioners of Customs that they be allowed to go on building there. Tickell

expressed disquiet at the number of signatures he collected,

"by which you may observe the continued provocations of this forward,

busy, frothy solicitor and the rabid madness of these hot-headed, frantic,

foolish, fiery seamen, who contrive all the ways imaginable to keep our

divisions on foot."28

These expressions, hyperbolic even for Tickell, seem to indicate the depth of his

anxiety. But he was soon able to report new divisions among the masters

themselves. Lowther's manoeuvres had baulked their attempt to have their system

of iturns" officially endorsed in 1674, so they made another attempt to prohibit

ships loading out of turn by a system of self-regulation. In 1679, fifty two of their

number signed an agreement promising to pay a penalty of f.40 if they loaded their

25 LL. 13 Dec. 1679.
26 16 Feb. 1680.
27 T.T. 15 April 1680.
28 12 Feb. 1680.
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ships out of turn, or if they refused to load coal that was considered rhercliant¿ible

or of good measure by any four of their number.29 Some of ,the masters of small

ships were going to Parton to load there out of turn, and the masters of the bigger

ships who could only use the larger harbour at Whitehaven, wanted Lowther to

block the practice.3o From April to June, Fletcher, Biglands and Atkinson soliciæd

signatures from Whitehaven and the city of Dublin fcr a petition to the King in

Council to void I-owther's patent, but Tickell reported that some of the masters

were now refusing ûo sign.3l On the 17th of June the Exchequer heard the case and

issued a decree that "no person whatsoever could or ought by the law of this

kingdom without special license of his majesty first had and obtained to erect any

pier, wharf or key for the loading into any ships or vessel ... any customable goods

whatsoever", and that Fletcher's intended pier should be suppressed and his co-

defendants "be perpetually prohibited and enjoined from the making or erecting the

same."32 A few days later the Privy Council rejected Fletcher's petition. He put

the best face he could on these two reverses. In his answer to the bill he had

claimed title to the land bn which his pier was to stand and since this claim was not

explicitly rejected in the decree he could and did assert that it had been confirmed.

Although his present petition had been rejected because, he said, all petitions were

unwelcome at that time he might still at a later time obtain royal license for a pie¡.33

Though William Fletcher was able to establish his right by custom and usage to

maintain the ancient ruined pier and although he still hoped to obtain a licence from

the King to extend that pier and make Parton a viable harbour, Lowther confidently

rejected this possibility: "that so great an improvement as I have made is not to be

sup^planted and for that the King will by no means permit two ports so near

togèthe¡."34

29 D/L,ons/W, 'Whitehaven, Various Papcrs ... Item 6
30 T.T. 29 March, L ar'd 26 April 1680.
31 7 June 1680.
32 Rehearsed in the second Exchequer Dccree of_1695, copied by James Lowrher in 1205. D/Ions/W Lægal
Papers' Copy of an order to prevent building of a pier bef,ween Moresby and Bransty beck by Wiliãm
Fletcher of Moresby.
33 Petitioners and abhorrers.
34 J.L. üo T.T. 3 July 1680.
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The one remaining chance for Fletcher was to use the influence of the city of

Dublin, but invoking the aid of Dublin was not necessâäiy-beneficiat to the

shipmasærs, as Tickell observed:

"It is the interest of Dublin to subscribe all papers and solicit all men upon

all opportunities to procure them as many coals as they possibly can that

they may have cheap fuel; but I am sure it is not our seamen owners'

advantage to carry them such plenty for so small profit."35

Lowther easily refuted the petition by answering that Whitehaven now had a new

mine with a plentiful supply of coal, that Whitehaven pier was presently being

rcpaired and extended and that far from the price of coal in Dublin increasing it had

in fact fallen from 24s a chaldron winter price and 20s summer price (twenty or

more years before, though he did not say that) to 15s or l6s winter price and 12s or

13s summer price. Lowther also used to good effect a recent proposal by Dublin to

tax coal at lzd a chaldron to raise revenue for the city, "thereby" as Lowther

pointed out "declaring that 'tis their own opinion that such further charge may be

imposed without prejudice to that city." Once again he reworked his "creation"

story, expanding the theme by emphasizing the benefits to the whole county,

underlining the expenses he had incurred in providing facilities for the town

(including, with a lordly sweep of the hand, the market) and showing the small

amount he had received in return, "for which he has not three in the hundred for his

money laid out ..." Whitehaven, he concluded,"is in effect brought from nothing to

a port or haven of so great t¡ade and consideration. And this, by the sole charge of

Sir John I-owther and his family."36

i With the failure of the petition Fleæher began to negotiate to sell his estate ûo

the city and went to Ireland in person in September, but nothing came of the

project. Parton pier went into hibernation for fifteen years. Since Whitehaven

alone could now have a pier the way was clear for the Customs Commissioners to

35 22 April 1680.
36 D/L,ons/W, 'Whitehaveo, Various papers ....item 10, "The Answer of Sir John Lowther ûo the Petition and
papers exhibited by the lnrd Mayor and Aldermen of the City of Dublin."
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declare its boundaries as a meniber-port of Carlisle and to determine legal quays and

wharfs which was duly done by the Commission on August-l5th; 168t.32

The outcome of these three hectic years was on balance a very favourable

one for Sir John Lowther. He had been unwilling to invest or to permit investment

in improving Whitehaven harbour, first because his legal advisors could not

recommend him any satisfactory instruments, whether patent or statutory, to ensure

both his family's continued control and a revenue for maintenance of the haven; and

second because the poor performance and prospects of his collieries in the 1670's

gave him no motive to provide for an enlarged coal-carrying fleet which would have

only incrcased the sales of the Moresby colliery owners. It was almost certain that,

as the elder John Gale asseræd, Lowther would do nothing to improve Whitehaven

harbour unless work began at Parton.38 In 1679 he decided under pressure of

events to lay-out money without full assurance of his own advantage and he was

trebly fortunate: first, thaú-at the end of the year the new coal band long-sought for

was at last found, which gave him undisputed predominance in the coal sale from

1683; second that he hhd in fact conceded no privileges in the improved and

extended harbour even though the masters had contributed to the cost of the work;

and third that in the end his harbour's monopoly was confi¡med in law. By being

willing and able to spend money and by exploiting his claims on royal favour at a

critical moment, Sir John had been able to avoid formally yielding any of the

authority over Whitehaven harbour, and his concession to the New Tenants for the

time being encroached little on his control of the town because when it came to the

point few tenants were willing to pay for their freeholds. Yet his freedom to

exercise authority was gradually being curtailed. He had allowed the ship-masters

to make a substantial investment in his harbour on top of the capital many of them

had already put into the houses they held from him by mere customary tenure, a

capital stake which was to increase dramatically in the 1680's as he let many more

37 The report of the Commission is printed in full in R.C.Jarvis, "The Appointment of Ports in
Cumberland, Westmorland and Lancashire-North-of-the-Sands", Appeudrx ií, C.WA.A.S., XLVII, 1948.
38 Reported by Tickell 26 May 1679.
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plots on the same terms for new building. Thus the same equitable case which Sir

John had built up for himself based on his family's and his-own-oufaf could with

increasing plausibility be advanced on behalf of the townsmen. The case for full

legal protection which Thomas Addison had urged in 1677 was much stronger, or

at least much more audible, ten years later. Moreover, another outside authority,

the Commissioners of Customs and Excise, began to take an increasing inærest in

Whitehaven's affairs in the 1680's, partly because of the much-increased trade of

the place, partly because of a general tightening of their surveillance of all ports in

the decade of the Stuart revenge.

Lowther's own new investment imposed on him a need to raise further

money to defray the increased costs of maintaining the new harbour works, for

which he claimed that keyage, anchorage and other dues exacted at their old rates

wouldno longer be adequate. Since this was for the time being his only weak point

it is not surprising that in the next few years the shipmasters pressed this advantage

as ha¡d as they could. From their point of view the enlarged and safer harbour was

a considerable gain but they had neither broken Lowther's monopoly nor obtained

confirmation to themselves of any rights in his harbour. It is clear that the septetn

vírí and their backers and the Customs officers had no desire to impair the

prosperity of Whitehaven, in which many of them had a subst¿ntial stake. Their

view was that to serve adequately the demand for coal at Dublin, enough shipping

would be required to make full use of both Whitehaven and Parton harbours, so

that the two projects were complementary as well as competitive. In 1679 and 1680

we accordingly frnd them raising money indiscriminately for both. At the very end,

whpn the Exchequer had already issued its decree and Lowther had dispatched an

account of it to Whitehaven, John Gale, professing to disbelieve this version,

reaffirmed his support for Parton in a letter to Fletcher, airhough by then he was the

"principal undertaker" for the extra extension at Whitehaven. This letter fully

expresses his family's distrust for Lowther and contempt for Thomas Addison who
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had compromised with him.39,Howçver, for Gale also cõmþromise wàs.not'far'

off. The Exchequer decree put Lowtheç his harbour and hi*eollieriesinto a new

position of dominance, and Gale must have recognised Lowther's superiority as a

patron over the impoverished Catholic Fletcher. Though at first rescntful and

uncompliant he worked hard and to good effect on the improvements of

Whiæhaven harbour, particularly in working out how to secure the new pier after

damage in a succession of storms. Lowther, impressed and gratified, expressed his

intention to overlook the past and told Tickell to consult with Gale on all aspects of

the ha¡bour.4O In September 1682 Lowther paid another visit to Whitehaven, in the

course of which he engaged lohn Gale as his new colliery steward. By appointing

Gale Lowther not only obtained the services of an energetic and extremely

competent colliery steward, but deprived the masters and owners of one of their

most able and outspoken leaders.

The new lines of battle over the harbour were being drawn while the work

of exænding the pier was still in hand. Tickell began to report the growing cost of

repain as the larger pier had less benefit of the shelter provided by the headland of

Tom Herd rocks, and sand and gravel beds built up at a much faster rate. I-owther

began to regret bitterþ that he had allowed the further extension against his own

earlier judgement "for I knew it was not a thing for a private undert¿king but ought

to have been founded at first in an act of parliament, now a vain thing to talk of

since parliament are now like to be otherwise employed than in private bills."4l As

appears¡ from letters to his former colleague Sir George Fletcher, and to Sir Daniel

Fleming, he continued to expect new elections to follow the dissolution of the

Oxford Parliament.42 However, by the begining of 1683 he had evidently

39 That Addison is the "Mr Changling" (i.e. 'changeling', meaning 'changeable', O.E.D. s.v.) of this letter
is made certain by Tickell's parallel account of the ci¡cumstances in his letter of 14 July 1680. Gale's letter
is extant io a dossicr of fair copies of documcnts rclcvant to Parton made for Sir John in 1703, when the
matûer again required his attention. How he acquired the exemplar is a question which bea¡s asking. Since
Fletcher was in London when the lettcr was sent, and under surveillance as a Catholic, abstraction in the post
office looks a plausible aûswer. The copy is in D/[¡ns/W, Letter Book, 'Fair copies of letters ûo and from
Sir J Lowther et al Aug 1700-Oct 1705'
40 J.L. to T.T. 7 Aug. 1680, 22 March, 3l May 1681; T.T. 20 Jan.,7 Feb., 8 Dcc. 1681.
4l J.L. !o T.T. 7 Ja* L682.
42 H.M.C. Le Flemîng, no.2435 and 2490.
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appreciated that there was to þe no new parliitment to corisider any sort of buslness,

and turned his thoughts instead to obtaining a grant of suitableharbour dues from

the king. The lawyers' replies to Lowther's queries on the issue were as ever

cautious. One believed that Lowther as owner of the soil and in regard to the

money he had expended on the pier could by the king's grant charge a reasonable

sum, while the other thought it a "tender point" how far the king might charge a

subject without consent of parliament.43 The masters refused to enter any binding

agreement to increase the rate of harbour dues and fund repairs, arguing that as

Lowther insisted on owning the pier then he should pay for its maintenance, and if
he was not able or willing then he "did ill to hinder them from making an harbour at

Parton."44 Tickell despaired of the masters doing anything until the pier had

actually collapsed and many, including Robert Biglands, declared they would never

contribute to is maintenance. John Gale tried to force compliance on ships that had

not even paid the existing harbour rates by denying them coal at a time when little

coal was being led down.45 In June 1684I-owther's petition to establish a toll on

all shíps using the harbour (once again embedded in a description of rWhitehaven's

growth springing from his family's charge and indusûry) was referred by the Lord

Treasurer to the Commissioner of Customs.46 l-owther wrote an explanatory (and

unduly optimistic) letter to Tickell in which he said he hoped it would meet wirh no

opposition at Whitehaven, although he believed the reasonableness of the proposal

would prevent any who opposed it from gaining any credit. However he would be

"be better pleased to have it go with universal approbation, which it must be your

business to bring about."47 Tickell dolefully reported "a mutinous temper in grand

opposition" led by William Atkinson and Robert Biglands.4S Lowther wrote a

43 A copy of l¡wther's queries and the answers of Ward and Lechmore dated March 1683 are included with
Lowther's letter ûo Tickell of 26 Jan. 1684. l,owthcr had as usual set his queries in the by now familiar
rehea¡sal of rrVhitehaven's development.
44 William Atkinson's comment, as reported by Tickell, l0 Jan. 1683.
45 T.T. 14 Dec. 1682, 10 Jan.,29 Nov. 1683, 20 March 1684.

{! l}e_petitiol of Sir John Lowthcr to the King in D/Lons/W Whitehaven, various papers..iûem 7.
47 26 July 1684.
48 26 Aug. 1684.
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conciliaûory letter to the masters on Septembor 16th, reassurin¡¡ thçm that all money

raised would be spent only on the harbour, and urging co-operation: -

"for without we all cooperate nothing of this kind will be well done ... the

least sum you propose may be tried and shall content me as well as the

greatest, as also any method for collection you like best, provided it be

agreed, that if that sum now consented to fall short, more money must be

raised."

He sent a copy of this letter to Tickell with the comment "you will think it too

condescending, but nothing of that kind can be too much if there be solid

foundations taid for a growing trade."49 At the same time he was mindful of the

earlier breach between large and small ships about loading out of turn at Parton, and

as his new proposal rated ships by tonnage rather than the old method of length of

keel, which laid a disproportionate share on the smaller ships, Lowther hoped to

split the small ship masters from the opposition. Tickell quickly quelled any such

hopes: "all those men know not their own minds until they learn their lessons from

William Atkinson and Robert Biglands."5O Atkinson and Biglands journeyed to

London in September to present their own petition and counter-proposals to the

commissioners, planning to gain support from Sir ChristopherMusgrave, who held

a life-time sinecure as Receiver of Revenue in Cumberland and Westmorland, and

Sir George Fletcher as representative of the wider county interest.Sl Their

proposals included a rate based on length of keel; the appointment of a body of

trustees, including Musgrave; two men to be elected by the masters; and the

appointment of a pier master, which last proposal Tickell believed was intended

"for one of these negotiators to govern here."52 As late as the end of November

Lowther was still doing his utmost to appease. on the 28th he was with the

Commissioners at the London Customs House, and to demonstrate how little he

49 20 Sept. 1684. The copy of his letter to the masters in D/Lons/\Y Letter books, Rough Copies 1675 -
1689 fo. 105.
50 23 Sept. 1684.
51 T.T.27 Aug., l Sept. 1684.
52 18 Sept. 1684. The masters' proposals are in D/Lons/W, Whitehaven: Va¡ious papers ...item 8; and in
D/Lons/W, Commonplace Book 1671-1689 "An abstract...", fo. 171.
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considered his private gain from the pierage dues, and recognizing that the masters'

suspicion and "jealousy" would always "starve the allowance" -necessary to

maintain the harbour, offered to give control of it to a body of masters, provided

they undertook to maintain it in good repair. "The Commissioners were well

pleased with the proposition", he wrote to Ticke[.53 Tickell responded with horror

and incredulity, doubting that "your headstrong opponents" would keep the harbour

in proper repair, or be able to give Lowther sufficient security for the underlaking.

"Their starving allowances" would not cover the cost of adequate maintenance and

then their "natural janglings in raising moneys and ways of distribution will keep

them in perpetual animosities."S4 Lowther had the greater incentive to achieve a

settlement of this maintenance because export of his own coal was beginning to

climb rapidly. However, now two other perennial causes of friction re-emerged to

become inextricably linked.

Thomas Tickell had generally showed good sense of when it might be

possible to raise the price of coal again. When he had last suggested it in 1682 he

had outlined the prevailing conditions which would make it feasible: a winter

demand in Dublin and a good price obtained there, a reduction in local competition

because Anthony Patrickson had laid in his pits at Scalegill because of fire damp,

and less coal being led from the country collieries because of winter conditions, all

forcing the masters to rely on Lowther for the bulk of their coal.55 However, he

had generally believed that a price rise depended on Lowther's success in buying up

the rival collieries. While urging Lowther to purchase all William Fletcher's

collieries, leaving him "nothing here to hatch upon", he added: "though you pay

muph more than their worth, yet your interest will govern that trade so as you may

easily reimburse fast by raising the price 6d per ton more."56 Elsewhere he

acknowledged the complexity of the situation. Lowther could raise the price if he

53 29 Nov 1684.
T.9 Dec. 1684.
T. 9 Nov. 1682.
T. 4 July 1678.

54 't
557
567
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acquired all the local collieries, but his well known desiie to acq'uiie them i,irãde the

owners hold out, hoping for an even better offer.57 In."L680 when Thomas

Addison suggested raising the price again to 3s the ton, Tickell demurred. Lowther

wanted to buy Addison's collieries, and Tickell knew that if the coal price rose,

Addison would price his collieries accordingly.SS Lowther acknowledged the sense

of his reasoning but between the collapse of Drift and before full exploitation of

Howgill in 1684, Lowther's own supply on occasions ran short of the masters'

demands. Their complaints about shortage of coal featured largely in Fletcher's

petition to have Parton developed and Lowther's anxiety that Dublin would find an

alternative market on several critical occasions over-rode his dislike of encouraging

other colliery owners. He even suggested raising the price to 3s the ton to tempt

other colliery owners to mine more. "I propose no profit only that the ships want

not whilst the price is 8 groats for at 3s I doubt not but they will have plent5r."59

Again in 1683 when he heard that ships went elsewhere for lack of coal at

'Whiæhaven, he again proposed raising the price:

"'tis plain the price is not well adjusted betwixt the ships and coal owners

... for if in pis so near" (that is, his own) "the prof,rt be so small, the more

remote had better lie in than work. This, if I had any designs of

purchasing, is I know against my interest, but'tis I am sure for the benef,rt

of the owners of ships as well as coal owners to have a fult supply at home

though they pay dearer rather than fetch them abroad."60

When Lowther wrote this letter his colliery profis were at their lowest. In his first

quarter as colliery stewa¡d just ended, Gale had cleared only f2L5-7-41¡r.61 '¡¡rs

profits gradually improved over the next year despite the initial cost of laying the

cartways to Howgill colliery. Then on 17th July 1684 Tickell despatched the usual

57 T.T. 11 Dec. 1679.
58 T.T. 27 May 1680.
59 J.L. ûo T.T. 3 July 1680.
60 J. L to J. Gale, 5 Jan. 1683, D/Lons/W, Letter Book, Rough Copies 1675-1689.
61 This make plausible the story recorded twenty years later that Gale had been offered the collieries in farm
at a rent of only f,300 a year; and makes clear why hc might have rejected such an offer; D/Lons/W,
Collieries: list 2, no.18, Notebook and Almanac, 1705.
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weekly coal account with the remark.that Howgill "does anJ will bring in moneys

very well", and at the end of the quarter on 10th September-G.ale had cleared over

f800, considerably more in a single quaÍer than the greatest annual profit ever

previously recorded, and this although, compared with the operations at Drift in

earlier years, the mining at Howgill was deeper, the cost of leading was greater by

2d a ton, and the price to the ships 4d a ton less. Production and sale must have

very greatly increased. When William Fletcher contemplated joining with the

I-owther collieries in the proposed price rise that autumn he reckoned his own extra

profit would be f100 a yeu and Lowther's f500. At 4d a ton rise this implies

annual sales of 6,000 and 30,000 tons respectively. The figure can be approached

from another direction. For the last full year of operation at Drift, February L677 to

February L678, Tickell recorded ships' sales from there and from Greenbank of

13,651 tons 6 loads. For the same accounting year the profit was €568-6-6rlz.

This gives a ratio of roughly 10d profit for each ton sold. For the year September

1685 to September 1686 the profit was f 1,441-2-9rtz. At the same ratio of sales to

profit the sale would have been some 34,500 tons. As has been seen, there is

reason to suppose that profit per ton was in fact less, but nonetheless the sale of

something approaching 30,000 tons seems to be corroborated.62 A combined sale

of 36,000 tons from the Lowther and Fletcher collieries, augmented by a small

amount from others, is also consistent with Customs entries of 13,703 chaldrons

for the year ending Michaelmas 1685 recorded in an abstract of such Customs

entries for the years 1671-1685, allowing (as noted by the compiler of that abstact)

that this figure should be converted to 18,841 chaldron of 16 sacks or two tons,

and allowing also for some undermeasurement of the ships.63
ì

By August 1684, Tickell had let it be known that he was again thinking of

restoring the price to 3s a ton, for which he saw no reason to apologise, "because

62 Unfortunaûely the weekly coal accounts do not survive nor any other di¡ect sources for coal production
between 1678 and 1695, only the yearly and later quarterly profits recorded by Tickell in the rentals and later
transcribed in D/Lons/W, Unlisted Colliery Papers: Coal Works at Whitehavet 1663-1762: "Profit of
Collieries from Jan. 27th L665 to Nov. 1692".
63 Copy in D/Lons/W Commonplace Book,1680's -1690's "Mr Drydens..." fo.8.
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they have been higher, as that I ought lawfully to endeavour the advantage of my

master in all particulars of his revenue", although Lowth_çr,_1v_arnçdJrim on 13

September that Atkinson and Biglands, then in London, had complained against

him for his threats to raise the price.64 He urged both his stewards to commit no

provocation. Tickell argued on the one hand that the increase would not harm the

masters because of the plentiful supply of coal and buoyant market "which makes

many voyages"65: with a larger annual turnover on which to make their profit they

could afford a higher price per ton; and Gale, he said, was "in words ready enough

to raise the price though he now falters because the market at Dublin of 13 or 14s

per ton is not so valuable as the last winter at 18s or upwards yet thinks that about

Christmas may be a better opportunity." But because of the opposition to the

pierage petition he was also in a punitive mood and urged that it "will let them see

their errors and quiet them better than ever indulgences" and would "cure those

P9oP19."66

By this time the masters believed, though perhaps mistakenly, that he had

already taken one punitive action against them. On 13 October Tickell reported the

outcome of a new attempt to ascertain the chaldron by means of a measuring vat

sent down to Whitehaven by the Commissioners from London to replace the

previous measuring vessell, with a simple rule, indeed simplistic as it proved, that

four heaped vats were to constitute a chaldron, but in various riats the local officers

found that by this ruling a chaldron might consist of as few as 16 or as many as 20

sacks. No doubt the variable contents of the sacks accounted for some difference,

but the major difficulty was over the words "heaped up". william Kirkby and

William Christian insisted that the edges of the vat must remain visible and the
!

result was a chaldron of only 16 sacks rather than the 20 which had in recent times

been allowed. Not content with this, the officers also remeasured ships in the

harbour: as a result, Atkinson's Gíft was raised from72 to 90 chaldrons (which is

64 18 September 1684.
65 9 Ocûober 1684.
66 2, 9 and,23 October 1684.
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in the proportion of 20 to 16) but some others were raised by a higher factor and

must therefore have been undermeasured even by the previous-standard, the

P rimrose from 50 to'l 2, submissio n from 45 to 70, the p rosp ecr from 30 to 50.67

The shipmasters complained to the Commissioners of their ill usage,

contending that the trial calibration of the chatdron had been carried out unfairly

with no account taken of local conditions, in which many sacks arrived at the

harbour lacking as much as five gallons from the currently-accepted standard of

twenty four gallons to a sack.68 They asserted that until their present dispute with

Sir John over pierage dues had arisen, Tickell and Addison had been content to

allow them 20 sacks to a chaldron.69 Tickell himself had clearly been uncertain

about the size of the chaldron. on 27 Ma¡ch L67r, he replied to a query of

Lowther's that it was 36 Winchester bushells, viz, "18 sacks upon measure which

is usually allowed to the chaldron". In June 1678, he had in turn asked Lowther to

enquire what the true chaldron was and in October, getting no answer, expressed a

wish to see it settled by some act, "at 36 Winchester bushells striked land measure

but heaped water measu'ie, viz in proportion 1/5 more."7O It is very probable that

the officers at Whiæhaven did nothing to disabuse the Commissioners in I-ondon of

a notion that they were allowing 16 sacks to the chaldron, while in practice they let

it creep up to 20.

Sir John welcomed the wrangle, hoping it would irritate the Commissioners

and make them look more favourably on his recommendations for pierage. "I am

well pleased with the contest like to be about the measure of the chaldron, I hope

67 T.T. 13 Oct., 20 Nov. 1684. List of ships in D/Lons/W bundle 40. Misc lettcrs and papers, L6'lB-1742.
68 . Letter of Robert Biglands, James Millam a-nd_tc_n othcr shipmas¿crs, to be delivórù iu London by
Atkínson and Jackson, I December 1684, copy in D/I-ons/rü/ Lettcr Books, Fair Copies, Sept 16g4 - Jan
1694.
69 There is a conundrum here. The mastcrs clearly meant that 20 sacks a chaldron had becn usually allowed
for some unspecified timc past, and the recorded incrcascs in ships' entries corroborates this, Uui 1t¡, ttre
Cusûoms Commissioners later assertcd that 16 sacks per chaldron had been the allowance at Whiteiraven
before 1684 (copy in D/Lons/W l-ettcr Books, Fair Co¡ies Sept 1684 - Jan 1694); (2) whoever compiled the
summary of annual customs entries at Whitchavcn for coal and iron-ore from 1671 - 1685 (anå it was
probably Tickell originally) assumed that the allowanc
1680s - 1690s "Mr Drydens..." - fo.8) and (3), whe
found it was only 27 cwts., which is a low figure
ascertained by Gilpin in 1695. D/[¡ns/W unlisted co
"observations about the measures of coals made by M
7O 24 June,22 October 1678.
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when their ways are better understood and their practices come home to other men,

my proceedings will not be then thought amiss ...'''-h,¡t hé was to be

disappointed.Tl Summoned by the ringing of the chapel bell, the masters

assembled and took the advice of William Atkinson and Robert Biglands to stop all

export of coal until the matter of the chaldron was settled, sending Atkinson and

Thomas Jackson to I¡ndon to plead their case.?2 Worse was to come. Faced with

an embargo just as he was poised to make a huge profit, John Gale lost his patience

and raised the price of coal. The masters strenuously endeavoured to find an

alternative supply. They urged Sir Wilfrid Lawson to re-open his colliery but he

refused to sell under 3s; they negotiated with John Ponsonby to lease his colliery,

but he demanded f-20 a year and they only offered f 15; they attempted to purchase

Howgate colliery from William Fletcher, but Tickell who had been negotiating for it

for Lowther since 1682 signed just ahead of them.73 They prevailed with John

Benson to work his colliery, offering 3s a ton and he agreed because, said Tickell,

he wanted their custom for bis shop. Lowther promptly agreed to purchase that

colliery, brushing asidå Tickell's remonstran ce at the price he paid.?4 They

persuaded Matthew Crosthwaiæ to work his coal, and John Steele, and insisted that

they would rather give 5s a ton to other colliery owners than 3s to Lowther; and

approached Henry Curwen with the possibility of improving Workington harbour.

Tickell scoffed at their efforts, "these acquisits are so wagered by bets and

otherwise trumpeted in the town that it is admiratious to hear them,"75 5u, u

thoroughly alarmed Lowther castigated him for initially proposing the price and

then being unable to make it effectual.76 Ticke[ admitted the enterprise had been

"vexatious and detrimental", made a lame effort to blame Gale, alleging that "these

peremptory refusals of the seamen set Mr Gale against them and was the only cause

of raising the price" and added as an excuse for them both, "we have as perverse

71 21 Ocûober 1684.
72 T.'f .26 November 1684.
73 19 February 1685.
74 T.T.9 Sept, J.L. 19 Scpt 1685.
75 10 February, 19 February 1685.
76 8 March 1685.
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people to deal with as can be, who value neither pains nor charges to obtain their

ends."77When the coal trade resumed in March it was at.2s-8dã tön, atrade

resumed with much satisfaction because the masters had achieved even more than

they had hoped for: in a new ascertainment of the chaldron by the l,ondon vat

carried out when William Kirkby returned to Whitehaven on 2 March 1684 in

accordance with the Customs Commissioners'directive of 8 Decemberpreviously.

The Commissioners had advised that London practice was "to fitl the vat upheaped

with shovels, but not laying on any coals with hands about the edges or otherwise

pressing the coals ... and to every vat to lay on one shovelful over measure, and

one vat in the score over measure also."78 A chaldron of coal emerged plumper

than ever, with 22 sacks of coa1.79

The way might now seem clear again for an agreement on the maintenance

of the harbour. That matter had been referred to the Customs Commissioners and

their report was still awaited. When it came in May it was a severe disappointment

to I-owther for it offered a compromise proposal for a smaller revenue than I-owther

had asked for, to be administered by a board of trustees. Moreover, though the

Commissioners carefully noted the considerable growth and development of

Whitehaven in words reminiscent of Lowther's own descrþtions, the reasons they

assigned differed from those of the received text: they gave pride of place to the

industry of the inhabitants ahead of Lowther's pier building. This order of

precedence enraged Tickell as he made notes on their report, claiming that its

adoption would "wrest Sir John Lowther's inheritance" from him. Yet he still

pressed for a settlement, "such as would stop the mouths of our barking

neighbours."So The outcome was in the balance for nearly another year, while

Lowther considered the proposed arrangement. He visited Whitehaven again in

August and apparently then took decisions which resulted in the building of a

77 15 March 1685.
78 Copy in D/L,ons/til/ Letter Books, Fair Copies Sept 1684 - Jan 1694.
79 T.T. date damaged, but between 2 aod L5 March 1685.arch. no.254.
80 Notes undated, but sent to Sir John with Tickell's lcttcr of 26 May 1685;15 Dec. 1685.
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ballast wall and the appointment of a pier master, a young tide waiter, Roger

Strickland. Although Strickland had never been a seaman, Tfckell-obierved, not

without some irony, that the masters were "so generally instructive in most matters

that I fear not but they will teach him what to do in this." Robert Biglands and the

Customs officers promptly opposed Strickland's appointment because he had not

been chosen according to their terms as supported by the recomendations of the

Customs Commissioners, which Lowther had not yet agreed to. Lowther reacted

sharply at this attempt to abrogate his authority and sent Tickell a deputation to

appoint Strickland, with the instruction, "if any other pretend to power there let

them show it."81 Debate on whether to accept the proposals resumed in the

correspondence at the end of the year, and on 19 January 1686 Tickell delivered his

considered judgement: "My opinion about your grant," he wrote, "is that unless

you can have it to your content that it is better to let it rest ... it being too great a

diminution of your rights to let in others to share with your propergr", and Sir John

agreed. Because his sales of coal had so much increased, and so far outstripped all

others, he now had a fL greater interest than anyone else in ensuring that the

harbour was adequately maintained, and he had probably also conceived a deeper

mistrust of the men who were likeliest to be elected trustees. The unsatisfactory

method of raising money at the old rate continued, interspersed with Tickell's

complaints about the masters'neglect in repairing storm damage: "My labour is in

vain, for they are all deaf adders in that matter and will never do anything thereto

without compulsion, but rather spend their moneys in resistance than otherwise."82

The lack of a properly instituted scheme to provide for repairs and further

improvement inevitably led to the dilapidation of the pier, and a further round of

acrimonious negotiations and disputes at the end of the century.83

81 T.T., 15 Ocüober, 24 November, I Dccember 1685; J.L., l0 Novembcr, 5 and 29 December 1685.
82 10 January 1688.
83 See Chapter Eight.
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Chapter Five

Formed and Framed into the Fashion of a Town

"To the end therefore that the said Sir John Lowther...may true and
perfect answer make...how that the soil or ground in Whitehaven
aforesaid wherein your orators' said houses, edifices and
improvements are made should be built with houses and made
habitatious and formed and framed into the fashion of a town, and
whether by reason and occasion
considerable town made at White
residence and habitation of many
and a place of great tade and commerce at sea and land etc..."l

Whenever Lowther discussed the future growth and development of

Whitehaven, either with his stewards or the ship masters, he envisaged a combined

effort by landlord and town working together for the common good. He

recognized that a small,body of merchants needed to combine capital to finance

larger trading schemes, but steadfastly refused to fund trading ventures solely on

his own account, or even to be the major source of capital. He purchased very few

ship shares himself: a quarter share worth f40 in the Thomas and Elizabeth (a[so

known as the Thomas) gained by Tickell's initiative and purchased from Thomas

Wilkinson in an attempt to reduce'Wilkinson's indebtedness to Lowther; a sixth

share of the Reserve which came to him as administrator of the deceased Richard

Bettesworth's estate; an eighth of the Hope worth f92-10s and an eighth of the

Resolution; all acquired by 1680. Then in the 1690's he acquired shares in the

Phoeníx, the Amiry and an eighth share of the Hopewell. The Resolution was by

far the biggest of these ships at 200 tons, and Lowther's share cost €110-1ls. He

gained his shares in the Thomas and the Reserve more by default, but took shares

in the other ships as they were being built because he expected their masters to do

1 From the concluding prayer of Thomas Addison's Chanccry bill, 1677.
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well. Nevefheless, his early caveat to Tickell about joining in a trading venture to

Scotland summarizes his own cautious involvement in tradþ:-''Rot õesìring great

gains, but only as a countenance to trade; I would run no greathazards."2 Nor did

he ever seriously contemplate diversifying into trade, remarking on one occasion

that "the coal trade only be my profit, and other trade that which the owners must

chiefly gain by..."3

Accounts for each of these investments were drawn up by simply debiting

all expenses, beginning with the cost of the share and of the equal proportion of a

freight, which a p¿utner seems to have been required to contribute to the ship's

stock in trade, and continuing with costs of repairs and of any subsequent freight

the partner undertook, and on the other side crediting all receipts, whether

dividends to partners, profits on freights, sale of the share or proportional proceeds

of sale or salvage of the ship. Intermediate balances taken by this method were not

in themselves very revealing. However, the final balance, when it could be struck,

told all. The Reserve foundered in 1682 and Lowther's share, which he had

perhaps t¿ken in at too higft a valuation in the first place, lost €43-6-5d to final

balance. (This share had also brought him into conflict with William Atkinson, one

of the shareholders, who, as Tickell wrote "tells me positively also that he will not

own you for a partner except you allow your proportion to that moneys raised and

designed for Parton, and that you must sell your interest if you will not." 4

Decisions of this kind were normally by majority shareholding.) The partners sold

the Hope after three years at a modest discount of €40 on her prime cost of f740,

despite some damage, and Lowther's final balance was a credit of f 14-13s.5

Neyertheless, two years later f.28-2-6d, being the last of th¡ee instalments of his

proportion of the sale price, was still unpaid. 'lhe Thomas continued in trade but

for years yielded no receipts at all. Lowther understandably was reluctant to go

further into this business. "The balance of the ships' accounts is a discouragement

2 10 Sept 1666.
3 J.L. to T.T. 24 Nov. 1685. He did however add that he was for "promoting them equally."
4 T.T. 21 June 1678.
5 T.T. 23 Sept. 1687.
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to the designs I had of employing some money that way. Your care therein must be

very great, for there must be fraud or they could not sub¡ìSi."6 Tickell's reply

reflects the slender profit margins of trade in Whitehaven before the profitable coal

voyages of 1684-1688 and the even more profitable tobacco voyages of the

following years, claiming that there were few owners of ships who made a profit

unless they personally navigated them and hired apprentices, especially when coal

was cheap in Dublin "which makes many complain and ready to sell their interests

especially in elderly ships, scarcely maintaining their rigging etc."1 However,

twelve months later he was writing critically of Thomas Jackson that in his last two

voyages, one to Lisbon and the other to Norway, he lost f110 for the owners,

whereas if he had stuck with the coal trade, he might have made f200.8 Even the

Thomas showed signs of redeeming herself: she made a profit of 834-6-2 on five

coal voyages in the year ending September 1685, and declared a dividend of f.32.

But by 1690 it was cast away on Bransty rocks.

TJne Resolution, buitt to the order of one of Whitehaven's most successful

merchants, Henry Tubman, tells a different story. Probably destined from the start

for the plantation trade, she made some large profits for her partners. Even so she

yielded less to Lowther than the other partners: while their tobacco was no sooner

landed than sold, his remained on the wharf at'Whitehaven, the subject of sharp

rebukes to his stewards.

"Had all this difficulty befallen me upon my interposing in trade to the

hindrance of others it had not been to be wondered at, but when I only

concerned myself in assistance of others who wanted stock, tis odd that

, mine cannot be as well disposed of as other mens."9

6 l.L. tro T.T. 6 Nov. 1683.
7 T.T. 23 Nov. 1683.
8 T.T. 9 Oct. 1684.
9 J.L. to T.T. 7 May L687. Sce also 29 March 1687 and 3 Oct. 1691 . For ship accounts see
D/L,ons/W Estate Accounts 1666-1685 fo.9l, 94; Estatc account 1685-1692 fo.85, 91, 94,96, 99,
100; Estate accounts cash books 1692-1728, W. Gilpin's Cash accounts 1693-1699, f.l2;
Commonplace Book, 1690's-1705, "State of the fishery..." f.5l; D/Lons/W Rentals, rù/hitehaven/St

Bees estate 1648-1700; for acquisition of ship shares, T.T. L4 Oct. L677,1.L.30 March 1678, T.T.
18 December 1679,5 Jan. 1680, J.L. to W.G.22 March 1698; and Rentals of Sir John Lowther,
1666 - 1705.
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Tickell sold this particular assignment to John Fallowfield, a Cockermouth

merchant, for t292-6s. The principal and accruing interest femaiñeci unpaid at

I-owther's death.l0

Over the years, Sir John collected together information which might prove

useful for various trading ventures: how much flax, hemp or iron could be sold at

Whitehaven in one year, likely freight and customs charges for various cargoes,

possible cargoes for Jamaican and Battic voyages.ll But unlike his father, he had

no direct experience of tade and Whitehaven merchants generally paid littte heed to

his suggestions. To encourage the coastal trade he recommended shipping coal to

Exeter and, in an early manifestation of one of his favourite schemes, pondered the

possibility of producing linen and woollen goods locally to ship to London, in

order to maintain a regular "sea correspondence", even expressing his willingness

to suffer a ten or twenty percent loss himself to maintain such a connection.l2 At

the instigation of Lord Ca¡lisle he propounded a scheme for trading to Jamaica; and

because of his friendship with Sir James Shaen, Surveyor General of Ireland, he

proposed victualling fangier and supplying it with coal, timber and bricks,

believing it would benefit the coast trade if some ships diversified into other

ventures.13 Nothing Lowther suggested met with local approval. Tickell believed

that the high price of any locally made stockings and woollen goods would render

trade with London extremely unprofitable, and that no-one "relished" the trade to

Jamaica.14 Although Tickell met a suitable Irish merchant to undertake a voyage

there and discussed outwa.rd cargo the scheme never eventuated.15 Moreover, after

the initial queries, any move to undertake trade with Tangier was forestalled when

the English abandoned it in August 1683. Richard Lamplugh rook up the

suggestion of trading to Exeter (and perhaps only because a cousin was then bishop

10 T.T. 21 April 1689.
11 D/Lons/W. Commonplace Book, 1671-1689, "4n abs[ract..."fo.2201, Commonplace Book, 1680's
- 1690's,"Mr Drydens..."-fo.18-19; Estatc Memo Books, General Note6ook.
12 J.L. !o T.T. 27 Sept. 1677.
13 J.L. ûo T.T. 15 March L679, 4 March, 4 April 1682.
14 2 Qci 1677,7 April 1679.
15 26 May, 3l May 1679.
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there) but Tickell never reported Lamplugh's ventures as particularly profitable, and

indeed the local men criticized one of his ships as "ill-condìïiõne¿ ãt sea".16 The

initiative for developing the very profitable tobacco trade between Whitehaven and

Virginia in the 1680's came from the Whitehaven masters and owners themselves.

West Cumbria did not afford a market for imported goods of any kind on

the same scale as the export of coal. The port itself required ships' stores and

building timber; the collieries needed timber for pit-framing. Some of the imported

hish cattle for fattening also landed at Whitehaven though most went direct to

Chesær from Dublin before the ship came back to Whitehaven to load with coal.

Thus most ships arriving from Dublin or from other English ports arrived at

Whitehaven carrying no cargo but ballast, and the profitability of the voyage

depended for the most part on the export c¿ugo. Thomas Mosson's return cargo

from Dublin in April 1688 consisted of seven old oak chairs. Francis Grindal

returned with 16 loaves of bread and two old bedsteads. John Hewetson shipped

back an unusually large cargo: seventy-three tanned cowhides, five dozen sheep

pelts, tanned calf skins, one dozen tanned goat skins, twelve dozen jumps for

shoemaking, one old feather bed and six oak chairs.17 'When an act of parliament

n L667 prohibited the import of kish cattle it had become very hard to f,rnd a return

freight from Dublin, even to Chester or some other English port.l8 Thomas Tickell

predicted disastrous consequences for Whitehaven, if the masters were forced to

depend solely on an outward cargo of coal or salt, "and when all seamen follow that

employment coals will be so cheap in keland as no man shall be able to live by that

trade".19 Tickell expressed initial enthusiasm about diversifying the trade of

Whitehaven to the West Indies, France, Spain and Norway: "'We want only persons

of purses and spirits and knowledge to manage such affairs, our markets affording

easy rates to buy native wares, and high prices for foreign commodities and our

16 T.T. 7 Jan. 1678.
l7 Whitehaven Po¡t Book. P.R.O. E I9Oll448/8
18 For the Irish cattle bills in general, sec Caroline Edie, "The Irish Cattle Bills: A Study in
Restoration Politics, Transactions of the American Philosophical Society n.s. vol 60, part 2, 1970.
19 12 Nov. 1666. Tickcll did not rcalizc how Lhc growlh of Dublin over thc following two decades
would expand the market.
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customs very favourable."2O He regularly relayed any news of trading ventures

undertaken by Whitehaven masters: John Gale the elder-ttadin! tö Scotland,

Thomas Britton to the Isle of Man, William Atkinson to France and Robert

Biglands to Rotterdam. He faithfully calerrd'ored Thomas Jackson's voyages,

hoping of course that lackson would make enough profit to clear his debts to

Lowther. Besides regular colliery voyages to Dublin and herring voyages to the

Isle of Man, Jackson shipped at various times coal,lead and oats to London,lead to

Holland, wine and prunes from France and Spain. He went to Norway for tar and

timber, to the Carriþan for sugar and to Virginia for tobacco; but Jackson's profits

never covered his surreptitious investments of Lowther's money. The deposititions

collected by Commission and John Gale the elder's letter to the Commissioners of

Customs in 1679 reveal the interlocking network of trading activities and hint at

customs evasion carried on by the Addisons, in iron ore, tobacco and tobacco

spinning, canary wine, hemp, rope, malt, timber, tar and herrings. John Gale

deposed that fhey shipped at least a fifth more i¡on ore than they entered in the

Customs house books. 'According to David Hamilton, lading warrants for Henry

Addison listed tobacco in hogsheads but not the significant amount of tobacco

imported in bulk. The elder John Gale claimed that the cordage made by the ropery

in which the Addisons had a share was shipped duty free, and asserted that their

iron ore was consistently undervalued in the customs entries by 4s a ton.2L

Thomas Addison features again in a set of depositions taken in 1687 in the course

of an Exchequer hearing to determine the legality of tolls charged by the city of

Carlisle. Addison, and Henry Inman of Ca¡lisle, are described as "great traders",

importing through Whitehaven tobacco, iron and iron-ware, pepper, brandy, wine,

soap, hops, haberdashery, linen, pottery, sugar, molasses, tar and corn for

distribution throughout Cumberland.22

20 12 Nov. 1666.
2l Copy of John Gale's letter to the Commissioners of Customs, dated I Nov. 1679, in D/I¡ns/\i/
Letter Book, 'Fair Copies of lettcrs to and from Sir J Lowther et al,' Aug 1700- Oct 1705;
depositions in P.R.O. E 178. no. 6189.
22 P.R.O. 8L34,3 James 2 Mich, no.33.
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The basis of Whitehaven's growth and development in the 1670's and

1680's rested primarily on the export of coal. By L672 fËËôfi r"fort"d the salt

trade "quite done" and thereafter in Sir John's life time it no longer played an

important part in Whiæhaven's economy.23 The masters welcomed the opportunity

to export iron ore, particularly in summer when the demand and price for coal in

Dublin dropped, but the income generated remained well below that of coal. Sir

Christopher Lowther in 1632 saw the close connection between ship size and

prof,ttability in the coal trade. In 1678, Tickell reported the building of several new

and bigger ships, incidentally warning Lowther of the need for harbour

improvements to handle a fleet increasing in both numbers and burden.24 The

larger ship size improved the profitability of coal voyages but also gave the masters

the means and confidence to undertake other, longer voyages. In May L677,

Tickell first mentioned six Whitehaven ships sailing to Norway, initiating a regular

trade carrying back timber for houses and collieries and tar for ship maintenance

and the collieries. In 1668 he had reported the loss of the first known ship to sail

from Whitehaven to Virginia, the Jacob, freighted by the Carlisle merchant and one-

time resident of Whitehaven, Cuthbert Studholme.25 The redoutable Thomas

Jackson was the first Whiæhaven merchant we know to return safely from Virginia

in L674. At about the same time, perhaps on board this very ship, Thomas

Addison dispatched his thi¡d brother John to the Plantations with a stock of goods

for trade bought for f300 out of the estate of one Henry Lowther, a Cockermouth

shopkeeper, to set him up as a factor for purchasing tobacco.26 Tickell reporß no

more voyages until L682,27 and in the intervening years the Addison brothers were

23 T.T. 16 Dec. L672.
24 5 aod 12 Aug. 1678. Only a few ships wcre actually built at Whitchavcn. Most came from
Flirúy, Ravenglass, Coleraine or othcr unspccificd ports in Ireland. Sce T.T. 7 lan. L678, 18 Dcc.
1679, 5 Jan. 1680, 13 April 1686.
25 He reported its departure on 8 July L667 and its wreck a year later, on 20 July 1668.
26 P.R.O. E 178 no. 6189 John Addison settled in Maryland, became a landowner and after
assisting the local coup d'etat which followcd the Revolution was appointed to various public offices
and in particular served on the Royal Council from April 1692 until his death in about 1705 - Can,
L.G., "County Government in Maryland 1689-1709", Ph.D thesis Harvard 1968, appendix vi, pp
274-80.
27 But see C.T.B. V. I. 1084, 6 Aug. 1678, when a ship from Virginia bound for Whitehaven was
given permission to stay at Londonderry for repairs.
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regularly importing tobacco to Liverpool and then bringing it coastwise to

Whitehaven for manufacture.2S Their reason for not importìrig itirectly may have

been the condition of Whitehaven harbour but given their opportunities and

reputation their motive may have been to defraud the revenue by claiming back the

import duty, pretending that the tobacco was for re-export for Europe. When four

ships made the voyage to Virginia in 1683, Tickell hoped that "foreign places will

be made more familiar in this port."29 By the mid 1680's the tobacco voyage to

America became a viable alternative for the larger ships, though they usually still

carried coal to Dublin on the fust leg.

After a visit in late 1685 Lowther's letters pour out a tonent of advice and

exhortation to his steward on the need to develop locai intlustry, propounding

variously linen manufacture, flax growing, shoe making, gun smithing, brick and

tile making and a revival of the local fishery ; all to broaden the base of the town's

economy, to provide cheaper provisions for the town, to attract new-comers to live

and work at Whiæhaven and above all to provide a prof,rtable outgoing cargo for the

ships sailing to Ameri"u -¿ Norway. The total cargo worth f674-l-Ldshipped in

the Resolutíon to America in 1685 consisted of Yorkshire kerseys, northern cotton,

hats, saddles, woollen stockings, rugs, iron ware, cordage, leather goods,

grindstones, broadcloth, serge, thread, haberdashery, bridles, tin and wrought

pewter, lead, brassware, shoes, silk, linen, calico and muslin. Of these cordage

and grindstones were the only local goods of any quantity.30 I-owther had twenty

years earlier suggested the possibility of some kind of local manufacture to both

Tickell and John Gale the elder, but Tickell was unable to arouse the least interest in

Gale and Tickell himself thought trade in others' goods a sounder option.3l

I-owther made little further mention of any such scheme until he visited Whitehaven

28 C.R.O. D/Hud 6. 1. Whitehavcn Port Books L677-L685. It is unfortunate that within our period
no port records for Whitehavcn appear to survive, apart from these books for the coastal trade only,
and the Port Book for the single year 1687-1688 for both coastwise and overseas trade, P.R.O. E
L90 1448t8.
29 23 Sept. 1683.
30 D/Loos/W, Commonplace Book 1680's-1690's "Mr Drydens..." fo.10.
31 J.L.26 Oct. 1666, T.T. 12 Nov. 1666.
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in September 1685. Then with the harbour improvements completed, Flatt Hall

remodetled and the colliery enterprise thriving, Lowther's letièrs on hìs rèto.n surge

with purpose and energy. Tickell countered the enthusiasm and vision with

necessary practicalities, one by one over the following months pointing out to

Lowther the difficulties involved: that no shoes made at Whitehaven would ever

increase ttreir trade; that the manufacture of iron goods would succeed no better,

and probably worse, because iron was so much cheaper in London and better

made, ... "or else Mr. Addison would not have sent thither for these iron

manufacture that he now sent to Virginia .... and I fear guns and pistols will do

worse, there being so many made in France and Flanders so neat and so cheap."32

Nor could much be done to improve the fisheries at St. Bees, for "those things are

very uncertain and not úo be bettered by building any cottages for fishermen."33

Lowther refused to be discouraged and instructed Tickell to discuss with the

Gale brothers, Thomas Addison, William Atkinson and John Benson the possibility

of setting up a spinning and weaving enterprise. He gave but perfunctory advice.

"It can be no difficult matter to provide a little hemp or flax, and to get some to

work it, if there were anything but set on foot it would quickly grow," and Tickell

stalled, replying that Addison was abroad, and in any case not interested, not for

want of enterprise but for capital and time to set up such a scheme. Lowther

persisted. "What I then writ I pray see put in practice one way or other".34 Tickell

parried with further questions about work space, type of yarn and type of cloth.

I-owther attempted to minimize the amount of capital required by suggesting that the

poor might spin hemp or flax into thread for sacking, and Tickell only needed a

room and a pair of scales to begin. Tickell reluctantþ agreed that such cloth could

be used locally for coal sacks and windmill sails, but hammered home the simple

economic fact that the cloth they made would "prove dearer by the experiment than

it may be bought for in the counbry."35 He did engage an Irish merchant, Matthew

32 15 Oct., 3 Nov. 1685.
33 3 Nov. 1686.
34 J.L.25 Sept. 1686, T.T. 19 Oct. 1686, J.L. 22 Oct. L686
35 14 Dec. 1686.
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Coulson, to manage the scheme, but by February Coulson was imprisoned in

Carlisle gaol for debt. Lowther, nothing daunted, urged Tickell to find another

manager, "for could we once introduce it, it would grow üpon us."36 When

Andrew Pelin, a serge weaver, arrived in Whitehaven from keland in mid 1688,

I-owther suggested that he begin by making linen and woollen cloth, but Tickell

insisted that though Pelin could manage his own trade well enough, linen and

woollen cloth making needed a large stock and dependable sea-transport to

London.37 Because of the disruption to sea-traffic caused by the Revolution and

wa¡ with keland, Lowther let this particular idea lapse until 1697, when he raised it

again with the then steward, William Gilpin. It may have been at Gilpin's

suggestion that Lowther engaged Richard Stainton junior, the curate at SL Bees, to

investigate and implement a number of proposals to provide goods for export and

employment for the growing number of wandering poor. However, the scheme

foundered because the Government prohibited the importing of Irish wool38

John Gale as colliery steward refused to be drawn into an area which he

thought lay outside his field of expertise, but argued sensibly that any manufacture,

if it were to succeed in Whitehaven, must be based on a coal burning enterprise.

On manufacture in general at Whitehaven he wrote pessimistically that of all places

in the Count5r, it was the worst place to begin, "by reason we have little land about

us, rendering all sorts of provisions, and sustenance for mechanic people excessive

dear, so that few can sit down with us unless seamen, or such as have stock

sufficient to venture by sea as well as by land."39 Nor was he encouraging about

the masters' and owners'response. When he discussed it with them they "gave me

cross words about the harbour; said it was fitter to look to the safety of that which

was the foundation of all our trade, than talk of manufactures, which without that

would only fill us with beggars."4O

36 22 Feb. 1687.
37 18 Sept. 1688.
38 See Richard Stainton to J.L., 26 June 1698, Lowther Correspondence 546 and W.G. to J.L. 31
Oct. 1696,31 July L697, L4 March, L698, Lowther Correspondence 31I,384, and482.
39 21 March 1697, Lowther Correspondence 34'1 .

40 28 March L697, Lowther Correspondence 350.
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William Gilpin thoroughly sympathised with and endorsed I-owther's views

on manufacture, which depended less on profit and loss than.sncommunity good.

He promoted the proposal of a woollen industry to provide work for the poor,

because although he reckoned "by the nicest calculation I can make" that it would

lose money, yet he saw it as a useful way of dispensing charity.4L He spent much

time and effort investigating possible industries: inspecting a copper furnace at

Moresby, discussing the feasibility of an alum industry, and gathering samples of

local marchasite to test for vitriol making. He sent various mineral samples to

London, and asked Sir John to send down instructive books. He engaged a pipe

maker at his own risk, believing that previous attempts had failed through lack of

skill or stock by the undertakers. He sent Sir John a long list of enquiries about the

making of earthen, ware who responded with detailed replies supplied by one

Dwight, a London potter. z Sir John had always been eager to discover as much as

he could about London methods, skills and prices, even offering to send down

artisans ûo instruct the locals, but in spite of Gilpin's ready response and Lowther's

enthusiasm, none of thé proposals had much or lasting success.43 Plainty there

were still too few men of substance in Whitehaven with the time, money, or

inclination to embark on setting up industry. When Lowther rebuked Tickell, that

he never suggested any ideas of his own, but only made "bare answer" to

Lowther's proposals, he replied simply that the various tasks Lowther had already

set him employed him sufficiently, and that when he had more time "to think on

anything new I will show it. I wish myself in the meantime well discharged of

these things."44 The coal trade had just entered its most productive phase and with

41 24 Aug. L697,Lowther Correspondence 396.
42 W.G.2 March L698, Lowther Correspondence 474. Dwight's reply is reprintcd as Appendix F
(2) in Lowther Correspondence. See also "Potlery making in London and Whitehaven in the late
lTth century", Lorna Weatherill and Rhoda Edwards, Post Medieval Archaeology, Vol 5. 1971, pp
160-181, where the project is discussed in full. For the rest of Gilpin's investigations: I and 4
Sept. 1697, 9 Oct. 1697, 1 Nov. t697, Lowther Correspondence 398, 399, 409 aod 416.
43 The estate accounts for 1701 record thc demise of a pipemaker: "By goods distrained and sold to
the accouot of Abel Robioson, n-2-2. Othcr goods unsold which rcmains in the house, 1 Bedslead,
l table, l form, I grate, valued at 18s." - D/Lons/W Estate Accounts 1700-1706 fo.79. See
Beckett, Coal and Tobacco, chapter 5, for the fale of various iron-manufacturing projects, a
glassworks and an abortive nail-making industry in the 18th ccntury.
44 J.L.5 Dec. 1685; T.T. 15 Dcc 1685.
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voyages to Virginia becoming increasingly lucrative, the masters and merchants

showed no inclination to be side tracked into unried venturè's:towlher raised the

idea again in the 1690's, genuinely anxious to provide alternative cargoes,

especially in view of the disrupted coal trade, but the bigger merchants were beset

by lack of coin on the one hand and the busyness of the Virginia trade on the other,

so that any undertaking which required present capital to begin, coupled with slow

and uncertain return met with little enthusiasm: "discourse of a manufacture meets

but with cold entertainment at this time," wrote Gilpin in 1696, and again in 1697:

"Everybody has already as much business upon his hand as he can tell how to find

money to manage."45 Aside from his frequent urging, Lowther continued to insist

that he himself would only venture money in partnership with others; recognizing

that if the Whiæhaven merchants had a financial interest in the enterprise they would

work to ensure its success, and that being an absentee he needed partners at

Whitehaven to handle the day to day management.46

The plans for joint enterprises in both trade and industry foundered to some

extent on the enduring rivaþ between the Gales and the Addisons, making it

unlikely that two of the leading merchant families in Whitehaven would ever whole-

heartedly combine in any joint venture. After the Commissioners of the Customs

had investigated the charge of malpractice against the Addisons Tickell reported that

although Thomas Addison retained his post, he now considered selling it for the

express pu{pose of concentrating on trading and competing even more effectively

with Gale.47 Anthony Aery desposed at the Commission that Addison refused him

a cargo of iron ore because "he would not put a pound of ore in any ship wherein

the said Mr Gale was any pârtne¡."48 Their rivalry in maltmaking and milling

continued unabated. Tickell conceded that Gale's hand mill did prejudice Addison,

45 3 Oct. L696, 22 March 1697, Lowther Correspondence 309 and 348.
46 J.L. to William Atkinson, 23 Oct. 1686. D/t-ons/W l-etter Books, Fair copies, Sept. 1684 -
Jan. 1694: "I am desirous to make the loss as little as may be, not so much by the sharing it with
others, as believing, that if others join with me in whatevcr I do, their help will be the best means
of making the loss much less, than if carricd on by my single undertaking ...". See also J.L. to T.T.
4 Sept. 1686.
47 26 Jan 1680. Henry Addison resigncd as tide-waitcr latcr in lhe ycar. T.T. 9 Sept 1680.
48 P.R.O. El78 no 6189.
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but pointed out that Addison's customers had often complained of ill usage, and

that "his restless spirit ..... does rather foment than heal äiêïs' minds for he is

never quiet unless he have all at his beck."49 Yet it was Addison's energy and

"restless spirit" that Lowther wanted to harness and he urged Tickell to consult him

about any new project in Whitehaven, from the planned pier extension to all kinds

of trading ventures. Tickell's response scarcely varied as he reported back local

reluctance to include the Addisons: for the pier, Addison's advice was "not well

thought on", perhaps by "the lees of old animosities"; and as for trading to Virginia,

the involvement of the Addisons and their relations in that trade made Tickell fear

they would prefer their own advantage by it before Lowther's.5O

In earlier days Lowther, the Addisons and the Gales had combined in one

parûrership in the rope-making industry. Since the product was essential for two

local markets, the ships and the collieries, and ship masters as partners could use

their shþing interests for importing hemp and tar from Norway, there was every

reason to expect çommercial success. In 1675, before the Gales and Addisons fell

out, Tickell joined u rofrry set up by John Gale the elder and managed by Henry

Addison, with David Hamilton and rhomas Addison as paftners. The company

invested f200 and then a further f300, hired workmen and a master roper, Edward

Grayson. Henry Addison turned his customs position to good effect by coercing

ship masters to buy their rope from him.51 However, Grayson left the company

and they engaged another ropemaker whose work proved faulty. Out at sea, the

cables and ropes frayed and broke or became jammed in the pulleys, "so that if God

had not abated the fury of the wind and seas, they all would have perished". The

ships did make port safely and the vengeful masters sued the hapless partners.52

49 15 Dec. 1681.
50 T.T. 20 Jan. 1681, 8 Aug. 1681.
51 P.R.O. E 178 no 6189. Depositions of Edward Grayson, Edward Bell and Francis Whiteside.
52 P.R.O. C5 373t24.
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They in turn sued Grayson for breach of conÍact, who claimed he had never sealed

an agreement and refused to rejoin the company.53

In 1680 Tickell asked Lowther to obtain advice from I-ondon merchants

because the rope company planned to engage in a venture to the Baltic, then

unknown territory for them. At Tickell's invitation, Lowther himself became a

partner in the company.54 Tickell lost no time trying to use his interest to foil the

rival rope walks, especially that managed by Grayson, "our old refractory servant".

Tickell resurrected an old ruse, because Grayson had built his walk on land which

Isabella Wilkinson leased from l-owther, and "with your approbation I can hinder it

by setting some to sink in that ground for coals 2 or 3 days only to spoil the walks

etc" but Lowther refused because he had not proscribed ropemaking in her 1ease.55

In 1682 the partners of another ropery suggested to Tickell a combined trading

venture on a much larger scale, on condition that they exclude the Addisons.

Tickell "discoursed some of our partners who are willing to reject the brothers and

associate with the town in a considerable stock of f 1-000 or f 1500" to trade to

Norway and the Bald¿.56 Although Lowther insisted ttrat the Addisons be

included, Tickell reported the prospective partners'reluctance, especially towards

Thomas, "whose frequent hectoring conversation and caniage renders him uneasy

to them", and the projected merger never eventuated.5T

Th¡ee roperies continued to operate in one form or another into the next

decade. In 1685 Ebenezer Gale,who had married Tickell's daughter, received

Tickell's shares as a marriage portion, and in 1693 became manager; while Mary

Addison inherited her husband Henry's share at his death in 1690. When Lowther

expressed dissatisfaction at the consistently poor returns, John Gale, conscious of

the partners' criticism and suspicion of his brother's management, replied, "it has

53 He deposed that whcn he returned the earnest money given at the verbal agreement, Henry
Addison "shut the door ,.. drow out his sword and swore hc would make this defendant keep the
same." - ibid, answer of Henry Grayson.
54 2 Feb. 1680. Tickell paid Henry Addison î4L-9-2 for Si¡ John's 1/8 sha¡e of the ropery - 2
April 1680 D/Lons/W Estate Accounts 1666 - 1685 fo.103.
55 J.L. 27 July 1680; T.T. 14 July 1680.
56 T.T. 16 May 1682.
57 J.L. to T.T. 23 May 1682; T.T. 4, 14 June, 16 May 1862, 30 April 1683.
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been a manage that has ever met with strugglings and opposition." He used its

poor performance to prove his consistently .held belief that aïteiñþtin-g manufacture

in Whitehaven was wasted effort unless it was based primarily on the use of coal as

a fuel.58 Cooperation between the partners had become increasingly difficult,

especially since Ebenezer Gale had a long-running feud with Mary Addison,s

father, William Atkinson, over a boundary dispute and damage allegedly caused by

Gale's house building. Atkinson sued him at the manor couft and then at the

Carlisle assizes, where the court ordered Sir John to arbitrate. "There is great

nicety in the thing, and colour enough for lawyers to support each side, to the

undoing of both; it looks like a Fate upon them, for either to refuse the

accommodation I proposed," wrote Si¡ John to Tickell, but eventually ordered

Ebenezer to pay Atkinson Ê6 damages, hoping that "animt¡sides witl give way to

neighbourliness and a peaceable disposition."S9 Twelve months later, Tickell

described the peaceful neighbourliness. As Ebenezer tried to rebuild his premises,

Atkinson threaæned the workmen "very much by his holding out of pitchforks."0

Gilpin, while never a partner himself, believed. the ropery shourd make a

profit if managed correctly because it provided essential goods for Whitehaven; and

in contrast to the partners' strugglings cited the example of John Beck, who starting

as an apprentice of Caesar Barnes, the original \Mhitehaven roper in the 1660's, had

come to own and manage his own ropery. Gilpin reckoned he had made f1000

from it within a few yea¡s.61 When Beck was drowned in the harbour in 1705 he

left an estate worth f878-17-3d, mostly in a portfolio of shares in eighteen ships

which would all have been customers for his wares, and in right of which an

unspecified but surely substantial debt was noted as still due from the Government

for horse transport to lreland.62 Gilpin warned Lowther of the cunent conflicting

interests between the partrers, and that Thomas Addison might advise giving up the

58 21 March 1697, Lowther Correspondence 34'7.
59 24 Sept., 12 Nov 1687. A copy of the arbitration in D/Lons/W Commonplace Book 1680's -
1690's, "Mr Drydens...", fo.99.
60 20 March 1688.
61 25 Dec. 1697, Lowther Correspondence 428.
62 L.R.O. Probate rccords, Copeland Dcancry.
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roPetY, really inænding to leave the field clear for his own nephew (then foreman of

the ropery) to set up in business independently, or that Ebç¡rezer-Gale and the

foreman planned to dissolve the ropery for the same pulpose.63 Eventually in 1698

the partners sued Ebenezer Gale for not presenting proper accounts and for

concealing receipt of debts. Gale in turn blamed the giving of easy credit and the

difficulties of collecting debts from masters who were themselves owed money and

the necessity of paying high wages to keep workmen from being tempted away by

the other roperies.64 Whoever was most at fault, the partnership in which Lowther

had joined was plainly unable to avail itself of the commercial opportunity in the

way John Beck had done on his own.

I-owther was of course not the only one who suffered or claimed to have

done so through fraud or incompetence in commercial practice. Chancery cases

provide some details of the complications and various pitfalls which confronted

partnerships and ventures at Whitehaven: lamentable accounting, banlcruptcy of a

debtor, a leaky ship which sank in the harbour, too many partners unable to agree

and the jealousies of individuals within a partnership. Robert Tubman, merchant,

accused his ship master of making an undercover arrangement with another

shareholder to mix Tubman's good quality tobacco with poorer quality purchased

by other partners; Thomas Lutwidge complained of customs officers who did not

make the expected reduction in duties on damaged tobacco; Elisha Gale blamed his

toubles on a failing merchant who then absconded. If Ebenezer Gale's account

books were mystifying, Thomas Flusson, the anchor smith, admitted that he kept

no account at all except in his head.65

The amount at stake due to Husson's faulty memory might have seemed

relatively small (a disputed debt of f29-3-IOd) bur Clement Nicholson claimed

within a two year period to have handled sales of tobacco worth at least f25,000.

63 25 Dec.1697, Lowther Correspondence 428.
64 P.R.O. C5 204t39.
65 P.R.O. C6. 320120, Robert Tubman v. John Macmorrie; C7 209133 and 20816, Thomas Lutwidge
v. James Strangewaies; C6 89179, Elisha Galc v. Thomas Husson; C5 34Lt68, Alice Fallowfield v.
Elisha Gale.
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Nicholson, a Whitehaven merchant, imported tobacco on his own account and acûed

as agent for other merchants. The exchange of letters betwear'-him andJohn Lloyd

of Chester, which led eventually to a Chancery case, grow more acrimonious as

Lloyd became increasingly unsatisf,red. It began in August with a friendly warning

from Lloyd, "for though you and I know one another to be just, yet we do not

know them that are at distance from us", but in October Lloyd demanded more

detailed accounts and rejected what he described as exorbitant charges. Nicholson

in reply outlined the vicissitudes of the tobacco trade. Unexpected government

legislation had forced ships to stay in Virginia until their masters could obtain

certificates of registration from England, and black spot and frost had wreaked

havoc on the tobacco crop. He defended his accounts and reputation and took

exception to Lloyd's accusations, expressed, as he put it, in the language of the

"Billingsgate oyster women."66 Nicholson was an important man in Whitehaven at

the end of the century, handling avery large trading account and owning shares in

fîfteen ships.67 Neve¡theless, as with most other residents of the town we cannot

reliably estimate his fórtune. With one or two other of the more prosperous

merchants we are rather better placed.

When Robert Biglands senior died in 1672he left his only son Robert the

freehold land he had purchased jointly with William Atkinson in Corkickle, two

houses in Whitehaven and sha¡es in three ships. The worth of his estate totalled

f,109-15s. When the second Robert died in 1700, this estate had grown to f2773,

not counting the land. He had shares in nine ships, including a conEolling share of

the Betry which gave him power to break a combination.68 As is well known, a

wi[l does not always record the whole of a fortune, but in this case there is a check

for in 1699 William Gilpin assessed Bigland's worth at €,3000.69 this was a

satisfactory accumulation, but it pales beside the achievement of Robert Blaicklock.

66 P.R.O. C107 no 161. John Lloyd v. Clement Nicholson.
67 D/[,ons/W, Whitehaven unlisted papers, lists of ships belonging to Whitehaven t682-1727.
68 L.R.O. Probate Records, Copeland Deanery,
69 D/t-ons/W Bound note book. "A copy of the Warrant and Schedule for the Regulating the Purvey
...", page headed: 'April 1699. Sir J.L. Estate in Cumbcrland.'
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He appears first in the 1670's as a seryant of Thomas Addisbn, became his deputy

as searcher,T0 and next figures in the 1680's as a Virginia merrñant and ä purchaser

of colliery interests in Whillimore, Whingill and Hensingham. At the close of the

80's when Addison retreated from trade into a new government job as

Commissioner for Sick and Wounded, Blaicklock remained and even in the less-

propitious circumstances of the 90's Addison admitted that his former servant had

made more by Eading at Whitehaven than he himself from his place,Tl William

Gilpin described him as "a pretty tradesman."12 In 1694 when Blaicklock planned

to spend €300 on a new house in Lowther Street, by then designated the principal

street of the town, he was able to obtain especially favourable terms because he

planned to build so well and because of his usefulness to town development.T3 He

had at one time shares in twenty-two different ships and he was to be the agent for

breaking any possible combination of ships' masters against a contemplated

increase in the coal price in 1697.14 By the time of his death in 1719 he had

invested heavily in land: the manor of Seascale, an advowson of nearby Gosforth,

and two customary æneinents and a lease of other land in Lancaster. In addition to

his real properly he was able to leave f 1000 plus a sha¡e of his silver to each of his

two unmarried daughters, f,100 to a married daughter who had presumably akeady

received a substantial portion, and €100 to his grandson.T5

I-owther consistently endeavoured to attract skilled workmen to undertake

work beyond the capabilities of local men - a carpenter from Newcastle to rebuild

the mills, a miller to work them, a skilled lead-miner to be employed as a sinker or

hagger, a bevy of skilled colliery workers from Newcastle. \Milliam Thackeray of

70'P.R.O. E178 no.6189 for his own deposition and othcrs rcferring ûo him. He was then 20 years
old.
7l Addison's observation reportcd by Sir John Lowthcr to [-ord Lonsdale, 21 Sept. 1697, D/Lons/W
Letter Books, Rough copies 1694-1698.
72 6 Jurrre L694,Lowther Correspondence Ll7.
73 W.G. l0 Nov. L694,Lowther Correspondence L70. Blaicklock had also donc l.owthcr a favour
the previous year when he had agrced to pass on some land he had recently purchased at the Town
Head, in return for being grantcd freehold. W.G. 16 Sept l693,Jowther Correspondence 54. "I do
not think you will be deccived of him, for hc has a particular genius that will raise the trade of the
place and he both has been and will be useful to you thcrein."
74 D/Lons/ltr' Whitehaven unlisted papers, lists of ships bclonging to W'havet 1682-L727. W.G. 3
Feb. 1697, Lowther Correspondence 338.
75 L.R.O. Probate Records, Copeland Dcanery.
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Torpenhow built the additions to Flatt Hall in 1676, and Richard Caton, who

extended the pier, came from Lancashire.T6 After the Ffuë õîLoñdõn Lowther

hoped that displaced tradesmen might be attracted to V/hitehavenT7 and in the

1680's frequently suggested the benefits of kish and French protestant refugees.

He offered to help pay a salary for a French teacher to teach French and drawing,

pointing out when his proposal met with scant response, "I am satisfied if all the

girls in town had French, every gentleman's family in the country would have a

servant from that placs."78 Then he recommended Frenchmen as sailors, but

Tickell replied firmly, that their own countrymen worked harder and made better

sailors and as for a teacher of French and drawing, "I cannot possibly tell how it

will take here, but I fear not well", though he promised to encourage anyone whom

Lowther sent. He showed a similar lack of enthusiasm for a French minister;

finding no encouragement for him.79 I-owther did insist on a fisherman, William

Prance, reassuring Tickell that "some trouble will be in e:tablishing all new things,

but if it take I hope it will benefit the county," but Prance had retumed to London

by the end of the year, and a projected plan to be backed by other county genbry to

revive fishing all along the Cumbrian coast also fell through.SO According to

William Gilpin as he described the suspicion against Scottish settlers, the townsfolk

suffered "those common prejudices which people are apt to take up against

foreigners at their first settling amongst them, and which are forgot the next

goneration."Sl

Some kish Protestants began settling in Whitehaven from 1686 and

Lowther hoped that more would follow, exhorting Tickell to encourage all new

buildi¡g as much as he could and to persuade the townsfolk to rent out rooms;

76 T.T. 6 July 1666; J.L. to T.T. 10 July 1666; T.T. 3 Aug. 1666; J.L. ro T.T. 18 ocr. 1670, 2s
Dec. 1675; T.T.24 April 1679; and D/Lons/ W Whitehavcn, Various papers... item 75, "Building
Accounts".
77 5 Oct.1666.
78 J.L. úo T.T. 5 and,29 Dec. 1685.
79 15 Dec. 1685, 12 Oct. 1686.
80 J.L. ûo T.T. 14 OcT..,3l Dcc. 1684, 19 Jan. 1685. Lowther said some years later, "I once sent
down an able French fisherman to try the coast and they did all they could to discourage him". J.L.
to W.G. 5 Feb. 1698, Lowther Correspondence 454.
81 23 Iuoe andL2 June 1697, Lowther Correspondence3TT and374.
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nor were they to fear being supplanted by newcomers, "they must'trust to this that

the more people get together in any one place, the betterev€ryone will live."82

william Prideaux, who practiced physic and surgery; Jeremy Lyons, a Lancashire

potter; Thomas Terry, a serge maker; a tape weaver and a tobacco-pþ maker

pause briefly for us in Tickell's letters: "The late pretended artist", in brick and tite-

making had returned to lreland, "after he has shuffled up and down and gotten into

many peoples debts here and at Workington"; and Baxter who had taken a house in

Hodgson's Croft had died leaving a wife, five children and unpaid rent. The pipe

maker had also vanished, owing money to the dead Baxter and the local masons,

who in turn had borrowed from Tickell: "such cheating men are greater losses to us

in their ill performances than the moneys lost ..."83 But Lowther's confidence in

the potential of newcomers was not always misplaced. Henry Palmer from Dublin

established a distillery and Captain Richard Senhouse,late of Tangier, prospered as

a merchant. Andrew Pelin, the serge maker from Ireland, also proved skitled in

surveying. He drew up a survey of the manor and a map of the town, and began

teaching mathematics'and navigation.84 John Golding, originalry a butler at

Lowther, became a successful inn keeper. As with the coal leaders, so with the

tradesmen diverse employments were quite usual. Small wonder that William

Gilpin found it difficult to satisfy Lowther's demand for a statistical brcakdown of

the populace of Whitehaven by occupation, "for several people that go under the

name of tailors, shoemakers, fishermen etc; not having full business in those

trades, do sometimes interfere with one anothers employments. So that we may

happen to have 20 tailors and 20 fishermen etc and yet not 40 men."85

82 J.L. !o T.T.24 July 1686. See also 5 and 15 Dcc. 1685, 20 Mæch, 21 sept. 1686. A great
many Irish fled to Whitehaven at the time of the Revolution, but though Tickell reports boat lãads
of 40 or 50 or even 200 passengers, vcry few settled permancntly. - T.T. 29 Dcc 1688, 10,22 Jan.
1689, 14 Feb. 26 March 1689.
83 27 Ja¡. 1687. see also 23 Nov. (where Tickell describcs Barrow, the tile-maker, as "full of
maggots") and 14 Dec.l686.
84 See especially, "Aqdrgw Pellin's Surveying Career at Whitehaven, 1688-1705", Blake Tyson,
C.W.A.A.S. IXXXVI 1986 pp. 163-183.
85 W.G. 31 July 1697, Lowther Correspondence 384.
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As the merchants and tradesmen of Whitehaven prospered more of them

were prepared to invest some of their gains in real property iñ fte new töwn whose

plan and regulated development had for long been a part of Sir John's aspiratíons

and even perhaps of his father's. Sir Christopher I-owther already seems to have

envisaged a new town in the Sandhills across the Pow. Through his frequent visits

to Ireland, he may well have been conversant with the grid plans of the new

Plant¿tion towns being established there.86 In L646 the inhabitants built a chapel

replacing the ruins of an earlier chapel on the same site, well away from the cluster

of houses around the market place and the q.uay.87 In the earlier part of Sir John's

lifetime house-building extended plot by plot in the direction of the chapel along the

two rows determined by Sir Christopher's original grants to the Grayson and

Jackson families.8S Sir John's written instructions to his new steward Thomas

Tickell in June 1666 do not specify where or in what order he was to offer building

plots, though he suggested a price of 7d ayard for those plos 14 yards deep and 9d

a yard for plots 32 yards deep, with houses along the back line "something

cheaper".89 His price goia" proved a littte optimistic. In 1680, Tickell offered land

"with your approbation" for 6d a yard in front for plots 24 yañs deep, but

prospective purchasers wanted to pay no more than 4d a yard.9O However, Sir

John did proscribe new building in certain areas, especially that close to the sea-

shore, and by 1667 he had decided on another street running parallel with King

Street.9l Nevertheless in 1680 Tickell stilt had to ask what ground he could let for

building and as late as 1685 had no clear idea where Lowther wanted houses to be

built. He chided him for changing his mind about va¡ious sites: such uncertainty

86 For the grid town plans of lreland, sce Gilbert Camblin, The Town in Ulster, BelfasÇ 1951, and
J.S.Curl, The Londonderry Plantation 1609-1914, Chichester, 1986.
87 Tickell's enquiries among "the oldest" elicited mcmorics of "a ruinous end thercof and a chimncy
in it and the bell belonging to it (and now in it)." Their collective memories dated the rebuildiog to
the time of the Long Parliament. 13 Nov. 1676.
88 See above, Chapter one.
89 D/L,ons/W. Correspondence, Bundle 40, Instructions to Thomas Tickell, 19 June 1666. See
Appendix C.
90 26 Jan.1680.
9L J.L. !o T.T.5 June 1667,9 Nov. 1669, 10 March 1680; T.T.4 June 1667. The new street was
to be East Strand, though not actually bcgun until 1687.
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discouraged builders, "and puts me to a stand also".92 One reason for hesitancy

was probably the residual uncertainty about Lowther's righ!.1_g the_shoreline and

consequently his ability to convey right to tenants. In a memorandum to himself in

about 1676, Sir John noted a possible alternative of building in Hodgson's Croft

instead of on "the waste which creates us so much trouble."93 Even in 1687,

Tickell reported that William Christian queried Lowther's right to sell "derelict"

lands into freehold, and Robert Biglands "has been too forward to undervalue your

interest in derelict lands" and especially discouraged Richard Hodgson from taking

that new ground.94

In March 1680I-owther wrote a brief memorandum that, to satisfy the New

Tenants who had brought the Chancery bill against him three years earlier, he had

offered to convey them freehold estates according to a draft deed sent down to their

agent Thomas Addison, "they paying towards the charges I have been put to upon

this account forty years rent or three times the rent yearly which they now pay.";

that is (as subsequent dealings confirm) they were to purchase freehold by paying a

capital sum and a free ront equal to the former customafy rent, or alternatively by

paying the two extra rents as if it were interest at 5Vo on the capital consideration

foregone.95 The charges of defending the Chancery suit (which does not seem to

have proceeded any further than bill and drafted reply) can hardly have come to

anything like the f400 capital which this scheme would have raised, and in fact the

same teûns were to be offered many years later for enfranchising plots to which the

fi¡st customary admittances long postdated the bill of L677. Flaving made the offer,

Lowther evidently hoped that the tenants would purchase in a body but Tickell

reported that they were "sticking" at the purchase price, and although he had

acquainted them with the option of trebling rent, the deed was "not sought after"

and "they are not in love with it', and further Addison had to inform him that the

92 3 Nov. 1685,26 Jan. 1680.
93 D/L,ons./W. St. Bees, Bundle 6, ex Box B, "Draughts to be prepared in order !o the settlement of
my affairs at Whitehaven.
94 T.T. 30 Aug 1687. Hodgson was not detcrred however, for his freehold dced bea¡s date that very
day.
95 Memorandum in D/Lons/W Note Book, volume datcd "1679".
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New Tenants "cannot agree on apportioning their purchase moneys amongst

themselves, but that each must agree severally."96 Addison himsetf havered for

two years and when he finally expressed his intention to accept the forty year

purchase, he expected his rent to be reduced "to a trifle". But in the deed he

accepted in September 1682 not only was his rent unchanged but the capital

consideration had been advanced to sixty fold, and this for reasons nowhere

expressed became the rule for the scattering of other New Tenants who foltowed

his example in the next seven years.97 John Gale the elder had once said he would

be prepared to pay a hundred years' rent because of the small rent and good site of

the customary tenement he had bought near the market placs.98 Sir John had

explicitly excluded Old Tenants from the terms of the offer because their rents were

so small: accordingly he took f20 from Henry Addison for the freehold of his

house near the pier, whose rent was only 2s, and f3 from James Williamson to

have his exiguous rent of ld advanced no higher than 6d. In 1684, with only four

titles so far purchased, he instructed Tickell to press the deed on tenants who had

some dependancy or enlployment under him, but only the faithful Richard Scott

complied. Henry Nicholson, blacksmith at the Howgill colliery and also a coal

leadeç shuffled off the enquiry with the excuse that he had not at present sufficient

funds. Not until 1713 did Nicholson see fit to lay out his money on freehold, and

fames I-owther then made him pay sixty years rent for it. There were persistent

rumours in Whitehaven that Sir John's estate was under some settlement which

might disable him from conveying a fee simple even within the acknowledged

bounds of the manor. For this reason in 1688 several tenants who had purchased

freehold put him to the trouble of levying a fine and suffering a recovery to them as

he had covenanted to do on demand.99

To Sir Christopher I-owther is due the first instance of building regulations

prescribed in an admittance. The grant to Thomas Dawson in July 1640 of a large

96 T.T. 15 April, 3 and 18 May, 1680.
97 T.T. 22 June and 13 Sept. 1682.
98 T.T. 1 April 1680.
99 I.L. to T.T. 28 July 1688, D/L,ons/W Lerrer Books, Fair copies, 16g4 - 1693.
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block of ground between Richard Pruddy's house and the pier specified that

Dawson was to build the front of the premises 20 yards long'tri the s-anie height as

Pruddy's house within three years.100 f¡6¡¡ April 1667 admittances to new or

subdivided ground granted by Tickell often require that the new building should be

six yards high, run the whole length of the plot and have party y¿11s.101 Dawson

did not in fact build, nor did he ever pay more than the first instalment of his rent,

and in November 1662 Sir John made a new grant of the land to Oliver Wright,

tenant of the adjoining block, who built on it the house called Oliver's New House,

or simply the New House. Two further customary transactions brought this house

and land to Henry Addison, who in 1682 purchased the freehold, and began

extending the New House onto extra land purchased along the front and one side,

which gave a frontage of 27 yatds. Vessels engaging in the new Plant¿tion trade,

in which his family had so great an interest, tied up almost outside the front door,

and the amenities of the site more than any other had been improved by the

discontinuance of Lowther's salt pans. Addison, and after his death his widow,

built out to the u"ry 
"dg" 

of their ground on three sides, and this disrupted the

scheme of building for the town in which Sir John took a particular pride and which

he had been able to direct by including regulations in customary tenants'

admittances. Besides prescribing certain minimum heights for frontages, he

stipulated that side walls be left blank to serve as party walls for houses built later,

but the Addisons intended to let out the west range of their buildings and had made

doorways and even projecting stairs giving onto Sir John's waste on that side. In

1710 the site accolpdated, besides Mary Addison herself in the New House, five

otlqer residences and four shops.102 It was not until 1703 when he took legal action

against Mary Addison and her eldest son John and her lessees that Lowther

recorded itt atty great detail the building rules which he claimed were so well known

that he seldom expressed them in the grants: that he had always "a chief care" to

100 Copy in D/Lons/W Commonplace Book l67l-1689, "An abstract..." fo.246.
101 D/L¡ns/W St. Bees Court Books, 1666-1708.
102 D/L¡ns/W Whitehaven, Survey and estimate made of the value of houses !o assess a paving and
sewerage raæ, 1710.
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have the streets laid out regularly, with houses built to a uniform height and

contiguous to each other; doors, windows and ornaments.had toconform to a

certain standard; doors, passages and rain water down pipes had to give out only

onto public streets, lanes or background; rain water had to be channelled out into

the street to be carried away; the side walls were to be left blank and clear of any

projections, so that they could serye as party walls, and later builders had to pay a

share of their cost to the first builder or his assigns.l03 Lowther was forced to

bring ttris Chancery suit afær the jury in his own court had found against him on the

basis of the Addison's freehold deed which contained no covenanß to prohibit what

they were doing. However in June 1704 the case was settled when by the

intercession of her father, William Atkinson, that specialist in all things customary,

Mrs Addison was persuaded to acknowledge in the manor court that she had no

right, and Sir John on the other side agreed to give her twelve months notice to stop

up the doorways if the time came when he wished to grant the adjoining land.lOa

Likewise, Sir John made few written remarks about planning until the end

of the century, when he âdvised William Gilpin,

"uniformity is best when a town spreads from the centre to the

circumference, but if it happens that the outski¡ts of a town are first built,

the centre will follow quickly, only care must be taken that the first

buildings do not interfere with what may succeed. But the best way of all

is to mark out several streets and to set different rates and let them choose

where theY wi[."105

Such an instruction had undoubtedly been made much easier by the recently

completed survey of the town drawn by Andre* p"¡n.106

A census taken on 19 October 1685, on the eve of a new phase of

accelerated expansion, tabulates in three columns the number of families and of

103 D/L¡ns/W Legal papers Lowther v. Mary Addison.
l(X D/L,ons/W Commonplace Book C 5, f.o.24-25; D/Lons/W Court Book, 10 and L2 June L704.
105 19 April 1698, Lowther Correspondence 506.
106 W.G. tß 1.L.29 Jan. 1696, Lowther Correspondence 266. Thomas Tickell had set Pelin to draw
a map of the old town in 1688; at that time the new ûown consistcd of only two streets - T.T. 5 June
168 8.
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Key

OId Town
6.
L7-19.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
45.
46.
66.
67.

King Street.
16.
33-3s.
36-37.
4t.
52'

Chapel Street.
5-8.
3-4.

Lowther Street.

Henry Nicholson.
Old Hall.

fohn Gale.
Elisha Gale.
Ebenezer Gale.
William Atkinson (the scene of the pirchfork battle).
Ebenezer Gale.
Oliver Wright (Old House).
Henry Addison (New House, with additions).
Palmer's Distillery.
Custom House, 1695.

Independent Meeting House, L672.
Thomas Jackson's houses.
Henry Tubman.

Custom House 1683-95, formerly Thomas Britton.
Thomas Addison.

Grayson (1631 &.1642), divided into 9 by 1710.
Bigrigg, divided into 8 by 1710.

1. School.
3. John Beck.
4. Robert Greggs.
25. Minister's house.
31. Robert Blaicklock.

James Street.
4. Dissenters'Chapel.

Poe Street.
10. Richard Scotl

Roper Lane.
5. Boyland's House.
8. Robert Benn 1660, then Henry Fox, (with Thomas Tickell as

lessee), then Thomas Addison (L675, cause of a riot in
court), then Richard Hodgson, Addison's servant
(1680); now the Golden Lion.

9. Robert Biglands (no garden, so he bought 8 Chapel Street,
out of Grayson's).

11- 16. (with Roper Alley between) Caesar Barnes, L665,
ropery and houses later managed by Henry Addison with 7
families of 41 persons resident in 1685, divided into 12
establishments by 1710.

Tangier Row
a-f + square back ground. Captain Senhouse.
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individuals resident on 116 properties in the to'ivn, each iilentified by a single narne,

and arives at totals of 268 families and 1,089 peopls.lo?'-- Thomas Biggrigg

appears as landlord of seven families, Anthony Whiteside of eight and Thomas

Manesty of nine, while at the other extreme there were forty three single family

establishments, and Richard Wood lived alone in the smithy of which he had taken

tenure for his life only.108 The number of new admissions and the rate of building

began to increase almost immediately afær this census was taken. Captain Richard

Senhouse, though not yet acknowledged in court, had already purchased and begun

to build on his large freehold in Brackenthwaite on the north side of the town,

which he soon began to subdivide. A dozen new customary tenements also appear

on the rental of 1686, and by the next extant rental in 1690 there were another thirty

seven of these and in addition eighteen new freeholds, mostly converted from

former customary tenancies.

As new admissions increased, Lowther issued more specific instructions to

his stewards.l09 I{s urged Tickell to have a good supply of timber available, sent

John Gale a manual on'house building, dispatched plans for two and three story

houses, and a model for a chape1.110 p¡s¡¡pted by Tickell, he began to discuss

appropriate street names, so that there would be no misunderstandings, "for that if
we name them not, accident *i11."111 He encouraged development in the street

107 D/Lons/W Commonplace Book 1680's - 1690's, "Mr Drydcns..." fo.l, a copy of the report
enclosed in T.T. 20 Oct. 1685: It had been ordcred by lowther on his visit the month before, see
D/Lons/W Commonplace Book 1671-1689, "An abstract..." fo.207,7 Sept. 1685.
108 111 of these propcrties are identified by the names of tenants or their husbands or widows; the
residue consists of the Minister's house, the houses at the ropery managed by Henry Addison,
Thomas Jacksoo's houses surrcndered !o cancel his debts, here set down under the name of his wife,
who doubtless managed them, and two houses once Thomas Britton's, rccorded under the names of
their occupants, who were not tenants. Scparate tencmcnts held by the same tcnânt, or by husband
and,, wife or widow and son, are not distinguished, so lhat the total of tenants' proplties falls short of
the ,120 town tenants and thei¡ 129 tcncmcnts recordcd in the court roll thf previous month,
D/Lons/ril/, St Bces Court Books, 1666-1708.
109 C.W.Chalklin contrasts the orderly devclopment of Whitehaven with Deal in Somersel where
the principal landlord, the Archbishop of Canterbury, showed little interest in its development. At
Deal the early settlers built houses on the waste where they chose, and only years later were
summoned to the manorial court to pay some acknowledgement; an arrangement which led !o
haphazard development. Howevcr, Chalklin wrongly believes that Whitehaven developed in an
orderly fashion because Sir John Lowthcr actually lived there, whcreas the landlord of Deal resided at
Lambeth. - Christopher Chalklin, "The Making of Somc New Towns c. 1600 - 1720" i¡
C.W.Chalklin and M.A. Havinden (eds) Rural Change and Urban Growth 1500 - 1800. L974, p.246.
110 J.L. to T.T. 3 July 1680, 9 Oct. 1686, March 20, 1686,27 April 1686.
111 27 April 1686.
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planned to run from the old chapel to the Flatt, stipulating it must be sixteen yards

broad, and with buildings appropriate, "which as it is the largestl would have best

þr¡il¿."112 Lowther Street did attract better quality houses, and a number of leading

merchants, tradesmen and customs officers built there in fine style. Robert Greggs,

Tickell's successor as surveyor, built a house on a large block of land, and Gilpin

described it as a "model to those who build hereafter in the street", with visitors to

the town deærmined to copy i¡.113 tvt¿¡k Wildbore, who replaced William Christian

as Collector, built a fine brick house there in 1688, of a style "to increase the beauty

of that part of 1s1ry¡."114 John Beck, the independent roper, also built in l-owther

Steet. The stewa¡ds themselves made suggestions about the layout of the town

and the quality of the buildings in particular areas. John Gale neatly combined

considerations of utility and status in judging the best position for a rope walk,

suggesting to I-owther that a line of trees planted to shelter it would look like a

"large and noble avenue towards your own ¡oure."115 Thomas Tickell suggested

buying and pulling down Crosthwait's house because it blocked the prospect of

Flatt from the sea, and rècommended creating a "good front" to the sea by building

seven yards high as a good example for those who built there later, expecting there

to be many, "because of the nearness and prospect to the ."u." 116 Gilpin suggested

making a generous allowance of ground in Lowther Street according to the quality

of the houses planned, because "the ornament of the street leading to your house is

important", and because it was essential to make land-ward building attractive.

"People will build toward the sea on any ¿9¡1¡5."117 The stewards'remarks

indicate the the townspeople, especially the merchants, were not so interested in

I-owther's town plan: most wanted to build close to the sea and to encourage them

to build elsewhere Lowther needed to provide incentives. In the case of Lowther

ll2 J.L. ûo T.T.5 Sept. 1687; and in comparison to Ncw St, I yards broad, and "to be of the lesser
sort of houses".- J.L. to T.T. 10 March 1688.
113 W.G.6 June 1696, Lowther Correspondence 288. The size of the block was 13 yards x 43
yards. D/Lons/W, 14 miscellaneous papcrs rclating to enfranchisemcnt.
114 T.T. l1 Sept. 1688.
LLs L2 May 1695, Lowther Correspondence 203.
116 5 April, 20 April 1686.
l17 W.G. 30 Dec. L693, Lowther Correspondence 79.
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Street he offered both prestige by making it the broad central axis of the gown and in

at least two instances by agreeing to a substantial reduction i¡'¡gti¡.11&

It was in l-owther Street also that Sir John set aside land for a town school.

In 1688 William Atkinson had organized a group of townspeople to subscribe f20 a

year to pay a schoolmaster to teach in the town. The subscriben appointed Richard

Coo¡rer, previously an usher at St Bees school. Six years later, in 1694,I-owther

built a schoolhouse at his own charge. His original limit of f100, although forcing

Gilpin to "consult convenience rather than ornament" did not prevent the steward

from suggesting a "handsome architrave .... a compartment for some suitable

inscription to be a remembrancer of your beneficence, ... for I find some people

here naturally troubled with bad memori.r."119 Apart from the investment in

bricks and mortar, Sir John encouraged the study of what he regarded as practical

subjects suitable for the sons of merchants and mariners: mathematics, navigation

and shorthand. He once considered adding the rectory of Distington to the

masærship of St Bees school in the hopes of atracting the services of "some person

like to Flamsteed, Mr Róok or one well-skilled. in mathematics": the Master would

then himself teach in Whitehaven, leaving St Bees in the hands of ushers supported

by the old foundation. He cited the instance of one such teacher "who by inhabiting

a few years at Bermudas, raised that place from a very low condition to be the best

navigators of the *or1¿."120 The school opened in January 1695 and by August

had fifty pupils initially studying Latin and writing. In 1696, Andrew Pelin, who

had been teaching navigation privately at his own house, began to teach

mathematics in a newly-completed upper room of the school, with his salary being

118 For Robert Blaicklock, see Lowther Correspondence II7,170 and 189. For Robert Greggs, see
below, chapter eight.
119 W.G. 10 March, 9 September L694, Lowther Correspondence 99 and 140. The building cost
f.L20.
120 I.L. to Daniel Fleming, 5 July 1692, C.R,O.(Kendal) Iæ Flcming papers 4464. This plan came
Ûo nothing and when the rectory fell vacant, Lowther gave it to his relative, Lancelot Teasdell.
Richard Jackson continued to teach school at St Bees until 1738, his income later supplemented by
the curacy.- see chapter Seven. F.J.G. Robinson and P.J. Wallis in "Some Early Mathematicil
Schools at rJy'hitehaven" C.W.A.A.S., CXXV, 1975, correctly link commercial development with the
growth of technical education, but confuse Sir John with his kinsman at l¡wther.
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paid along the lines of William Atkinson's earlier propos¿1.121 John Gale

disapproved of placing an impost upon the coal fleet for a4y'ltùrpoìelut for the

improvement of the harbour, and slighted this educational project with a line of

argument familiar down the ages: "'tis impossible the art of navigation should fail at

Whitehaven where every schoolboy is a master in the theory and every apprentice

can teach the practique part. Myself have three sons, some of which are able to

teach Mr Pelin yet never went to school for the ¡nv¡¡s¡.t'122 The project flourished

nonetheless, and Pelin taught in the school until his death tn L732.

In conjunction with his policy of attracting tradesmen and encouraging

industry, I-owther planned to build several small houses "hospital like" where the

inhabitants could set up a spinning or knitting industry.l23 Tickell was

unenthusiastic, reckoning the suggested site of Hodgson's Croft too boggy, and

that such small houses would turn to little profit,r24 6¡¡ by mid 1686 twelve had

been built at a cost of f 190-2s, though Tickell found it difficult to rent them to

tradesmen and suggested that they could better accommodate colliery *s¡¡s¡s.125

But Sir John considered building some houses on his own account necessary to

draw tradesmen to whitehaven. "when you have more people than work, new

things will take place, and this I propose to have by new buildings", so Tickell built

more houses in New Street and East 5ç-¿.126 The four in New Street costf.l22-

10s and Tickell let one of them to Andrew Pelin for 40s a year, the others at 35s,

"which does make near 6Vo;" but the accounts for 1685-1692 show some frequentþ

standing empty, and others in *r"u¡s.127 More successful in terms of regular

occupancy and return on investment were the two shops and houses in East Strand,

l2l "viz, for a certain rate to bc paid him upon thc tonnagc of the ships, he will teach all the sons
of the owners and the scrvants that arc rclatcd to thc ships." W,G. 24 Feb. L697, Lowther
Correspondence 34L.
122 9 May 1697, Lowther Correspondence 363.
L23 I.L. ûo T.T. 29 Nov. 1684.
124 9 Dec. 1684, April 1685.
I25 DII-ons/W Estate Accounts L685-1692, fo 84. T.T. 30 March 1686.
L26 9 Nov. 1686.
L27 T.T. 13 and 27 Nov. 1688. D/Lons/W Estate accounts, 1685-1692, fo.75. Andrew Pelin
moved from New St to bccome a customary tcnant in Church St in May 1694. He purchased the
freehold in L697.
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built for f89-19-3d and each let atL3 ayeaÍ, nearly aTVo retum.128 Lowther also

built a substantial house and distillery for Henry Palmer at a cost of ft96 let at f 11-

7s a year, about 534Vo.e¡,¡¡1.129 But for the houses in Hodgson's Croft, it was as

well that l-owther did not have profit primarily in mind. Even at 20s a yea¡ rent

(making a6Vorettrn) the tenants "are too frequentþ breaking out and running away

which makes me weary of such poor rascally people", five of the brick houses now

stood empty, and the colliery workers who rented most were "ill payers and great

coal stealers."l30 ¡6¡ did William Gilpin manage any better: he too reported rent in

Íurears, houses standing empty and recommended that Gale deduct rent from the

wages of those tenants who were colliery workers.l3l Nor did Lowther's urging

to sell the houses solve the problem. According to Gilpin, "as people think you

ought to buy dearer than others, so they expect you should sell cheape¡."l32 3y

1699 two of the eighteen houses in the Croft stood empty and eleven tenants owed

rent totalling f39-11-6¿.133 After allowing for the cost of rcpairs it can be seen that

a return of around 6Vo on these building investments could hardly have been better

than 5Vo on a mortgage of land or collieries, even where the rent was regularly paid;

the return on the Hodgson Croft houses was considerably worse than this, and it is

not surprising that James Lowther sold them.

From one client however Sir John was able to extract a higher level of rent:

the Customs Commissioners. By 1687 the existing Customs house had become

too small to serve the growing trade and Sir John, his stewards and the

Commissioners discussed plans for a new building adjacent to the harbour.

Because Tickell expected it would "daily suffer damage by the careless mulitude" he

128 T.T. 20 April, 4 May 1686; D/Lons/W Estatc account 1685-L692 fo. 88. Thcy wcre taken
initially by John Inman, a whitesmith, and Thomas Sherwin, a joiner.
129 lbid. fo. 85.
130 T.T. 23 Aug. 1688, 14 Feb. 1689.
131 W.G. 5 July 1693, Lowther Correspondence 36.
132 W.G. L2 May 1697, Lowther Correspondence 364.
133 D/Lons/W Estate Memo Books, "Clerks Gen." By 1702 the arrears had riscn !o f48-14-0, with
further "old" arrears, presumably written off, of Ê10-9-6. - D/Lons/W Commonplace Book, 1690's -
1705, "State of the fishery.-." fo.27.
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suggested a7 ot 8Vo rcE¿m.134 The Collector, Mark Wildbore, evidentþ desired a

grander establishment than Lowther wanted to build or that.the Commissioners

would agree to rent: wainscotted dwelling rooms, a watch house and a "piazza"

where goods could be weighed and sheltered from the rain. Tickell urged that the

building would help make that part of the town "very beautiful and useful

somewhat like an Exchange ... in the eye of the harbour", but the Revolution and

then the outbreak of war with France interrupted the building plans ott61 1693.135

John Gale then built it at a cost of f300 and the Commissioners agreed to pay f26 a

year rent, ui, g 2¡tVo.l36

Lowther's attempts to encourage others to build or set-up in business by

lending them money at5Vo fell short of his initial flourish: "I hope the example may

be a means to bring down interest through the whole countr¡/" as he added with

characteristic caution, "but I would not have you lend above f20,f.3O or f4O at

most to one man, so shall I be able to gratify more ..."137 Very little of his money

lending went towards either t¡ade or industry. He lent €1-10s to Henry Gibson; f6

to John and George Pebl, masons, and f 10 to Andrew Pelin to set-up in serge

making. The most substantial sum went to the most substantial clients; the three

brothers John, Ebenezer and Elisha Gale to assist them to build the Crowne, a ship

of 90 tons burden, which in the French War of the 1690's mounted an armament.

The Gales did not need the encouragement of a partnership and Lowther got a more

certain return for his money.

The greater part of Sir John's lending, however, was reserved as before for

mortgages on land or collieries, with the ulterior purpose of trying to est¿blish a

claþ to them should they be sold outrighn f200 to Anthony Benn aimed at his land

134 17 June 1688. When Tickell wrote that the Collcctor supposed 6Vo rcr,t sufficient, Sir John
replied, "I am much beholding to your officers who think I will build to loss on their account
because I do in things of charity."-T.T. 13 Oct. 1688; J.L. 23 Oct. 1688.
135 T.T. 25 Sepr 1688.
136 L,owther conveyed the old Customs house to John Golding for f110, for use as an inn. - \ry.G.
9 April L694, Lowther Correspondence L06. For the building of the new Customs house, see Blake
Tyson, "Some Aspects of Whitehaven's Development before 1700", Ancient Monuments Society's
Transactions, vol 30, 1986, pp 149-185.
L37 I.L- !o T.T. 8 Dec. 1685.
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in Hensingham, f200 to James Grayson in hopes of cross tenement in'

Hensingham, f30 to Robert Harris who had an unworked"c"olliery in Moresby,

€100 to Robert Nicholson on his estate at Town Head, f20 to Thomas Laurence

andf4 to William Gilliat... "these two have land in Moresby which I hope to buy

for you", said Tickell. Not once did these ventures at m,cüey lending achieve

Lowther's aim. Only Grayson sold, but not to ¡o*¡rs¡.138

In his zeal for promoting industry, reducing the interest rate, employing the

poor to advantage, in his encouragement for diversified trade, for planting hemp

and flax, or reviving the fishing industry to provide cheap food, Sir John reflected

current debates and opinions. He owned a copy of Sir William Petty's Proposals

Concerning Coyne and noted down a list of Petty's o¡h"t *or¡r.139 His notes on

trade reflect the close attention being paid to Dutch methods and examples. Sir

William Temple's Observatíons upon the United Province ín the Netherlands

(1673) appears in one of his book listsl40 and he quoted directly from Temple's A¿

essay upon the advancement of Trade ín Ireland (1673) as he compiled a list of

what he styled "GeneraT Rules relating to Trade." However, the extracts he made

from these works were at a philosophical rather than a practical level. "Trade

begets Trade, as Fire does Fire." "The true and natural ground of Trade and

Riches, is number of people, in proportion to the compass of the ground they

inhabit. This makes all things necessary to life dear, and that forces men to

indusûry and panimony." 141

The war to recover Jacobite Ireland had a drastic impact on Whitehaven's

economy, and the effects of the longer continental war continued to distort it until

1697. Lowther's collieries from September 1688 - September 1689 yietded only

f295-L8-9r4d and from September 1689 - September 1690 lost f.170-L7-B3tqd.

138 D/Lons/W Commonplace Book 1680's-1690's, "Mr Drydens..." fo.109; Estate accounts, 1685-
1692; 17O0-1706; Estate accounts cash books 1692-L728, W. Gilpin's cash accounts 1693-1699
fo.130.
139 D/Lons/W Commonplace Book, 1680's-1690's, "Mr Drydens..." fo. 43; Estate Memo Books,
General notebook.
140 D/Lons/W Whitehaven Various papers...item 80.
l4L D/L,ons/W Si¡ John Lowther, Dictionaries and notebooks, list l/Box 2, list 5 Brief notes on
trade, govemment regulations re trade etc. fo.9.
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The stewards reduced the number of miners to those employed in essential

maintenance.r42 In 1698 Gale recalled that work on a certairr'drift iñ Howgill had

continued "til the Revolution, at which time most of our workings were laid in and

this drift hath ever since remained in the posture we then left it." Scott, who had

ordered the work, was more explicit: "it being that time when the great uproar was

when it was said that the kish soldiers was burning all before them, it was left

o¡¡."143 Gale too, despite his laconic observation, had been thoroughly caught up

in the alarm: he hastily dug a hole.in the quarry on his land and there buried plate,

coal tokens, personal papers, and, numbered among such valuables, a book

containing all his observations on the collieries, "terrified by the noise of the wild

Irish descending."144 This was Whitehaven's visitation of the pandemic alarm

which swept northwards from the London region in mid December 1688. Sir

Daniel Fleming had rumoured news of Irish atrocities dated the 15th of December.

At Whitehaven there was a further incident on the 30th, when Fleming received

news that 150 muskets had been dispatched thither from Carlisle upon an order sent

express from Sir John Lowther of Lowther. The arms were evidently to aid an

attempt to seize a supposed treasure ship in Dublin bay.145

This period of total dislocation supervened on the final round of the battle

over the chaldron measure. The masters had enjoyed their chaldron of twenty two

sacks for a little over two years when in 1687 William Carter, Surveyor of the Port

of L,ondon, arrived in the Treasury yacht, sent down by the Commissioners to carry

out a thorough inspection of Liveqpool and Whitehaven.146 ¡¡s learnt of the current

practice of measurement and brought it to the attention of the Customs

Commissioners. "Mr Carter informs us", they wrote to Kirkby and the other

officers on 30 June, 1688, enclosing a copy of their previous letter of December

L42 T.T.21 Feb. 1689. "We work no coals now, only draw the water... and serve the town and
county with coals ... the wages about 62s per week".
143 D/Lons/W Collieries, Iist 2, no 15, s.v. Howgill.
144 The book was ruined by melting snow in the spring, but Gale, Scott and Richa¡dson set to and
compiled another set of observations which has survived. D/Lons/W, Collieries, list 2 no.15; J.G.
7 March 1697, Lowther Correspondence 343.
145 H.M.C. Le Flemìng,p229; Thomas Addison to Lord l¡nsdale, H.M.C. Lonsdale,p LO}-
146 He arrived in June and staycd until Septembcr - T.T. 14 June, 20 Scpt. 1687.
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1684 for reference, that their measuring has been "so viciously managed" by

building up large lumps of coal about the edges of the vat in-.the-manner of a wall,

and that although the masters had previously loaded sixteen sacks to a chaldron,

now by carefully placing and building up the coal piece by piece, the vat had been

"by that foul practice, made so capacious as to receive a far greater quantity to fill it

upheaped", and the masters loaded twenty two sacks to a chaldron, thereby

defrauding the King of more than a ttrird part of his custom. "We doubt not", they

continued, pre-empting the outcome of further trials, "but you will find that 15 of

those sacks ... will answer the measure of the vat ... we therefore order and require

you to take care that for the future there be no more than 15 of those sacks allowed

to the chaldron of coals .,."147 The letter's pel'emptory manner is characteristic of

its fi¡st signatory, Dudley North, who had been returned to the Commission after a

brief absence during precisely those months of 1684/5 when the twenty two sack

chaldron had been justi¡t.¿.148

The masters, outraged, at once stopped the trade. Thomas Addison, now

on the other side of the fence, imparted to their remonstrârce thc same debating skill

and legalistic adroitness he had displayed in the New Tenants' Chancery Bill,

arguing not only that by an impartial remeasurement the vat was found to hold

thirteen and a quarter bushels, well over four sacks, but from reference to a statute

of Henry VII that five vats, not four ought to be allowed to the .¡u1¿ro¡.149

Lowther himself, after an enquiry at the London Custom House, had noted

laconically, "The vat is supoued to hold 9 Winchesters heaped or 11 strike but

neither ¡1s.r'150 In July, having enquired after the measure in Exeter, Liverpool

and other West Country ports (the term included the whole west coast) he advised

Gale that it may never have been ascertained, "but each port like ours governed by

147 Copy in D/Lons/W Lettcr books, Fair copies, Sept. 1684- Jan 1694.
148 The Lives of the Norths, vol II, pp. 205-6; C.T.B. vol. VII part 2, pp. 1250 and 1352.
I49 D/Lons/W letter books, Fair copics Sept. 1684 - Jan. L694, copy of the Masters to the
Commi5s¡e¡srs, n.d. but clearly soon after receipt of the Commissioners' Ietter of 30 June 1688.
Addison is the fi¡st signaûory and the drafting is certainly his.
150 D/Lons/W lætter Books. Memoranda and lettcr book Rough Copies 1675-1689. n.d. but some
time between 1686 and 1688.
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custom and practice which if vigorously stood to may perhaps be established for

law", for if the Commissioners knew of no other stated'rÍieãsule,-except the

Newcastle and London chaldron, "custom will be the law".151 He recommended

the masters resume trade under protest and employ an agent to negotiate with the

Commissioners rather than appealing to the Privy Council. North was not re-

employed after the Revolution but, as his brother remarks, his successors in the

Commission soon found reason to continue in his methods and measu¡ss.l52 ¡¡e¡

alia, the limit of their concession over the Whitehaven chaldron was to permit

sixteen sacks instead of fifteen, at which level it was thereafter to remain officially

fixed. The coal trade by that time was in any case at a standstill, and when it

resumed after the recovery of Dublin in July 1690, it faced several years of poor

prices in Dublin, embargoes, shortage of coin and fear of the press gangs. Many of

the miners and sailors had left the town seeking work elsewhere and by the end of

1689 Tickell described the loss of tade as "very afflictive", with money scarce.l53

A chronic shortage of specie to support the credit structure, noticeable in the

previous decade, becamÞ in these new circumstances acute and by April 1690 even

such substantial farmers as Anthony Benn and George Richardson could not pay

their rents on time.154

Sir John had been appointed a Commissioner of the Admiralty in February

1689, and his stewards naturally expected him to use his influence to gain defences

for the town, permission to raise a small local army to <icièr¡ú the port, cruisers to

patrol the kish Sea, a convoy to protect the Virginia Fleet, protection from the press

gangs or relief from the embargoes. Lowther did what he could, and if that did not

exfend to the provision of a cruiser manned and commanded by local men as

suggested by Gale, he at least arranged for carftns to be sent and obtained monetary

151 D/Lons/W Letter Books, Fair copies 1684-1693,31 July
152 The Lives of the Norths, Vol II, p. 199.
153 13 Nov., 29 Dec. 1689.
154 T.T. 13, 30 April 1690.

1688.
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relief for the Irish refugees landing at Whitehaven.lss He ffied to arrange for the

ships to have enough crew to sail, but unable to provide corn.plete immunity from

the press (he was after all as a Commissioner responsible for the efficiency of the

Navy), he attempted to reconcile the town by encouraging the young men to join

voluntarily ... "the more that went into the King's ships the greater experience they

would get against time of peacs."156 The town survived by helping service the war

and by trading whenever possible to Virginia and Norway, and reaping whatever

brief harvest came their way. House owners let rooms to the stream of a¡rivals

from h'eland. Town builders and carpenters still found employment with the new

building that continued in the town despite "the deadness of 1¡¿ds.'r157 Ship

masters carried passengers from Ireland at " 10s a head and the like for a trunk",

though this particular harvest ceased after July 1689, and most of the refugees

returned 1o ¡"1*¿.158

Transporting horses, provisions and hoops to keland became for a time the

single most important employment for the town, to say nothing of the vast

quantities of hay and timber gathered at the ha¡bourside for shipment which instead

disappeared into private use.159 Edward Dummer, Surveyor of the Naval

Docþards, arrived in July 1689 to contract with the masters for the transport

service, but he arrived just as Witliam Atkinson and Thomas Jackson sent word

from London about their lack of success in lobbying to have the coal chaldron

altered and their opinion that Lowther had done little to help. Dummer found the

masters acted as a concerted body and determined to negotiate good terms. Tickell

reported him "ill-pleased with some of our selfish men such as Robert Biglands etc.

who have broken off from their agreements with him about their ships".l60

155 "persons that had some dependence on yourself and relation to us. Such would be kinder to our
men in the matter of pressing and more active, and careful to save our shipping of this port from
harm." J.G. 10 Sept. L693, Lowther Correspondence 53. J.L. ûo T.T. 25 June 1689.
156 J.L. ûo J.G. 18 Sept. 1694, Lowther Correspondence 145.
157 T.T. 5 March, 4 June 1689, 8 June 1690.
158 T.T. 9 April 1689. For a fuller account of wartime Whitehaven, scc Lowther Correspondence,
pp. xxxiii ff and J.A. Dowuie, "Whitehavcn 1688-98: English Provincial Society in Wartime", M.A.
thesis, Adelaide 1981.
159 William Christian to the Lds Commissioners for Irish Affairs, 7 Feb. 1690. Copy in
D/[.ons/W Letter Books, Fair copies 1684-1694.
160 2 July 1689.
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Dummer to engage them at all, had to agree to pay 2s a ton (roughly LTvo) more

than he paid vessels from other ports, and referred to the,-masters as "those

combined people there" who refused to lay out any money on their own account to

f,rt their ships for the service. He found it difficult to get them to agree to provide a

specific number of men for the service, as they wanted to agree "only in general a

number sufficient but I perceived too much indifferency in them to be at that

liberty." 161

Some large accounts were run-up in this service: the Resolutíon, one of the

biggest ships at 200 tons, amassed €,1,388 (with an eighth share due to Lowther).

Lowther had always wanted some of the Whitehaven ships to continue with the coal

trade to keland despite the dangers, to "bring away money, intelligence etc. and

provided always that there be not above 2 or 3 ships at a time in Dublin least

numbers should be a temptation to seize on them"; but a compleúe embargo stopped

all trade between April 1689 and July 1690.162 'When Lowther offered to exerr his

influence to have at least some ships released, the masters engaged in the transport

service proved unwilling to forgo it, "which is the very best service they ever had

as most profitable."l63 ¡¡46¡sover, Lowther understood thehazards of trying to

extact payment from the Admfualty purse, and as some of the masteni negotiated

unsuccessfully in London to speed-up payments, Lowther wrote somewhat tartly,

"they now wish they had taken my advice, imploying some of their ships in trade,

but because it looked like advice that might have been useful to me, they were

against it."I& In fact Robert Biglands castigated I-owther for their non-payments,

blaming him entirelt.165 41¿tough the masters used the opportunity of drawing up

a congratulatory address to King William to remind the King of the transport debt,

16l P.R.O. ADM1. 3558. The mastcrs had a sound though unpleadable reason for demanding a
higher raûe because the tonnagefof their ships were all undcr-measurcd.
162 J.L. to T.T. 2_ApriI 1689. He elaborated a week later "for coals are welcome to thcm as money
is to us, and the Dutch method is evcn to scll ammunition to encmics." - 9 April 1689. For thê
intelligence relayed to London by Tickell see Lowther Correspondence, pp xxxv ff.
163 T.T. 6 April 1690.
L64 J.L. to T.T. 10 June 1690.
165 T.T. 31 Aug. 1690.
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it remained outstanding until well into the next century.f 66 thg size of the debt and _

the number of masters involved naturally had an impact on the'õo-mniunity. A body

of sailors combined to bring an action in the assizes against the masters for wages

due in the transport service in spite of a prior agreement to wait until the masters

had been paid. V/illiam Gilpin, normally a fair-minded observer, reckoned that the

ordinary seaman had not suffered much because their wages had increased

substantially "so that they might well forbear what the masters and owners (many

of them) are not at present in capacity to pay".167 Some wills and inventories

record the size of the transport debts: Robert Biglands (d.L702) f500; Henry

Tubman (d.1691) his share of the Resolution plus transport debt, f200; Erasmus

Lowes (d.I714) f20O; James Millam (d.1699) €500; and Daniel Branthwait

(d.1705) 9199.168 The money thus became a loan to the Government and

unavailable to the local Whitehaven economy at a time when it needed capital to

develop and expand local industry and overseas trade, let alone make up for the

swathe of losses inflicted by the privateers. In L694,Wi1liam Gilpin reckoned three _

ships captured worth á totut of €20,000 and a year later provides the cost of

ransoming four others: r.rl9, f200, f,200 and f85; but the owners and masters

considered the profits great enough to take the risk, and the practice of spreading

shares over a number of ships undoubtedly lessened the impact.l69 When a

privateer seized ttre Succes.r retuming from Holland, Gilpin remarked matter-of-

factly, "our Holland's adventure was always hazardous, yet there was a prospect

of advantage that was proportionable", adding as a salutary reminder to a I-owther

then much vexed with the slowness of his colliery profit, "colliery is like trade,

where people must lay their designs as prudently as they can, but cross events

ought not to disturb them."170 Bys¡ apart from privateers, the very nature of

166 W.G. 6 Dec. 1697, Lowther Correspondence 425.
167 W.G. 30 July 1694, Lowlher Correspondence L29. Gilpin's accounts for November 1695
include a payment of. f.l2-13-9, "being J.L.'s l/8 share of f195 owed as arrears of wages due from
the owners of the Resolution while she was engaged in the Transporf service" - D/Lons/W Estate
accounts cash books, 1692-L728, fo.9.
168 L.R.O. Probate Records, Copeland Dcanery.
169 W.C. 27 June 1694,23 June 1695, Lowther Correspondence L22 and 2lL.
170 W.G. 5 May 1697, Lowther Correspondence 362.
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trading by sea was hazardous, and the town could suffer severe losses all too

easily, and in a short space of time. John Fletcher, and-Richard and Thomas

Hodgson, "all good adventurers to Virginia", were all drowned in 1690, their

deaths, as Tickell wrote, "great impedimen¡g 1s 1¡¿d9."171

Yet the masters continued to "lay their designs". At the end of 1697, Gale

reckoned the current tally thus: "... 10 bound to Virginia, freighted by our

neighbours and country men, 8 more to the same ports, freighted by Scotch

merchants, I more by ourselves freighted to the West Indies, and I by the Scotch;

in all 20, as this day contracted."LT2 '¡1re Commissioners of Customs appointed

more officers "in consequence of the increase of trade there": in 1696 a third land

waiter and six more tidesmen and boatmen and two more porters.173 The local

officers also had power to hire additional men at peak periods - ten or twelve extra

at one time simply to guard the Plantation ships.174

Despite the government debt, the losses by warfare, the slump in the coal

trade, the enormous difficulty of finding coin for payments and complaints of

poverty on all hands, it is evident that the economy of Whitehaven was very

resilient during this period of war time, much more so than it could conceivably

have been thirty years before. William Feryes, who had recently married John

Gale's sister, Mehitabel, arrived from Ireland in 1691, "an ingenious, civil man

well-versed in the Virginia trade and part owner of the ship Martin and deserves

encouragement," wrote Tickell. In 1698 Gilpin reported that Feryes' trade had

increased so much that he wanted to enlarge his dwelling, and to build a new, large

house on East Strand, fronting the harbour, "which will be an ornament to that part

of town". Lowther refused permission for this site and Feryes eventually built the

Great House in Duke Street in 1708. Land and house together cost f2,000. In

171 T.T. 9 Nov. 1690. Henry Addison, who had rccently died of a fcvcr, was also included in the
lament.
172 J.G. 14 Nov. 1697, Lowther Correspondence 420. Gilpin on 1 Nov. counted 20, which he
amended ta l7 a week later - I and 13 Nov. 1697, Lowther Correspondence 4L6 and4L9. A third
observeç Clement Nicholson, reported 4 ships gone to Virginia, with 14 more ready to sail - P.R.O.
C 107116l, Nicholson to Lloyd, L5 Dec. L697.
173 C.T.P. vol XL no 26.25 Sept. 1696 and P.R.O. T. 11/13 p.298.
174 J.G. I May 1698, Lowther Correspondence 5L3.
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1703 Sir John described him as "our boldest adventurer" to Virginia, and believed

that if he escaped privateers would "soon raise a better estatô ñah nùne out of that

6¿ds.r'175 A good indication of prosperity and confidence is the continuing

increase in the number of inhabit¿nts and, still more, of tenants who were either

purchasing houses already built or undertaking an obligation to build them. In

January 1696 Gilpin counted 454 families and a total of 2,28L inhabitants while

since 1690 the number of tenants had grown by another fifty.nA It was in the

middle 1690's that the finest houses to be built in Lowther Street were under

consffuction, and that one citizen could guarantee the cash flow necessary for

building the church.

L75 T.T. 23 Sept. and I Nov. 1691; W.G. 2 Much 1698, Lowther Correspondence 474; J.L. ¡a
Ja.L. 10 Oct. 1703, D/Lons/W Corrcspondcncc, Draft letters Feb.l702- Dec.l705; and P.R.O., E134
4 Geo 2 Hil 12 and 14, The Feryes' estatc.
L76 Based on a conservative counting of new admittances since 1690, strict accuracy being
unattainable. W.G.29 Jan. 1696, Lowther Correspondence 266.
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Chapter Six

The Times Require Sobriety in the Clergy

"Put me, I pray thee, into one of the priests' offices, that I may eat a

piece of bread." I Samuel 2.36.

In February 1686, Sir John received an enquiry from Dublin, from Henry

Palmer, Presbyterian master distiller there. At the instance of his junior parûrer and

former apprentice Samuel Brownrigg, a Whitehaven man by birth, Palmer

contemplated removing thither with his business, if suitable premises could be

made available, but expressed a serious reservation, "because I have lived in a city

where there is plenty of good ministers, and of the means of grace, which I hea¡

that place is baren of in'a very great measure."l Palmer's standards were exacting,

but the lack of a preaching minister was an enduring scandal. Over a century

earlier, Archbishop Grindal had reckoned his native district of Copeland "the

ignorantest part in religion ... of any part of this realm, to my knowledge."2 Into

this darkest of da¡k corners he had tried to introduce a guiding light by benefactions

and legacies totalling f 1,300 to establish a free grammar school at St Bees and

scholarships and fellowships for its foremost pupils at Pembroke Hall, Cambridge

and the Queen's College, Oxford. Subsequently his kinsmen and neighbours, the

customary tenants of St Bees, convinced themselves and, later, higher authority,

that his generosity had been intended as much for their material relief and comfort

as their spiritual welfare. Still less happily his executors and the governors of the

school squandered more of his foundation in highly beneficial leases to Pembroke

I 20 February 1686, endorscd to Tickell.
2 Gn¡dal to Cecil, L7 May 1563, <luotcd in W Nicholson (cd.) Remains of Edmund Grindal, Parke¡
Society, L843, p.256.
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Hall and to some of their own riurnber, and descended into acrimonious Chancery

proceedings with each other and with William Lickbarrowl'ttie-maËtei.3 Early in

1630, he penned an impassioned plea to the Bishop of Chester. Apart from the

intolerable negligence of the governors, who now would not even pay his salary,

he had "both in school and church taken great pains among these parishoners for

sixteen or seventeen years last past, yet never received from them anything for his

labour in all that time, save only malicious calumny, unjust slanders and mortal

hatred" By now he had turned to self-help: in April 1630 he held the largest single

farm, atf40 ayeaÍ, of Sir John Lowther I's newly acquired demesne lands in the

manor. Nor had he given up the fight. In 1634,he cited the curate, William Coats,

in the Consistory Court for keeping a "common, drunken, disorderly alehouse",

being drunk himself in church, giving communion to children, excorrununicates and

convicted aldulærers and being incapable of his function: "You are so ignorant and

unlearned that you cannot read divine service truly and distinctly but you miscall

many words in reading and ... do become so very ridiculous to the congregation

and have caused them bj your foolish gestures and ignorance in reading to laugh at

time of Divine Service".4 The Court deprived Coats, but he officiated until his death

in August 1636. The ignorance of Copeland seemed (so far) invincible.

No learned man would have gladly accepted the cure of St Bees, with a

stipend of f.12, a vast parish to serve, a ruinous church, the joint impropriators

perpetually at odds and outlying chapelries asserting independence. In Cumberland

generally parishes were mostly large and livings poor, the best impropriated with

ungenerous provision for the ministry. Sir Richard Fletcher, sued for maintenance

for;a preaching minister in a chapelry of his rectory at Wigton, answered that he

gave him as much as his letters patent prescribed, and if the man would not preach

3 Lickbarrow, a recen[ graduate of Qucen's Collcge, Oxford, had been appointed headmaster by Henry
Airey, Puritan Provost of Qucens and a govcrnor of the school, in 1612. Great Britain, House of
Commons, Sessional Papers, 1820 (28), Report of thc Commissioner of Charities, vol. VI
(Cumbeland), pp.5-24 and Appcndix nos.l-27. Lickbarrow's lctl.cr (see below) is no.9. For Airey,
see J. McConica, History of the University of Oxþrd, vol. 3, 1986, p.422.
4 Quoted in John Addy, Sln and Society, 1989, pp.31-32.
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he could not make him.5 Several Copeland rectories were obliged to pay pensions

to the impropriator of St. Bees, of which Sir John Lowther-in-1666-remorselessly

levied the incumbents for affe¿us stretching well back into the Interregnum.6 Mr

Lickbarrow might equally well have levelled his strictures against the rector of

Egremont. Indeed, since the Rector was ex officío a governor of the school, he

probably did. William Antrobus, Rector since 1581, had secured for himself the

next presentation to his own living, and in 1623 presented his son Isaac. In the

Civil War, Isaac first sought a commission in Sir Christopher Lowther's royalist

regiment and recruited his parishoners to serve in it. In L647, charged with this,

but also with failing to preach, being a continual drunkard and committing sexual

and sacriløgious offences of an antinomian flavour, he was sequestered. Though

described as "a most evil liver, bold and very rich", he had by now professed his

conversion to the causes of Parliament, Independency and the downtrodden, was

earnest to "learn the right and infallible way to Zíon," and claimed to have been

himself plundered by Sir Christopher Lowther and the Royalists. "As one kinsman

goes out of office on thÞ King's side, another comes in for the Parliament and so

the match is made up again," he observed shrewdly if shamelessly, of county

government, "the oppressors are only changed but the oppression continues, justice

falls in the streets, corruption prevails."7 But in 1660 the old villain was restored

with the King. In L664 he was assessed for no fewer than nine hearths, and in

1666 was negotiating with Sir John Lowther's new steward for the purchase of a

second-hand colliery gin, for which Lowther, with previous experience of trying to

exEact debts from him, insisted upon the very strictest security.S

Also restored in 1660 was Richard Rickerby, curate at Cockermouth. After

the first Metopolitan visitation in 1663, Rickerby excommunicated large numbers

5 Edmund Sandford, A Cursory Relatíon of all the Antiquities and Fatnilies in Cumberland, c. 1675,
ed. R.S. Ferguson, C.W.A.A.S. Tract Serics, no.III, Kendal, 1889, p.18.
6 J.L. ûo T.T. 6 and 20 November 1666.
7 British Library, Thomason E 355125; William Lilly, Ilistory of his Life and Tittus, from the year
1602 to 1681, reprinted L822.
8 T.T. 28 June 1666, J.L. to T.T. 29 June 1666, "For be confident he will not pay one farthing
himself without suit and hardly thcn". Lowthcr was thcn at Sockbridgc, and Tickell's letter wcnt !o
him "express".
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for contumacy in not appearing at the visitation, including some thirty persons at

Cockermouth and forty at Dean who we may reasonably sìtppose in the light of

other evidence to have been protestant non-conformists. Within St. Bees,

however, only fifteen were excommunicated and of these only Elizabeth Lesley,

widow of a former Customs officer, and Thomas Davie are from Whitehaven.9 By

the time of Sheldon's inquest into conventicles in 1669, Copeland had come under

the jurisdiction of John Wilkins, bishop of Chester, first of the Latitude Men to be

elected to an episcopal throne. In contrast with the vindictive elaboration

hansmitted by other diocesans from the reports of their parochial clergy, Wilkin's

compressed returns record the bare existence of conventicles in a parish, rough

estimates of numbers attending and sometimes an indication of their social status,

without naming a single name or place of residence. His return for Copeland

Deanery is laconic even by his standards. At Cockermouth he notes tersely, "some

Nonconformists and some Quakers"; at Egremont "conventicle of

Nonconformists"; at Dean "Meetings of Quakers, sometimes to the number of

200", and after even briefer notices of another five parishes, sums up the

remainder, including St Bees and Whitehaven, with "No conventicles in any of

these places." The Bishop of Carlisle's fragmentary return reports "50 or 60

Independents" at Bridekirk, and their minister George Larkham, who had been

ejected from the church of Cockermouth, just the other side of the river, when

Rickerby was restored there. On 16 luly 1672 Larkham and four others from

Cumberland (including Thomas Tickell's cousin Rich¿rd Eaglesfield of Allerby)

obtained licences to hold Presbyterian meetings in their houses under the

Deçlaration of Indulgence. None of these was nearer to Whitehaven than

Cockermouth, but in December the house of Isabella Dixon in Whitehaven was

licensed for Independent meetings.l0 That Dissent was still alive, still organised

and still effective among the parochial congregations of Egremont, Bridekirk and

9 Borthwick Institute, Visitation Papcrs v 1662-3.
1! G. Lyon Tumer, Origírnl Reporls of Early Nonconformiîy under Persecution and Indulgetrce,
1911, vol. l, pp.L74, l"Ì6, 527,580, 585.
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Dean in the next two decades will shortly appear. Moreover, although no

Presbyterians are reported as such from Whitehaven and nothing mÕre-is heard of

the Independents, the presence thirty years later of a large group of Dissenters, by

then avowed Presbyterians, most of whom had long been settled in the town and its

neighbourhood, suggest that the local church settlement after the Restoration had

comprehended Dissent without suppressing it. 1 1

When Isaac Antrobus died ín L672, his sons, the eldest of whom was curate

of two neighbouring parishes to the south, were unwilling to relinquish the church

of Egremont, which had been in the family's possession for 91 years, and locked

the doors against a visiting aspirant come to deliver a trial seÍnon. The aspirant

was Richard Tickell, eldest son of Sir lohn Lowther's steward. Tickell was a

graduate of Trinity College, Dublin, but had not yet bee-n orclained priest, indeed

being under 24 years old he was not yet eligible and this had been an obstacle to

earlier attempts to get him a living. This time, however, a special licence was

obtained from the Archbishop of Canterbury and a presentation from Lady

Elizabeth Percy's guardians, either by Lowther's influence or by his steward's

offer of €50 and a year's revenue of the living to the Cockermouth auditor.l2

Richa¡d Tickell did not prove an entirely satisfactory minister at Egremont and

occasional hints of dissipated living pursue him in the correspondence for the next

seven years. Early in 1680 his father was applying to Sir John in his behalf for a

second living, newly vacant, at Bridekirk, where the advowson belonged to

Richard Lamplugh. Since Richard Tickell was not a Master of Arts from Oxford or

Cambridge he needed a place on a nobleman's list of chaplains in order to qualify

for,a dispensation to hold two livings. Lowther was very willing to help him obtain

this necessary qualification and for th¡ee months scoured the ranks of the nobility

for anyone with a vacancy and at the last moment found "a new earl not yet full."l3

11 "A powerful circumstantial case can bc made f<lr suggesting that thc church of Charles II
contained as much casual nonconformity as that of James 1", Ronald Hutton, The Restoration: a
Political and Religious History of England and Wales, 1658-1667, Oxford, 1985, p.288.
12 T.T.4 December 1672; l0 January, 2 Fcbruary, 9 June 1673.
13 I.L. tio T.T., 6 March 1680.
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Another obstacle to be overcome was the resistance of the parishoners at Brideki¡k.

On I April, 117 of them subscribed a letter to Lamplugh and'öri 12 Aþrí1 twenty of

them whom Lowther described as "most of the best there" wrote to him that

although they themselves had proposed two "able, sober men" to Lamplugh, he

was forcing Tickell on them. They therefore asked him not to assist in getting the

dispensation.l4 He was able to represent to them that it was too late, the

dispensation being already obtained, (which may possibly have been true by the

day he received their letter, but if so, only by a slender margin) and "being now

passed hope you will not refuse him. Your countenance he shall deserve upon

trial."ls so Richard got his second living, but Lowther summed up with the

warning, "pray hold him to study and exemplariness in his life... I urge it because

both the bishops think a point is strained and I would ha.ve no objection from a

caPtious Parish."16

Early in 1685 the vultures began to gather around yet another clerical death

bed, at Distington, where Sir John was in the course of negotiating to purchase the

advowson from William Fletcher. This time the steward had another member of his

family to promote, Dr Thomas wilson, husband of his daughter Margaret, whose

medical practice, though he attended several of the county's leading gentry, did not

bring in enough to support his annually increasing family. He had up tilt then

sought alleviation of his problem through a post in the customs, and it seems to

have been the merest opportunism which turned his thoughts to the ministry

instead.lT He still had no orders when the living fell vacant yet Lowther though he

regarded this as "a great fault" willingly gave him the presentation on the

assumption that he would obtain his orders in the little time available.l8 Wilson

applied to the Bishop of Carlisle who upon examination refused to ordain him; and

L4 "If he is Put upon us, it is uttcrly against our wills", parishoncrs at Brideki¡k to J.L., 12 April
1680, enclosure to Tickell.
15 J.L. to the parishoners, 24 April 1680, cnclosure to Tickell. The dispcnsation was issued on lZ
April.- D/Lons/W Commonplace Book 1671-1689, "An abstract... fo.205-6.
16 J.L. to T.T., 12 July 1680.
17 T.T. 5 June 1681.
18 J.L. to T.T. 6 June 1685.
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he then, without consulting his patron, took ship to Dublin, the presentation in his

pocket, and found an Irish bishop who was not so scruþ'uFöus. -Lowther was

scandalised by his unexplained disappearance and would wait no longer, but

insæad awarded a second presentation to none other than Richard Tíckell, who was

duly instituted before the doctor's return. Richard hoped to hold Distington and

Egremont together, relinquishing Bridekirk where the revenue was less than at

Distington, and where he had resented being held to his promise to reside in a

parish full of non-conformists. He found, however, that he had voided his

presentation to Egremont also. Lowther suspected that the Tickells had collusively

deceived him in an ill-informed subterfuge to bring all three livings into the family.

Nevertheless he set to work to obtain Richard a new presentation to Egremont (five

guineas paid to the Cockermouth auditor seems to have settled the matter) and to

wring a second dispensation out of an unwilling Lord Chancellor.19 Then I-owther

attempted to foist the errant doctor on Bridekirk and its long-forbearing pafron.

Tickell saw no objection, postulating that Lamplugh, as a favour to him, had given

Richard the living for life, "which God be praised is not yet extinct", so perhaps he

would now present the doctor, who "may die as soon as ifiy son,"20 but this time

Lamplugh was not to be prevailed upon. Richard Tickell, on the other hand, was

allowed to resume a happy pluralism, though now at Distington and Egremont, in

which it appears that the best that could be said of him was that nothing much could

be said of him. Lowther wished him kept away from the new schoolmaster of St

Bees, and not to be a bad influence upon him as he had been on the previous one,

for he had heard that "he drinks still which I expect he should leave for my sake if

19 J.L. !o T.T. 5 December 1685. The Chancellor said it was the first he had given save one which
he did by the King's repcatcd demands: cxceptions which secm lcss exceptional whcn we realise
Jeffries had not yet held the officc thrce monlhs. Thc account Lowthcr prcsented to Thomas Tickell
for expenses on his son's bchalf in obtaining successivcly Bridckirk and Distington are preserved in
D/LonVW Commonplace Book 1671-1689, "An abs[ract...", to.2L9. Bridckirk cost in alL g;24-2s,
Distington f29-0-6d. The biggcst singlc item in each case was f.9-5s for sealing in Chancery and
most of the rest consistcd of fees to the solicito: and to officials at Lambeth. L¡wthcr seems to
have obtained favourable composition for first fruits at f,l-1s-6d and f1-7s-6d respectively, although
Brideki¡k had a ccrtified value of f33 and Distington of. f67-l9s-2d, and both werc certainly worth
more.-Hutchinson, vol.ll. pp.98 and 258.
20 T.T. 24 Novembcr 1685.
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not for his own, the times requüe sobriety in the cLergy."2l Richa¡d Tickell died in 
-

1692, owing arrears of the pensions due out of his rectories tathe pãtrön who had

laboured so heartily in his behalf.n

The unemployable Dr Wilson was to remain as a charge on his father-in-law

for another f,rve years of repeated solicitation and endeavour. Tickell wrote frankly

that, but for his daughter's sake, he "could easily forgo his acquaintance for

ever."23 With a fifth grandchild shortly expected, he set about obtaining Wilson a

curacy under the ailing rector of Dean, who might soon resign, opening the way to

promotion to this unusually wealthy benefice if the patron, the fourth Lord

Wharton, could be moved in his favour. But the churchwardens locked the door

against Wilson, demanding to see his licence to preach, and when one was obtained

from the bishop the parishoners pulled out the bell clapper and hid the key to the

chest which contained the prayer books, and Wharton's stewa¡d, John Gunter,

vouchsafed that his lordship had another in "his aye."24 Tickell mistook this as a

hint that for a consideration he could divert his master's gaze, but probably Gunter

was saying no more thah what he knew to be the truth, and in fact the austere and

scrupulous Wharton ("the most difficult man that I know how to deal with") baffled

Lowther's addresses also.25 Least dissembling of the few adherents of Dissent

among the peers, his choice when the time came fell naturally on a barely

conformist clergyman who had served him as a curate of the barely conformist

parish of Ravenstonedale.

By November, after canvassing the meaner rectories of Bolton and

Plumblands, the doctor humbled himself to serve as Richard Tickell's curate at

2L J.L. !o T.T. l0 July 1686, perhaps with an uncasy eye on the King's new Cornmission for
Ecclesiastical Causes. Copies of the ordinance setting up this Commission and matters relating to
the order to suspcnd the Reverend John Sharpe and thc appearancc of Bishop Crompton before it,
occupy twenty one folios of one of Sir John's Commonplace books.- Commonplace Book 1671-
1689, beginning "An abstract..," In 1689 the dioccsan aulhoril.ics rccordcd Richard Tickell as "a
man of good life, uses canonical apparell, rcsorts not to alc-houscs without occasions, gives not
himself to servile labour or misspcnding his time," B. Nightingale, The Ejected of 1662 , 2 vols.,
Manchester 1911, vol. ll, p.779.
22 T.T. 14 Feb. 1692, DlIans/W Estatc Accounts 1685-L692.
23 1 December 1685.
2,1 T.T.13 April, 4 May 1686. J.L. 29 May 1686.
25 LL. to T.T. 29 May, 8 Junc 1686 and passim T.T.
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Egremont. But once again the family party found the church doors barricaded by

the local smith. The next week, after Tickell had said theprâyeis ànd Wilson

entered the pulpit, "part of the people went out of the church as fast as they could

get" and the third sunday, after locking him out again, "this gross plebeian

opposition, not agreeable to the government" petitioned the bishop and the Duke of

Somerset against both curate and rector.26 A year later Wilson temporarily

succeeded Isaac Antrobus' son in his two curacies at St Bridget's and St John's,

Beckermet, but the right of presentment was challenged by Sir Daniel Fleming,

who wished to place one of his own numerous sons in the living, and Wilson was

forced to withdraw .27 In a desperate speculation Tickell had laid out €110 for the

next turn to present at Asby and was meanwhile allowing €10 a year to the

Wilsons, whose children now numbered seven, to which Sir John added a weekly

supply of coal. Indeed, though he continually reprehended the manner of 'Wilson's

addresses to him, Sir John never failed to support him and tried to get him better

known. At last, in August 1691, Lowther obtained for Wilson a crown living from

the Commissioners of th'e Great Seal, a combined rectory and vicarage at Binbrook

in Lincolnshire, worth €80.28 Inept, troublesome and ungrateful to the last, Wilson

having borrowed money from Lowther for the joumey set out for his institution as

his wife prepared for an eighth delivery, and was soon complaining of "i11 houses,

bad fireing, barren lands and few inhabitants."29 Wilson did not reside until

compelled in 1694 by complaints from his bishop, who also "scruples his

ordination, disparages his qualifications, his learning etc."30 In a characteristic

parting gesture, \Milson carried off with him books borrowed from Lowther,

pu4sued by a trenchant valediction from John Gale, who for all his enthusiasm for

the established church was mistrustful of the Levitical class: "Really, sir, he is a

26 T.T. 8, 16 and 23 November 1686.
27 T.T. to J.L. I November 1687, 8 July 1688. Fleming was lord of the manor of Beckcrmet.
28 J.L. !o T.T.29 August 1 Scptcmber 1691. Rawlinson, one of thc commissioners, had been
retained by Lowther for the rù/ybergh Chancery suits of the prcvious two decades, and remained a
friend and occasional correspondent.
29 T."f . 23, 29 November 1691.
30 J.G. 14 May 1693, W.G. 10 March 1694, Lowther Correspondence 13 and 99.
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very coarse sort of man, though free of the comm'on vices of the clergy. I-et me

entreat you, make no more weekly gifts of coals to any, 'tis-ãríill prècedent and of

worse use."31 In these presentations to and solicitations of beneficed livings,

Lowther expected the parishoners to accept on trust the young men, untried,

underqualified and not even in his own eyes either entirely faultless or supremely

promising, whom as dependents of his steward he wished to see settled in a

profession which would support their claims to gentility. He pursued the same

motive, less controversially, in presenting his relative Lancelot Teasdell to

Distington in succession to Richard Ticketl; and, at a lower level, in St" Bees parish

in promoting Richard Stainton, the well educated son of his principal farmer, to the

curacy there. The second curacy, at the chapel in Whitehaven, required a different

approach.

In L667 the living of Whitehaven, which at that date consisted of f4 ayear

and a free house from Sir John and !26 in other subscriptions, was vacant, and on

1 September Tickell wrote that he had found "a good able minister, Mr Bennet of

Dalton" to fitl it. Lowther's reply was the briefest of acknowledgements, and

thereafter the correspondence affords not one word of Mr Bennet and his ministry

until notices of his failing strength begin to appear in 1686. The inhabitants of

Whitehaven were surely no easier to please in general than the parishoners at

Bridekirk, Egremont and Dean, and we wonder what kind of minister it was who

could so signally fail to give offence. Philip Bennet was over-qualifîed for a mere

curacy. A graduate in 1629 of Christ's College, Cambridge, who later proceeded

M.4., he had no recorded ecclesiastical career until after the fall of the Laudian

church. In L646 he was minister of Ulverston, in the Furness district of

Lancashire, and a member of the Presbyterian classis there. By 1650 he had moved

a few miles across the sands to the former priory church of Cartmel, recently and

magnificently restored by the patron in a fashion not offensive to Puritan t¿stes,

where he was recorded as "a godly, zealous minister, always faithful to the

31 J.G. l8 July 1694, Lowther Correspondence L25
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Parliamenl" In 1659 he was still enjoying the augmented vicarial stipend of f80 at

Cartmel, but by 1661 he had evidently been ejected and ,was again living at

Ulverston (to which Dalton is a near neighbour) and unbeneficed. Calamy

reckoned him among the nonconformists: possibly his first orders were

Presbyterian and the reinstated Bishop of Chester refused to recognise them.32

The chapel which Bennet was called to serve had been built only in L646,

o{"tiæ of an old ruined chapel, with money obtained from the local Committee of

Sequestration, some of whose members had been Customs officers resident at

Whiæhaven. It was in consequence of this independent foundation and the equally

unencumbered grant of a market in 165Lthat, Sir John believed, "the inhabitants

have ever since very ill-borne the authority of a land lord."33 The chapel therefore

had never had any Laudian furniture: no sequestered minister lay in wait to recall

the loyalties of his former flock. The congregation, itself largely assembled since

1642, shared no tradition or memory of common worship under the canonical

forms of that earlier age. The principal pew was occupied not by the town's land

lord but by the lessee of the old Hall, John Gale the elder, who only grudgingly

admitted the manorial stewa¡d to space in it, and who a year of so after Bennet's

arrival was trying to drive a bargain for an extension of his lease to 1,000 years,

and along with it a millenary concession of the pew also. The Gale family d.id not

secure the monopoly, for the pew was divided between them, the steward and the

Customs officers.34

On 3 May 1678, thirty-two inhabitants wrote to Lowther requesting more

ground so that they could enlarge the chapel which had now become inadequate for

the growing town. The majority of the men who signed the letter had shipping

interests, and they included the leading supporters of the rival pier at Parton: the

32 ígenses 10 vols., 1. p.134;V-C. alamy Revised, L mistakenlygive as 1662. Correctio obliges us
!o fi f Whitehavcn with tmelJather
than with his son, also Philip, who graduatcd in 1667 and has no further known career. Fortunately
Tickell noted on 26 luly 1686 that Mr Bcnnet was then about cighty.
33 D/Lons/W Whitehaven, Various papcrs...item 20.
34 D/Lons/W Whitehaven, Various papcrs... item 85.
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Addisons, the Gales, James Millam, Matthias Miller, William Atkinson, William

Crofts and Robert Biglands. They wrote a letter which diplõnratically recognised

the Lowther family's endeavours, yet gave due weight to the efforts of thei¡ own

predecessors in building the first chapel. Significantly, they did not request

permission to enlarge the chapel: such a request would have acknowledged

Lowther's ownership. They simply asked Lowther to grant the extra land

necessary. Lowther no doubt regarded the promises of such men at that particular

time to make "grateful returns" with suspicion, and seems to have made no

response to their request. Two years later, with his title to the waste on which the

town was built confirmed and extended, work on Parton pier at a standstill and the

extension of Whitehaven pier well underway, he wrote to Tickell, "I have a great

mind the town would think of a new chapel when the pier is done."35 At the next

rnanor court, Tickell invited the tenants "to unity among themselves" and with their

landlord, and to contribute to the cost of building a new chapel. He announced Sir

John Lowther's gift of f 100 and his own of Ê10, and collected promises for a

further f32-10s.36 Sir'John reacted tartly to the level of enthusiasm: "As to the

chapel if the subscriptions be no better than yours intimates, I fea¡ it will be

insufficient for a new foundation." Ffe recommended that tirey raise the money as

they had raised it for the pier, by an impost on coal, and that those who had no

interests in shipping might simply contribute.3T It was Lowther's first suggestion

that such a method might be extended to other public works but the masters

maintained a steadfast refusal to countenance it.38 Neither Lowther nor Tickell

raised the matter of a new chapel again for a further six years, years marked by

disagreements between Lowther and the shipping interest about how to raise money

for ha¡bour maintenance and repairs. On 20 April 1686, Tickell described the

35 J.L. 5 October 1680.
36 T.T. 28 October 1680.
37 J.L. to T.T. 9 Novcmber 1680.
38 When Andrew Pelin suggestcd his salary for tcaching mal.hcmatics could be raised by a levy on
the ships, John Gale argucd that "!he morc such cstablishmcnts arc promoLcd for lcsscr matters; the
m{ 9ne, for support of the pier and harbour, will be Lhc morc difficult to attain", J.G. 9 May
1697, Lowther Correspondence 363.
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crowded conditions in the chapel: 342people present on a Sunday morning without

a serrnon, 484 present in the afternoon with a sermon.39 He,urged as a reason for

immediately building a larger chapel that such a building would make Whitehaven

even more attractive to prospective inhabitants, though he might have hit upon an

argument more likely to convince Lowther of its urgency when he pointed out that

the old chapel stood in the way of a number of proposed new houses and the

development of Lowther Street.4o Lowther responded by arranging to send down

an architect's model of the style of chapel they could build, and Tickell discussed

possible sites with him, but although subsequent letters report a great deal of

building activity in the town, the new chapel building made no progress until

Lowther visited'whitehaven during July and August 1687. Once again the

inhabitants resisted his solution of raising money by an impost on shipping, but

they did draw up a new subscription list, with Lowther promising €200 and

Captain Richard Senhouse, Tickell, Thomas Addison and John Gale and William

Atkinson each f,10. Lowther also signed an agreement about procedures for

electing a minister to serve the new chapel. As impropriator of the Rectory of St.

Bees, he had the right of presentment to the chapel also, but he agreed to allow the

townspeople a right of preselection, "that of two persons to be named by the

inhabiønts, I and my heirs will constantly present one of the two persons to be

minister."4l By allowing them a voice in the proceedings, he hoped to stimulate

further conEibutions, both to build the chapel and to maintain the minister. In April

1693 he expressed to the Bishop of Chester his concern to have a "very able

minister, since the first choice will be a means of advancing or lessening the

endowment of the church."42

39 On comparing thc grand total for the day with the numbcr of inhabitants counted in the previous
November, and assuming that none or few attendcd twice, it appears that. almost one rcsiden[ in four
was absent from church that Sunday. But at Whitehaven bcsidcs the sick anything up to 250
mariners and merchants might have a lcgitimate excuse.
40 T.T. 3 November 1686.
41 13 August 1687. A copy of the agrcement in D/Lons/Whitchavcn, Various papcrs...item 64;
Correspondence re \iy'hitehaven chapels and St. Nicholas Church 1670 - 1690.
42 The letter was produced as evidence in a Chancery case of the ncxt ccntury to define more
precisely who had the right to clect a ncw rninistcr. Some of thc cvidencc produced refers directly to
the building of the new chapel and the clcction of a minister in the 1690s. For a summary of some
aspects of this case, see William Jackson, "Whitchaven and its old church", ín Papers and Pedigrees
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Nevertheless, even with such a prudent concession, work progressed

slowly on the building which was to become St Nicholas'ch-ùrõhand in early 1689

Tickell wrote that they had spent f344 on the structure, but it remained unroofed

and they had no money to complete it during the stoppage of the coal trade, but if
I-owther would lend the money, "it will be a good office, though to an unthanldul

people." Lowther replied shortly that he had done his part and it was no fault of his

if the town did not do theirs.43 A working party (inspired by a visiting minister and

an entreaty by Robert Biglands) agreed to slate the roof but once again acrimony

between Lowther and the ship masters stalled proceedings. Tickell gave as thc

reason the arrival of an inflamrnatory letter from William Atkinson and Thomas

Jackson reporting from London their grievance at Lowther's lack of assistance to

them during the chaldron dispute, and his dilatoriness in levying the fine, as he had

contracted to do upon demand, for recent purchases of freeholds. One such

freeholder led the retaliation, and Tickell wrote of the planned roofing, "when the

day came, by the means of Robert Biglands and his party we were disappointed and

did nothing."44 Neithér side gave way and Tickell ayear later believed that the

church timber would be ruined.45 The coal trade was again at a standstill, this time

because of the Irish War. Finally, Tickell took matters into his own hands and

simply wrote telling Lowther that he had lent t20 of Lowther's money for the

church, "which I hope you will spare them on this occasion until the traders be

better stocked".46 Lowther had argued unsuccessfully over many years for a

systematic scheme of raising money by levying the ships for community projects

such as the church, or for manufacturing enterprises or for harbour development,

but the town refused to comply. They were prepared to raise money to repair the

pier as necessary, but were not willing to tie themselves and their heirs to fixed,

relatìng to Cumberland and Westmorland, Vol. II, Kcndall, 1892. For some dcpositions and notcs
prepared for the case, see D/Lons/Legal papcrs. Galc ct al. v. Jamcs LowLher,7722-1725.
43 T.T. 14 February, 30 April, 1689; J.L. 7 May 1689.
44 T.T.2 July 1689.
45 T.T. 8 June 1690.
46 T.T. 8 March 1691. For a dctailed dcscription of the actual building of the church, see Blake
Tyson, "Some Aspects of Whitehaven's Developmcnt bcforc 1700", op. cit.
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regular payments.4T They expressed themselves most clearly (as distinct from

Tickell reporting their sentiments) in a pamphlet they printedïi 1695 to plead their

case for rWhitehaven to be made a separate parish: their actual stake in the town was

slender because so few of them owned freeholds, and their dependence on their

ships and the ha¡bour for their livelihood made them particularly vulnerable to

financial loss.4S Afþr Tickell's death, William Gilpin reported a partial resolution

to the problem of financing the completion of the church when the inhabitants

agreed to set arate upon the pews to raise the sum needed to finish and fumish it.

However, he found them unwilling to settle a maintenance for the minister using the

same method, a method suggested initially by Lowther within the context of the

1687 agreement to elect a minister. Gilpin gave two reasons for their reluctance:

first (which they did not acknowledge openly but which he nevertheless believed to

be in their minds) that by not setting regular payments, they would make the

minister much more dependent on their good will; and secondly, their usual

resistance to regular fixed payments ... "that being most of them seamen and their

fortunes liable to daily'hazards, they have not a mind to subject themselves to a

certain constant contribution". Gilpin pointed out that anyone who ran into

financial difficulties could reduce his contribution and take a lesser seat, but

discovered that they had "no stomach to lose their seats when they lose their

shiPs."49

The lack of agreement over financing the church had one major

consequence, the effects of which lasted long after the completion of the building.

Ebenezer Gale stepped into the breach and paid the workmen and much of the

building costs out of his own purse. With the town in his debt, he was able to gain

a dominant position in church affairs, particularly in the negotiations to choose a

new minister. Because he kept the accounts and strenuously resisted all demands to

47 "The malignant spirits", as Tickell scathingly noticed, would rather spcnd money to oppose Sir
John in a law suit T.T. 20 March 1684.
48 Copy in D/Lons/Whitchaven, Various papcrs...item 64; Corrcspondence re Whitehaven chapels
and St. Nicholas' Church 1670-1690.
49 W.G. 8 April L693, Lowther Correspondence 6.
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present them, who was and was not qualified to vote, by pew ownership or

contribution, rested chiefly on his word. William Gilpin beliètnèd thii gäve him the

oppornrnity to direct any election much as he wished and (with his brother lohn) to

return the candidate of his choice. He was also able to allocate the pews within the

building.

In 1698, the Bishop of Chester granted Ebenezer Gale permission to sell the

forty unsold pews to recoup the €200 he then claimed was owed, though Gilpin

later deposed that he sold many more than forty pews and raised a much greater

sum. At the same time James Lowther deposed that Gale misled the bishop over

the size of the debt and yet another deponent, Ca¡lisle Spedding, testified that he

altered the number of every pew in the church to further confuse all the accounß.SO

Gale used his power with a certain élan, valuing his own pew at only f 10, but a

neighbouring pew "of equal goodness" at fão, and another opposite, "of the same

goodness" at f 16.51 Between 1694 and L697, Gitpin regularly reported to Sir John

what he claimed was widespread dissatisfaction with Ebenezer's handling of the

accounts, and eventually came to suspect ulterior motives as much as he did over

Gale's handling of the ropery accounts.52 John Gale, writing in defence of his

brother, claimed that those who demanded to see the accounts did so in order for

them "to be tossed about ocexposed by every malicious caviller... he may as well

bark at the moon as offer any accounts of that nature, in expectation of any sort of

satisfaction."S3 Ebenezer Gale's financial control also deepened the cleavage in the

chapel congregation between Conformists and Dissenters, a rupture which had fint
50 Noües on the Cross Bill, put in by Jamcs l,owther and endorsed "To falsify Eb Gale's accounts
eüc" in D/L,ons/w correspondence re whil.chavcn chapels, small untitlcd notcbook.
5l rPapers titled "Ìvfr l¡wthcr's inst¡uctions upon the Interrogatory" in Gale et al v. James Lowther,
op.-cit. The deposition is by Jamcs l,owthcr.
52 "For my PaÍ I must own that Mr Eb Gale took a grcat dcal of pains about the church, and doth
really deserve well of the town upon that account, and lhat i¡ would be the highest both injustice and
ingratitude if they should suffcr him to bc a loscr by thc bargain ... but I muit withal deðlare that I
wonder with what confidence he can complain, since himself and all the town knows that from time
ûo time we have desi¡ed him (both publicly and privately by word and writing) that he would produce
his_accounts," 4 April 1695,_I'owther Correspondence 197. For tcrser comménß, see 24 April 1695,
!,{uolqy,-19 Septembcr,23 Deccmbcr 1696 and 3l January 1697,Lowther correspondence 200,
263,305,326 and 337.
53 J.G. ûo J.L. 3 January L697, Lowther Correspondence 329. In l'122, Ebenezcr Gale finally
submitted aû account, showing the balance he clrimed as still owing to him as f297-L4-ll4d afær
rePayment of the principal plus interesL at 5Vo, and remuncration for time given to oversee the work.
The account is printed in Jackson, "Whitchaven and its old church", op. cit.
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broken out in his own family. The elder John Gale was himself a conforming

Presbyterian.S4 Five years after his death his widow took-the l,ead.in-refusing to

subscribe to the new chapel, and in the 1690s, their youngest son Elisha was to

become the Dissenters'trustee, and a daughter, Mehitabel, was married to another

staunch Dissenter, William Feryes. But the two elder sons became belligerent

opponents of Dissent, and Ebenezer tried to exclude Dissenters from any voice in

church affairs by selling their pews to others on the pretext that they had not paid

their annual pew rate. In particular he excluded Mary Addison from her pew after

her husband Henry's death and sold it to another for î.12. she provided a

particularly suitable target for Ebenezer's hostility; both as a member of the Addison

family with whom the Gales had been feuding since 1678 and as the daughter of

William Atkinson who had been tussling with Ebenezer Gale over alleged building

encroachments. This inter-family feud, now aggravated by religious bigo¡ry, was

to help stifle proposed harbour development in the early 1700s.55

In direct contrast to such hostitity stood William Gilpin, who also came

from a divided family. Although an Anglican himself, he was the son of a famous

dissenting minister, the Reverend Richard Gilpin, and had numerous dissenting

relations including his wife and his brother John, a Whitehaven merchant.

Nevertheless, he believed that treated considerately, the Dissenters would continue

to support the established church and its ministers, and that good relations between

Anglicans and Dissenters were essential for the good of trade and growth of the

town.56 William Atkinson emerged as the most outspoken and conftoversial of the

Dissenters, a character repeatedly foreshadowed by Thomas Tickell in his

comments on the pierage dispute from September 1684 onwards. Atkinson was a

"notorious non conformist" of "fanatick principles", and he and his associate

Biglands "the two grand agitators do yet sway their induced covenantors that they

54 Tickell later described Henry Palmcr as 'Just such another man as old Mr Gale and of that selfish
nonconformity"' -19 Oct. 1686. As guardian of the orphaned Samuel Brownrigg, Gale would have
been_resp_onsible for his Puritan upbringing and placing him as an apprentice wi-in palme..
55 See Chapl,er 8.
56 W.G. 27 lanuuy 1694, Lowther Correspondence 87.
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will not yet take coals at 3s the ton."57 Yet Atkinson was one of the first to

contribute to the fund for the new chapel, and when he fell or¿¡.-with his co-sponsors

in 1688 the issue was not railing the alta¡ or church discipline but where to put the

door, and the stairs to the gallery.58 Even when the Act of Toleration permitted a

sep¿uate Dissenting congregation of some fifty families to meet and to engage its

own minister, at least twenty-four of them retained pews in St.Nicholas', including

wiltiam Atkinson, though not Henry Palmer, who doubtless found gtu.rftÉît

abundant than formetly. As late as 1699 three of them were serving on the vesbry

of the parish and another as sídesman in the parish church of St. Bees.59

Phitip Bennet resigned his ministry in March 1689 and died the following

August.m Neither the unhnished church nor the uncertainty over the maintenance

made it easy to attract potential candidates: as Tickell observed to Lowther, "I do

not yet hear of any that desires this place nor is there any hopes that I yet know on

to get a needful support for a good preacher." A non-conformist from Dublin was

also serving the Dissenters, "who while they have him are not likely to contribute

with us for a conforrnist".6l For sixteen months, visiting clergy cared for

whitehaven's spiritual needs, until in August 1690, James Marr, an Episcopalian

driven out of Scotland, arrived and offered his services, which Tickell accepted

because the Dissenters liked his preaching. However, his personality attracted

opposition almost from the beginning. Robert Biglands opposed him as "too

litigious" and Tickell soon changed his opinion: "neither do I find that the man do

deserve so well by me, being a crafty Scot, like the larger part of that nation," but

he crossed out this evidence of xenophobia in the draft.62 With the new church

57 ''f ."f . 11 Sepûember, 2 October 1684, 19 January 1685.
58 T.T. 24 April 1688.
59 D/Lons/W, Commonplace Book 1690's-1705."StaLe of the Fishery... fo.5.
60 Because he resigned, because of the date of his resignation and because the living was not filled
until after his death, Downie, thcsis, p.73, suggcsted that he was a Non-juror. But the date is not
really significanÇ for although thc bishops wcre requircd to take the oaths by 1 March, Pa¡liament
did not until April consider legislation to compcl the lowcr clergy to do the same, and then gave
then a period of grace unlil 1 February. Bcnnctt was over cighty, and he had been frail for several
years: more likely, then, the old man's eycs had scen salvation, and he wished only to depart in
Peace.
6L 27 July L690.
62 T.T.30 March 1691.
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nearing completion in July 1693, twenty-five inhabitants signed a formal agreement

committing themselves to raise the sum necessary for finishing it by assessing the

seats at a pound rate according to their respective values and promising to maintain

the minister by a shilling in the pound levy on each seat. The Bishop of Chester,

Nicholas Stratford, signed his approbation and consecrated the church on the same

daY.63

Gilpin considered that the promised maintenance of f40 was not high

enough, and he knew the scheme had not met with general approval.64

Nevertheless, with the maintenance fixed in theory if not in fact, the town could

proceed with their part in the choice of the minister. Lowther, in the 1687

agreement, used the words "inhabitants" but at some point it seems to have been

informally agreed that contributors and pew-owners only should have the right to

vote, rather than the inhabitants in Beneral.65 However, the wrangles about Ma¡r's

suitability reveal that the choice did not simply reside in the hands of the wealthy.

Mar hoped to ci¡cumvent the election by insisting on his status as an incumbent of

the chapel and refused to sign a document waiving his rights regarding the new

church. Knowing that his opponents were the wealthier merchants and masters, he

used the recent seizure of two plantation ships by a privateer as a sure sign of

God's retribution against them, turning the lessons, the psalm, his prayers, sennon

and benediction as "an invective against them, throwing such crackers and fireballs

about, as (to say no more) were very unbecoming the time and place".66 Gilpin

recognised the association of Marr with "the lower end of the church" and the

strength of their response to Marr's appeal, an opinion corroborated by Gale who

93 A copy of the order of servicc uscd is in the Tanner mss, no.l52. The sermon prcached by the
Bishop had as its tcxt "Keep thy foot when thou gocst to the house of God".
64 "... there was warm opposition but we took carc that it came not to the Bishop's notice," W.G.
19 July 1693, Lowther Correspondence 40. John Gale dcscribed another such ãgreement in the
following year as "a thing very impcrfect, and but (as yct) in the embryo" in which some of the
leading townspeople underwrote a guarantccd maintenance of f,80 a ycat, rclying on the charity of
the people ûo raise the moncy later. J.G. 7 January L694, Lowther correspondence 82.
65 W.G. 14 October 1693, J.L.26 June 1694, Lowther Correspondence 62 and l2L.
66 W.G. 22 luly L693, Lowther Correspondence 4L. John Galc dcscribed Marr's predilection for
this type of sermon as "skill in f.hc longbow to a dcgrce bcyond all I cvcr heard ofl'. J.G. 15
October L693, Lowther Correspondence 63.
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described Marr's hold on "the common people" as too great to be disregarded.6T

The two stewa¡ds disagreed on how to handle him. For..the sake of quieting

tempers, Gilpin allowed him to preach in the old chapel while various visiting

ministers used the new church. Such a concession allowed Marr's vociferous

supporters to demonstrate their allegiance Sunday by Sunday. Gale believed that

while Marr continued to preach, the town thus divided could not attract good

candidates.6S Forty seven of Marr's supporters wrote a joint letter to Lowther,

expressing avowal of Ma:r and anger at those who attempted to direct the town's

affairs: that their opponents "will have us to be the tail and themselves the head" and

never consulted public opinion over any issue, preferring to settle things privately

amongst themselves. "Then we ¿ìre called and'tis then only to be imposed on, and

there to pay or sign what is thought fit by those who will be the head, without

rendering any the least reason ..." Irl conclusion, they begged l-owther not to think

"the voice of a few were the mouth of the whole town."69 Marr's pretensions to

the new church were finally defeated only when his maid named him as the father

of her child.7O Even thon, Gale rema¡ked on "how much the ignorant sort (who are

indeed most numerous) are charmed with the lewd fellow," and that a crowd of "six

score" trooped out to the neighbouring village of Arlecdon to hear him preach.?l

67 W.G.29 luly 1693, J.G. 13 August 1693, Lowther Correspondence 44 and47.
68 "Our present posture doth abundantly unfit us to makc a commendable offer of our new church to
any worthy person, for while we are thus divided in two congrcgations, wc cannot possibly settle a
maiutenance," J.G. 3 September, 15 Octobcr 1693, Lowther Correspond.ence 5O and 63.
69 6 September L693, Lowther Correspondence 5I. Robert Hopkinson, in his article "The
appointment of the first minister of St. Nicholas'Church, Whitehavcn" in C.W.A.A.S. LXXll, L972,
reproduces a list of inhabitants which he dcscribcs as Marr's suppor[ers, "List 8", on page 300.
However, the names are actually headed "A list of such thc inhabitants who seem to desi¡e Mr Marr
ûo be minister to the new chapel, with all the rcst of the cont¡ibutors to that work, whcther for, or
against him, is not known," and it is clcarly a countcrpart of the sccond list (called List A by
Hopkinson) of subscribers known or prcsumed to bc firmly opposcd to Marr: of the sixty six names
on list B, twenty six did sign thc lcttcr of 6 Scptcmbcr 1693 to Sir John, but there is no way of
knowing the allegiance of the rcmaindcr. As Hopkinson rightly obscrvcs, those on list B on
average made smaller contributions than thosc on list A, yct not all who subscribed lowly amounts
were lowly members of thc community. List B includcs Christophcr Skelton, a well-to-do yeoman,
Roland Fisher and Richard Kelsick scnior, both rcspcctcd mastcrs, and John Beck, the prosperous
ropemaker. For thc lists, sec C.R.O. D.R.C./10/Whitchavcn, St. Nicholas.
70 Although Marr denied thc chargc of bastard¡y, thc Baptismal Rcgistcr of 29 June 1694 records
him as the father of the child. Thc justiccs at the Quartcr Scssions ordered him to pay maintenaoce
for twelve years and a f5 premium for the chiid's apprcnticcship. In 1695 the Quarter Sessions gave
the parish an order to distrain Marr's estatc for the maintenancc, as he had absconded, and left the
child as a charge on the parish. C.R.O., Qll, 13-15,
7l J.G.4 aod 11 March 1694, Lowther Correspondenc¿ 95 and 100. Undoubtedly Marr preached
there at the invitation of Thomas Lamplugh of Lamplugh, lcssce of thc rcctrory, soon to be in
trouble with the Bishop of Chester for not paying the curatc of Arlecdon his full stipend of f,10.
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The town continued to search for suitable candidates by inviting ministers to

preach and the election quickly became a source of major disagreements within the

town, polarising around the two stewards. John Gale had much resented Gilpin's

appointment, ill-feeling grew over a number of perquisites which each man

regarded as rightrully his own and Gale suspected Gilpin of secretty supporting and

sympathising with Dissent.T2 Gilpin initially favoured Lancelot Teasdell,

I-owther's cousin and the Rector of Distington but recognised that his quiet voice

and preaching manner might not win the necessary town support, "for we have few

here who know how to distinguish betwixt a strong discourse, and a strong

delivery."73 He manæuvered on Teasdell's behalf with a little subterfuge, by

trying to persuade the townspeople to write seeking the Bishop's advice. In the

meantime Gilpin hoped Lowther would himself write to the Bishop urging him to

recommend Teasdell in response to the town query. "This method may perhaps

smooth the way for Mr Teasdell whereas if he be directly proposed he may chance

to meet with opposition."T4 John Gale was prepared to use rougher tactics than this

to push the man of his choice, but he declined to support Teasdell not simply for the

sak¿of opposing Gilpin's preference. Gale always spoke well of Teasdell: he

preached "an excellent sermon" and "performed to admi¡ation" at the assizes, and

there was little reason to doubt his ability, but for the softness of his voice.75

However, for Gale this was a decisive objection against his appointment to

Whitehaven, for as Gale discusses the various candidates, the type of clergyman he

and his brother Ebenezer sought becomes apparent: a forceful and eloquent preacher

who could attract and keep a congregation willing to maintain him, one who would

appeal to a broad spectrum of the Church of England, and the Dissenters. Ebenezer

Lamplugh claimed to be spending lhc balancc in procuring preachcrs. - Tanner mss. 152, Bp. of
Chestcr to Thomas Lamplugh, 9 Oct, L694 and 4 May 1695.
72 See Chapter Scven below.
73 W.G. 29 July 1693, Lowther Correspondence 44.
74 W.G.29 luly 1693,Lowther Correspondence 44. Gilpin, in fact, disapproved of the whole idea
of appointing by popular clection: "These (and worsc)," he wrotc, "werc the consequences of such
elections in the primitive times, for (I think) they somctimcs procceded to blood, anã murder in the
very churches; and the unavoidable attendant mischief that made it necessary to divest the people of
that power in those days pcrsuadc me that it is not vcry convenient that they should be lnmsrcd
with the like now", W.G. I August 1694, Lowther Correspondence I3O.
75 J.G. 2 July, I October L693, Lowther Correspondence 35 and 61.
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had laid out a large sum of money to complete the church, and wanted a suit¿ble

return on his outlay. As impressario of the new ecclesiastical.theatre,-hehad a keen

penonal interest in securing a protagonist with a carrying voice, since otherwise he

might literally be unable to sell seats towards the back of the house. The preaching

trials continued. Mr Alexander Farrington of Kendall seemed to have a "very good

t¿lent" but his voice sank a little at the end of a sentence. John Harrison's voice

echoed which made it less articulate. Mr Zachariah Tavlor proved "an excellent

preacher and gives extraordinary satisfaction to all", wrote John Gale, and

moreover "the presbytery stand in fear of his abilities, and rather wish us some dull

sot that thereby their numbers may be increased."76 Talent aside, Taylor was

swimmingon the same tide as Gale: the son of a notable nonconformist minister of

the same name, who had been ejected in L662 and had then made an equal

reputation as a schoolmaster, he exercised his own Anglican orders with bravura,

was the first clergyman to defend the Glorious Revolution in print and a year or two

after his application to Whitehaven, took up the cudgels against DissenLTT Wi[iam

Atkinson, as spokesman'for the Whitehaven Dissenters, was well-advised to prefer

Farrington.

In January L694, Atkinson organised a petition for the Dissenters to use the

old chapel and have it licenced as a meeting house and many of the townspeople

responded favourably, until it came to the attention of John Gale. Atkinson had

visited every householder in the town "in a most courteous, beseeching manner,"

spluttered Gale, "and the generality thinking that they should now have little use for

the old chapel, were very mindful to give him civil answers ('yes indeed with all

their hearts he might do what he pleased therewith') and thus may we all be catched

in the net, before our people have time to think."78 In his anxiety to fend off

Atkinson's proposal, Gale momentarily dropped his guard in another direction,

76 J.C. l7 December 1693,28 January 1694, Lowther Correspondence 75 and 88.
]7 DN.B.
78 J.G. 7 January 1694, Lowther Correspondence 82. The incidcnt providcs interesting evidence for
the readiness of people to sign pctitions. Tickell complaincd on occasion of petitions circulating in
the town which were endorsed by people who did not fully undcrstand thcir implications. - 22 March
1617,7 June 1680. John Beck, for examplc, seer¡s to have signed evcrything presented !o him.
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allowing himself to use Lowther's proprietorship of the chapel as a counter

argument. Seventy six people petitioned Gilpin against the prqposal¿nd a body of

them took a letter signed by almost a hundred people to the Quarter Sessions where

Gilpin and Patrickson, the sitting justices, refused the Dissenter s'requestT9 At the

same time, Atkinson vigorously opposed Anglican efforts to settle on a level of

maintenance which would persuade a good candidate to accept, a manæuwe Gale

thought reflected Atkinson's designs on the new church as well: "that when it is

their turn to be possessed of the new chapel, as they are now endeavouring to get

the old, they may better manage all their affairs according to their own

inventions."S0 Atkinson also attended the first election and tried to persuade the

electors to name Farrington for the new church and Roger Anderton, the

Presbyterian minister, for the old chapel, but the meeting refused to endorse his

Phn.81

William Gilpin reported this fint election as "fair and orderly" with public

notice being given for several days beforehand, and all the contributors invited to be

present. They elected Taylor and Farrington, but before Lowther could name his

choice, Taylor refused because in accepting Whitehaven he would lose his post as

King's preacher in Lancashire. Gilpin wanted Farrington appointed without delay,

imagining that to reject him now would demonstrate "a childish iresolution" in the

face of county opinion.S2 John Gale demanded the nomination of a second

candidate and refuted Gilpin's criticisms of delay. Marr still had supporters in the

town and though some believed that his maid had been bribed to accuse him falsely,

Gale thought that support for him diminished daily, which in turn would lead to

more unity among the Anglicans. He continued to emphasise the link between a

strong preacher and the production of income, and persisted in opposing Farrington

79 J.G. l1 January L694,"af three o'clock in the moming", Lowther Correspondence 83.
80 J.G. 7 January 1694, l¡wther Correspondence 82.
81 J.G- 28 January L694, Lowther Correspondence 88. Their plan was not without precedent:
"Between 1660 and 1690 more than twenty former chapels in Lancashire and the West Riding of
Yorkshi¡e were kept in use by Presbyterian ministers", R. Morris, Churches in the Landscape, L988,
p.394.
82 W.G. 17 February L694, Lowther Correspondence 92.
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because his weak voice would render the back pews impossible to sell. He also

jealously guarded the principle of adhering exactly to the--terms of the 1687

agreement and the right of the town to present two nominations, and abjured

Lowther not to accept Gilpin's advice: to keep a good understanding between

himself and the town and to make a proper maintenance possible, Lowther must

allow them a choice.83 Ebenezer Gale wrote on the same day to \Milliam Gilpin that

it was better to delay and find the best candidate, for unless he was satisfactory and

had a good voice, many of the pews "will lie undisposed ol and consequentþ be

of great prejudice to me."84

Ebenezer and John pressed ahead with a new election, deviously arranging

it to t¿ke place during Gilpin's absence in Lancashire. Gilpin protested at their

tactics. They had given only a day's notice, the electors had voted for two

candidates without assurance that either was willing to accept, contrary to a decision

made after Taylor's refusal, the Gales had assured everyone of Farington's

declining to be nominated when he had done no such thing, and Ebenezer had

pretended to an authoritf for casting, as proxy, a large number of absentee votes for

mariners away at sea. Of the two men chosen at this election, Gilpin supported Mr

Harrison, believing that the other candidate, Francis Yates, displayed in his

preaching "more heat than is consistent with the peace and welfare in this place,

being indeed too much of Mr [Ebenezer] Gale's temper."85 Lowther mediated by

suggesting to John Gale that they hold yet another election to give all those eligible

a chance to vote, expressing clearly the economic rationale behind his decision; "for

otherwise those that have had no vote in the election will be backward in the

contribution." He acknowledged the Gales' endeavours to settle the matter and

rebuked John only in the mildest terms for holding an election during Gilpin's

absence and requesting him to "keep a good correspondence, otherwise my affairs

witl be as a house divided against itself."86 To Gilpin he wrote "many things must

83 4 March 1694, Lowther Correspondence 95.
84 Lowther Correspondence 96.
85 W.G. 15 April 1694, Lowther Correspondence L07
86 J.L. 21 April 1694, Lowther Correspondence L09.
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both be born with and overlooked" and expressed hope that his letter to Gale in.

which he had touched "but gently on these separate actings''would lrelp matters in

the future.87

Gilpin still hoped to avoid the holding of a fresh election; either by

persuading Lowther simply to present Farrington, or getting the electors to let

Lowther determine the matter or to settle on the candidate who could maximise

subscriptions to his maintenance. He viewed an election only in terms of conflict

and unnecessary division and believed that if the Gales "had not used their utmost

industry to tickle people with the lechery of election, compact and original

agreement etc. it had not been so much as thought on."88 For perhaps the only

time in his service as steward, Gilpin was completely at cross-purposes with

Lowther's thinking. Gilpin feared that the elections undermined the søbility of the

town; while L,owther knew tha!.without an election there would be no stabitity in

church affairs, much less a better maintenance. Sir John wrote to the contributors

suggesting that each one might give in the names of the men he preferred in

writing, to prevent surprise or influence.89 The next election took place over three

meetings at the end of July and early August. Surprise was thus excluded, but

influence certainly attended; there was a "parcel of ragged fellows" whose

contributions to the building of the church, which made them eligible to vote,

Gilpin hinted had been paid by the Gales. The Gales also split their own

contributions amongst other members of their famity to increase their voting

power; and scurrilously attempted to undermine Gilpin's reputation by atleging that

he had sold the old Customs house to John Golding the innkeeper to ensure his

voJe for Farrington in the earlier election, and that he had waived amercements for

several tenants at the manor court for the same reason.9O Although he complained

to I-owther, Gilpin refrained from publicly objecting to the Gale's tactics, because

87 I.L. 2l Apnl 1694, Lowther Correspondence ll7.
88 W.G. 18 June L694, Lowther Correspondence lLï.
89 J.L. 26 June 1694, Lowther Correspondence l2L.
90 W.G. 23 July 1694, Lowther Correspondence 127. Gilpin rcfutcd the slander. The tenants spared
had voted against Farrington, and as for thc accusation conccrning thc sale, "the date of the contract
has convinced it of falschood."
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"a settlement is necessary upon any terms."91 Alexander Farrington polled only

forty six votes (though according to Gilpin most o-f.'thesd vöters were

"substantial", either as contributors or pew holders). Gale then proposed Nicholas

Tomlinson and he and Francis Yates were chosen as the town's nominations.

Lowther then recommended to the Bishop of Chester that as Yates received 104

votes and Tomlinson 84, then Yates be invited to accept. Yates accepted and wrote

judiciously to his new flock, "I hope to carry myself so that those gentlemen that

voted against me shall have no reason to be sorry they were disappointed. The

Dissenters shall receive nothing from me but charity, respect and all the kindness

my duty will a1low."92 Early the following year, Gale delineated the qualities of

the choice,

"a minister without objection ... we have 2 seünons every Sunday. We

have prayers every Wednesday and Friday, and every holy day throughout

the year. We have prayers in the morning with either a seflnon or homily,

and prayers in the afternoon. There has been so commendable a collection

made this quarter for his stipend that I look upon it as a good omen of his

future encouragement,"

ending somewhat predictably with a pause for self-justification couched in praise

for Lowther's decision, "I am moreover glad for your sake, who have so much the

power of recorrpnding so good a thing."93 Gilpin also acknowledged the success

of the choice, in that the Dissenters continued to contribute both to the church and

to Mr Yates.94 For all the turmoil and ill-feeling the election generated, there is a

good case for saying that the method of election adopted at Whitehaven produced a

bqtter result in Francis Yates than either Richard Tickell or Dr. Wilson for their

respective parishes.

At much the same time as the election of the new minister, William Gilpin

with the concurrence of William Atkinson and Robert Biglands, appointed William

91 W.G. 1 August 1694, Lowther Correspondence l3O.
92 Quoæd by John Gale, 16 Scptcmber 1694, Lowther Correspondence 142.
93 J.G. 13 January L695, Lowther Correspondence L79.
94 W.G. 4 April L695, Lowther Correspondence L97.
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Jackson as schoolmaster for the new school in Whitehaven. John and Ebenezer
i

Gale of their own volition had played no part in his engagemer¡.95 william

Atkinson's approval of the choice suggests that Jackson was at best an occasional

conformist; perhaps enough to satisfy John Gale who sent two of his sons to be

taught by Jackson, but too much to please Elisha Gale who sent his son to another

who taught privately in the town. John Gale's aspersion some months laær against

Andrew Pelin's proposal to teach mathematics may have -ocen motivated by his

dislike of seeing education in the hands of the Dissenter Pelin, at the suggestion of

the Dissenters' leader, William Atkinson.

The Dissenters continued as a distinct group. While John Gale presents

them as cantankerous and difficult, Raþh Thoresby, the non-conformist antiquary

and topographer visiting Whitehaven in 1694, leaves a mellower description of their

fellowship and society:

"we were most obligingly entertained by William Gilpin, esq. (the doctor's

son, of Newcastle) ... This ingenious gentleman, who is an accurate

historian and virtuoso, presented me out of his store of natural curiosities,

with a very fair piece of marchasites, and obliged me extremely with his

pleasing converse, till pretry late at night with Dr Jacques and Mr Anderton

(one of Mr Frankland's pupils, and the Nonconformist minister there) with

much good company, amongst which, honest Mr Atkinson, the ship master

"96

A survey of 1718 found that the Dissenting chapel at Whitehaven was supported by

one merchant worth more than Ê20,000, and three others worth f4,000.97 Their

95 l'when he was admitted it was about the juncture of elcctions, at which time my brother and self
resolved to have as little to do as possible in public affairs." J.G.31 lan L697, Lowther
Correspondence 336.

!6 The piary of RalphThoresby, F.R.S., 1677 - 1723, editcd, Joseph Hunter,2 vols., 1830, p.270.
Richard Frankland, after the supprcssion of Cromwell's collcge at Durham and his own ejection from
the Rectory at Bishop Auckland, fugitivcly but irreprcssibly conductcd an early northern dissenting
academy from about 1670 until his death - D.N.B. Richard Gilpin had for many years ministered ûo
a Dissenting congregation in Newcastle and also practised mcdicinc there. On 17 Oc¡ober 1694
Hieram Jacques entered into a marriage bond. His bondsman was Thomas Lutwidge, gentleman, of
Whitehaven, who was to become one of the town's wealthiest mcrchants. "Lancaster Marriage
Bonds, Deanery of Copeland, 1648-1710", Record Society of Lancaster and Cheshíre, vol.74, 1920.
97 Michael Wa|ts, The Dissenters, 1918, p.268.
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presence continued to influence relations between landlord and town, landlord and

stewards and between William Gilpin and John Gale themselves. In 1695 Gilpin

drew up a will for Elizabeth Gale, widow of John Gale the elder; and John and

Ebenezer accused Gilpin of encouraging their mother to favour Elisha. Gilpin

maintained a professional silence concerning the will itself, but could not contain

his anger at the elder brother's vehement efforts to smear his personal, professional

and religious reputation with "the most odious, scandalous and false reflections and

forgeries that they can invent" and their spreading abroad of lampoons and libels in

Whitehaven and the countryside; "I am treated as if I were a cobbler."98 Even so,

Gale was gently admonished rather than castigated by I-owther who asked him to

outline any grievance he might have, "and let me enjoin you to do all on your part

towards a compliance."99 Lowther and Gilpin attempted to act circumspectly in

their dealings with the Dissenters, but with little effect. Gilpin demolished the old

chapel so that it could no longer serve as a focus for Dissenting hopes and Church

of England inEactabili!,yet suggested that Lowther provide for the Dissenten in

some other way. He carefully exonerated the majority of them from the extreme

behaviour of William Atkinson and expressed exasperation both at the provocation

and the Dissenters' over-reaction to it: "The Dissenters are foolish enough, and do

serve the designs of their adversaries by suffering themselves to be provoked to do

many things which are fit for persons in their circumstances to forbear."lOO He

reaped a great deal of abuse from the members of the Church of England who

considered him too tolerant of Dissent, and from Dissc;iíe;s who expected more

98 W.G., 15 June 1695, Lowther Correspondence 2L0.
99 J.L.30 July 1695, Lowther Correspondence 225. Elizabeth Gale died in 1708, bequeathing ûo
Ebenezer all the various sums of money he owed her. She gave John f40 and hcr daughter
Mehitabell f100, conditional on their repaying any debts they owcd to her estate and thei¡
conveying !o Elisha all their rights and prctcnces to a tenement called the Quarries, viz., that thi¡d
of the Old Hall destined to Elisha by his father,in which she had a life intercst. She appointed Elisha
as her executor and bequcathcd to him all the icst of her goods. The invcntory ûotalled these at f.38-
19-6d. William Gilpin's knowlcdge of thcir financial arrangemcnts must have been galling to John
and Ebenezer. Gilpin simply obscrvcd to LowLhcr, "but sure, if evcr parcnt had cause, she had." W.G.
15 June 1695, op. cit. Elizabcth Galc's will and invcntory in L.R.O., Probatc Rccords, Copeland
Deanery.
100 W.G. 16 January L696, Lowther Correspondence 264.
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help from one so closely related to Dissent, observing with anguish, "f get nothing

but blows from both ri¿"r."101

I-owther too had small returns for his tolerance. He delayed granting land

for the Dissenters' meeting house until Francis Yates had actually settled at

Whitehaven, for if some reason hindered his coming, "then I shall have it imputed

to this concession of mine to the Dissenters." He naïvely believed that he need take

no official notice of their plan to build at all ("which I well approve of '), but simply

granted to Elisha Gale as their trustee the same amount of land as he did to other

builders, and let them employ it as they please¿.l02 1¡" meeting house was built

within a year, with none of the delays which puncruated the building of St.

Nicholas', and though suitably removed from the centre of the town and the

church, it stood in James Street as an evident symbol of the Dissenters' good

management and prosperity. John Gale recorded its outward appearance with

marked disapproval, built as it was "very much after the form of the new church,

but finer architect, and seems to eclipse all other fabrics. This makes it more taken

notice of; brings ill conSequences along with it, and I am apt to think it will appear

(one day) a false sæp in the undertak"rt."l03 A year later he reflected gloomily on

the irretrievable damage now done: "As for unanimity I think there is no such thing

in the world, much less at Whitehaven where separation rules in chief, they are

inconvertable tÊrms, the former impracticable without a law to compel it, the latter is

already enacted, and we may promise ourselves will keep the ascend¿¡¡."104

Lowther's part in granting the land became proof to many of his preference and

partiality for Dissent, and a weapon to be wielded with disquieting effect to

discredit Lowther's interest in Carlisle in the election campaigns between 1695 and
I

t70L. In 1695, the slur was apparently that Sir John had unnecessarily favoured

DissenÇ with detractors attempting, as Gilpin pungently expressed it, to "fly blow"

101 W.G. 5 February L696, Lowther Correspondence 269.
LOz J.L. to W.G. LB aod,29 September 1694, Lowther Correspondence 144 and 155
103 J.G. 10 November L695, Lowther Correspondence 253.
104 J.G. 20 Dec. 1696, Lowther Correspondence 325-
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the matter of the meeting ¡our".105 In 1698 the accusations became more pointed

and specific; that James Lowther had, as Lord Lonsdale repoÉed with-incredulity

yet unease, frequented conventicles and "was a favourer of such," a rumour

allegedly spread by the Archdeacon of Carlisle. It was repeated in 1701.106 5i¡

John himself had been blacklisted in the elections of 1690 as one of those who had

voted for the proposed extra clauses in the Corporations Bill to exclude from office

all who had negotiated the surrender of borough charters to the last two Kings.107

While support for these late, vindictive additions seems out of character, it is

entirely credible that he should have voted for the original bill to readmit Dissenters

to corporations.

John and Ebenezer Gale were to make much of the Dissenters'support for a

revised proposal to improve Parton pier, but during 1698 and early 1699 when

I-owther negotiated new plans for ha¡bour construction at Whitehaven with a small

committee of masters and merchants, the Dissenting merchants, who had not been

elected to the committee and whose motives were much suspected by it, supported

Lowther's proposals concerning procedure to be followed and the method of

government to be adopted.108 Although Thomas Tickell reverts to Civil \Mar

terminology to describe opposition to the pierage dues in 1684 and 1685, \Milliam

Atkinson alone among the leaders of the opposition to Lowther's interest was a

member of the separate Dissenting congregation in the 1690s. Robert Biglands had

by then become a firm Anglican, and though the elder John Gale was a Dissenter

two of his sons were not. There is never any suspicion that Thomas Addison and

Thomas Jackson were anything but Anglicans, and none of the septem víri who

campaigned for Parton in the 1670s appear as Dissenters in the 1690s. Religious

opinion in Whitehaven from 1660 to the 1680s had a tendency to non-conformity,

105 W.G. 28 September t695, 26 January L696, Lowther Correspondence 244 aod 265.
106 Ld. Lonsdale 9 July 1698, Lowther Correspondence 556. For examples of Si¡ John's
exasperated denials, see 561, 562, 567,582. Ja.L to J.L.27 Nov. 1?01. D/Lons/W Correspondence
box 10.
107 A. Browning, Thomas Osborne, Earl of Danby and Duke of Leeds1632 - 1712, Glasgow 1951
appendix 7.
108 See below, Chapter Eight.
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but it was those who were converted to the established church, not those who

separated from it, who maintained secular opposition to'.Sir John Lowther's

interests.



1¡.
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Chapter Seven

I See with Others' Eyes

"...Being generally too backward in
fact or the opinions of othen, which
lights to be used as I see occasion."l

letting me know either matters of
though no guides to me, might be

In 1694, whilst ûrying to guide the choice of a new minister to a satisfactory

conclusion, William Gilpin wrote to Lowther, "Your honour's presence would

much contribute to settle a better method for the future, and I am very sorry you

will not be down this summer."2 Choosing the minister, building the church and

indeed building Whitehaven, expanding the collieries and developing the harbour all

took place while Lowther lived three hundred miles away. He was thus one of the

growing number of landlords who lived away from his estate, depending on

correspondence with relations, lawyers, casual business partners but above all

stewa¡ds to carry out his estate policy.3

In 1666, Lowther appointed Thomas Tickell as his steward, responsible for

the daily running of the manor. Employer and stewa¡d wrote constantly to one

another, usually once a week: Lowther issues an instruction, offers a suggestion

which falls short of an order, badgers his steward about a previous instruction,

reproves him for a bad decision, and time and again demands a more particular

1 J.L. rebukes T.T. 18 Aug 1684.
2 W.G. I Aug. 1694, Lowther Correspondence L30.
3 For the increase in absentee landlords during the later part of the seventeenth century and thei¡
corresponding dependence on stewards, see J.V. Beckett, "Absentee Landownership in the Later
Seventeenth and Early Eighteeuth Centuries: the Case of Cumbria", Northern IIistory, XIX, 1983,
where he points out that the majority of laudowners with substantial holdings in Cumbria were
frequently absent from their estates; D.R. Hainsworth, "The Essential Governor: the Estate Steward
and English Society 1660-L714", Historical Studies,vol.2l no. 18, April 1985, and "The Mediator:
a Link between National and Provincial Society in Seventeenth Century England", Pørergon, n.s.6,
1988; Frank T. Melton, "Absentee Land Management in Seventeenth Century England", Agricultural
History, vol. 52, no. 1, 1978; P. Roebuck, "Absentee Landownership in the Late Seventeenth and
Early Eighteenth Centuries: a Neglected Factor in English Agrarian History, Agrícultural History
Review, Yol. 21, part l, 1973.
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account of some transaction. The stewa¡d reports compliance, explains (or explains

away) non-compliance, appraises and perhaps improves orrlowther's suggestion,

and does his best to supply the detail Lowther demands. Each supplies news he

feels the other has a need to know.

More thorough consultations took place on one of Lowther's visits north,

though in the space of thirty two years, Sir John visited Whitehaven only ten

times.4 Since correspondence naturally ceased during these visits, some major

decisions are not directly recorded and can only be inferred from later letters.

Lowther was finicþ, but in crucial instances he failed to make practical use of the

detail repeatedly demanded. A weekly expression of his apprehensions did not stop

the expensive new pier being built initially to an inadequate specification which later

required costly modiflrcation. For eight years Lowther made no strict enquiry afær

funds misappropriated by his colliery steward Thomas Jackson, though the

evidence of the monthly balances was before his eyes; nor later did he intervene in

the lackadaisical management of his collieries by his brother-in-law Richard

Lamplugh, though warned by his steward's letters. The reason for the commercial

growth of his estate is rather to be sought in the nicely-adjusted collaboration

between Lowther and his servants and associates: for as Sir John himself wrote,

"living so remote, and seeing Whitehaven so seldom as I do, I determine nothing

but by their direction."S Lowther in London was well placed to press for any

perquisites and privileges which Court or Ministry could dispense, and at least one

of these was of major importance: the confirmation and extension in 1678 of

Lowther's right to the foreshore at the expense of William Fletcher, owner of the

rival harbour at Parton, whose misfortune it was at this critical juncture to be a

papist. Meanwhile in Cumberland his stewards, with the aid of practical experts in

mining retained by the estate, were left to appraise the value of collieries and

4 l¡ L666 when he appointed Tickell, then July-September 1670, March-April L675, July-Octobcr
1675, March-September 1676, October L678, February 1679, (for the county election only, perhaps
not in fact going to Whitehaven itself), August-Octo ber 1679, August-October L682, August-
September 1685 and July-August 1687.
5 J.L. to Samuel Brownerigg 27 Feb. 1686, enclosure to Tickell.
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recommend which bargains Sir John should try to conclude; and to dircct thc

extension and maintenance of the workings, contract for the dransport of the coal to

the harbour and oversee its sale to the ship masters.

The initial list of instructions left for Thomas Tickell in June 1666 gives little

sign that all this was to be a signihcant part of the stewards' responsibilities: in the

main it enumerates various activities which the steward was to suppress, activities

which the tenants claimed it was their right to carry on. Continual disputes over

private coal-steathing, heaping up coal sacks in the streets of the town or along the

foreshore, ballast-casting, quarrying stone from the shore and keeping unringed

swine did little to increase the profrt of the estate but were a daily harassment to the

steward.6 Sir John might insfuct, but his tenants countered his directions with

obstruction, evasion and delay. What his stewards implemented was attenuated by

the strength of the opposition, by their own judgment of practicality, with a view

also to the interest of the steward and his friends and to the discomfort of his rivals

and enemies; the bulk of whom were not farmers but townsmen, well-travelled

merchants with an educátion, a degree of sophistication and pretensions to gentility

which frequently out-maûched that of the stewa¡ds.

There remained decisions which the stewards were unwilling to take

themselves, and decisions handed down from London which they were unwilling

to implement. Even William Gilpin, to whom reporting and advising was no

intellectual burden, sometimes felt in need of Lowther's own presence to "rectify

some things too invidious for me."7 Thomas Tickellparticularly in his first decade,

insistently requested Lowther to come down and attend personally to his affairs. In

June 1674 as he struggled to convey to Lowther the full implications of the matters

in hand (renewing leases, reconsidering the management of the salt pans, the need

to consult over the collieries, the tenants'refusal to use the manorial mills and the

dispute with the masters over the size of the coal sacks) he complained, "though it

6 D/Lons/W, Correspondence Bundle 40, 19 June 1666. See Appendix C.
7 W.G. 21 Feb. 1698, Lowther Correspondence 466. See also 279,280 and, 284.
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is my duty to ease you of these things, yet I f,rnd myself unable so effectually and

suddenly to finish them; I find that converse by letters-lróT onþ dilatory but

defective."8 Lowttrer rarcLy responded to his pleas by actually travelling north, but

asked for more reports, assured Tickell that many problems would resolve

themselves and that his steward must proceed "as if it were your own cases, 'tis too

difficult to direct not being upon the place, and retard nothing for my not being

there."9

Shortly after his appointment as steward in 1693, William Gilpin sent a

proposed letter of attomey for I-owther to approve, enumerating his duties:

"(1) demand, sue for and receive your debts; (2) accompt with your

offrcers; (3) give discharges; (4) make entries for non-payment etc.; (5) let

to farm your lands; (6) distrain for rents; (7) pay foreign rents and charges

etc.; (8) keep courts; (9) give admittances; (10) and to appoint aftorneys

etc." 
1o

Such specific duties were to form the basis of Gilpin's work, as they had done with

Thomas Tickell; though even this list omits negotiating for land and collieries

(which Gilpin thought could be comprehended when necessary by a specific

directive), and the stewards' active role as election agents.11

8 T.T. 25 June 1674. "Everything wants life till you come", he pleaded on the llth of June 1678.
9 LL. to T.T. 9 Aug. 1678. Neither Tickell nor Gilpin was ever so unsure of himself as John Bede
Potts, steward ûo Sir Marmeduke Constable of Everingham, who in spite of his master's assurance
that all his affai¡s were to be carried out at the steward's discretion, still requested permission to fell
a tree - Roebuck, op. cil p.4.
l0 W.G. 29 March L693, Lowther Correspondence 5. A copy of the actual letter of attorney is in
D/Lons/W Commonplace Book, 1680's-1690's, "Mr Drydens..." pp. 200-3.
1l lFor the wide range and importance of stewards'duties in this period, see D.R. Hainsworth, "The
Mediator ..." op.cit., where he disputes Christopher Clay's suggestion that stewards were minor
figures uDtil the mid eighteenth century - Christopher Clay in Thirsk (ed) Agrarían llistory vol. V,
ii, op. cit.; D.R. Hainsworth, "The Estate Steward" in Wilfrid Prest, ed., The Professions in Early
Modern England, l.ondon 1987; D.R. Hainsworth, Stewards, Lords and People ]660-1714, Cambridge
University Press, (forthcoming); H.D. Turner, "George, Fourth Earl of Northappton: Estates and
Stewards, L686-L714," Northamptonshire Past and Present, Vol. IV, no. 6, 1966-7; H.W. Saunders,
"Estate Management at Rainham in the Years 1661-1686 and 1706"; Norþlk Archaeology, vol. XIX,
(19L7). For the steward's role as an election agent, see Robert Hopkinson, "Elections in
Cumberland and Westmorland 1695-1723", Ph.D. thesis, University of Newcastle-on-Tyne, 1973;
and "The Electorate of Cumberland and Westmorland in the Late Seventeenth and Early Eighteenth
Centuries", Northern Hístory, vol. XV, L979 and Hainsworth, "Tending the Intcrest" in Stèwards,
Lords and People.
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Between 1648 and 1700 the rentals for the estatc reveal a decline in income

from the salt pans, tithes, and to a lesser degree, the demesne]ands.l? In 1648 the

four salt pans near the quay had been let at f 150 ayeaÍ, in 1658 at f 100. In 1665

Thomas Wilkinson leased them for three years at f65 a year but refused to renew

the lease when it expired, despite much urging from Lowther and Tickell who

feared the result of having the pans "in hand", fears amply justifred in the following

years as Tickell complained about their time-consuming management, the deadness

of the salt trade, the growing stocþile of unsold salt and his own loss of reputation

"because they will not make profit."13 In 1669 and 1670 they "cleared about f6",

figures which Tickell apologetically explained resulted from the great cost of

repairs, poor sales and bad debts. The pans were then managed successively by

Thomas Wilkinson, Richard Bettesworth and Lancelot Branthwaite, during years of

continuing low sales, a prohibition against selling salt in Scotland and competition

from French salt; and the pans frequently lay idle for months at a time.l4 In 1681

Lowther abandoned them altogether. He had already begun negotiations with the

Cockermouth auditor, JÖhn Gee, to combine his old lease of Bransty coal with one

for the Bransty salt pans, whose lease had been inherited by Robert Biglands from

Mrs Johnson.l5 The pans had been the cause of an angry shouting match between

Tickell and Biglands in 1680 when Biglands accused Lowther of working out all

the coal in the tenement, irrespective of Biglands' right to pan-coal; an accusation

which Mr Gee "hugely countenanced" when he came to inspect Bransty, "so that f

had an exceedingly vexatious ill time of it", grumbled Tickell, urging l-owther to set

L2 There was much concern in the period following the Restoration at the widespread declioe in
agricultural rcûts snd the valuc of land. Thc lrish catllc act of 1666 was onc misconceived remedy.
See "Notes of the [.ords' Committee on the Decay of Rents and Trade, 1669", in particular Jorhiah
Chifde's remarks; "An Act Prohibiting the Import of Irish Cattle, 1666"; "Sir William Coventry on
the Decay of Rents, 1670" and "Sir Edward Dering on the Decay of Rents in Kent, c.1670"; printed
in Joan Thirsk (ed.), Seventeenth Century Eco¡wmic Docwnents, Oxford 1972.
13 T.T. 30 Nov 1668, I Feb 1669, 11 March, 14 Nov l67Q; LL.20 April, 15 Dec 1668, 9 Fcb
L669.
14 Thomas Wilkinson cleared roughly e168 over a four year period, Bettesworth f,18 over seventeen
months ("being no fit manager" commented Tickell) and Branthwaite 995 over four aud a half years.
D/Lons/W Rentals L666 - L7O5; Estate AccouDts 1665 -1685 fo 36; T.T. 2 May L671, L6 Dec L672,
9 June L673,26 Jan 1675, 16 Feb L676, l0 July, 17 Nov, 17 Dec 1677.
15 Tickell had initially suggested the move as early as 1677, because the smoke and soot from the
Whitehaven pans damaged the ships'sails and rigging, and because he thought that the additional
Lowther presence at Braûsty might incline Francis Radcliffe to sell the tenement. - 28 March, 10
July 1677.
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to and indeed work out all the remaining coal,"to extirpate those malicious,

inventive earwigs opprobrious to all good men."16 Although.Lowther undentood

that Biglands had no wish to rcnew the lease, negotiations lasted eighteen months

before the agreement was sealed, with Gee hinting at a competitor.lT Lowther paid

f5 ayear rent and spent t32-10-ld in repairs before salt could be made. By 1685

these pans too stood idle, for want of coal in the tenement. The following year

when Richard Senhouse considered subletting them and using refuse coal from

Howgill or Woodagreen, Tickell forecast, "I fear he will be no gainer of them".

Tickell reported making salt again in 1690, primarily to use up the coal on the bank

which they were unable to sell, but a year later described the enterprise as "a

troublesome and a losing branch to manage" and at his urging they were now let to

Senhouse.lS Neither did Tickell expect to make a profit when he re-let the tithes in

1680 because although he had earlier set them at half rates he still could not get the

rent due for them and knew it would be difficult to find someone willing to farm

them for a new term.19

Tickell had been steward for ten years when he faced his first major round

of re-leasing demesne land at the end of L677. He warned Lowther that all the

fifteen year leases were due to expire the following March and was "sore afraid that

all those farms will be th¡own up"; with some farmers wanting to give up altogether

and others indicating they might stay on if Lowther agreed to reduce the rent by a

third or a quarter. Some of Tickell's most desperate requests for I-owther to come

to Whitehaven occur at this time, as he forecast great losses if the land stayed "in

16 40 April 1680.
17 i'I caunot see how any but myself can give rent", Lowther complained, but added "what malice
gay do I know not." J.L. ûo T.T.5 oct 1680. see also 3 and l9-July, 16 oct 16g0,5 April,26
July, 15 Oct 1681, 2l Ian 1682.
18 T.T. 8 June 1686,29 July, 25 Oct 1691; J.L. 19 Scpt, l0 Oct 1691; D/Lons/W Estsre Accounrs
1685 - 1692 fo 36. Senhouse initially paid Ê18 a yeat, then f14 when he renewed the lease in
L697.
19 Preston and Arrathwaite tithe corn which Sir John said had made 824 a year in his minority
was let in L666 for f,l6 a year and made f13 ír L676 under management. In tOSt tlctett was able
to let it again for fl6 by adding seven acres of land. St Bees tithe, the major tithe of the estate,
also declined in value lt -e1c-h. 

reJeasing, from f51-10s. in 1648 to f35 in 1691. T.T. lg May
1670,2L Aug. 1671; J.L.2l Nov. 1671; D/L,ons/W Rentals; Estate accounts 1666-1685 and rentals
of Sir John Lowther 1666-1705.
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hand".20 I-owther remained unmoved in the face of such panic and by early 1678

Tickell had managed to re-let all the land; though in some insances with a slight

drop in rent, while some smaller leases were let on a yearly basis, in hopes of a

better offer.2r Gilpin faced a similar round of bargaining in February 1693 bur

remained more sanguine in the face of farmers' threats to leave the land, and by

March had re-let to those who had "pretended" to give up their f*^s.22

Nevertheless by 1695 he was reporting problems with one particular tenant, in a

situation which demonstrates the relative powerlessness of a landlord confronted by

a recalcitrant tenant at a time when there was a shortage of good tenant farmers.

When Edward Spedding wanted to quit his lease of Akebank, Gilpin knew he could

not re-let it without considerably reducing the rent. I-owther accordingly refused to

release Spedding and Gilpin reported the consequences:

"Edward Spedding since he cannot obtain of you to acquit him of the years

which he has yet in Akebank, has become untoward, for he has cut down

all the wood, neglects the house and (that he may do the farm as much

mischief as he cdn) he has taken a piece of ground of Mr. Fletcher and sets

upon it all the manure that is produced upon yours; and is besides in a great

¿uïear of rent. His design is to force you to turn him off."23

To have evicted Spedding would have made it very difficult to attract a new tenant

because farmers were loathe to replace an evicted tenant.24 Spedding stayed on,

aided by Lowther's encouragement of his carrying business and success in getting

him appointed as a porter and tidesman at the Customs house; but he was still f48-

16s in ¿uïears of rent at his death in 1706.25 Lowther's income from land increased

20 iT.T. 4 June, 14 Oct., I Nov., 6 Dec., 1677. Many landlords were distinctly unwilling to farm
theii own demesnes - M.G. Davies, "Country Gentry and Falling Rents in the 1660's and 1720's,
Midland Hístory, vol. 4,1977 p.9fff.
21 D/Lons/W Rentals.
22 W.G. 15 Feb., 17 March 1693, Lowther Correspondence 2 and 4.
23 W.G. 27 May L696, Lowther Correspondence 284.
24 Hainsworth, "The Essential Governor", op. cit.
25 C.T.B. XY, 275; Ja.L. to J.L. 16 Dec 1699, D/Lons/W Correspondence Box 10; D/Lons/W
Estate accounts 1700-1706. Lowther's help for Spedding was Dot unusual. As Christopher Clay
notes, landlords could not expect to escape unscathed if their tenants were in difficulties - Thirsk (ed)
Agrarian History vol. V, ii, op. cit. p.231. As father of John and Carlisle Spedding, Edward
provided James Lowther with stewards of outstanding calibre - J.V. Beckett, "Carlisle Spedding
(1695-1755) Engineer, Inventor and Architect", C.W.AA.S. , vol. LXXXIII, 1983.
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over the years, but only because he was buying more land, and the new

acquisitions were liable to the same difficulties as the o1ù indëed in several

instances a vendor induced him to purchase by offering to farm and bidding a

higher rent than he subsequently proved able or willing topay.26

A net of indebtedness frequently spread through the community, and the

stewards had to decide how swiftly to move before other creditors seized goods,

calculate the sufficiency of bondsmen and existing security, determine whether a

promise to pay had any substance and weigh-up the repercussions of foreclosing on

a debt. Tickell decided against calling-in Thomas Jackson's debt in 1678 for fear it

would upset the delicate negotiations to purchase Bransty.2T when George

Richardson, one of Lowther's tenant farmers, fled indebted to Ireland in arears for

rent, I-owther hoped to obtain his freehold property at Mirehouse, but in the event

John Gale the elder purchased it, Richardson returned from Ireland and continued

as one of Lowther's major tenant farmers; yet another example of a landlord

preferring to keep on an existing tenant if at att possible, rather than evict him.28

By 1674 Thomas Brittón, merchant and ship master, owed Lowther over €100,

besides further unspecified debts for salt, but Tickell had already cautioned, "Suit

will utterly destroy him and, if commenced we shall frnd no goods save household

to levy". Britton already owed money to his brother-in-law, Thomas Jackson, and

to Thomas Wilkinson, themselves indebted to Lowther. After forbearing with

years of broken promises Lowther eventually took possession of Britton's houses,

set a date for redemption and rented one back to him. Britton soon built up further

debts in ¿uïears of house-re nt.29 By 1674 Thomas Jackson owed f700 in colliery

debts, having used the colliery receipts to finance his own trading ventures. The

problems of having a bankrupt colliery steward posed an additional dilemma: "If

you should cast him off I know not how those colliers etc. shall be paid: and if you

26 T.T.9 Oct. 1688, 2 Aug. 1690.
27 See above, Chapter Two.
28 "f.T.25 Nov. 1667, J.L. to T.T. 10 Dec.1667,4 Feb. 1668.
29 T.T. 2 Aug. 1672, 30 lune 1674,L Sept. 1667, 8 Feb. 1669; J.L. to T.T. 3 March 1668, T.T
10 Jan. 1681.
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keep him on, I know not how he will be able to pay besides them the growing

balances of account".3O During his visit in 16Títowtt er dismissed }ackson and

took a mortgage on his houses, and for the next nine years followed reports of

Jackson's ill-starred trading vÇntures with exasperation and anger as one by one

they failed to clear the debt. He finally foreclosed on Jackson's houses during

another visit in 1685.31 Jackson too was permitted to rent back a house, and like

Britton, proceeded to run up ¿urears in rent. Lowther did not gain Bransty by his

initial forbearance of Jackson, and Jackson became one of Lowther's leading

opponents in the pierage dispute of 1684 and 1685, "nothing reflecting on his own

povefy nor the engagements he lies under to you", as Tickell observed.32 Thomas

Wilkinson owed f265 at the end of his lease of the Whitehaven salt pans in 1668.

As with Jackson, Lowther cannot but have been aware of these accumulations of

arrears, whose convenion into loan capital he tolerated as encouragement to an old

servant of the family.33 He knew that his assets were suff,rcient to cover the debts,

for he pressed him with some insistence to renew the lease and expressed distinct

irritation atthe refusal: "I am sorry to find in Thomas Wilkinson such uncertainty

and shuffling. I thought my usage and forbearance of him might have begot more

plain dealing."34 Wilkinson owned a quarter share in theThomas and Elízabeth,

kept a public house near the guay, owned another house in Chapel steet and was

Lowther's farmer for Millholme meadow and Collierdale. In 1671 Wilkinson

agreed to manage the pans for a salary of f,5 a year, perhaps only so he could

continue the loan and because Tickell promised in addition that he should have the

bailiffship when it fell due at Martinmas. Lowther forbore Wilkinson in order to

avoid directly confronting the problems of his failing saltery and Wilkinson, though

30 T.T. 18 Jan. 1675.
31 D/Lous/W Registers, Deeds and Conveyances 16ll-1705, fo. 156. J.L. to T.T.25 June 1678,

!9 March L679, 4 May 1680, 17 Dec. L68L, 7 Jan. 4 April, 14 oct. L682, L7 Feb. 3l March 1683;
T.T. 9 Jan 1679, 20 April, 24 May, 19 Aug 1680, 24 Nov 1681, 26 March, 23 April, L7 May
1683, 27 Nov. 1684 a¡d 24 May 1685, when Tickell reported that he had had Jacksou arrested to
force him to state his accounts.
32 10 Feb. 1685.
33 Tickell described him as "an old servant of your father's and your own." - 9 Jurie 1677. At the
age of twenty in 1640 he had deposed in Sir Christopher's Exchequer case against his tenants and
witnessed a grant of land.
34 J.L. 15 Dec. 1668, 19 Jan. 1669.
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he grumbled, assented to retain this éasy line of credit. Lowther's judgement of

Wilkinson's ability to pay was in the event accurate. At the entl of hîs riranagement

he owed f130, a sum considerably less than the initial debt, and satisfactorily

secured by his houses. He began repaying ít n L677, first with a cash payment of

€60, then with his share of the ship, worth f,40. When he died in 1678 owing Ê30,

Lowther agreed to deduct f2 if the widow paid promptþ. She evidenrly did,

because no more is heard of it. Besides renewing the lease of Millholme and

Collierdale, Isabella Wilkinson also began leasing Sailbank tenement in 1680 and

promptly established a rope walk to rival that of Tickell and his partne¡s.35

Twice yearly the estate steward also kept the manor court. The court

provided the tenants with a public forum where they could express their discontent

with landlord and steward, as well as with each other. At Tickell's first court in

L666, William Atkinson and Robert Wilkinson led the refusal of the tenants who

held old customary land to answer a call of court which they disputed, and

continued thei¡ denial from year to year as a local reminder of the case being fought

in Chancery over the isiue. Once that issue had been resolved, they turned to the

management of the court itself, claiming in a lengthy letter to Lowther that Tickell

was dilatory in admitting them to their tenures, and that he charged excessive fees to

record thoir surrenders and admittances in the Court rolls.36 Tickell denied the

charges but the following year John Gale the elder, Thomas Addison and William

Atkinson caused a riot in the court, "speaking very opprobriously several

contemptuous words and threatening him the steward with oppression and

indictment etc", for demanding fees to enrol their recent purchases. Though the

steward does not mention it, the occasion was probably improved by the fact that

the house whose purchase Addison wished to register was the one in which Tickell

35 T.T. 25 April 1677,4 May 1678; 1.L.25 June 1678; D/Lons/W Miscellaneous estate papers,
Saltpan accounts; Eslate Accounts, 1666-1685 fo. 29, 50.
36 J.L.24 Feb. L674. For a copy of the letter from Francis Radcliffe, William Nicholson, Robert
Wilkinson, John Davie, Christopher Skelton and George Benn, 9 Ja¡. 1674, see D/Lons/W Letter
books. Fair Copies, Sept.1684-Jan. 1694.
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himself lived as lessee of the vendor.37 Tickell retaliated by fining-the offenders

each f5 for their contempt. For the next five years no-eoutt ùas-held. No

discussion of the decision appears in the correspondence. Lowther was himself

present at Whitehaven at the times when the three subsequent courts would have

been held - Michaelmas 1675 and Easter and Michaelmas 1676 - but did not choose

to summon one. It was at Tickell's suggestion that courts resumed again in 1680,

when he invited the tenants to be "at unity among themselves and unanimity with

/ou".38 Tickell, who had no legal training was not equal to a contest with the

versatile Addison or the well-counselled Gale. Richard Lamplugh had at first given

intermittent professional assistance, but could not be depended on to attend, and in

1684 Lowther engaged fames Bird, who handled his other legal business, to hold

the manorial courts also. Gilpin, a professional lawyer himself, had no need of

assistance.3g OotrpokerQss in court it seems could be suppressed only by

suppressing the court itselt and this is the more surprising because it is evident

from an aside of Gilpin's and two stray remarks of Tickell's that the lord or his

steward both nominated'the jury and selected its foreman.4O Nonetheless, a long

list of noteworthy opponents repeatedly served as jurors and even as foremen:

Christopher Skelton, Robert Wilkinson, Robert Biglands, Henry Fox, William

Crof{and Ebenezer Gale. In 1684 William Atkinson renewed his complaint that the

customary tenants were being called to the court as "tenants at will according to the

custom of the manor". -Jq^eg Bird as steward of the court over-ruled his

objection, but Atkinson persisted, and after the Michaelmas court in 1686, when

37 Indeed, with Addison as landlord, Biglands as a neighbour on one side and Frances Aery, the
widów of Greenbank on the other, his situation may have been a little uncomfortable. Forlunately
he was able to move to a more detached situation when Sir John purchased Flatt Hall.
38 T.T. 28 Oct. 1680.
39 Tickell agreed somewhat reluctantly to Bird's appointment: "lawyers and attorneys do rather
exasPerate than heal differences," he had remarked when Lowther had suggested such professional
assistance on an earlier occasion - 4 Oct. 1680, In 1686 Bi¡d was replaced by another Cumbrian
attorney, Ewan Christian. For the growing role of country attorneys in the seventeenth century and
their increasing employment as stewards of manorial courts, see C.W. Brooks, Petty foggers and.
Vipers of the Commonwealth, Cambidge 1986, p.196 ff.
40 W.G. 9 Sept. 1696, Lowther Correspondence 303; T.T. 7 Oct. 1685, 9 Oct. 1686. When Tickell
refused to nominate William Atkinson as a juror in 1686 his excuse was that once again Atkinson
had denied the call of court. But it was at this very court that Atkinson first prescnted Tickell's son
in law, Ebenezer Gale, for building encroachment.
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Tickell described him as "mutinous", Sir John acknowledged the weight of his

objection: "...it had been all onelto have called them tenants 6y'ðustoir, the deed for

the twenty-five penny frne havirlg given them some colour for their exception"; and

at the next court ayear later, the tenants were called simply as tenants according to

the custom of the nìanor who owed suit of court.4l

Apart from recognizing new tenants and heirs, the court spent most of its

time fining miscreants for keeping unringed swine or casting ashes and rubbish into

the Pow; and interminably issuing orders to clear away dunghills and pave the

streets in front of their hour"s.42 The manor court, with its machinery for

presenúnent and amercement may have been coercive in theory but the never-ending

presenfinents for the same offences argues otherwise. The other item of business

was the recovery of petty debts. with the absence of banks as we know them,

fellow townsfolk were an important source of credit and the Íumor court provided a

convenient way of recovering debts without having recourse to common la*.43

In only two series of presentments in the space of forty years is there any

sign of vendetta. In Ocdober 1668, Henry Bragg presented William Hodgson, the

stone mason, for brewing malt not ground at the lord's mill and Hodgson in turn

presented Bragg for damaging his grain. James Hodgson sued Bragg for a plea of

debt and complained against Bragg's wife, Elizabeth, for slandering his own wife

by accusing her of murdering her infant and wrapping it in a dishcloth. Bragg

countered somewhat tamely by suing Hodgson for a debt owed on beer. The first

issue fell through for want of summons, William Hodgson received 2s for grain,

both James Hodgson and Bragg recovered their respective debts and Elizabeth

BrAgg was fined 6s 8d (a sum reduced by the jury to 3s 4d) and ordered to

4l T.T. Oct.1684, (date damaged, archive ro.222), 19 Oct. 1686; J.L. 26 Oct. L686.
42 "Townsmen ,.. will rather endure the nastiness of the streets and suffcr amercements", observed
Tickell - 18 Nov. 1680.
43 "I kept your court the last Friday ûo the satisfaction of many who got in a deal of small debts by
it." - T.T. Oct.1683 (date damaged, arch. no.111.) For the role of manorial courts in recovcring
small debts, see J.D. Marshall, "The Domestic Economy of the Lakeland Yeomen 1660-1749",
C.W.A.A.S. TXXIII L973; for sources of credit see G.P. Jones, "Some Sources of Loans and Credit in
Cumbria before the Rise of Banks", C.W.A.A.S., vol LXXV 1975.
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apologize publicly.a This particular court also ordered the setting-up of a ducking

stool, and sentenced one Anne Trinckle, a spinster, to be duekedthree times unless

she publicly acknowledged to both Mary Biglands and Dorothy Hamilton that "she

hath done them wrong." Robert and Mary Biglands had presented Dorothy

Hamilton for slander, claiming Dorotþ had accused Mary of witchcraft. The court

chose not to believe the accusation of witchcraft, but rather preferred to punish the

gossip. No further mention of ducking occurs, however, and the stool, if it was

ever built, must have decayed by 1693, because William Gilpin as new steward

then ordered the inhabitants to build an identical appliance. Gilpin at the same time

remarked on the "great profanation" of the Sabbath reported by the constable, by

"sundry persons to him unknown", but the subsequent court records contain no

presentments for the offence, nor the use of the engine of punishment: simply a

further plea by Gilpin in May 1698 "that some means may be used to prevent the

profanation of the Sabbath day."45 Apart from the violence connected with the

Wybergh family, and with the death of Dorothy Bigrigga6 the court books, the

surviving Quarter session records and the stewards' letters reveal only very

occasional examples of breaking windows, shooting pigeons, assault and petty

thieving of tobacco, timber and coal.47

As the town and port expanded, the jury attempted to encompass some of

the problems of development by framing specific by-laws, but then all too often

refused to abide by the laws which they themselves had made, giving Tickell yet

further reason to lament his uneasy position in the town, "either through the natural

aversion they have to obey or else through my levity in forbearing the execution,

which rather than I would give offence makes me weary of that charge."48 As
ì

more tenants purchased their freehold, Tickell reported a falling attendance at the

44 D/Lons/W St. Bees Court Books.
45 Gilpin had more success at the Easter Quarter sessions in 1698 when ten persons were convicted
before him as justice for profane swearing.
46 see below.
47 For the Quarter session records, see C.R.O. Q/l/l and l/2, Minute books, 1668-7695, 1696-
17O4; Q2lL. Indictment book 1689 -1708.
48 T.T. 29 OcL 1682. See also 18 Jan. 1687.
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court and wondered uneasily whether he ought to fine the absente"r,ag but Lowther

advised against it: "My intent is only to prevent nuisances and..make hy-Iaws and to

make them of use and benefit to the town."50 He gained from the regular

supervision of building standards, Tickell from the amercements which Lowther

allowed him to keep, and the tenants from cheap and speedy settlement of their

claims against one another.

Lowther's stewards were part-time in that they depended on Lowther for

only a portion of their income. He initially paid TickeII f;20 a year (doubled to f40

in 1679) and undertook to obtain a position for him in the Customs House at

Whitehaven. The purpose was not just to relieve I-owther of paying his stewa¡d a

full salary but to obtain an agent in the customs service through whose hands all

exported coal must pass. Tickell, who had vociferously crtticized Thomas

Addison's use of his official position to enhance his profits as a merchant and

colliery owner, made no secret to I-owther that he hoped to emulate such behaviour

for his own and Lowther's benefit if ever he gained a post. As he said of Addison

in 1669, "None dare to iefuse his coals and salt which would be to our advantage

were we concerned in the customs",sl and in letter after letter to Lowther reminded

him of the usefulness of having his steward in such a post to glean useful trading

information, and to exact compliance from the ship master..52 Orr"" Tickell gained

the post of Surveyor for Whitehaven and Carlisle in 1671, Lowther demanded to be

kept informed of atl local tade and Tickell obliged with monthly tading figures for

Whitehaven and reports on shipping ventures as they came to his notice.S3 He kept

his position for seventeen years of threatened oustings, fluctuating salary, rebukes

49 t "for these small levies add fuel 0o our malicious tenants so ready to cavil on all occasions/j- 2
Maröh 1688.
50 J.L. to T.T. 10 March 1688.
51 T.T. 15 May 1669.
52 "I wish not the place so much for profit as to manage your concerns the better for as it will
augment your power so it will increase your sale." T.T. 10 Sept. 1667 and 14 Feb., 9 March, 1

April 1668, 16 Dec. 1669.
53 Tickell's remuneration fluctuated. Initially set at f,40 a year, it dropped to €,15 in 1675, when he
was replaced as Surveyor of Carlisle. In November 1682 he jubilantly reported an additional
quarterly sum of f,,6-5s to keep a horse, but this was withdrawn in the next quarter. In 1683 his
salary rose to Ê20 and in 1684, to f30 a year. 1.L.23 Sept L671,6 Nov 1675, 26May 1683; T.T.
3 Oct 1671, 27 Nov 1682, L5 Feb 1683, 27 Nov 1684. C.T.B. vol VII p 877 26 July 1683, p 449
10 April 1682, p 714 15 Feb 1683.
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from the Commissioners and strong suggestions from the masters that he

contravened the regulations by holding ship shares. As rumõurs õf his pending

replacement thickened, he attempted to stave off the inevitable by sending presents

to William Carter, back in I-ondon after his lengthy inspection of Whitehaven port:

a length of kish fneze for a coat and a promise of puffins in lænt54

Tickell worked with three successive colliery stewards. Lowther appointed

Thomas Jackson in 1665 to oversee the collieries for f,L5 a yeat Richard

Beffesworth succeeded him in 1675, on €40 ayear, but he died after less than two

years of unsatisfactory service. For the next f,rve years Lowther depended on his

own brother-in-law Richard Lamplugh and Tickell to run the collieries; but

Lamplugh was no business man and no judge of colliery enterprises, and Tickell,

though he ran both estate and collieries for two years unassisted, was

overstretched. The moment was a critical one for the coal mining entelprise which

as the event showed was capable under good management of expanding six-fold in

the ensuing decades to meet the demands of a similarly expanding market at Dublin.

It is hard to believe thatihis result could have been achieved by Tickell on his own

or by another colliery steward of the calibre of Lamplugh, Bettesworth or Jackson.

Help came from an unlikely looking quarter. John Gale had supported the

development of Parton since it was fi¡st mooted and when l-owther asked for his

advice and assistance concerning Whitehaven's pier, Gale had initially responded,

"the Devil disappoint hi-."55 Nevertheless he did draw plans and proved helpful,

and during a visit to Whitehaven in 1682, Lowther appointed Gale as colliery

steward. He thereby detached from the party of his opponents one of its most able

members; and it seems likely that this was one of his pulposes. Gale was chosen

partly because of his observable ability and partly because, so long as he was given

no motive for loyalty, he was so very capable of being a major nuisance. It took

Tickell longer than Lowther to adjust to this new turn, although in the end his

54 The lænten puffins were no doubt to be eaten in the same spirit as the medieval monk dined on
bamacle geese, such fishy birds being counted neither flesh nor fowl.
55 John Gale to William Fletcher, 11 July 1680, D/t¡ns/W Letter Book,.'Fair copies of letters to
and from Si¡ J Lowther et al,' Aug 1700 - Oct. 1705'
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adjustment was the more complete. He began complaining almost at once: Gale

made difficulties about paying the leaders, sacked an old br¡f faithful-workman,

demanded the best quality coal for his own home; all criticisms which Gale

"snappishly answered".56 The complaints continued into the new year: Gale

opened and read one of I-owther's letters to Tickell, neglected to visit the ships and

promote the coal sale, was unwilling to raise the price of coal and refused to show

Tickell the colliery accounts ... but Lowther replied firmly, "I hope Mr Gale and

you are both too prudent to have any misunderstanding, little things on all sides

must be born with."57 Despite such an unpromising beginning the two stewards

became good friends, and two of Tickell's daughters and one of his sons married

into the Gale family.58 flowever, although Lowther may have welcomed the

friendship and family connections which made for little friction between the two

stewards'handling of his affairs, he was not blind to the disadvantages of a closer

connection. Although Gale had no ambition to become estate steward himself, he

did hope that his own son's temporary assumption of the steward's responsibility

after Tickell's unexpectêd death would become peünanent. Gilpin, when he was

appointed, realized that this was so and that it partly explained John Gale's

unrelenting hostility towards himself.59 Lowther had no intention of letting Gale's

son succeed Tickell: he was already having difficulty in getting Gale to state the

colliery account clearly, and with the man's son as estate steward, the opportunities

for fraud and collusion would have doubled.

The seventeenth century steward and his master operated in an ill-defined

area which today is much more clearly divided between contractual employment,

business partnership and independent commercial relations. Lowther accepted as a

matter of course that all the stewards would engage in extra income producing

activities and demanded only that such activities not conflict with the proper conduct

56 T.T. 14 Dec. L682.
57 l.L. to T.T. 17 Feb. 1683, T.T. 10 Jan., 2 Feb. 1683.
58 Richard Tickell married Margaret Gale, Isabella Tickell married Ebenezer Gale and Elizabeth
Tickell married Gale's son John junior.
59 \M.G. 10 Nov. 1694, Lowther Correspondence 170.
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of their duties or with a more general deference to his inte¡est. Tickell, Gale and

Gilpin were allowed to make further income out of the estate.by farnring land and

tithes from Sir John. Tickell leased Hensingham tithe corn and hay at f.l6 ayear,

Whitehaven tithe corn for f.7,FLatt tenement for €1-10s and I-ow Benhow for 2s

10d; and Gilpin, on succeeding as steward, requested to take on what Tickelt had

held at the same terms.60 Tickell and Gale were partners in aropery and both took

shares in shipping and trading ventures, and Tickell and fackson had interests in

several collieries. In August 1666 Sir John asked Tickell to inspect Thomas

Jackson's weekly colliery account. The following year he expressed alarm at the

outstanding colliery debt, with three-quarters of the money owed outstanding. "I

wonder if I do not mistake it, that it should escape you, for I do not less rely upon

you for the collieries than for anything else which is more particularly your care."61

In facÇ as Tickell later acknowledged, Jackson had been using the colliery profits to

finance his own trading ventures, none of which proved successful enough for him

to discharge his debt on the colliery account. But Tickell was not just inspecting

Jackson's accounts, he,was sending monthly abstracts to London, drawn up to

Lowther's precise and often reiterated instructions! When Lowther was at last

moved to intervene, he reproached Tickell for not appraising him of the true

situation (though he never accused him of dishonesty). Tickell rather reasonably

replied, "I confess myself something conscious of error principally not hinting unto

you his growing debts which yet I doubted a needless precaution because you have

his whole account before you and mine also ..."62 Th"practice of using balances

in hand for private investment was a coÍrmon one amongst seventeenth century

offrcials. I-owther could not have expected anything else and obviously connived at

it until it became clear that his colliery steward was never likely to be able to

60 W.G. 15 Feb. 1693, Lowther correspondence 2. Selling clay in Flatt field ûo the brickmakers
was another perquisite which Gilpin inherited, together with reek hens and the tithes of pigs in
Corkickle, Bransty and Harras - W.G. 10 Nov. L694,Lowther correspondence L70,
6l J.L. to T.T. 11 June 1667.
62 T.T.30 Nov. 1674.
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discharge his final account. He was really unable to insist upon a stricter notion of

financial probity than this.

The first of many quarels between John Gale and William Gilpin issued

from their respective rights to the lucrative contract for the horse gin. Tickell had

been granted the gin contract to wind water at Drift colliery in 1676 and entered a

new contract at the beginning of Lamplugh's management, using the occasion to

demand, besides the allowance of f4 a week to wind both water and coal, a few

extra benefits in the form of reasonable rates for Flatt tenement, the tithes of

Arrathwaite and Whitehaven and. " the use of Lowther's two ho.ses.63 He gained

the much bigger contract for the water gin at Howgill in July 1687; a contract

punctuated with complaints from Lowther that Tickell received twelve shillings a

week more than the previous confractors, and that it was "very unfit" to put

Lowther to extra charge if others would undertake it cheaper. Tickell stoutly

defended the rate as normal for winter, and one continued on into the summer

because of a wet season. Tickell was allowed to continue, and eventually Gale

became a partner with him.ø After Tickell's death, Gale managed it himself until

Gilpin attempted to assume a share as a perquisite of his own, claiming he followed

Lowther's instructions "that we both might have our accommodations", though

Gale thought he meant by this that "the fairest way of adjusting the accommodations

betwixt us, is to take them all to himself."65 Gilpin, as he defended his case for a

share, revealed to Lowther what he had long suspected and what Gale and Tickell

had carcfully concealed; that the allowance was "much more than the bare horse

service deserves." He presumed Lowther had let it as a "gratification" to them and

assûred Lowther that it was thought to be so in the eyes of the town.66 Lowther's

reply does not survive, but his scathing denial of any supposed gratifîcation is plain

63 T.T. LB Ían. 1677.
64 I.L. to T.T. 9 Sept L688, 2 Feb 1689; T.T. 14 Feb 1689, 2l May 1698; J.L. !o J.c. 28 July
1688: if Tickell "can keep the water as others will undertake it, I am desi¡ous he should have the
preference, but if others will do it for less, it is not reasonable ûo expect it". D/L-ons/rù/ L,etter Book,
Fair Copies 1684 - 1693.
65 W.G. 17 May 1693, J.G. 16 May 1693, Lowther Correspondence 15 atd 14.
66 W.G. l7 May 1693, Lowther Correspondence 15.
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enough from Gilpin's response, acknowledging that if I.owther let it out te

contractors again he might well save f50 a year or 
^<iið.67 

ihè.e was an

expectation, unstated until the rational William Gilpin came on the scene, that a

steward's income might be augmented by a favourable contract; and John Gale, in

the face of losing that one supremely favourable contact, protested that his other

services to Lowther had not sufficiently recompensed him, "so that I have had the

burnt side of the cake almost during my whole sen¡ice."ff

When Tickell purchased his first colliery lease at Goosegreen in Moresby,

Lowther expressed anxiety that the coal he mined might lessen the sale of

I-owther's coal and suggested that Tickell sell to the salt pans rather than compete

for sales úo the masters. Naturally Tickell insisted that his employer's interests took

precedence over his own. He offered Lowther a stake in his newly acquired leases

and had clearly expected from the first to do so. I-owther was at f,rnt eager to take a

two-thirds share but this went beyond Tickell's sense of his duty and he offered a

half, an offer which Lowther, although without rancour, dec1ined.69 - Wh"n

Thomas Jackson bought a share in Castlerigg colliery, Tickell reported that Jackson

intended it "for your use". Lowther accepted this offer with alacrity, but when

some months later he found that by an arbitration over a dispute between the other

partners he was going to be limited in his rate of exploitation, he reconveyed his

interest back to Jackson.T0 In a similar vein in L677,Tickell bought a share in a

ship, intending either to convey it to I-owther if the latter so wished or to keep it to

himself. In this case, Lowther again accepted. Tickell also expressed a willingness

to let I-owther take over a motrgage he held on some tenements at Egremont, "being

far,from that ill nature of some men who value their own interests before their

master's that preferred them and may still do them good."7l The principle

67 Yf.G. 29 May L693, Lowther Correspondence L9.
68 J.G. 16 May 1693, Lowther Correspondence 14. It is evident from subsequent letters that Gale
kept the contract for another three years. LG. 2 July 1693, w.G. 29 June 1696, Lowther
Correspondence 35 and 29L.
69 T.T. 22 Apnl,27 lllay 1667,24 March 1679; J.L. 4 and 25 June 1667, Ll March 1629.
70 T.T. 18 May, 26 Dec. 1670, 30 Jan. 167l;1.L.29 Nov. 1670, L7 tan., 14 Feb. 1621.
7L T.T. 20 Sept. 1688. Tickell had just been dismissed from his Cuscoms post ead was now
beseeching Lowther's aid to be restored.
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governing these transactions appears to be that the subordinate is obliged to offer to

his master at least a fraction of any potentially profitabË äsiet wtrìch he has

acquired; his less-rewarding or more toublesome assets he may retain for himself.

It was the ghost of a departed notion of "good lordship" on the one hand and

"faithful service" on the other.12

Nevertheless, a steward's own private interests did colour proposals he

made on his own initiative, and tempered his reaction to Lowther's instructions.

When Tickell expressed alarm Jt kmptugh's dismantling of the horse gin at Drift

and pleaded with Lowther to keep it working, he felt obliged to add, "some may

fancy that because I work them I propose this, but I vow I prefer your security

much more than any profit that I do or may reap by them."73 Both rickell and

Gilpin presumed that Gale's private investment in shipping led to his reluctance to

raise the price of coal.14 Gale rarely alludes to his ship shares and it remained for

Tickell and Gilpin to remind Lowther of their controlling presence. Tickell

mentioned his own shares only to reassure Lowther that they were in the hands of

his daughters. We only know their full extent through the depositions of the

masters at the time of the Commission into customs malpractice in 16'lg. He was

then reputed to own shares in the Reserve, Unity, Ebenezer, Fríendshíp,Thomas

and Elizabeth and the Assisr¿nce.1s As new colliery steward in 1682, Gale seems

to have forgotten just how many interests he had. He threatened to sell any sack of

coal with short measure for 3d instead of 4d and deny the leaders payment for

carrying it, to ensure that in future they only delivered full measure. Such a bargain

would prove satisfactory to his interests as a ship owner, but as colliery steward he

was expected to do all he could to encourage the leaders. He was also a shop-

keeper and Tickell discovered from the leaders who had been penalized that they

72 Mervyn James, Family, Lineage and Civil Society: a Study of Politics and Mertality ín the
Durham Region, Oxford 1974, chapter one, "Society: the Inherited Pattern."
73 T.T. 7 Jan. 1618. He protested in a simila¡ vein when the masons began work at Pa¡ton later in
the year: "I hope I need not repeat my real aversion to that procedure, though I might hope as well
as others from it yet to comply with your concerns I do abhor it." - 23 Oct. 1678.
74 T.T. 10 Jan. 1683, W.G.26 April 1696, Lowther Correspondence 279.
75 P.R.O. E 178 no. 6189.
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had purchased the canvas for the sacks from Gale himself; canvas which Gale had

insisted over their objections was large enough to make full:si2e sacks.76 During

Gale's negotiations to purchase Henry Birkett's tenement at Moresby for I-owther,

Lowther received anonymous letters suggesting Gale's ulterior motives in urging

the purchase, an accusation which drew a staunch rebuttal from Gale: "one thing

more I will affirm living and dying: that I never profited 6d directly, or indirectþ,

by any purchase I have hitherto assisted to make you, nor did I expec t it."77 While

Gale urged the purchase enthusiastically, describing it as "the key" to all the

neighbouring collieries, Gilpin advanced more cautiously, querying the f900

demanded and the soundness of Birkett's title, yet he did not discover until 1694

what had been "industriously concealed" from him: in 1690 Birkett had mortgaged

the tenement to Thomas Tickell. It may be supposed that Gale did indeed have a

personal interest in the negotiations, because of his son John's share of Tickell's

inheritance.TS In a résumé of the development of Sir John's collieries Tickell is

described as an inveterate opponent of John Gale's proposed cartways from

Howgill to the harbour úy ,"u.on of some "clandestine management", possibly an

interest in a pack-horse team.19 Tickell as far as we know had no interest in

leading, but he may well have given preference to leaders who paid to graze their

hones on his land. He did express some disquiet that horses and carts would jostle

and hinder the pack-horses (as indeed they did) but otherwise fairly recounted to

Lowther the opinions of an independent expert from Newcastle who preferred

wagon ways over cart *uyr.80 John Gale had reason for his enthusiastic

promotion of the scheme. When the carts began work, five of the initial fourteen

belonged to him. He thus assumed both the opportunities and the risk of

innovation.

76 T.T. 14 Dec. 1682.
77 J.G.25 June L693, Lowther Correspondence 3L.
18 W.G. 17 May 1693, 13 Nov 1694; I.G. 25 June 1693, Lowther Correspondence L5, 3L artd 172;
T.T. 1 June 1690. Lowther purchased the tenement in 1695 for 1775.
79 D/Lons/W Collieries; List 2, no. 18, noûe book and almanac, 1705.
80 T.T. 19 March 1683.
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In their attempts to improve their social and financial position, the stewards

consistently linked their own social standing with the dirnensions-of Lowther's

authority. In an early letter, Tickell described his attempts to prevcnt the sailors

from throwing their ballast into the harbour, at which one of the men confronted

"did publicly affront me by his scurrilous language, tendering me the salut¿tion of

his posterior and bidding the Devil take both your person and mine."8l He used

both the offence and the insult to urge his own speedy appointment to a customs

post, believing that the authority it carried far outweighed the threat of proceedings

in a manor court; and that the greater his standing at Whitehaven, the better he could

perform his duties as steward.S2 G"l" and Gilpin also coveted a customs position,

and competed fiercely for it, Gale on behalf of his son. Gilpin expressed

disappointment when he realized that he was competing with John Gale junior for

Lowther's patronage, pointing out that the townsfolk would see it as proof that

L,owther had a higher regard for the younger man.83 The competition for the gin

contract v/as set in the context of patronage, power and position, all the more so

because the town would know who had gained ascendancy in the matter. "Now it

happens that people's eyes are upon me and I may as well lie down for all your

workmen to piss upon as suffer a competitor", said Gale; while Gilpin countered

with the worth of his reputation, because "what cheapens that renders me less

capable of doing you that particular service ' . which the circumstances of your

affairs in this place require."g

Tickell's insecurity about his position in Whitehaven is most amusingly

illustrated in his descriptions of the visits by various dignitaries. Whenever

I-o¡vther heard of such a visit, he counselled Tickell to be ready with hospitatity and

entertainment, but all too often Tickell reported the dismal (and very public) failure

of his efforts to atEact the great or renowned to dine with him at Flatt. John Gee,

81 T.T. l8 Aug. 1666.
82 T.T. 18 Aug., 7 Sept. 1666. He retumed to the theme the following year when he wrote, "a
poor servant is but a pitiful one, riches as well as abilities to manage make men to be best
regarded." 7 Feb. 1667.
83 W.G. 23 March L698, Lowther Correspondence 49L.
84 J.G. 16 May 1693, W.G. 17 May 1693 Lowther Correspondence 14 and 15.
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nephew of Sir Orlando Gee and an agent for the Duke of Somerset's Cockermouth

estate, arived at Flatt, but "would not light off his horse, thûirgh fhail prepared

dinner for him, pretending want of time." He rode down into Whitehaven and

dined with Thomas Addison for the space of three hours, as Tickell precisely

observed.85 Th" following year, Sir Joseph Williamson visited Whitehaven and he

too stayed with Thomas Addison. Nor could Tickell prevail on the Provost of

Queen's college to walk up to Flatt. Finally, and most humiliating of all, the Duke

of Somerset who was married to the Cockermouth heiress, came to Whitehaven.

The visit had been preceeded by some careful coaching in etiquette from Sir John,

but the Duke excused himself from Tickell's hospitality and partook of Mr.

Addison's: "a repast of cold meats etc. of which kind we had greater plenty and

betûer upon the table and more room etc." wrote Tickell waspishly.S6

William Gilpin at least entertained the Bishop of Chester and Viscount

Weymouth at Flatt, but still received scant respect from the town.87 Th" Bishop

consecrated the church, and an _area of land adjacent as the burial ground, but the

town used it rarely, prefêrring to inter in the church yard. When Lowther heard of

this reluctance from Ebenezer Gale, he ordered Gilpin to overcome it by forbidding

any fufher burials there.88 Gilpin soon had new cause to lament the perfidy of the

Gales. Richard Collin, the smith, died and his widow, after careful persuasion by

Gilpin, agreed to use the burial ground, but Ebenezer Gale had a grave prepared in

the church yard. When Gilpin ordered it to be filled in, Gale threatened to seize a

shovel and dig it again himsell using "his utmost skill to invite the people to an

uproar;" the crux of his argument being that Lowther had no right or power over the

disposal of the church yard and should the town but let him think otherwise, Sir

John might grant it away to the Presbyterian bogeyman, Henry Palmer, whose

85 T.T. 20 April 1680.
86 8 July 1688; J.L. to T.T. 12 June 1688.
87 D/Lons/W Estate accounts, cash accounts 1693-9 p.7; J.L. 31 May 1698, Lowther
Corresponderce 532.
88 Lowther had earlier instructed Gilpin to enclose the new burial ground "handsomely" and make it
"as taking as may be, otherwise new things, or rather in this case old ones discontinued, meet with
objections." Lowther Correspondence 86.
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trade was so flourishing even in war time as to encourage him to seek new

premises. Richard Collin was interred at St Bees; but shortly'a,fter a child died and

again Ebenezer Gale whipped up a mob to protest against the prohibition of the

church yard. Gilpin had notice of it and "desirous to keep things from coming to an

exffemity of which I could not tell what might be the consequence, I stayed at home

and dissembled my knowledge."8g Gilpin found Ebenezer Gale's initial

intervention baffling, as he had no known personal or business connection with the

family; and Richard Collin had been a dissenter, giving Gale even less cause to

intervene. In drawing I-owther's attention to the infrequent use of the burial ground

and then theatrically opposing Gilpin's dutiful attempt to carry out Lowther's

instructions, Gale seemed to be manufacturing a casus belli. Líbels about Gilpin

were posted in the market place, and a year later when he tried to resolve the

problem of the disputed Collin inheritance, further lampoons appeared against

him.90 So the nature of his office brought down abuse on even the mild-mannered

and impartial Gilpin when the jealousies of the townspeople were aroused as they

were increasingly in the'1690's against Lowther's proprietary interest in the town,

its harbour and its church. When Gilpin lamented that he felt at a distance from the

people, Sir John made a comment which summarizes both town expectation and the

character of this particular steward, "... and for being at a distance with the people

everyone must expect it who can gratify them at another man's charge and does it

not."91 Tickell threatened on several occasions to resign from Lowther's service

because of public obloquy and demanded that Lowther ratify his position with a

demonstration of support. "If I receive your disgust as well as their malicious

infgrmation and am not countenanced in the due management of your concerns 'twil

be necessary for me to withdraw leaving the place to others ..."92

How did Lowther respond to the addresses of his stewards? He reassured

William Gilpin, "I have never been backward to serve my friends to my power, that

89 W.G. 1 April 1696, Lowther Correspondence 275.
90 J.G. 2 l'f.ay 1697, Lowther Correspondence,360.
9I J.L. to [¡1. l,onsdale,7 Jan. 1699. D/Lons/W Lettcr Books. Rough Copics 1698-1699
92 T.T. 17 April 1669.
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I have none can come in competition with you, and when I am either delayed or fail

in my endeavours, tis not that I am unmindful or want good will,r93 {n response to

Tickell's distress he praised his "affectionate loving interest" and thanked Tickell

for all he did.ga In 1679 Lowther doubled his salary to f40 in recognition of

Tickell's extra duties in overseeing the collieries, and did not reduce it when Gale

became colliery steward. He was a thoughtful and conscientious patron to his

family: two of Tickell's daughters spent time in Lowther's London household

gaining experience as lady's maids and Lowther went to great efforts to secure

suitable livings for both Tickell's son and son-in-law. Yet he pronounced

scathingly on Tickell's ambitions for his family. "I think it no small weakness to

give any breeding above their fortunes, which in ill times are not easily come by,

and if your expectation fail how miserable would such disappointments prove."95

In the lengthy correspondence we can watch the relationship develop as I-owther

grew to trust Tickell and rely on him and as Tickell gained confidence in addressing

Lowther. He can sound grossly subservient to our ears as he reassures Lowther of

his äevoted service or beseeches him to renew his efforts for the much coveted

customs position; but however servile he might sound as he begs Lowther's

patronage, he also accepts it as his due that Lowther should expend so much time

and trouble on him and his family, combining deference and expectation as he

writes,

"I confess my guilt in provoking your goodness by such confidence, only

humbly remonstrate that some masters heretofore have endeavoured the

promotion of their servants and done it effectually but perhaps with worse

returns than ever shall lodge with me."96

Stripped of the vituperative hyperbole against John Gale the elder, Robert

Biglands, Thomas Addison, William Christian or whoever had most recently

93 29 March 1698, Lowther Correspondence 495
94 l.L. to T.T. 27 April1669.
95 J.L. 5 Feb 1667 (daûed by Tickell.)
96\ T.T. 2May 167r.
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insulæd him, the advice Tickell gives about collieries, harbour improvements, town

planning, and property Lowther should purchase, is pracdcat and str"ightforward.

Lowther trusted and valued his judgment and often urged him to make more

decisions without referring to London. Even Tickell's acerbic comments about his

"enemies" are usually shrewd and to the point. When I-owther urged in particular

Addison's usefulness and goodwill, Tickell remained unconvinced and when

Addison did not support Whitehaven ovcr Parton as forcefully as Lowther

expected, Tickell was able to say, "It is no wonder to me that Mr Addison does not

change his natural hue, for whatever he appears to you, or any else, his interest is

ever homewards, nor are his former thoughts yet unchanged of slighting you in his

native unmannerly fury."97

Gale's letters do not express a conventional willingness to serve purely for

the honour of it and do not protest a devoted loyalty. His honesty he robustly if

disingenuously defended; to more than that he did not feel himself obliged. As a

successful independent man of business he had less need of Lowther's salary than

Tickell. When Gilpin cbmplained bitterly over a passage of months about Gale's

hostility and lack of support and co-operation, Lowther wrote to Gale firmly but

with little sense of castigation. His strongest form of reproof is to put it to Gale that

he had done what was complained ol and "therein did not do well."98 Gale wrote

forcefully and boldly, providing I-owther with a blunt opinion on whatever he was

prepared to tell Lowther was happening at Whitehaven. He described in telling

detail the misery and difficulties caused by William III's reform of the coinage, or

the impossibility of enforcing the proposed coal tax in 1698. The stewards were

ideally placed to relay to Lowther the results of what he and his fellow members of

parliament had decreed in Westminster, and Gale avouched to Lowther in letter afær

letter the frustration caused by the dearth of acceptable money: he had no money to

pay the men, the masters had no money to pay him, buying and selling had come to

97 T.T. 6 May 1680.
98 J.L. 30 July 1695, I'owther Correspondence 225.
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a standstill, Gilpin's scrupling to accept Scotch milled moneys or Irish duckets

made the situation more intolerable and "one cannot now buy..a-loaf of bread in the

market, but a jury of enquiry must pass upon the piece of money to be paid for it.

Tis even lamentable to behold, and hear, the controversies that from morning till

night arise on this subject."99 He depicted even more graphically the difficulties of

gathering the coal tax, setting before Lowther's eyes a sequence of pictures

showing Whitehaven at work; at night, in bad weather with several ships all trying

to load during the same tide, "40 or 50 horses of different tribes and interests all

together at one ship's side", each leader f,rghting to be first to unload, all claiming to

have coal from the best pits, wanting only to seize back their empty sacks and

tokens in exchange; so that if ten customs officers "in the dark stood over such a

rout as frequently bawl at one ship's side, yet it were impossible for them to take

exact cognizance of every coal-seller's parcel." 100

William Gilpin provided a more measured and analytical observation of all

things under his care. I-owther valued Gilpin and commended him highly; like

Lowther himself Gilpin tvas a principled and conscientious man, well educated and

with an appreciation of the workings of the wider world beyond Whitehaven. With

John Gale, despite a long and commercially successful collaboration, Lowther

ncvcr achicvcd a rcal understanding; with Thomas Tickell only gradually in the

course of long years of correspondence; with William Gilpin, understanding was

immediate. But Lowther was unable to secure Gilpin a customs post and a man of

Gilpin's calibre could hardly be retained indefinitely by a mere stewardship. 'When

Gilpin finally departed, Lowther commented moodily to Lord Lonsdale that less

inconvenience happened "from men somewhat inferior to their employment than

from those above it." 101 What measures could Sir John take to ensure he received

correct information and the best possible advice on the affairs of his distant estate?

He could first of all demand reports from his stewards and lower officials, to be

99 J.G. 15 Nov. 1696, Lowther Coruesponde¡rce 3L8.
100 J.G. 27 Apnl 1698, Lowther correspondence 5ll.
101 16 Nov 1699, D/Lons/W Letter Books, 'J.L. vol 2nd Apr. 24'99'-
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compiled so frequently and in such carefully prescribed detail that they found it

laborious if not impossible to comply. Henry Addison, as newlyappointed bailiff

soon tired of the work, complaining to Tickell that Lowther's accounts required

more writing than all the customs' accounts.102 Lowther tried to ensure that not all

his information flowed through a single channel. Besides his regular

correspondence with Tickell, he asked for letters from his colliery stewards and

even from others such as the bailiffs, bankmen and underground supervisors, but

this it seems with little success: indeed some of these men were probably

unaccustomed to correspondence. One of the demerits of Thomas Jackson was a

failure to report and it was one of John Gale's virtues that he did not hesitate to put

pen to paper. To compensate for this there was always unsolicited correspondence,

sometimes even anonymous, voicing the jealousies and animosities which

Lowther's tenants felt towards his officers. The intention went beyond simply

checking the honesty of the major correspondent, the steward, for Lowther

appreciated that many pairs of eyes might discern more than one and wanted to have

the benefit of independént assessments. To this end he also urged his officers to

consult with one another and not to set up impermeable boundaries between

themselves. When Tickell complained initially about Gale's independent action and

lack of consultation, Sir John wrote to Tickell, saying that he had urged Gale to

take Tickell's advice, "for much may seem very plausible and advantageous in the

first conception, that will be thought very unfit to be put in practice, after arguing

and discussing the matter with otherr."103 As Tickell grew older, Lowther

suggested that Gale should become more familiar with the work of the estate

steward so that if Tickell fell ill or died then Gale would be knowledgeable in both

areas and in the meantime Lowther would have the benefit of their joint
104opinions.^"- Tickell agreed but Gale was reluctant, saying that he had no

102 T.T. 12 Illfay 1675.
103 J.L. 26 Dec. 1682.
104 J.L. 5 Dcc. 1683, 9 and 23 Nov. 1686
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inclination for that particular *o.k.105 The close liaison and consultation eventually

achieved between Tickell and Gale had no parallel between Gafe andGilpin. Gale's

personal resentment at Gilpin's appointment over his son, their rivalry for the

perquisites of office and their differing religious outlooks added a barbed edge to

most of their dealings; and they rarely agreed on any issue of moment, from the

choice of a minister to the settlement of a disputed inheritance. Both men claimed

that their rivalry did not harm Lowther's interest, but even as Gilpin assured

I-owther that he consulted Gale at all times, he admitted that he kept out of colliery

affairs, for fear of antagonizing him.106 Th" process of electing the new minister

might have been accomplished with much less public dissension and in a much

shorter time had the two stewards agreed; and I-owther spoke prophetically when

he cautioned Gale, "Whatever you do, you two must keep a good correspondence,

otherwise my affairs will be as a house divided against itself."107

Although Lowther worked principally through his stewards to achieve his

ends, he never hesitated to involve anyone competent or available in his plans to

develop Whitehaven as'an integrated trading and manufacturing community. He

tended to ignore Tickell's outbursts against Thomas Addison or William Christian,

or replied in non-committ¿l terms. Certainly he continued to maintain relations with

those whom Tickell castigated as implacable foes, and dealt with them whenever

and as often as it suited him;requiring Tickell in particular to seek Addison's advice

and experience on a wide range of issues such as church building, trading and

harbour maintenance, with the warning "let not private animosities hinder the

public."108 Addiron became Lowther's partner in the millstone quarry, Lowther

took a financial share in Addison's iron-ore smelting schemes in the county and in

several of Addison's ventures to the Baltic. Lowther also used Addison to gain a

105 I have found no evidence to support Beckett's assertion (Coal and Tobacco p.25 ) that John
Gale expected to be promoted to estate steward. l,owthcr never regarded the post of colliery steward
as a stepping stone to the position of estate steward. Tickell did not begin as colliery steward,
Jackson was sacked not promoted, and no colliery steward became estate steward until Si¡ Jamcs'
time.
106 W.G. 14 Oct. 1693, 15 June 1695, Lowther Correspondence 62 and 210.
107 J.L.2l April 1693, Lowther Correspondence 109.
108 J.L. to T.T. 13 July 1680.
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half share in Anthony Benn's collieries in Hensingham, completely sidestepping

Tickell in the negotiations. Addison was able to complete theaurcliasè just ahead

of William Christian.l09 Ti.k"ll could only fret in the background, warn I-owther

of Christian's threatened law suit, describe a partnership with Addison as neither

"durable or agreeable" and salvage his pride by insisting that if Lowther had given

him timely authority, he could have "brought them to have been yours without this

contentious noise upon cheaper terms."110 Tickell's position differed from

Addison's because he was in Lowther's service, which Addison never was. He

therefore had more claims on his employer's generosity but was obliged to be more

outwardly deferential. Only on one occasion did Addison almost descend to being

a client, when he needed support and influence to prevent his dismissal in 1680.

Lowther provided it, expecting in return a commitment to the ascendancy of

Whitehaven but Addison did not comply to the extent expected and there was little

Lowther could do to force his compliance any further. Addison was a gentleman

with his own country estate, a man with some influential friends and connections

(Sir Joseph'Williamson in particular, who had obtained the Searcher's patent for

him) and one of considerable wealth. In 1689 he was able to lend f2,000 in ready

money to the beleaguered government for provisions for the hish expedition.lll

Tickell, too, for all his blustering would omit no opportunity and mutually

satisfactory affangement for a transaction with even his most factious opponents at

Whitehaven. In 1684, in the course of a single letter, he lambasts William Atkinson

and Robert Biglands setting off to the London Custom House with a "maledictory

letter", yet reconpnds their visit as a safe and convenient method of úansferring

mqney between London and Whitehaven.ll2

109 Despifethe inevitable earnest money, but Benn had not actually sealed the documents with
Christian. The wiser Addison took Benn back to his house and kept him thcre uutil he duly signed
the articles.- T.T. 25 Jan 1684.
110 T.T. 7 Feb. 1684.
ll1 C.T.B vol.IX, p.537, 13 March 1690; p.2005, 11 March 1690.
112 Piglands was expecting a large sum of money in London for a tobacco shipment. Tickell
recorQnded that Biglands pay this money !o Lowther, and be repaid by Tickell when he returned to
Whitehaven. Both parties would thus avoid committing money to the uncertainties of the post or
the packhorse. Tickell later reported the successful conclusion of the negotiation, but in the next
sentence called Biglands and Atkinson "the two grand agitators." T.T. 1 Sept. 1684, 19 Jan 1685.
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Lowther's use of patronage to gain support or keep dependency was an

inherent part of his rank and position and he used it to good-effect. The success of

patronage had helped him retain the services of Tickell, the hope of it gained him a

steward with the abilities of Gilpin. Lowther used the promise of patronage in

much of his land and colliery purchasing, as a means of spreading loyalty from an

individual to his wider family and to prop up a stuggling servant: thus he helped in

the preferment of his stewards' children, he promised þenefits to such men as

William Hodgson and Christopher Skelton if they would agree to sell him land, he

procured a customs post for his tenant farmer, Edward Spedding; and in more

general terms used patronage to extend and tighten the tentacles of his control.

The many strands of patronage nowhere come so clearly together as in his

relations with the Stainton family of St Bees. Tickell had experienced much

difficulty in leasing the demesne lands in St Bees of which the Wyberghs had been

dispossessed, until Richard Stainton senior became l-owther's principal farmer of

them. [n July 1676, a brawl erupted in Stainton's house; some weeks later a

woman died and Staiåton was charged with her murder. Lowther was at

Whitehaven for much of that year and Tickell's letters to him do not resume until

September. The depositions of witnesses were taken in October and it is possible

to piece together the outlines of the story from them. On the 25 July, Dorothy

Big ¡rigg had gone to Stainton's house searching for her husband and during a

heated exchange of insults threatened to smash all the glasses and quarts.113

According to Tickell, Stainton "held up his foot to her belly not suffering her to

come into the house, by which she accidentally fell down", but other witnesses

expressed it more plainly.l14 Dorothy and Stainton's wife started fighting and Jane

Fox ran to fetch Thomas Bolton, curate of St Bees and usher at the nearby grammar

school, who broke up the fracas. The B, i .,griggs left the house, throwing stones

and lumps of coal, but three weeks later Dorothy died; Stainton was indicted on a

113 Or cups and plates, as Tickell more discreetly called them: no doubt they served a sideline of
Stainton's best not brought to the attention of the Excise officers.
114 Depositions in P.R.O. ASSI 45 L2lll65. A draft of Tickell's deposition in his letter to
l.owther of 4 Fcb. 1677.
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charge of murder and imprisoned at Carlisle: "...maliciously ill-tormented by ill

neighbours, occasioned as I conceive by reason of his due'rnanagement of your

concerns." 115 Lo*ther expected two of the sitting justices, Richard Patrickson of

Calder and Colonel John Lamplugh, to support his clearly-expressed interest in the

case; but Patrickson was cuffently championing Mrs Wybergh in her efforts to

regain possession of the Abbey house and in the following months showed no

inclination to take Lowther's part and have Stainton released on bail. Tickell

described his support of ttre charge and his interference with a local tithes dispute as

"nourishing the animosities of your plebeian adversarier."1l6 After much

diff,rculty, and only because the sheriff expressed a willingness to oblige, Lowther

arranged bail for Stainton in March 1678. The case came to trial in August and

Stainton was acquitted. Tickellrneanwhile had not been behind-hand in planning to

redress the injustice and exact revenge on those concerned, especially on Thomas

Bolton who he believed was behind the charge.117 Err"n before Stainton's acquittal

he suggested dismissing Bolton from the curacy and replacing him with Richard

Stainton's son, Richard junior, brushing aside the objection that the young man had

not yet been ordained. He urged it even more strongly after Stainton's release, with

the further refinement that Henry Big ,rigg] Dorothy's father-in-1aw, be ousted as

parish clerk, writing with transparent self-delusion "by such alteration yet modest

demeanour I hope it will show your enemies thereabout a better way to respect your

concerns at that place."118 Nor did Tickell foresee any possible objection from the

bishop, because Bolton's antipathy to Stainton senior hindered Lowther's

management of land which produced an annual crop of Bishop's rent; and he

expressed much surprise when Lowther intimated the difficulties involved in

removing a curate, believing it to be a simple matter of displacing "one i11-

115 T.T. L7 Oct. 1676.
116 T.T.4 Feb. 1678. see also 24 OcL L676, Ll and 18 Jan.,l Sept. 1677.
117 Tickell hinted at some kind of family feud, explaining to lnwther that Bolton had married Jane
Cragg's daughter, and Jane Cragg was encouraging Bolton's animosity towards Stainton.
118 T.T. 1 Sept. 1677. See also, T.T. 4Iune L677. Bigrigg was eighty thrcc years old and blind.
T.T. 22 March 1677.
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conditioned servant to put in another in hopes of better success."119 Lowth",

suggested an alternative form of patronage for the family, ttdi öf building them a

better house which would enable Mrs Stainton to board scholars from the grammar

school.120 Tickell, however, did not abandon his earlier proposal. Francis

Radcliffe, inveterate opponent of Lowther and school master of St. Bees since

1630, died in L678; and the school governors elected Bolton to officiate in a

temporary capacity. Tickell recommended replacing him as usher with Stainton

junior, "to introduce him by degrees to that curacy, for the malicious stubborness of

Bolton is of ill consequence to your concerns thereabout.."l21 He succeeded in

this part of his plan by the end of the year in spite of the new master proving

"modestly cautious to do it suddenly";122 but only when Bolton accepted

preferment in keland was Lowther able to appoint Stainton junior as curate. A

decade later, Richard Stainton junior, curate of St Bees, became an eminently

suitable person to engage as overseer of Lowther's spinning and weaving

enterprise.

In the meantime,'Lowther used the death of Radcliffe to exert a much closer

influence on St Bees grammar school. He engineered Tickell's appointment as one

of the seven governors in 1685, to be his eyes and ears on the spot. Two school

masters followed Radcliffe in quick succession but Richard Jackson, appointed in

1686, continued in office until his death ¡ 1739.123 He married Tickell's widowed

daughter in 1687 and I-owther both directly by instructing Jackson to write monthly

letters and indirectly through Tickell kept a watchful eye on Jackson's progress.

119 T'T.4 Feb. 1678. See also T.T. 27 Ian. L678. Tickell had actually chosen Bolton himself.
J'L. 4 June L667;T.'f .6 Dec 1677, 14 Feb 1678. For a draft of Tickell's letter to the Bishop of
Chester' complaining of Bolton'¡ excessive drinking and troublo-making, ¡co D/Lons/W 42
miscellaneous papers.
t2Q J.L. !o T.T.22Dec. 1677. The new house and bam cost fl10 and uscd part of thc stonework
þm the old High Tower of the Abbey (alias the Gate-house) which had originilly been part of Sir
Gerard's moiety in 1604.
121 T.T. 27 lan 1679.
L22 T.T. 12 June 1679. Lowther had earlier presumed, "I suppose you will find no difficulty in
making him usher since the master is to depend most upon me - 24 May 1679.
l?3 Midway through this lengthy term of office, John Thomlinson, a young Cumbrian clergyman,
observed that "R.Jackson of St Bees will, in company, talk !o himself and say 'Cumberland never
saw such another as thee, Jackson, it will have a great loss of thee'etc." 11 March I7L7. "The
Diary of the Rev. John Thomlinson, 1692-1761", in Six North Country Diaries, ed. J.Crawford
Hodgson, Surtees, vol. 118, 1910, p.108.
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He wrote to anyone he regarded as a possible benefactor, pointedly informing them

of donations already received; and on his own account supplernentëd the master's

salary by f5 ayear, built a house to accommodate the boarders, stables for the

horses of visiting parents and paid f.40 to have a library added to the school. He

then used the enhanced reputation of the school to add lustre both to his reputation

for public-spiritedness and to the facilities which the area could now boasll24 He

was thus able through his patronage to gain the ascendancy in an enclave which in

the days of Francis Radcliffe and Thomas Bolton, had been less than deferential to

his interest.

724 "The school was absolutely sunk when I undertook it, could never have risen as it hath done,
with less pains and charge than I bestowed upou iÇ it is now equal to any school in the two
counties." - J.L. to the Provost of Queens, 24 April 1686, D/Lons/W Letter Books, Fair Copies
Sept. 1684 - Jan. L694. For Sir John's letters to the Bishops of Lincoln, Exeter and Carlisle, Sir
Joseph Williamson and Si¡ Daniel Fleming, exhorting them to make gifts to the school, see lætter
Books as above; Memoranda and Letter Book, Rough Copies 1675-1689 and C.R.O. (Kendal), Læ
Fleming Papers, miscellaneous letters and papers from Sir John l-owther of Whitehaven ø Si¡ Daniel
Fleming.
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Chapter Eight

Neighbours

"The ingratitude and perveneness of this place is not to be conceived,
had your Lordship or an oracle told it me at London I should not have
believed it, seeing and feeling was necessary to convince me..."1

In June 1698, as another sEenuous parliament drew towards its end, Sir

John I-owther prepared himself to visit Whitehaven again, the fint time in eleven

years. "f have often been thought faulty in not attending my country concerns more

than I do," he wrote to Viscount Weymouth, apologising for not leaving early

enough to meet him in the north.2 This time he was to make amends more than he

yet knew. He had every intention of returning to metropolitan life and busied

himself with the usual flurry of letteÍs to secure his own re-election for the county

and James' for Ca¡lisle, both of which duly took effect in August. As it turned out,

illness prevented his ever travelling south again in the seven and a half years he still

had to live.

The business which required his personal attention in Whitehaven was a

resurgence of the problems he had faced twenty years before: the need to decide on

major works in the collieries to secure future supplies of coal, new schemes to

rescue the harbour from dereliction and settle its future maintenance and

government, renewed agitation over the new tenure and a threatened resurrection of

Parton harbour. In two of his letters of May and June, Gale (in reply to queries not

extant) gave an account of the current method of working at Howgill which shows

that although plentiful reserves of drained and easily winnable coal in the Ya¡d

Band higher up the hill had been set aside for emergencies, some inconveniences

1 J.L. to [.d. l.onsdale 16 November 1699, D/L¡ns/W lætter Books, T.L. vol 2nd Apr. 24, ,99'

2 J.L. tn Weymouth 21 June L698, Lowther Correspondence 543.
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were arising and extra expense being incuned in normal working !n the Prior Band

as the dip races approached the limit of the area which drai*red to the sump of the

Bins.3 Scott and Richardson had been conducting new trial borings for the past

year, both in Howgill, and also in Flatt Brow, where Lowther hoped to rediscover

the coal seams beyond the great North Dyke which had cut off Drift. The results

here were disappointing and although Gale still held out hopes of the ultimate

prospect at Drift, the borers desisted in June 1698.4

Since the new work of 1679-81, the harbour, lacking any agreement for its

maintenance, had been neglected and had begun to f,rllup with banks of sand and

shingle, until by June 1693 the Resolurion, still the largest local vessel, could no

longer enter it except on a spring tide.S Laær that year William Gilpin reached an

understanding with the masters on the appointment of Robert Nicholson as pier

master in succession to Roger Strickland, who had died three years before. In the

absence of some of the more st¿lwart opponents Gilpin also extracted a tacit

agreement to raise money for further development and essential repairs. It was

evidently a delicate negotiation with Gilpin anxious that the masters might break

off, and though he thought the agreed sum was not adequate he expressed fear of

"laying more weight upon the carriage than the wheels could bear."6 In the long

term he believed that however the masters agreed to regulate the harbour and fund

improvements, an act of parliament comprehending their verbal agreement was

essential "to rivet the matter upon them."7 For the time being it was only a

voluntary agreement and the fear that one or two masters such as Robert Biglands

and V/illiam Atkinson might withdraw upon the least provocation was kept

carefully in mind.8

3 J.G. 22 May,5 June 1698, Lowther Correspondence 526 and 535.
4 I.G. 2 May,26 September, 26 December 1697, 5 June 1698, Lowther Correspondence 360, 407,
429 and 535.
5 W.G. 1 July 1693, Lowther Correspondence 34.
6 W.G. 18 Octobeç 1 November L693, Lowther Corresponderrce 64 and,67.
7 W.G. 28 June 1693, Lowther Correspondence33.
8 J.G. 10 November 1695, Lowther Correspondence 253.
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In 1695, a number of tenants had conceived the idea of making Whitehaven

a separate parish independent of St Bees, and devolving upon the parish vestry

responsibility for maintaining both the church of St Nicholas and the harbour.

They prepared a draft parliamentary bill and summarised its contents in a printed

petition, which includes Sir John among the humble petitioners and makes a

graceful reference to his expense and charge in improving town and harbour.9

Debate about the intent and scope of the proposal continued throughout 1696, with

Gilpin giving only qualif,red supporl He believed that passing aîactof parliament

to make financial provision for the church had become necessary simply because

Ebenezer Gale refused to deliver up the church accounts for inspection and passing,

and blocked all other methods of raising money.lO Nor was Gilpin happy about

placing the govemment of the harbour under ecclesiastical jurisdiction, preferring it

to be lodged instead with the court leet, or at the very least to make the vesüry more

dependent on Sir John.ll Ebenezer Gale wrote to Lowther asking him to promote

the bill for the sake of the church in the next parliamentary session, because unless

"care be taken to maintain and support it, it will as surely fall as if 'twere

undermined." FIe did not need to add that if the church did fafl down through lack

of repair he had little hope of recovering his own money outlaid on the building.12

Lowther had done nothing to promote or introduce this bill in the parliament of

1695 to 1698, but it was to be urged upon him (with additions) on his arrival at

'Whitehaven.

The theme of government and maintenance of the harbour introduced its

predictable counterpoint of customary tenure. During King William's war

9 The bill is not ex[ant. For the petition, entitled The Case of the Inhabitants of the Town and Port
of Whitehaven) see D/Lons/rùy' Whitehaven, Various papers....item 64, with a handwritten daûe
endorsed. The proposals are first referred ûo as something recent by Gilpin in a letûer of 8 January
1696, Lowther Conespondence 263, and there was a previous letter about iÇ not extant. By July he
and Lord l,onsdale had a copy of the bill available !o discuss, which appears from letters 294 and
303 taken together.
l0 "Gale is earnest for an act of parliament !o provide for future repairs, but obstructs all other
methods, though no doubt if the inhabitatrts were left to themselves, they would as effectually
provide for completing and maintaining the church as the Dissenters do their meeting house." W.G.
31 January L697, Lowther Correspondence33T, see also 1ù/.G.8 January 1696, letter no.263.
11 W.G. 9 September L696, Lowther Correspondence 303.
12 Ebenezær Gale to J.L.22 November 1696, Inwther Corresponderce 320.
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purchases of freehold had dwindled almost to nothing, and since new customary

admittances were beittg taken in numbers, the proportion of fræholdwâs declining

again.l3 Eighteenth months after his arrival in Whitehaven, William Gilpin had

found "a variety of notions here about the purchase of the freehold of the new

tenures", and asked repeatedly for directions which were never given to his full

satisfaction. From copies of the deeds he discovered for himself that the earlier

enfranchisements had been purchased for sixty years rent. He himself advocated

granting freehold to all tenants for enhanced rent, arguing that it would allay the

tenants' predjudice that "you make them a bad title",viz. the customary admittance,

"on purpose to force them to buy a good one upon your own terms," and that "if

they can be brought to increase the rents anything considerably you thereby

purchase a better freehold than you give them."14 He repeated the argument the

following February and again a yeü later, that "it would be a considerable

improvement if you made them all free for doubling the rents, though (I know) of

thos_e that have been already enfranchised you had better terms....increasing the

rents is the best improvement you can make."15 He was still holding out for treble

rent, unawa¡e for all that appears, that this very offer had been made in 1680.

Unable to find a taker at this rate to establish a genuine precedent he instead

obtained the collaboration of Robert Greggs, Tickell's successor as Surveyor of the

poft, to help him set an illusory one. Greggs had taken a customary admittance in

I-owther street and built an exceptionally f,rne new house, fit to be a model for the

rest of this central axis of the town. He agreed to take a deed for public exhibition

expressing the rent as treble the customuy rate on trust that a second clandestine

transaction would "moderate the rent ... to such a sum as that he shall have no

cause to repent his having expended more money than he intended."16 Lowther

objected to this underhand deal and the doucþ to Greggs was not determined until

13 According tn Tlw Case of the Inhabitantr..., see footnote 9 above, only 15 families out of 450
had freehold in 1695; in fact the freeholders numbered at least 26, and ofcourse less than half of the
450 were tenants of any description.
14 W.G. 26 Sept. 1694, Lowther Correspondence l5l.
15 W.C. 2 Feb1695, 29 Jan 1696, Lowther Correspondence 189 and 266.
16 W.G. 6 ard22 June 1696, Lowther Correspondence 288 and,29O.
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Lowther's return to Whitehaven when, on 30 August L698; the Surveyor was

allowed to purchase a reduction of his tebled rent of f 1-6s to 5-S for a-consideration

of a mere f.l5.l7

In L697, the dissatisfaction of the tenants coalesced around a scheme to have

their customary tenure conf,rrmed by an act of parliafüent. Gilpin tried to deflect the

move by letting it be known that Lowther would concur with any reasonable

proposition and thereby believed he had "turned that design off the hinges."18

Despite his stratagem it was this very design which greeted Lowther on his arrival

at Whitehaven in 1698. He had requested the town to appoint representatives to

negotiate with him over the harbour and in November an electoral college of 45,

one elector chosen by the owners of each Whitehaven ship, voted for a Committee

of Nine to act on their behalf. The nine elected, Richard Senhouse, Robert

Biglands, Ebenezer Gale, Robert Blaicklock, John Gale junior, Clement

Nicholson, George Ribton, Nathaniel Dixon and James Millam, have the

appgarance of a ticket, each receiving between 41 and 45 votes, while eight others

received between 1 and'4 votes.l9 There followed, between 26 November and 4

April next, what could be described in the modern cliché as "a full and frank

exchange of views" in a sequence of letters, 8 from the Committee and 6 from Sir

John, with a personal appeal from John Gale junior intervening. The two sides

also met more than once, but their expressions of good intent failed to mask the

stiff, wary, distant approaches of the participants. The Committee were at least

anxious to dispatch their business, responding promptly to Lowther's missives,

sometimes on the very day of receipt. He was generally much tardier and can

hardly be acquitted of prevarication and delay.2o

17 J.L. to W.C. 3 April L697, Lowther Correspondence 352; D/Lons/W 59a Street Survey Book,
fo.24.
18 12June L697,Lowther Correspondence3T4. He remarked several weeks later, "when they are in
their career they soonest tire when they meet with the least check",23 June L697, Lowther
Correspondence 377.
19 The method of election appears from a form of authority to be completed by the owners of each
ship and the outcome from the report of the scrutineers, two Customs officers. The number of ships
is deduced by dividing the total of the votes recorded (aOfl by 9. D/Lons/W Whitehaven, Various
Papers... item 19.
20 Copies of letters, loc. cit.
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The Committee begaq by proposing in the first place a confrrmation of all

"customary (or other) estates" in the úown by an act of parliament; secbnd, a scheme

to enlarge the harbour by joint equal contributions from each side and to impose

charges to maintain it, likewise to be enacted; and third, some unspecified provision

for the church. After clarifying that by'!other" they meant the freeholds, Lowther

objected that if the freehold deeds he had already granted were once acknowledged

to be so insecure as to need parliamentary confirmation, then no-one would be

willing to trust to the security of any deeds he might grant in the future, and

consequently all building in the town would stop. And would the Old Tenants need

confirmation of their deed? Though disclaiming responsibility for originating it, he

defended the new tenure as the means by which the town had grown and claimed

that the poorer incomers still desired it, until they could afford a freehold purchase.

He testily remarked that their insistence on this point was delaying the main

business of the harbour. The Committee on the same day were "sorr5r to find what

we maturely proposed so industriously misunderstood." They saw no harm in

confirming titles even if'they were sound: Lowther's refusal to do it seemed only to

justify and reinforce the suspicions that they were noL If he would not concede this

it would be pointless to continue. Lowther did not reply for a fortnight and on 17

December, John Gale junior stood forward as an honest broker. He gave as

reasons for making the new tenure freehold, even without consideration, first the

arcanutn ímperii that people could not be compelled to buy confirmation since

equity would relieve them if their estates were ever called into question, and they

were too numerous not to be able to take advantage of it; further, that this

co4frrmation "would look well and generous and cure all misunderstandings and fix

a lasting kindness in the people", who would accordingly comply over

contributions to the harbour and levies for maintenance; and finally that all this

enshrined in an agreed harbour act would increase Lowther's revenue more than

any consideration for confirming titles. He proceeded to reasons for assenting to

the parish bill: that l-owther needed to mend the reputation he had spoiled by letting
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the Dissenters erect a meeting house, that the Anglican party deserved the greater

countenance because they were the more numerous, that pafcrchiãl government

would be no bar to an increased trade and settlement since grievances could be

taken from it to the justices of the peace, and that the bill in any case allowed

Lowther a veto. The tableau which concluded this piece was of l-owther "(as it

were) our Prince, and we his people, each studying the good of both." The words

would have stuck in the throat of Gale's grandfather, but since his day the Prince

had been sworn to uphold tiberty and property and the established church, and the

people had been protected by a bill of rights. The younger Gale was moving with

the times. In an epilogue he went on to denounce the serpent in the kingdom,

Witliam Gilpin: his secret sympathy for the Dissenters and fear that a parish bill

would prejudice them, his contrivances to keep the town "cunningly divided" to

prevent such a bill and preserve his own "greatness and arbitary government."

Gale probably had wind of another contribution to the debate emanating

from a rival body of nine, who just happened all to be Dissenters: William

Atkinson, William Ferles (an unsuccessful candidate in the election), Henry

Palmer, Elisha Gale, John Shepherd, John Gilpin (brother of William), Richard

Skelton (son of Christopher), Joshua Dixon and Richard Scott junior (son of the

colliery supervisor). This seems to have been in l-owther's hands when he at last

replied to the Committee on 20 December, referring evidently to these other

correspondents as "a great part of the town" who had "insisted that the harbour

should in the first place be considered and provided for." He was otherwise

conciliatory, claiming that he genuinely wanted to be informed what faults they

fognd with the various tenures, but assuring them that parliament would not act in a

case where their authority was not absolutely necessary as it was over the harbour.

On Christmas Eve the Committee also climbed down a little: if Lowther would but

offer to make the new t€nants good titles they and the freeholders would be satisfied

to let legal counsel argue whether there were any defects to be remedied. But they

asserted that it was only to jeopardise the church that their rivals ("that great part of
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the town you now mention") had insisted on making the harbour the only subject of

negotiations, "otherwise these very persons would have stickled-about{he titles as

much as any." If Lowther slighted their authority as representatives of theír

neighbours by listening to this other group they could not continue. By 20 January

agreement on this basis seemed to be close. I-owther's counsel had reassured the

freeholders and he had given some undertaking to confirm the customary tenures

and assurance for his support for the church. On 28 January the Committee put in

their estimate of the cost of the harbour works (f 1000 equally divided) and the

necessary charges for their maintenance, adding the conditions that Lowther was to

offer freehold at a ten year purchase and to agrce to separating Whiæhaven from the

parish of St Bees. But now there was another long interval and when Lowther

replied on 4 March it was with doubts about the costings and the engineering of the

ballast wall, a demand for arrears of anchorage and for an estimate of the numbers

who would purchase the freehold. The Committee impatiently urged that these

matters could be settled when the Act had been passed on the terms agreed: revenue

could always be supplernented when the need arose. Three weeks later Lowther

played for time by sending them the paper he had received from the Dissenters.

The detail of their proposals, particularly those about the church, reflects their own

concerns but the general purport accorded so well with Sir John's own notions that

he might be, and doubtless was, suspected of having concerted them. They wanted

a separate bill for the harbour alone, ostensibly to avoid delay rather than risk losing

the whole bilt in a wrangle over the parts. They argued bluntly that the harbour

belonged to Lowther and was subject to the laws of the land and it was therefore

inappropriate to put it under ecclesiastical law administered by a vestry. Rather it

should be in the hands of a body elected by masters and owners with Lowther's

concutrence, the executive power to be delegated to him from the court of

Admiralty. There should be no encroachment by the church vestry on the powers

of the court leet, the cost of the church and its minister should be charged against

the sale of seats, supplemented by a pound rate on the seats according to the
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agreement registered with the Bishop, and the accounts should.be submitted and

passed before the bill went through parliamenl They proposed-to secure their own

perpetual representation on the vestry by making the method of appointment the

same as that at St Bees, each vestryman nominating his own successor. To the

Commitæe of Nine this was the last straw. If they were to take notice of "any new

proposals of a perverse parg/," they wrote after a little consideration on 4 April,

then they would expose themselves "to be justly censured as persons of no steady

resolutions, insincere and trifling and very unfit for your honour to treat about any

serious or weighty matter." They called upon Lowther to implement the agreed

terms, and with that the parties broke off, shortly to regroup on another familiar

battle front, the matter of the price of coal. To salvage something from the

wreckage, Sir John issued a public declaration of the evidence he had supplied to

the Committee that his deeds conveying freeholds or other titles were good in law:

since the hne recovery and deed of uses made in 1664 shortly after he came of age,

he had had a fee simple not subject to any settlement. He reaffirmed that he could

and would grant freehold estates to any customary tenants who wished for them.2l

When the negotiations with the Committee began, Sir John maintained (at

least publicly) att expectation of returning in a short time to London to take his seat

in the new parliament scheduled to assemble at the end of the year, there to

introduce an agreed bill for Whiæhaven harbour, "the chief end of my coming into

the counûy at this season of the year in order to an act of parliament this sessions",

as he irritably reminded the Committee on 6 December. As the proceedings drew

out, it was borne in on him that, even if the terms of a bill could be agreed, he

himself would be unable to oversee its passage. For most of his adult life he had

suffered from intermittent attacks of a complaint he called gout, which while they

lasted disabled him from riding a horse or, later, travelling at all, or moving about

his house, or writing his own letters. He described his affliction as "a wound to the

family", though it was a wound he did not care to advertise widely, "well knowing

2L April, undated 1699, D/I-onslW lßtter Books, Rough Copies,1698-1699
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that there are few have any man in estimation longer than he is uscful to them,

which they will not think one under so great infirmities caner*er be)'22 The hand

of an amanuensis in his letter of 7 lv{.ay 1698 indicates a renewed attack, and James

Lowther had news of him being again very ill at rWhitehaven at the end of

September.23 Paln and impatience with his condition will do much to explain his

obstructiveness towards the Committee. In January 1699 he was contemplating

with resignation a protracted sojourn amid the disamenities of Whitehaven; "This

place I never found very agreeable with my health, not from the climate, but the

turbulence of the people, but that will now affect me less than formerly )'24 By the

end of the year he had recognised that he would never go south again, and gave

instructions to dispose of his I-ondon house and remove its contents to the north.

In the correspondence of his last six years, his notes of his symptoms are countered

with ever more gruesome prescriptions for their relief. The consequences for the

historian of Whitehaven are drastic: the long, almost continuous, series of weekly

reports from the stewards comes to an end and the inærmitæntþ surviving sequence

of letters from Gale also'. For the last seven and a half years of Sir fohn's life, any

narrative of events at Whitehaven has to be pieced together from a miscellaneous

collection of sources whose business was not to record it, and cannot be as full as

previously.

Enforced immobility enabled him to attempt a solution to the problem,

suspended for a decade, of what to do with his elder son. Christopher Lowther,

after a brief and unprofitable attendance at Oxford University in 1686, had entered

the Temple and studied Law with little greater benefit. Lameness precluded him

from the military career which sustained other gentlemen of similarly modest

22 I.L. ûo Lord l-onsdale (addressed as [-ord Privy Seal), April 1700 and J.L. !o Lady Lowtheç 5
September 1705, D/Lons/W Letter Books, Rough Copies January - October 1700, and February
l702-December 1705. For detaíls of the progress of the illness see Lowther Correspondence,
Appendix J, where it is diagnosed as rheumatoid arthritis.
23 Ja.L. ta J.L.27 September, I Ocûober 1698, D/[.ons/W Correspondence, Box 10.
24 J.L. !o L-d. Lonsdale 25 January 1699, D/[¡ns/W Lætter books,'J.L. vol.2nd, Aprrl 24, '99.' A
year laler he was writing "for my opinion of the countqr is not at all altered, for we have here a sea
without fish, or at least without industry to take iÇ and land without corn, but want of health makes
all things alike."-l Jan. 1700, Draft letters, April 1699-January 1700.
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intellectual attainments. In November 1688, three days after the landing of the

Prince of Orange at Torbay, Sir John, though already deepþdissau'sfied with his

son, was still ready to nominate him for a seat in the parliament which would surely

be called to resolve the crisis of the nation's affairs. But Christopher was fast

succumbing to alcoholism and the gambling urge. His father steadfastþ refused to

the end of his life to pay any of the debts he incurred. After one of Christopher's

creditors had sued out an execution against him, rendering him liable to summary

arrest and imprisonment, in 1691 he allowed himself to be put under the edifying

tutelage of a clergyman in ruø nitl^3\$frnrr", the Reverend Henry Maurice, in

whose household he remained, with one short interval, from the 26th to the 34th

year of his life. Forbidden to see his father, restrained by fear of arrest from

returning to London, plied with books of "the lives of great and good men", or with

I-ocke's philosophy, which only "filled him with whimsies", he spent much of his

time as a solitary angler, daydreaming of the success that would be his if he might

only have a fresh start, suppressing the consciousness of failure and incompetence,

increasing less in wisdom than in gifth.25 Drink he intermittently foreswore, but

recidivism quickly filled him "so full of chimaeras that he thinks himself

enlightened to deal with the greatest sharper he can meet."26 A later episode,

known from Christopher's plea for equitable relief, illustrates the descensus

Averni, meeting strangers at "The Bunch of Grapes", dicing and drinking for two

days on end, without pausing "so much as to pluck off his clothes or to lie down to

sleep" and, at the end, a deficit of ninety guineas.2T In 1696 when William Gilpin

and Lord Lonsdale considered a proposal to send Christopher to Whitehaven to live

under Gilpin's eye at Flatt, they apprehended just such a danger from the readily

available liquor and notorious roving gamesters of West Cumberland, "but above

all, if he were not circumspect, that was a place and they a people by whom he

25 Lowther Correspondence LL9, 344, 525, and Chrisûopher's own letters, 205, 542, 574. See also
J.V. BecketÇ "The Disinheritance of Si¡ Christopher Lowther in 1701" it C.W.A.A.S., vol. LXXX,
1980.
26 Maurice to J.L. 6 August 1696, Lowther Correspondence 299.
27 P.R.O. C5 618174. Christopher Lowther v Alexander Montgomery,3l May 1?09.
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might be as surely hurt if not undone by bargains."28 Gilpin's own response to the

proposal was a model of graceful diplomacy which does nofobscurghis very plain

aversion to the plan: these other considerations apart, he felt that his household

could not afford the style of life which Christopher would require. On the sudden

death of Maurice in Ma¡ch L699, Sir John resolved to send for him and Christopher

began a leisurely journey northwards, mortifying his elderly grandmother by his

conduct on the way.29 Gilpin had before this decided to leave Flatt finding, as he

had suspected, that life in the household of a baronet was raising too gteat

expectations on his own young family and acknowledging that his wife was unable

úo manage a more refined establishment. On 1 June, three weeks before the baronet

was joined by his heir, he departed for the house of Elisha Gale in the town,

leaving his employer to resume housekeeping for himsef.3O In November he left

Whitehaven altogether to live on the estate at Scaleby, a few miles east of Carlisle,

which hesoo^ ôrterinherited from his father, believing that he could raise his family

more easily there, and frustrated of his hopes of a Customs post; but he returned

regularly to hold the mánor court, continued to give professional advice, assisted

James I-owther in two further acrimonious electoral contests at Carlisle, and was a

trustee of the settlement by which in 1701 Sir John finally disinherited Christopher

and gave James a life tenure of his estate. For once at'Whitehaven, Christopher

showed neither inclination nor capacity to become usefully involved in estate or

county business (although his father nonetheless had him named of the quorum).

After only a year he fled precipitately to London, where he was shortly after

arrested and imprisoned for debt. Though his father refused to inte{pose, a

subvention from his former tutor, Dr.William Lancaster, rescued him on this

28 L.d Lonsdale ûo J.L. l8 July 1696, Lowther Correspondence 294.
29 [,ord l.onsdale reproached Christopher that he had heard it "in everybody's mouth that your
talking in the manner you did was the occasion of my grand mother's death."-I0 August 1699,
D/L,ons/W lætter books. "Fair copies of letters to and from Sir J. Lowther et al August 1700-
Ocûober 1705." See also J.L. ûo William l.ancaster, 26 September 1700, D/Lons/W lætter Books,
Rough Copies Jan-Oct 1700.
30 J.L. to [d. Lonsdale 20 Feb 1699. A sequence of diary noûes, scribbled in cipher, record the
sequence of events. "1 June, Sir John began housekeeping. W.G. went last night to Mr. El. Gales.
22 lune, C. Lowther came !o Whitehaven. 22 August, Housekeeper came this day." D/[,ons/W,
Collieries, list 2, no 16, "Transactions."
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occasion. It was left to James Lowther, after Sir John's death, to buy off

Christopher with an annuity of f200 andf54 to pay off further'gambfing debß.31

From October 1700, shortly following this sudden disappearance of the heir

to the estate, the trickle of applicants for freehold tenure suddenly turned into a

flood: 35 titles were granted in the next five years, several with the proviso that the

free rent charge was not to become effective for anything up to seven years. The

reason is probably that tenants, satisfied at last by Sir John's declaration of April

1699 that he could convey them a sound title, but observing that he was now

elderly and sick, and conjecturing if they did not know it that he had or would make

a settlement to disinherit his heir at law, judged that the best opportunity for

securing themselves might soon pass, and accordingly took advantage of it, even

when not intending to build on their lands at once.32

After the intemrption of the coal trade in 1689 and a net loss incurred that

year, Lowther's colliery profits recovered in the early 1690's, though never to

much more than half the record levels of the previous decade. Although the Dublin

market was paying the highest prices known probably since 1660, the hazards of

wartime voyages, difficulties of exchange and the alternative employment in the

government service available both to the ship masters and to their crews were

probably restricting the level of sales.33 In March 1695 begins the surviving series

of Quarterly Abstracts of the lost weekly coal bills, from which can be calculated

the profit per ton sold over any chosen period. Lowther had for several years

intermittently complained of a poor ratio of profit to sale. In 1678 he had cleared

10d a ton, and in 1684 probably little if any less; before the fall in price 1n 1675-6

the,ratio had presumably been even more favourable. In the first year's Abstracts

the decline is evident: slightly under 6d a ton cleared over the year. When he

received the report on the quarter ending 26 February 1698 showing a balance of

31 J.V.Beckett, "The DisinheriLance of Sir Christopher Lowther in 1701", C.W.A.A.S. LXXX,
1980.
32 D/Lons/W Whitehaven, 14 Miscellaneous papers relating to enfranchisements, 1?00 -1714.
33 Prior to the war the masters paid a foremastman between 16s and 18s for one voyage, but now
paid 27 to 30s, and the masters' own wages had increased in like proportion; J.G. ûo J.L. 4 and 11

April 1697, Lowther Correspondenc¿ 353 and 355.
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only f 17, (implying a profit of less than a penny per ton sold) he wrote William

Gilpin three letters in one week. To explain "the great shrinkË, Gilpin-noted first

that the increase in debts for coal sold and in the stock of coal on the bank should be

added to the balance (increases significant for the quarterly result, and possibly

indicative for the longer term, but within the normal operating tolerance observed in

the first decade of the Abstracts) and continued, "the rest is increase of the charge

more now than formerly. The weekly bills inform you of the particulars."34 The

worst impediment, he thought, was the lack of leaders to move the coal down, and

in a second letter he reinforced the point: "The ships always stay (and most

commonly stay long) for the coals. But the coals have never yet (since I came

hither) stayed for ships; so that the increase of the vent seems to depend only on the

increase of the leading."35 He had perhaps been remiss in not drawing his

employer's attention to "the particulars" at the time, but the previous autumn he had

been busily occupied with arranging for James I¡wther's re-election at Carlisle and

with industrial espionage at Parton, and had had often been away from Whiæhaven.

He may also have preferfed not to embroil himself again with John Gale in a matter

which was Gale's responsibility. The cause for the latest "increase of the charge"

was in fact a decision taken in October 1695 to ûy to remedy the shortage of coal

leaders by offering a bounty of 6d a week for each pack-horse or ls a week for a

cart horse made available for service. As Gilpin later pointed out, it was an

inefficient incentive because "all leaden equally receive it though all do not equally

lead."36 Indeed some recipients did not lead at all, for Gale and his brother-in-law

Spedding and Anthony Richardson forthwith claimed the bounty, at the higher rate,

fortheir horses employed respectively in the water gin and in coal winding. In fact,

an increase in costs amounting to about €35 in a quarter was the only observable

effect of the bounty, for sales did not increase until the following midsummer

quarter, when the original justif,rcation for it - the high cost of fodder in winter - no

34 W.C. 26 Apnl 1696, Lowther Correspondence 279
35 11 May 1696, Lowther Correspondence 281.
36 W.G. 29 JurLe 1696, Lowther Correspondence 291.
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longer applied. In February L696, in the shadow of a still rising bank of coal, a

second decision was taken (against Gilpin's advice, he clalniêd) tõ cùt costs by

reducing the number of haggers, and hence ouþut, which accordingly fell by 50

tons a week.37 In July, Gilpin and l-ord Lonsdale in consultation agreed that a new

effort must be made to raise the price although Lonsdale's recommendation was to

stop all difficult and expensive mining until it had succeeded, while Gilpin on

second thoughts argued for continuing with it since "the difficulty and charge ... is

one of the best pretences and arguments for raising the price."38 Gale was certain

to oppose, Gilpin supposed because of his shares in shipping, though Gale's

unhappy memories of his last atæmpt to raise the price in 1683-4 may possibly have

weighed more heavily with him. But Gilpin was beginning to look around

circumspectþ for alternatives to Gale's omnicompetence in the collieries. At the

end of May he queried at the foot of the Abstract why the water charge and

tubmen's wages remained the same although arelay of horses had been taken out of

the gin, and he encouraged Anthony Benn of Hensingham in a rival bid to operate

the water gins at "f20leSs than the ordinary charge the last two years,let alone the

extraordinary."39 In October 1696 Gale and Spedding were ousted from this

perquisite. This in turn probably did something to ease the scarcity of leaders, for

Gale at once put his redundant horses into this employment: on the 10th of January

1697 he virtuously reported that he was leading 40 tons a week with his own

servants, "and I am daily studying out a better method whereby to double that

sum". He had also set up three leaders with horses and carts.40 From time to time

in this year of exceptional rainfall he also noted with wry satisfaction that Mr. Benn

was having difficulty keeping down the water level.4l

Though he may not have known it, Gale's management was under a much

more comprehensive threat. Early in 1697 Gilpin was negotiating with Anthony

37 W.G. 26 Apnl 1696, Lowther Correspondence 279.
38 t¡. Lonsdale ûo J.L. 18 July 1696; W.G. to J.L.3 February 1697,Lowther Correspondence294
and 338.
39 W.G. 6 Septenber 1696, Lowther Correspondence 302-
40 Lowther Correspondence 332. See also 350.
4L 14 and 28 February 1697, Lowther Correspondence339 and342.
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Patrickson of Scalegill, a local gentleman with a small colliery of his own, who was

Benn's brother-in-law. Patrickson proposed to undertake the-leadingand sale of all

his own coal and all l-owther's ouþut and that of Benn and Robert Blaicklock who

were lessees of whingill colliery, purchasing from them at the pithead. He

intended to raise the price to the ships' masters and to overcome any threatened

combination with the aid of Blaicklock's portfolio of ship shares. Gilpin thought

that Patrickson, "being a very active man, is very proper for so rough a piece of

work."42 However, this project went no further, discouraged perhaps by a falling

market at Dublin, where in April L697, as the plenipotentaries assembled at

Ryswick to wind up the European war and its associated hazards and by-

employments, the price of coal dropped to 18s a ton and then to 16s and 15s, which

Gale judged scarcely equivalent to 12s before the war because of the increased

wages for crew and costs for ships' provisions and rigging and the cost and

difficulty of changing the Spanish and other money in which payments were

usually made.43

Sales were in any case becoming slower, and early in 1698 the gabard

owners of Dublin headed by alderman William Painter combined to exfract a higher

rate for demurrage if the coal remained unsold after a specified period, thereby

constraining the masters to sell as quickly as possible at whatever price they could

get or have the higher fees reduce their profir 44 To break this combination against

them the masters founded one of their own: they commissioned Gale's eldest son as

their agent and despatched him to Dublin to manage the sale of all Whitehaven coal.

Once in Dublin, the younger Gale raised the price by l}d a ton, a sum which

matched the increase in demurrage. Lowther feared that the gabard owners might

not have acted simply by private design but as a result of more general policy by the

city, but the younger Gale hoped that on enquiring into the reason for the sudden

increase in price, the city of Dublin would recognise the impositions of the gabard

42 W.G.3 February 1697, Lowther Correspondence 338.
43 J.G.4 and 11 April 1697, Lowther Corresponderce 353 and 355.
44 It does not seem !o be known whether Painter represented others or had himself acquired a
majority of the gabards.
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men as prejudicial to trade and regulate their activities accordingly.45 He was

arested and charged with engrossing and monopolising-but -defÞnded himself

successfully at the Easter quarter sessions. Both sides agreed to resolve the maffer

by returning to their former methods.46 However, though the masters had been

successful in quashing the gabard monopoly, they had not been able to force a

consistently higher price on the Dublin markeL

Even before his return to Whitehaven Sir John had gloomily written that "2s

8d per ton is not a price that will bear the waste of steathin g" ,47 andby the Spring

of 1699 he considered the moment opportune or desperate enough to t¡r once more

to restore the price to 3s a ton. We do not know if he used Gilpin's argument, that

to mine deeper he must raise the price, but he did try to gain the mastersr acceptance

by insinuating an inability to maintain the volume of coal reaching the harbour

unless he raised the price, with a view to tempting the other smaller colliery owners

to resume production and thereby supply the masters with "more expedition".4S

I-owther described the masters' rejection of his proposed price as a "combination"

and in a many times rediafted letter to Christopher Carleton, a commissioner of the

kish Customs revenue, angled for his support to break it by sending Dublin-owned

ships to purchase the coal and to pay the new price for it; taking some pains to play

on Dublin's suspicion and resentment of its major source of supply. He explained

to Ca¡leton that when the price at Whitehaven had been 3s a ton49 there had been a

dozen collieries working; a point he made knowing full well Dublin's uneasiness at

his growing monopoly of the local collieries. At the same time, the ships made ten

to twelve voyages a year,sO providing a plentiful supply of coal, and providing it

cheaply: l1-12s in summer and 14s in winter. However, Lowther explained, an

45 J.L. to W.G. 19 and 26 March 1698, John Gale junior to J.G. 15 March 1698, Lowther
C orrespondence 487, 492, 485.
46 I.G enclosing a letûer from his son, 8 May 1698, Lowther Correspondence 5L5.
47 I.L. to W.G. 11 Jan 1698 Lowther Correspondence 433.
48 J.L. !o Chrisûopher Carleton, May 1699 (undated), D/Lons/W Letter Books, 'J.L. vol. 2nd Apr.
24 '99',.
49 Twenty years earlier, although l-owther does not say so.
50 "10" in the letter to Carleton has been mis-read as "20" by D.R.H., Lowther Correspondence,
p.622.
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earlier combination had reduced the price to 2s 8d and forced most other collieries

to be laid in.51 Now,I-owther wrote, even though the price¿t-Dublin was no less

than formerly, the ships made only four or five voyages ayeaÍ,preferring to "lie at

home til the market rise than cross the seas for a moderate profil"s2 He compared

the masters'refusal to agree to his new price with their combination against Dublin

in the previous year. Lowther had then recognised the masters' just cause of

complaint and their good reason for acting in concert, but now in his letter to

Carleton he denigrated it as a combination designed to force a higher price on the

city. The tølctic with the masters failed for they understood too well the effect of the

fixed cost of winding water to fear any immediate intemrption of supply.53 In the

week ending the 27 of April the recorded sale to the ships dropped by half.

I-owther himself freighted two ships in May in an attempt to break the combination,

but did not continue to do so, probably discovering as Thomas Lamplugh had in

1696 that it was simply not profitable.f The letter to Carleton was never sent and

when I-owther wrote him another the next month, he had evidently abandoned his

plan, and the coal trade returned to its earlier leve1.55

Having failed either to negotiate a subvention to maintain the harbour, or to

increase revenue by raising his selling price, Sir John had to look for new ways to

cut his costs, which came down to ways of reducing or eliminating the water

charge, even at the expençe of new capital works. The f,rrst step was a decision,

already taken on 6 December 1698, the day when negotiations with the Committee

51 Lowther represents that all the other collieries were laid in when the price fell !o 2s 8d, and that
only one other colliery is working in 1699, and that at a loss, and leaves the reader to infer that no
other collieries had worked since the price fell, i.e., since 1676. The losing colliery is probably
Priestgill. But on 15 May 1698 , Gale had named Piper's and Castlerigg as supplying, and it is clear
others had supplied during the 1690's. Possibly Lowther by sleight. of hand is excluding
sudm¡rtime-only suppliers.
52 In one draft he wrote "higher than formerly".
53 It was concisely expressed by James l-owther a few years later: "When one is at a water charge
one ought to work out as fast as one can." Ja.L ûo W.G. 12 Sept 1706, D/L¡ns/W Correspondence,
bundle 12.
54 l-ste in 1696 Lamplugh had engagcd two ships for twclvc months to carry his coal from Parton
to be sold on his own account at Dublin and was visibly embarrassed when the Dublin price fell next
Spring. J.G April 1697, Lowther Correspondence 355.
55 The draft of the June letter has the same preamble acknowledging receipt of Carleton's letter in
March. In the June draft, Lowther says "the bearer Mr. Gilpin" is fully acquainted with Whitehaven
affai¡s and can inform Carleton what has passed concerning the price of coal, and omits the matter
about coal price and combination. It is clear from the ships' payments in the Quarterly Abstracts
that the new price was not in fact paid.
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of Nine encountered their first obstacle, to drive a new level from the Pow at

Thicket to drain water from the Prior Band south of the cufient FIowgill works

which hitherto had flowed northwards through Howgill and had to be lifted by the

gins. Work began at Candlemas 1699 and by the end of the year Thicket level was

in operation, and a supplementary race was driven back northwards from it to drain

into it the water from the upper seams in Howgill itself. The same year a pit was

sunk for a new gin for winding water, deeper than its predecessors and sited, in the

light of experience, away from the major dike which shed exfra water into the sump

of the old gins.56 Lowther will have anticipated a temporary slump in production

as some of the best workmen were diverted from hagging coal to sinking and

levelling, and the accounts for 1699 do show a decline in ouþut at Howgill of

about 50 tons a week, and also that expenditure there was running at about 3s 4d

per ton mined, so that the Prior Band taken on its own was being worked at a loss:

this, of course, reflects the investment in the new works. However, the shortfall at

Howgill was compensated by increasing the sale at Greenbank, where in May the

leaders set about reduciirg an accumulation of 1608 tons on the bank. Encouraged

by an augmentation of rr4d a load from the end of July, by November they had run

it down almost to nothing. Greenbank colliery itself was then laid in and its tried

and experienced colliers with their bankman and supervisor, William Nicholson of

St.Bees, were transferred to the Howgill area where to sustain both output and

profits L,owther began to mine his reserve of easily winnable coal in the Yard Band

which did not suffer Greenbank's high cost of leading.

Early in 1700 Gale implemented the next, more audacious stage of the plan

he;had devised. The original workings at Howgill had encountered a major dyke

on the south side which had been bored through in two places to win more coal on

the further side. On the 7th of February and 2nd of April Gale and his men stopped

up these two holes with rammed clay, thereby impounding more of the water

56 J.G. 5 June 1698, Lowther Correspondence 535; D/I-ons/W unlisted colliery papers, coal works
at Whitehaven 1663-1762, "Observations upon the state of the Prior band at the old water gins."
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inflow behind the dyke where it rose until it reached the height of Thicket level.

This still further reduced the amount of water to be wound eit'her at the öld gin still

serving Knockmorton pit or at the new, whose deeper workings started production

in June.57

Sir John's attempt to raise the price of coal, coupled with the simultaneous

failure to agree over harbour developments, had an almost inevitable result: the

merchants and masters of Whitehaven turned their eyes once again a mile

northward, to Parton and William Fletcher. In 1696, William Gilpin described the

family as "cut out for dissolution" but by then I-owther had been trying to purchase

the manor for twenty years.58 Thomas Tickell had never believed that Fletcher

intended to sell but simply pretended a willingness, for some "underhand"

design.59 Twenty years of arguing, negotiating, moneylending and fair speeches

had resulted in the purchase of just one colliery, a half share in another, and Harras

Park, a hundred acres of land separate from the main estate which offered no short

teü¡r prospect for mining. As far as purchasing Moresby itself, by 1691 Lowther

had progressed no furthér than preliminary negotiations for a mortgage of f 1500.60

Tickell had recommended mortgages as the only way to proceed: to provide

Fletcher with money "must be the temptation if we had but the knack to hook a

good bargain of him."61 Doing it proved more difficult, even with Fletcher in

Carlisle gaol for debt as he was in 1692, "grown fat and very well-liking there."62

Three years later, John Gale observed that the Fletchers were living in great style at

Carlisle, amassing further debts to tradesmen entirely on the credit of Sir John's

manifest desire to purchase what they still declined to sell, and recommended

sterner measures: "f am confident the lenitives you have hitherto used will never

57 This plan and its stages of implementation are reconstructed from D/Lons/W unlisted colliery
papers, (John Spedding's "Observations upon the state of the Prior Band at the old water gins",
compiled in 1713); Collieries list 2, no 15 (on Thicket level); list 2, no 16, "Transactions 1702";
and "Colliery Accounts L675 - 1723", the quarterly abstracts 1699-1700.
58 W.G. 8 April L696, Lowther Correspondence 276.
59 T.T.27 June 1678, l7 and 27 Aprrl 1679, 12 June, and 31 May 1691, when he described
Fletcher as "trifling" with Lowther.
60 T.T., 22 February, 6 May, 2 September 1691; J.L. úo William Fletcher, 16 May 1691, enclosure
úo Tickell.
61 T.T. 23 August 1688.
62 T.T.,2l February 1692.
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succeed, and that Mr Fletcher does bubble us all ... sharp conosives will avail

where gentler measures will not ..."63 Hooks or corrosives-nofwithstanding,

Moresby was protected by a strict settlement which entailed the estate on Fletcher's

heir and needed a private act of parliament and the consent of trustees to break it.

Lowther and Gilpin (though never Tickell) hoped that if Fletcher became

sufficiently indebted, the trustees might agree to such an act, and Fletcher let them

think this was probable in order to have a willing creditor on hand. The proposal to

extend Parton pier had revived briefly in 1686 when William Christian offered

Fletcher his aid to get the King's licence to build there at a time when the Catholic

Fletcher might have gained royal support, but the masters and merchants of

Whitehaven showed no interest: with Whitehaven prosperous and thriving they had

no temptation to stray.g

In 1695, Thomas Lamplugh of Lamplugh, eldest son of Colonel John

Lamplugh who had died in 1689, entered into a partnership with William Fletcher.

Lamplugh leased Gunnerdine colliery from Fletcher and the two men began to

rebuild a pier at Parton; hot upon the site of the 1678 attempt "but upon an ancient

heap of sûones" originally heaped up to shelter some frshing boats and described as

"the old pier."65 By confining themselves to this particular site, they hoped to

evade the terms of Lowther's grant of the foreshore and the Exchequer decree

against building a pier without licence. John Gale begged I-owther not to regard the

matter slightly, whatever others advised, but work proceeded so swiftly that

Lowther scarcely had time to act before Gilpin reported that ships were already

loading from the newly-built pier.66 Although Lamplugh and Fletcher had kept to

th-e old foundation, they had also cut a channel to it to allow passage for ships of

63 J.G. 11 September 1695, Lowther Correspondence 234.
64 In 1680 William Christian received a commissioo to be Receiver General of the forfeitures of
Popish Recusaut estates for the aorthern counties. On hearing of his offer to help Parûon in 1686,
Lowther commented, "Mr. Christian is conscious ûo himself that his violence against the Roman
Catholics now slands in his way, and would now turn any stone to have it forgot." By 1689
Christian had himmed his sails again, and was reputed to have "kissed the King's hand and walked
with the Queen two miles on foot, on which favours he concludes himself status quo prius
notwithstanding his forwardness to repeal the penal laws." C.T.B. vol. VI, p.585; J.L. to T.T.2l
December 1686; T.T. 18 June 1689.
65 W.G. 12 September 1695, Lowther Correspondence 235.
66 W.G. 13 November L695, Lowther Corresporúence 255.
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bigger draught, and Lowther claimed this infringed his perpetual injunction; but the

Exchequer court to which he appealed, although foråidding- further new

construction, permitted the "repairs" which had taken place.

Gale put his own construction on this new development of Parton, and the

concurrent electoral battle at Cockermouth, raising an edifice of Dissenting

conspiracy. Goodwin Wharton, the 5th Lord Wharton's younger brother, stood

for Cockermouth and according to Gale gained much support from the

Presbyterians; while at Parton, Thomas Lamplugh, an occasional conformist,

received their encouragement to rebuild the pier: "he will give them his purse, and

they their prayers, and this is the most remarkable sort of bartering now in vogue

amongst us."67 Gale attributed Wharton's subsequent victory to the votes of the

Presbyterians and Quakers and described to Lowther the support Lowther's own

kinsmen gave: Richard Lamplugh had represented Wharton at the declaration of the

poll, while Thomas Lamplugh had laboured "to draw in all the Dissenters", thus

ingratiating himself with the Wharton family to engage them as "bulwarks for the

defence of Parton pier."68 Nor was Gilpin excluded from the conspiracy. If Sir

John wanted detailed information about Thomas Lamplugh's intentions, he need

only ask Gilpin for the two men were "intimate acquaintants."69 Gilpin did treat the

matter of Parton pier with more ambivalence than Gale, though not for the reasons

Gale assumed. He endeavoured to dissuade the Dissenters at Whitehaven from

signing a petition to support Parton and felt "ill-treated" when some of them

reneged after giving him assurances. He still hoped I-owther would shortly be able

to purchase the manor of Moresby, and wanted on the one hand to oppose the pier

in order to discourage any further mining by Lamplugh, but on the other hand, with

67 J.G.27 October 1695, Lowther Correspondence252. A year laterhe was ûo presentWorkington
harbour as the site of Dissent: "the best merchauts and chiefest Presbyterians here seem extremely
addicted to that place. I am afraid the convenience of a fine meeting house here, and the waut of one
there, will be too weak arguments to prevent it." 20 Dec. L696, Lowther Correspondence 325.
68 J.G. 17 November 1695, Lowther Correspondence 256.
69 J.G. 10 Nov. 1695, Lowther Correspondence 253.
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the purchase at Moresby, the pier would become Lowther's property, and "it may

be of more advantage to you úo continue the pier than suppresß,it.'-'70 - -

William Fletcher died in 1703 and his son Thomas succeeded to the estate

which had been kept intact by his father's marriage settlement. He immediately

sold Thomas Lamplugh the land adjacent to Parton, a half share in the rights to the

pier and all the right to the land at Parton between high and low water, on the

supposition that the King had no rights over what he had "pretended" to grant to

L,owther in L679.71 Since the rebuilding in 1695, Parton had been able to shelter

only four or five small ships at atime,12 butFletcher and Lamplugh in 1704 sought

an act of parliament to enable them to impose a levy on coal sold at Parton to

finance further harbour works, a levy which was to fall on the coal owners and not

the ship masters. The situation developed almost as a mirror image of the events of

1678-9. Then Sir John had been a member of parliament, resident in London, in

reasonable health and able to exeft influence and rally powerful friends to his

support. William Fletcher had been an impoverished Catholic, with no influence.

Now Sir John was a dying man, trapped by ill health in the north and though his

son James lived in London, neither of them was a member of the parliaments of

L702 and 1705. Lord Lonsdale, head of the family connection and a figure of

national importance in the previous decade, was dead, leaving a confused

inheritance and an infant heir more in need of assistance than able to give it.

Lamplugh, on the other hand, had a seat in parliament as a member for

Cockermouth, and had much support for his proposal.T3 The inhabitants of Parton

believed it would increase their prosperity. The Whitehaven masters and

merchants, unable to reach an agreement with Sir John over further harbour work at

70 W.G. l0 Nov. 1695, 26 Jan. 1696, Lowther Correspondence 253 and 265.
7l Ja.L. to J.L. 11 Nov. l7M, D/Lons/W, Correspondence box 10a.
72 J.C.21 February 1697, Lowther Correspondence 340.
73 Elections at Cockermouth, which had a burgage franchise, were at this period contested by three
interests, belonging to the Duke of Somerset in the right of his wife Lady Eleanor Percy, to [.ord
Wharton, and f,o the Fletchers of Hutton in the Forest. In 1698 Goodwin Wharton lost his seat to
George Fletcher, who was returned with Somerset's kinsman William Seymour in that election and
again in 1700. In December 1701, when Fletcher was chosen for the county, Wharton was returned
again with Seymour, but being elected for Buckinghamshi¡e also, chose ûo serve there, and Thomas
Lamplugh was returned in his stead on 19 February. Lamplugh therefore seems to have come in on
the Wharton interest.
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Whiæhaven, viewed the proposals for Parton as a tempting prospecfi a harbour paid

for entirely by the colliery owners rather than themselves. They renewed all their

old objections against Sir John: the insecurity of the customary tenure, the

inadequacy of the harbour for the number of ships, the slow loading of the ships

whether for want of leaders or of a steath at the harbour side, the size of the coal

sacks which they claimed gave them short measure and their abiding fear of a

monopoly of the coal trade.74 It was in vain that fames dismissed the anxiety over

tenure as "ridiculous inventions" and their complaint of short measure as

groundless. He rebutted their complaints of short supply claiming that Lowther

could and would supply a much greater quantity of coal if the ships and market

would take it, and that war-time conditions were to blame for the problems of slow

loading because the ships kept strictly with the convoy and arrived in the harbour

together as a gteat fleet.75 FIowever, he now began to urge the further expansion

of Whitehaven harbour for its own sake rather than as a cynical ploy to divide the

masters, as he had ea¡lier suggesæd it might be.76

James had been initially optimistic of their chances of blocking the bitl and

had set about cultivating "friends" to help their cause. Bishop Nicolson of Carlisle,

who ten years earlier as archdeacon had tried to forestall James'election for the city

by spreading rumours that he had attended conventicles in London, was now "very

obliging" and "wonderfully ready to assist," and the Duke of Somerset, whose

electoral interest at Cockermouth might be turned against Lamplugh, was "very

civil."77 James welcomed the election of 1705 as a means of depleting and dividing

Lamplugh's financial reserves, especially if Lamplugh were to be petitioned

against. He understood the debilitating effect of petitions, having been himself

petitioned against in each of his last three elections at Carlisle by his ultimate

74 Ja. L to J.L. 6 and 15 Nov., 18 and 22 Dec. 1705; Ja.L. to W.G. 5 Jan. 1706, D/L,ons/W
Correspondence box l0a, folder 7 and D/[¡ns/W Conespondence bundles 12, L2a and l2b.
75 Ja.L. to W.G. 5 Jan. 1706; Ja.L. to J.L. 18 and 22 Dec. 1705, arch. loc. as above.
76 Ja.L. to I.L. 20 Dec.1705 and 2l Nov. 1704, "why should you not for the present amuse the
ûown with the prospect of getting an act for the enlarging your owû harbour and either divide them
among themselves or spend so much time that this Session may be lost for both." arch. loc. as
above.
77 Ja.L. ¡Ð I.L. 2l and 25 Nov., 5 Dec. l1M, arch. loc. as above.
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successor in the seat, Colonel Thomas Stanwix.TS Nevertheless, the lack of

support from the county gentry and the unwavering allegiance to-Parton by the

masters made him uneasy. He warned his father that though he had made "a very

powerful interest" in London, they could not expect success "if the country [sc.

countyl in general is on the other side" and that unless Lowther could find some

way "to break into the conspiracy of Whitehaven and Parton and your other

neighbours, we shall be hard set."79 James imputed only motives of envy and

personal spiæ to the Parton supporten; men who would disguise their malice under

pretence of public good, and county genbry who looked enviously at the prosperity

of Whitehaven and what Sir John made by i¡.80 He believed he had to hand other

means to gain the support of the Commissioners of Customs, and through them,

the Parliament. Sir John had recopied into a new dossier the accusations of fraud

and smuggling which in 1679 the elder John Gale had lain before the

Commissioners of Customs which had inspired the investigations into the

Addisons. He had obtained a report prepared in 1704 which delineated the

widespread abuse at Whitehaven of the allowance of ships' provisions, and had

gathered evidence that the Customs revenue was being defrauded througlftftore

generous measure of coal allowed by the coal owners at Parton: for since they gave

28 gallons to a sack instead of the 24 gallons enforced at Whitehaven, and since 16

sacks were still nonetheless taken to make a chaldron, a ship which at Whiæhaven

would pay duty on 70 chaldron at Parton paid on only 60.81 James advised his

father to wam the masters that unless they withdrew thei¡ support from Parton and

petitioned the knights of the shire to oppose the bill, he would present evidence of

their false entries before the house as proof that they supported Parton, "the better

78 Ja.L. !o J.L. 3 March 1705, arch. loc. as above.
79 10 November 1705. He reiterated the point several days later: "If you cannot get a good part of
the countqr !o join with you, we n¡n a great hazud of being worsüed under pretence of a public good
...", 13 November 1705, arch. loc. as above.
80 Ja.L. ûo J.L. 11 Nov. 1704,20 November 1705, arch. loc. as above.
81 Report of Mr. Meine and Mr. Walters about the port of Whitehaven, 1704, in D/L,ons/W
Whitehaven, unlisted papers, miscellaneous harbours papers 1674-1762; Ja.L. !o J.L., 28 November
l1M, zrch. loc. as above; Gilpin in notes made before 1697 said that Lamplugh gave 26 gallons !o
a load (Unlisted colliery papers). At the end of the almanac for 1705 is a noüe (athibuted in cipher
to John Gale) that the coal owners supplying Parton had committed themselves to give not less than
27 gallons to a load during the period of impost on coals loaded there.
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to carry on their frauds and abuses" than they could at the more closely supervised

Whitehaven, and "if it draws on any consequences that hurr-them-, they are the

aggressors and may thank themselves for it."82 The masters remained resolute in

the face of his blackmail, reiterating their arguments that harbour facilities at

Whitehaven had become completely inadequate and that Sir John's only aim in

opposing Parton was his desire to monopolise both the local coal trade and the local

harbour facilities, to their own and the count5r's detriment.S3

In this re-emerging crisis of his affairs, Sir John compiled the final version

of his and his family's apologia. He had acquired a copy of an Elizabethan survey

of all the creeks and havens in Cumberland and quoted from it to prove from an

independent witness how insignificant Whitehaven had then been: six houses, one

small boat, no mariners but only fishermen; and this contrasted with the

Whitehaven he and his forbears had developed and nurtured, listing all his

developments and presenting them in the light of public benefit rather than his own

private Bain.84 He focused first on his development of the collieries, reflected on

his pioneering achieveinents and argued that geological and hydrographical

constraints had compelled him to purchase most of the local collieries to expedite

his extensive drainage works, that he had thereby recovered workings previously

drowned and deemed lost, and so brought benefrt not just to Whitehaven but the

county at large. For the chapel and the market place, two aspects of the town's

growth which had caused him unease when he described it in 1678, he now

confidently took the credit. He ignored the inhabitants'part in their history, simply

referring to his own expense in renewing the grant for both market and fair. The

old:chapel had been demolished and he was able to cite his gift of land for both

church and burial place, a considerable sum towards the building of the church and

a minister's house. He listed as well his other benefactions and achievements; the

building of a new school at Whitehaven, his encouragement for St Bees grammar

82 Ia.L. to J.L., 18 and 20 December 1705, 3 January 1706, arch. loc. as above.
83 H.M.C- House of Lords MSS, vol.Vl, pp.398-402.
84The Case of Sir John Lowther Bart. 1705, see Appendix D; a copy of the Elizabethan survey in
D/t-ons/W Whitehaven, Various papers...item 13.
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school, the new custom house, the establishment of a much-improved postal

service and his subsidy to a local ca:rier. He briefly reiteratecl how hé had obtained

the grant of derelict land and used it for the benefit of the town, and his building of

houses for those unable to afford the expense. A description of Whitehaven

harbour made a fitting climax: his outlay in repairing and enlarging the pier and

harbour, his obliging the masters by removing his salt pans, his use of harbour

dues in maint¿ining thc picr. Eighty ships now used it, much ûo the benefit of Her

Majesty's customs; and of the county, by employing their poor; and of the local

landowners, because the development had raised the value of their land. Then he

proceeded to present his case against Parton, insisting on his own espousal of

public good. He pointed out that no colliery owner had ever been obliged to pay a

levy on coal sold at Whitehaven, and described the exposed and inferior site at

Parton which in bad weather forced ships from there to Whitehaven. He argued

that expansion at Parton would detract from Whitehaven because the area could not

sustain two ports in such close proxi^ity; attd concluded_that if parliament passed

an act for harbour impiovement then it could be nowhere better applied than at

Whitehaven, and that Sir John, who had advanced the shipping and trade of the

county, "could with most reason hope for it in favour of a town which is in so

peculiar a manner his own." But this time the Equitable case so carefully and

elaborately maintained didnot avail him.

By the end of the year, Lowther's health was declining fast, and it was to

William Gilpin, who had returned to Whitehaven at this crisis, that James Lowther

repofed that although he had been able to engage the support of the Commissioners

of Customs, who "are very ready to believe that those of Whiæhaven that promote

it do for no other end than to carry on frauds and abuses", the members of

parliament for Cumberland still firmly supported Parton, and merchants and shop-

keepers in London who had any connection with Whitehaven represented many
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things to l-owther's prejudice.S5 On 16 January L706, James received word from

Gilpin that Sir John was dying, and hastened away to the noithlo secirè his title to

the estate, leaving the bill to the "mercy of parliament", noted Bishop Nicolson of

Carlisle, who recorded its progress in his diaries.S6 Nicolson attended Lord

Wharton's levée on 2 February and left reasonably confident of "His Lordship's

countenancing of Mr James Lowther, notwithstanding that Mr Lamplugh had been

(this very morning) before us." Wharton directed Nicolson to bring in tho petitions

against the bill gathered from the freeholders of Cumberland and citizens of

Carlisle. On Friday 22February, counsel and witnesses for both sides were heard.

Gilfrid Lawson of Brayton, who had represented Cumberland in the previous

parliamen! testified to the counterfeiting of signatures on the petition for the bill at

the Cockermouth Quarter Sessions. On the other side, Thomas Addison declaimed

against "the monopolising oppressions of the late Sir John Lowther, whose

interests in and about Whitehaven were those only that were superior to his

own."87 Thomas Addison had petitioned the Commons for bringing in the bill and

was one of the trustees'named in it, but was nonetheless admitted as a witness.

Wharton and Nicolson opposed the bill with Nicolson noting fifteen out of

seventeen J.P.s and Deputy Lieutenants were against it, "and almost all the citizens

of Carlisle that could write their names". Lord Mohun (a Junto peer) moved to

dismiss it, but Lord Rochester wanted the opinion of the Customs Commissioners,

of whose curent practice and organisation he had been the author as I-ord Treasurer

in the 1680s. Lord Wharton, for fear of offending the Duke of Somerset, an

important but uncertain ally of the Junto, pressed no further that day.88 On

85 Ja.L. to W.G., 1, 5 and 10 January 1706, D/t¡ns/W Correspondence Bundle 12. The members for
Cumberland were Richard Musgrave of Hayûon and George Fletcher, younger son of Si¡ John's
erstwhile colleague.
86 The Inndon Diaries of William Nicolson, Bishop of Carlisle 1702-1718, ed. Clyve Jones and
Geoffrey Holmes, Oxford, 1985.
87 "Mr Justice Addison": Thomas Addison now had a permanent residence in Delahaye Street,
Westminster, and was a J.P. for Middlesex. James Lowther had written !o William Gilpin that
Thomas Addison "talks against my father as bad as any of the people of Whitehaven as if he was the
greatest tyrant in the world", L2 Januuy 1706, D/Lons/W Correspondence Buudle 12.
88 "... being willing to let the Bill fall as easily as we could, since the Duke of Somerset seemed to
espouse it." On the Junto's problems with "the proud Duke", see G. Holmes, Ilritish Politics in the
Age of Anne, 1967, p.226.
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Monday 25 February, the Customs,Commissioners gave their evidence and

suggested some amendments. Wharton, for unknown reasonq, hadlow left town

for his Buckinghamshire house, and Bishop Nicolson moved on his behalf for a

committee of the whole house on Thursday or Friday, when Wharton would be

present, but it was appointed for Tuesday. On that day the Lords read the bill a

second time and a committee of the whole house chaired by Somerset rejected all

amendments, either from Nicolson or the Customs Commissioners. The House

then read it a third time and carried the bill for Parton Ha¡bour eleven to ten, with

I-ord Wharton still absent. "Lord Weymouth failed us," wrote Nicolson, "or else

we had thrown it out." Thomas Littleton, a principal parliamentary agent of the

Junto and old correspondent of fames, wrote apologetically of the event, "Never

did so unreasonable a bill make so swift a passage through both houses or had so

great an interest made to support it; the Duke of Somerset espoused it, heartily."89

So once again the fate of Parton tumed upon the exigiencies of national politics, and

a month after Sir John l-owther himself departed the world, the project which he

had once forestalled by claiming the reward of loyalty from a beleaguered king was

revived by a miscalculation in an atæmpt to conciliate a temper¿Lmental grandee.

At the end of 1705, Sir John had mulled over an anonymous paper which

outlined a fresh proposal for an act of parliament to provide for the ha¡bour. His

draft for a reply makes explicit his suspicion that the authors designed not so much

to improve the harbour as to invade the rights which he and his ancestors had

enjoyed in it since it was first bui1t.90 The export of Sir John's coal depended on

ships being attracted to an adequate harbour and if the harbour deteriorated, the

masters could sail their moveable capital elsewhere, whilst Sir John could scarcely

do the same with his collieries. Although he had previously contemplated the

possibility of handing conEol of the harbour to a body of masters, the fear of their

"starving allowances" caused him to draw back from a fînal agreement on each

89 D/Lons/W Miscellaneous lætters, 1692-1715, Bundle 27.
90 D/I-ons/W Unlisted papers. Miscellaneous harbour papers including plans, 1674-1762. (Paper
headed "To Si¡ J.L. Baronet, The humble representation of etc."); D/Lons/rJy' lætter Books, Rough
Copies, February l702-December 1705,6 December 1705.
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occasion.gl The problems might in theory have been resolved by a vertical

integration of the various interests; if Lowther owned not only- the c.oal mines and

harbour but also the ships which carried his coal, but he continued to show little

enthusiasm for purchasing ship shares, much less for gaining a controlling interest

in two or three ships which Gale and Gilpin advised him was the key to unlock

th¡eatened combinations and reduce his dependency on the masters.92

It is worthwhile to consider what arangements were entered into at other

harbours in comparable circumstances. To the north at Workington, where

collieries also lay adjacent to a harbour, Sir Patricius Curwen in L662

unsuccessfully tried to sub-lease the local custom on coal in order to divert trade

from the newly emerging Whitehaven.93 The challenge from Workington faltered

when the energetic and influential Sir Patricius died without issue in 1664. The

manor passed to his brother Thomas and then a half brother Eldred, both of whom

died in quick succession, and then devolved on Eldred's son Henry, who followed

James II into voluntary exile and did not return until 1696. In spite of its better

natural harbouç Workington never developed as a viable alternative to Whitehaven

in the seventeenth century. In 1676, Edmund Sandford described it as "a fair haven

but not so much now frequented by ships, the colliery being decayed

thereabouts."94 Moreover, there was relatively very little outcrop coal in the

Workington area, so that expanding colliery production would have meant incurring

the greater cost of deep mining from the starL When John Gale passed on rumours

of Henry's plans to improve his harbour and forecast dire consequences for

Whitehaven, William Gilpin remained unconvinced and unalarmed, "(i) because

Mr" Curwen's genius doth not lend him to such undertakings, (ii) which are of

91 T.T. 9 Dec 1684.
92 J.G.2luly 1693, W.G. 3 February 1697, Lowther Correspondence 35 and 338.
93 C.S.P. Ireland 1660-1662, pp.626-627; C.S.P.D. 166l-62, pp.340, 596. See also C.B. Phillips,
"The Gentry in Cumberland and Westmorland 1600-1665", Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of
Lancaster, 197 j,pp.l99-202.
94 Edmund Sandford A Cursory Relation of all the Antiquities and faníties in Cumberland c.1675,
ed. R.S.Ferguson, C.W.A.A.S. Tract Series, no.III, Kendal, 1889.
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great expence and uncertain.profit, (iii) the ground (wherp this harbour should be)

is most of it belonging to the Rectory or to tenants."95

The history of development at Salrcoats in Ayrshire bears a similarity to that

of Whitehaven. In 1654 it boasted only four small dwellings, but the next 140

years saw an hundred-fold expansion, based on the growth of the coal trade with

keland and the exploiøtion of the coal reserves by the Cunningham family. In

1686 Sfu Robert Cunningham received a grant from the Scottish parliament to raise

money from the sale of ale and beer within the parishes of Steventson and

Ardrossan for twenty years, to further the building of a harbour. In 1695, William

Gilpin described the harbour as "not very inviting to others", though he believed it

capable of improvement and that the district afforded plentiful coal. The coal sold

well in Dublin and the Scots had a decided advantage, trading without interference

or interruption from the embargoes placed on English ships. In 1705, fifty or sixty

ships used it. However, Sir Robert Cunningham withdrew from direct control of

the collieries in 1709: "by these expensive schemes he hurt his fortune and was

obliged to sell a considerable portion of his estate", according to an eighteenth

century observer. A group of local merchants who, as at Whitehaven, had initially

been attracted to the area because of the development, leased the pits in 1719 and

worked them for twelve years, but the gro\ryth of Saltcoats in the first part of the

eighteenth century bears no comparison with the growth of Whitehaven for the

same period.96 The reason may have been the technical backwardness which

affected all Scottish collieries, itself attributable to the servile status the local owners

had imposed on their work people.97

, Mostyn, in Flintshire, had accessible coal seams close to a natural haven

which required no expensive artificial harbour works, but the Mostyn family faced

95 J.G. 29 November 1693, W.G. 23 December 1696, text calendared i¡ Lowther Coruespondence
32L snd 326 Annie Eaglesham" Thesìs, p.202, considers this an accurate appraisal of the obstacles
to the development of Workington harbour which emerged in the eighteenth century.
96 N.M. Scott "DocumenLs Relating ûo Coal Mining in the Saltcoats District in the First Quarter of
the Eighteenth Century", The Scouish Historical Review , XlX, 1922; Makey, Thesis, pp.l37-144;
J.U. Nef op. cit., i, 51; ii; 6,8,66,447. IÌ,t.G. 13 January 1695. see also 13 March 1695 and J.G.
17 March 1695, Lowther Correspondence 180, 192 and t93.
97 T.C. Smout, A History of the Scottish People 1560-1830, 1969, pp.182-183.
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more competition from other colliery owners, and backed away from providing the

necessary capital to mine and drain deeper seams, preferring--not to ernbrace the

risks, and indeed the Mostyn correspondence leaves the reader almost unaware that

the family were colliery owners at a[.98

At Seaton Delavel in Northumberland, Sir Ralph Delavel also built a pier in

the mid century, to facilitate the export of his coal and salt. It was a dry harbour

with a flat rock bottom, and suffered the same tendency as Whitehaven to silt up

with sand, so Sir Ralph utilised a rill of water coming down from the hills and

constructed sluice gates at its mouth immediately above the harbour. When the

gates were opened at low tide, the pent up water scoured away the sand and washed

the rock "as clean as a marble table". Delavel claimed to have spent f7,000 on

making the harbour and the sluice, and according to Roger North, Charles II made

him "collector and surveyor of his own port and no officer to intermeddle here."

Sir Ralph also obtained a grant of f500 a.yer for three years in recognition of his

expense, but Delavel had no intention of creating a town at the back of the harbour,

nor did the nature of its location permit any large scale developmen¡.99

Sir lohn Lowther had noted the harbour of Minehead in Somerset as a

precedent to follow at Whitehaven.l00 Defoe was to describe it as "the best port

and safest harbour in all these counties ... no ship is so big but it may come in and

no weather so bad but the ships are safe when they are in." It is not difficult to

understand why Lowther regarded it as a suitable model for Whitehaven: an old

pier, no longer adequate, was extended by the lord of the manor at his own

expense. He subsequently gained two acts of parliament securing the profit to

himself for a limited period, and on the strength of this did some further work.

Moreover, though the town had received a borough charter in the time of Queen

Elizabeth, the government of the harbour was left in the hands of officials chosen

98 Makey, Thesis, op. cit., pp.150-6.
99 Lives of the Norths, vol.l, p.176; c.s.P.D. Addenda L660-70, p.634, undated; c.S.p.D. 1670,
p.212; 1678, p.247; C.T.B., vi, 1679-80, p.542. In 1680, the Customs Commissioners appointcd
deputies ûo inspect the harbour, ibid., p.6L6.
100 D/I-ons/W Whiúehaven, various papers.... item 20.
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by the court leet.101 James Lowther, probably in answer to a fresh enquiry fiom

his father, reported further on Minehead in December 1?05: "f saw Colonel

Lutterell today who is parliament man for Minehead and chief trustee there for the

harbour ... which is just as yours, a dry harbour, the old part of it built by his

ancestors ... he says there is no corporation there but the chief officers of the town

are two constables and they make the return."102 46su¡ this time, Sir John publicly

proposed making Minehead a model for reform at Whitehaven. He was surprised

(but we perhaps are not) to find the proposal given no consideration in the

anonymous counter proposals he was receiving at the end of the year.103

Sir lohn always regarded the profitability of his collieries and likewise the

carrying trade of the ships' masters as only part of a more extensive, mutually

beneficial relationship between himself, the whole town of Whitehaven, and the

wider community beyond. He consistently maintained that his collieries brought

public benefit, and believed opposition sprang from petty spite rather than genuíne

apprehension or grievances. Nor could he ever comprehend the masters'

unreadiness to join himin promoting industry. As he wrote to William Gilpin, "I

question not (from my own ex¡rerience) of the difficulties and disheartenings you

meet with, which is the more shocking where the proposals are for common good

and so little of private interest in what's offered.."104 Neither could he reconcile

himself to what he perceived as the town's lack of deference, nowhere better

expressed than his response to the masters' rejection of his proposals for the

increased pierage dues: "the shortness whereof and the little respect" of their letter

made him conclude that he had failed to convey his intentions to promote common

gogd and the growth of trade rather than self-interest. "This treatment to a man not

able or used to bear, would soon put an end to a coffespondence which so long as

101 Daniel Defoe, ,4 Tour Through the Whole Island of Great Britain, 1724-6, reprinted 1928,
p.267..Rev.J. Collinson, The History and Antiquities of the County of Somcrset, 1791, reprinted
1983, vol. lI, pp.26-7.
lO2 la.L. ûo J.L. 10 December 1705, D/tons/W, Correspondence, box 10, folder7.
103 In fact Minehead soon turned into a liability for its owners. When Colonel Lutterell died his
estate was heavily encumbered and his son-in-law reported that Minehead was "the rock my father
Lutterell foundered upon." House of Corwnons 1715-54, ed. R. Sedgwick, vol.Il, 1970, p.231.
lU J.L. to W.G. 7 June 1698, Lowther Correspondence 536.
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you have a landlord will be neither a reproach not unuseful to you."105 It must

have been disheartening to himto frndRichard Senhouse, wFioih he ñaódone much

úo accommodate at Whitehaven, and Robert Blaicklock and Clement Nicholson with

whom fre fradþèreeable and profitable commercial relations in the recent past,

standing solid with the Gale and Biglands families on the Commitæe of Nine. Even

small incidents continued to rankle after many years. In 1678, the preliminaries

demanded by the septem viri included the removal of the saltpans from the harbour

side because the smoke and soot damaged the ships'rigging. Lowther assented

and removed his operations to the pans at Bransty, comprehended in his lease from

the Cockermouth estate. Tickell quickly squashed his anticipation that the town

would express grateful thanks. No-one would be grateful, wrote Tickell, because

Lowther had voluntarily agreed to stop working the pans, "whereas a constraint

produced by ttreir means had been gratulatory."106 Almost twenty years later, as he

made some rough notes of his achievements, Sir John remembered their lack of

thanks, and rumilated on their attitude to him in general: "Note that I had no

consideration for removing them, nor thanks for anything I ever d.id for the town, it

being a principle infused in the town by some factious inhabitants, to encourage all

the collieries of other mens' and to discourage mine, out of a principle of the old

levelling, taught them in the late Civil wars by Craister, Studholme and the

committee men of those ¡i¡¡ss.'r107 In 1678, he had blamed the "committee men"

for obtaining the initial grant of the market and aid in building the chapel, and Iinked

such activities with his loss of authority as a landlord. He referred again to the

"levelling principle" in a letter to Lord I-onsdale, when he complained that he could

noú negotiate for even a small parcel of land without criticisrn 108 By the end of the

105 J.L. !o the masters, 18 Ocûober 1684, D/[oas/W, Letüer books, Fair Copies, September 1684-
January 1694.
106 T.T., 14 July 1680. Tickell later claimed that l-owther had lost E7O a year by ceasiog to work
these pans, but in fact the rents show that betweeu L677 ar.d 1681, they cleared an average of a
little over f2O a yeu: T.T. to 1.L., 2 Ocûober 1684; D/Lons/W Whitehaven Rentals, Rentals of Sir
John l-owther L666-1705, and D/I-onVD, Estate accounts 1666-1685. They were still in place, if
unused, in 1685, but in the last stages of decrepitude.
L07 D/Lons/W Dictionaries and note books, Iist 1, box 2/list 5, "Collieries".
108 Appendix A; J.L. ø Lord Lonsdale, ll November 1699, D/Lons/W Letter books,'J.L. vol.
2nd. April 24,'99'.
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century, Sir John felt he faced ingratitude and opposition at evEry turn, and on 7

Iune 1702 came the moment to make his resentment felt, when, asÌhe seventeen

year old John Spedding recorded, probably echoing the exasperated words of his

uncle, the "whole great dam at Howgill broke and drowned supply for Dublin from

the best colliery in England." Gale's experiment in hydrodynamics had suffered

three previous failures, and though the dams had been immediately repaired and

strengthened, the cost of baling out the floodwater at the gins had come to about

gL75 tn eighteen months. This time

"Sir John Lowther would not hearken to any reasons for draining it again,

it being then a time of war, and the town and he not fully agreeing upon

other matters, he thought it would be more in their power to impose upon

him while he wrought at a water charge, and therefore resolved not to dry

it again, 'till either the town should own it as a kindness done to them, or

till coals were advanced in price, so as the works would bear the charge of

winding all the water, without any further hazatdin dams."1@

For the engineers it was only another setback: the subterranean waters induced no

such panic in the colliers as had the kish alarms of 1688, and Gale was clearly

ready to renew battle at once. Forbidden to do so for economic and political

reasons, he instead conducted an orderly and profitable withdrawal from Prior

Band, extended over the next22 months, setting on every available hand to exffact

coal and winding enough water at the gins to keep the races of Knockmorton Pit

clear until, one by one from the bottom upwards, they were worked out.

Accordingly in June 1703 the number of employees was nearly 50Vo higher than

twq years earlier. Both output and sale for that year exceeded for the first time the

levels of 1684, and this at a rate of profit of about 9d per ton sold. Meanwhile

Gale, Scott and Richardson were taking careful note of the state in which the works

were left and precautionary measures to ensure arcaÅy access which clearly indicate

their intention and expectation of returning, all diligently recorded by young John

109 D/Lons/W Unlisted colliery papers, "Coal works at'Whitehaven 1663-1762"
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Spedding, the only one of thç ,four'wþo was i¡,fact ever to direct operations,there ,

again. Not until the 18th of April 1705 were the gins finatÇ'täia in anà the water

left to f,rnd its own level, "which water may hereafter be put out, all things being put

into a good posture for doing thereof."llo For another nine months the waters

rose, months in which Sir John Lowther fought his last battle against the Parton

ha¡bour bill. On the 15th of January 1706, as his own life ebbed away, the waters

reached the level of the Pow, and the Prior Band at Howgill, which for all the

difficulties of its latter years had made him a fortune, disappeared from view. In

his will he had given directions for a modest funeral, desiring that "my neighbours

of Whitehaven only do accompany the corpse without giving my relations or the

gentlemen of the country any trouble on this ¿sssgn¡."lll On the 17th they

attended him, evidently in large numbers, to his burial next to his father at the

priory church at St Bees: his steward accounted for f.19-18-4 disbursed to five local

suppliers for bread, cheese, ale, wine, brandy, tobacco and pipes for the occasion,

besides a shilling for repair of the churchyard gate, damaged by the passing

throng.l12

110 D/L-ons/W Collieries, list 2 no 18.
111 Copy io D/Lons/W, Iægal Papers, three volumes containing
LL2 DII-onslW Estate accounts cash books, 1692-1728' fo. 158'

deeds, agreements, leases
L60-162.
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Epilogue

Though the name of sir John Lowther appears on almost every page of this

thesis, it is not his biography and could hardly be so, for his correspondence with

his stewards was focused sharply on his, theirs and the town's business and

reveals little of other comparünents of his life. The matters touched upon intersect

little with the substance of his correspondence with his cousin at Lowther or sir

Daniel Fleming of Rydal, and neither even of these reveals much of his private

thought on parliamentary concerns. In a sequence of letters in 1673-1674 Sir John

reports on parliam enry and other public business to his nearest relatives, but still

in a matter as totally detached and self-effacing as in his letters to Tickell' He

records addresses of the House for removal of two ministers (Lauderdale and

Buckingham) from the king's councils, a resolution to consider grievances before

supply, a move to oust the Speaker, a Habeas Corpus bill, and the Catholic

marriage of the Duke oh York, without an indication of his own view or part in

these momentous affairs. On the 10th of February L674 he wlote to Sir John

Lowther of Lowther: "several bills are daily read and votes passed, of seeming

great concemment viz, the Army to be disbanded, a bilt to make it treason to levy

money without act of parliament. Another to establish the Judges' places to be

quamdiu se bene gesserint and not durante bene placito and perpetual salaries etc'

but all this your newsletters inform you." He gives no hint of his personal views'

but as he means Sir Joseph williamson's newsletters, their being on that select

circulation list guarantees that the Lowthers were not expected to support any of

these controversial measures.l Other contemporaries were no better informed about

his parliamentafy stance. Ín L679, as the county was being canvassed for the

election to the second Exclusion parliament, Thomas Tickell overheard william

1 D/tons/L, Acc 5. Letters 1562-L685; Miscellaneous letters to Sir

Papers, C.R.O., Kendal.

Daniel Fleming, Le Fleming
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Christian vow that he would give €10 for one of Richard Larnplugh's padiamentary

speeches, or f 15 for one of Sir John's.2 Yet I-owther was aii â¡si¿uõuicommittee

man, being named to no fewer than 141, but what he contributed to their

deliberations is unknown.3 How often he attended the Court a"a wna{f$s shnding

there is likewise obscure, though one intriguing shaft of light is thrown by an enûy

in Bishop Nicolson's diaries. According to Nicolson, Archbishop Tenison

recollected that on King Charles'deathbed it was Sir John Lowther of Whitehaven

who dismissed the Anglican chaplains come to administer the sacraments.4 Of his

private tastes we know almost nothing at a1[, though his surviving book lists show

a keen taste for Restoration drama.S In 1664 he became a member of the Royal

Society and served on its Council and a committee which discussed mechanical

inventions. He addressed the members on fires in coal mines, various aspects of

colliery drainage, the incidence of fresh water springs at Whitehaven and salt-

making in Cumberland.6 Although he ceased attending meetings in the 1680's (a

reflection of ill health rather than waning interest) he never tired of relaying London

expertise to Whitehaverr; frorn the type of clay best used in pottery making to

techniques in building a pier, or sending down plans for a ballast boat, or the latest

design in London churches.

Sir John kept records with a diligence surpassing even his family tradition.

He instructed Tickell to make a copy of all the rentals and deeds he had at

Whitehaven so that they could be bound into a book, and asked him to leave a wide

margin on all his letters so that they too could be bound together. It may have been

TickelL's letters which Gilpin found at Flat! and had bound up "believing they may

zT.'f. ¡a Richard L:mplugh,3 March 1679 (enclosure to Lowther). Richard Lamplugh was member

for Cumberland with Sir John for one parliament only, the first Exclusion parliament which sat from
6 March ta 27 May 1679.
3 B.D.Henning, ed., The House of Commons 1660-99, L983-
4 "discovered to the chaplains that no sacrament be given." 12 Nov. 1704, The London Diaries of
Wittiam Nicolson, oP.cit., P225.
5 D/LonVW "Dictìonariés and notebooks", "Books" and "Inventory of household goods bclonging

to James L,owther esquire at FlatÇ 1?24", which includes a list titled "Books at Flatt, 3 September

L697".
6 T.Birch, History of the Royal Society,4 vols, 1755-7, vol iii, pp 438-439'
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be useful to posterity."T Sir John clearly recogniZed the value ofipreserving 'i '!

correspondence as a record of events and decisions; "for a lõnþ iucðesòion of time

wilt produce many letters lwhich] may be useful to posterity."S It is our good

fortune that Sir John was so usually absent and demanded so much information

from his stewards. The material they provided shapes our view of Restoration

Whitehaven, and that it is one-sided and selective cannot be denied; but letter by

letter I-owther received enough detailed and accurate advice for him to plan and

develop an extremely profitable enterprise from a distance, and he was not able to

nìanage conspicuously better when he was on the spot.

Thomas Tickell, having migrated from his family's estate at Ullock near

Keswick, and with his shares in shipping, ropemaking and mining, was clearly part

of the new cornmercial enterprise at Whitehaven developing underLowther's acgis.

Yet the continuing and increasing pressure on Lowther's seigneurial power and

authority flowing from the new inhabitants, new wealth and new developments

which l-owther so readily encouraged, are nowhere more clearly articulated and

regretted than in Tickell's letters, where his acidulous virulence against Robert

Biglands, William Atkinson, Thomas Addison or William Christian charts the

changing milieu, and the frustrated hopes of deference and gratitude. The content

of his letters reflects his own ambivalent position, as a man eager to make the most

of the commercial opportunities, yet dependent on demonsfrations of deference and

loyalty to keep his employment. Sensitive to the state of frade, commerce, indusüry

and the value of property, he had sound instincts in judging what was the exact rate

of fines the old tenants would settle for, how much would have to be paid for a

colliery and whether it would be worth it, which made him a valuable servant.

Beyond this horizon his talents were limited. He was no lawyer (and but an

indifferent Latinist) which made keeping courts hard, and his address to persons of

7 I.L. to T.T. 13 Oct 1677,20 May L679, 14 Aug 1688; W.G.9 Feb 1698, Lowther
Correspondence 456. Tickell himself suggested a register, "to preserve our knowledge in the
collieries !o give light ûo those that come after." 26 Aug. 1691.
8 J.L. ûo T.T. 21 Feb 1686. [,owther in this instance was not referring to his stewards' letters but
to preserving yet another correspondence which he planned to initiate with Richard Jackson,
schoolmaster of St Bees-
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higher station from outside the,local Cumbrian community was fumbling and

uncertain, quite lacking the self-assurance of William -Cñristiãn ôr Thomas

Addison, with whom such dignitaries preferred to consult and to lodge. Even on

home ground the appearance of a strong-willed woman easily threw him off

balance. His own wife was colourless and (a little demeaning to his own gentility)

iltiterate. Face to face with the obstructive demands of Mrs \Mybergh, Mrs

Iohnson, N{rs Radcliffe, Isabella Wilkinson or the widows Benn and Aery, Tickell

preferred to fold his tent and steal quietly away. Because he was much less sure of

himself both socialty and professionally than either Gale or Cilpin, he regularly

furnished a mass of additional detail which the other two men felt under no

compulsion to provide. In turn, Tickell's gadfly persistence in getting Lowther to

obtain him a position in the customs elicited from I-owther much more information

about the tortuous process of patronage than Gilpin's restrained requests. The

fumbling continued to the end: he died in December 1692, intestate. His widow

gave a handsome church bible worth f5 in his memory, his family quarrelled over

his inheritance and his'grandson Thomas, the friend of Joseph Addison, wrote

elegant, if minor, verse, a fit occupation for the gentility Tickell strove so hard to

obtain for his family.

William Gilpin foreshadows the professional, full-time steward of the

eighteenth century: a man of law, conscientious and meticulous in accounting,

collating and analysing. He patientþ unravels for his empþer the undercurrent of

Whitehaven affain: in what way Thomas Addison's advice about the ropery might

be self-interested, why Ebenezer Gale so assiduously pursued an act of parliament

to rnake Whitehaven a parish and why Lowther need have no qualms about the

employment of a piermaster but should agree to the masters' choice. Yet Gilpin's

style and dcmeanour jarred at Whitehaven. Elisha Gale, one of the Dissenters who

expected his countenance, expressed it as "your common and ordinary way of

banter and grimmacy" in a letter which castigates Gilpin as a tyrant and an

oppressor, self-seeking and subservient to the I-owther interest, lost to any freedom
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of speech and action, sna¡ed by thp necessity to gratify a great man, a stéward who"

has failed by neglecting to give proper advice; and coniterÍineday-Gale with

tongues of wrath: "Great men might and would do much more good than they really

do were they but well advised, the want of which we all labour under and have

been bleeding inwardly."9 This was under the regime of James Lowther, with

whom Gilpin, if few others, seems to have had a genuine rapport. Others, more

detached than Gale, observed no such hardening of Gilpin's character nor of his

attitude towards Dissent. Ambrose Barnes records that Thomas Story, the Quaker,

was "courteously and freely entertained" by Gilpin at Whitehaven in L7L7, and

again at Scaleby in 1723, "in great friendship, and, dining there ... had

conversation to mutual satisfaction, and edification in some points, especially about

war and temporal govemment; and the difference between Christ's kingdom and the

kingdoms of men."1o

Gilpin in some ways was the inverse of Tickell: somewhat out of his milieu

in Whitehaven, where his sharp mind and occasional sharp tongue easily made him

enemies. Nor was he sb adroit a business man. Gilpin believed in the virtue of

trade but his whole professional training had distanced him from it nor had he a

finely tuned sense of the profitable, or even feasible enterprise. The customs post

which Lowther had fruitlessly long sought became his in 1707, when he became

Controller at Carlisle. 1 1

Though fewer letters from Gale survive, he represents best the spirit of

Restoration Whitehaven. Gale had a keen business instinct and carefully integraæd

his interests in colliery management,leading and shipping. Though his response to

I-o¡vther's insistent suggestions concerning local indusûry was that "my invention is

very barren in that kind", it is more likely that his lack of interest in Lowther's

proposals stemmed from his sense that they would as yet show little profit.12 His

9 endorsed as "El Gale's railing letÞr, undated, probably 1709. D/Lons/W Correspondence, bundle
12.
t0 Memoirs of the Liþ of Mr Ambrose Barnes, ed. W.H.D. Longstaffe, Surtees, vol.50, 1867,
p.L44.
11 C.T.B. XXI 34 ao'd294,26 and27 lÙlay l7O7
12 28 March 1697, Lowther Correspondence 350.
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technical achievements in the collieries have been largely overshadowed by those of

his nephew Carlisle Spedding in the eighteenth century, b-üt'-if wai uhder Gale's

direction that the first deep mines were constructed and drained, often using

machinery which he helped design and construct. When the main dam burst at

Howgill, he devised and directed the affempts to rcpair the breaches and their failure

should not detract from the practical ingenuity involved. His practical skills a¡e

attested independently of his work in the collieries. When the pump of the new

well sunk to supply Flatt Hall with water did not work, it was to Mr Gale, before

ever he had any management of collieries, that Tickell turned for help. It was his

suggestions for strengthening the newly-extended pier to preserve it from storm

damage, and his energy in seeing them carried out, which first commended him to

Sir John, while he was still one of the opposition. By the 1690's he possessed a

set of screws "for screwing and raising ships onto the stocks", which were put out

to hire and travelled as far afield as keland for salvage work: at his death in 1716 he

left half the profit of future hirings to Francis Yates for as long as he remained

minister at St Nicholas'church, and one third thereafter to his successor.l3

I-owther recognized the advantages of Gale's "working fancy" and overlooked, and

expecæd Gilpin to bear with, a great deal to retain his services.l4 Gale clashed with

James I-owther almost immediaæly after Sir John's death: on his return to London

James' letters to Gilpin invariably contain complaints of Gale's methods and the

amount of his employer's money Gale kept as cash in hand. By November James

had decided that Gale must be replaced, though he was not finally dismissed until

L707.ts

i Throughout his life, Sir John I-owther had defended a decaying seigneury in

the growing, prosperous mercantile community of Restoration Whitehaven; not, as

he repeatedly declared, for the sake of incidental revenue, which was of small and

decreasing account to him, but to preserve a right; partly because the better his right

13 L.R.O. Probate Records, Copeland deanery.
14 7 Dec.1686.
15 D/Lons W, Correspondence, bundle 12.
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was established, the greatar would be its value to sell, should he or his heirs choose

to yield it at last; but partly also for the deference, agreeable tc'his rañk and dignity,

which he was rather too ready to suppose such a right would assure to him and his

interests in any contention with the inhabitants, -"some command there", to adopt a

phrase which his grandfather had applied to a very different manor in a previous

age.16 So it is that his early admittances, which he drew up himself, concluded, as

had his father's, by requiring the recipient "in all things to behave himself as a

dutiful tenant"; that he could "propose not profit by more than a twenty penny fine,

only to keep them in better," I7 that he expected to be able to buy property in the

manor without competition; and was outraged to be suspected of engrossing the

coal trade when he bought up other local collieries. He was encouraged to persist

by Thomas Tickell, a perpetual Greek chorus anxiously foreboding the decay of

seigneurial authority: who when faced with the "continued malice of these seditious

miscreants" urged that "such indomitable spirits must and ought to be governed

with bit and bridle."18 In the face of reality, however, the unbusiness-like words

were soon dropped froni the admittances, the tenants were prepared to negotiate for

more than a twenty penny fine but insisted on a legal settlement of it; stewards

became increasingly pessimistic of the chances of obtaining property by any other

means than making the highest bid, and the ship-owners penistently favoured other

suppliers to maintain competition with the Lowther collieries. The underlying

problem, to which he only ever found piecemeal, partial solutions, was how to

retain decision in his own hands while affording the townspeople sufficient and

acceptable assurance that their property and interest were secure under his aegis if

"they were but respectful as they ought to be."19 As he reviewed the list of tenants

who had joined their names to Thomas Addison's Chancery suit he expressed

surprise to his steward that John Knipe, a carpenter at Greenbank colliery, and

"such as are daily workmen and others that have more immediate dependence

L6 Surtees 191, p.45
17 J.L. !o T.T., 4 June 1667
18 T.T. 1 Sept.1684.
19 7 March 1671.
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should proceed this way. I need not direct you, but think you may reduce many of

them to their duty."2o However much Lowther continuedìö invite dðference he

gtew increasingly pessimistic about the likelyhood of receiving it, from even far

down the pecking order. While pondering how to reduce the charges of his

landscaping at Flatt he wroæ to Tickell, "I could wish for example's sake as well as

saving charges the seamen and colliers would one day a week give their help gratis,

it would show good will though it cost as much in drink, but if it fall not naturally,

no matter."2l The obverse of command was favour and gratification, but those

who would no longer be commanded would not be grateful for favours either.

Command was gradually decaying into mere proprietorship, with its palnry

reserved rents and fixed fines, but the l-owthers themselves were not in a declining

way. Sir Iohn Lowther was astutely adventurous and professionatly well-advised

in the development of his collieries. He had been flexible enough to accommodate

himself to new, more purely commercial ways of conducting business. He was

always ready to grant land for building to anyone who could build; without, in

particular, any discrimination against religious dissenters, and this policy

undoubtedly helped the town to prosper and buoyed up Sir John's own profits

along with it. As he relinquished command he increasingly used his wealth instead

to obtain his ends. James Lowther wrote of Parton (as indeed he wrote about

everything and everyone) in truly excoriating terms: "Nothing could be more

malicious than the several proceedings of the people of Whitehaven both in my

father's and my time with respect to Parton harbour, and therefore it behoves all

that come to my estate to consider what the most hellish envy and malice can

suggest and so provide against ¡l2z Fiut in fact Sir James soon acquired the

predominant financial interest among the users of Parton by buying more of the

local collieries, so that its fortunes came to depend on his traffic rather Lhan the

other way around. Although he too faced combinations of the ship-owners, his

20 I.L. to T.T. 16 Feb. 1678.
21 23 Jan.1686.
22 Dll,ons/W Estate Memo Books, Sir James Lowther's "My Advice to those that come to my estate
at Whitehaven."
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control of the sources of supply and the mechanised effiqiQncy,of rhis,oollierl^, ,

operations was such that in the end he could be sure of takiã! *ttaieuät price the

Dublin market could pay. Not the most diabolical envy or the most satanic malice

would prevent fames Lowther from achieving his final fame as the richest

coÍrmoner in England.23

23 According úo Sir John Clerk in l73L - W.A.J. PrevosÇ ed., "A Journey to Carlisle and Penrith in
1731" in C.W.A.A.S., vol. LXI, 1961.
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Appendix A

Sir John Lowther's description of Whitehâvên, 1õ78.

This roughly drafted document includes a number of insertions and re-phrasings. I
have given what appears úo be the latest version of it, though the sectionfenclosed in

square brackets r¡¡¿cacrossed out and not replaced.

The manor of St Bees formerþ belonging to the monastery there till the time

of Henry 8th and dependent upon St Marfs at York as appears by the charter, did

consist of a desmesne and customary tenants, and had also within it a small creek

of the sea called Whiæhaven, where was three or four small cottages, a little pier in

shallow water built with some wooden piles and stone rubbish thrown in amongst

them, to which did belong three or four small barks of about eight or ten tons each.

There was also remaining the foundations of [a] small ruined chapel. In this

condition the manor of St Bees was purchased by Sir John Lowther's ancestors,

who about the year 1635, designing some improvement of the s¿Lme, and for the

vent of the coals found therein, erected at their own charge a new stone pier in deep

water, being a wall of nea¡ 300 foot long, 30 foot height and 30 foot breadth,

which has afforded that convenience for shipping, that now there is above 30 ships

belonging to the s¿une, divers of them of very good burthen, which pay to Sir John

Lowther every voyage a small duty for anchorage, imposed at the pleasure of his

ancestors upon the building of the pier, but is very inconsiderable; and the town

consisting of 80 or 90 of the best built houses in all that counbry, where is also

erected a new chapel and custom house and 'a market granted them. The chapel

was erected about the year 1646, by means of some public moneys obtained from

the Committee for Sequestrations, and ttrough it be small and not consecrated, yet it
so accommodates the town that seldom do either they or the villages near them use

the parish church, which is three miles off, bad way.

The market also was obtained in the late times from the Protector upon a

petition of the inhabitants in Sir John Lowther's minority, and confirmed after the

King's Restoration; the ffust grant at the charge of the inhabitants, or by moneys

obtained in the same manner as the chapel was built, some of the Committee men

and sequestrators being officers in the custom house and having houses in the

town, whence the inhabitants have ever since very ill born the authority of a

landlord; the second i - . at the charges of Sir John Lowthe{*no is Lord of
the Soil, occasioned by Sir John Lowther's desire to facilitate the passing thereof
X ret qS wc\ì t\e \atler o5 #e frrm¿r (J â grant þ l\r i¡\ab-tq^tr to

ho\À a. ,v¡ 4¡rcf <¡^) ,.ol fo Sir lohn Low $.ef
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least the owners of the adjoining markets should obstruct the confirmation as'they

did the Frst grant, and knowing withal the soil being his a market could not be held

without his consent and, accordingly, de facto he receives ft;ioll
About the year 1664 some patentees for derelict lands and encroachments

upon the sea by inquisition find the pie4 4 salt pans, 17 houses of the town etc. to

be encroachments upon the sea, whereupon Sir John Lowther to quiet his title, to
what he before esteemed parcel of his manor, took a grant from the King of the saíd

pier and of all the soil to the low water mark.

Sir John Lowther's ancestors and his guardians in his minority and himself

thus possessed of the manor, of the pier, of a small waste whereupon most part of
the town now stands, and of the soil betwixt the flux and reflux of the sea whereon

the rest of the town is built, did in order to the building of the said town grant small

parcels of the said waste and shore from time to time to several persons whereon to

build houses which accordingly they did, not having from the said Sir John

I-owther, his guardians ' ,or ancestors any other conveyance than a copy or

admittance to hold to them and their heirs according to the custom of the manor,

which method continued from the building of the piea till about 1674 three of the

most busy of the town came to Sir John Lowther to let him know that they

understood their estates were not good in law, and desired new estates, promising

it should be kept secret from the rest of the town. Whereupon Sir John told them

he did never intend if there were any defect that either he or his posterity should

take advantage of it, for provided the incidents of a customary estate could be

preserved to him, he did not care how well all the rest were secured to them and,

accordingly, offered them a lease of 1,000 years, with a proviso not to alien

without licence, as in the case of customary estates. They rejected it and tendered

him heads of what they desired, and afterwards a draught of a deed and last of all

exhibited a bill in Chancery to enforce a conveyance of some new sort [otl estate;

sometimes preûending, though not in the bill, that the custom of the rnanor is broke

by reason of a deed betwixt Sir John Lowther and the old customary tenants, where

in lieu of an arbinary fine, twenty five years rent is agreed to be taken thence

forward, but chiefly insisting that having built, and paid a valuable consideration it
ought to be to them and their heirs in fee.

' fSir John I-owther's answer, not yet put in, sets forth that what estates they

contracted for they do enjoy, that neither rents nor fines are to be accounted a

valuable consideration, both being very insignif,rcant and the fine shows the nature

of the estate rather to be customary than otherwiseJ

Anno 1677, the owners of ships at Whitehaven, by a letter to Sir John

l-owther, set forth that the pier is insuff,rcient for the strifring belonging to the place;
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Sir John desires in his answer to know what fhey would have done designing to get

an act of parliament for an imposition upon comrnodities impo.,ged and exported in

order to the enlargement and safety of the harbour, they without returning any reply

for some months, agrce amongst themselves to levy 6d per chaldron upon all coals

exported, and depute seven persons for collecting the same, till the sum of f400 be

raised. Accordingly, a good part thereof is raised and the rcst in prospect and then

they write to Sir John requiring an addition to the pier of 70 yards, which they

estimaúe at f 1,500, expect Sir John should with the help of their f400 undertake the

work and grant them several new privileges which they demand upon the penalty of
erecting another pier in another manor about a mile distance; [not offering any

consideration particula¡ to Sir John for the same, but rather expecting from him that

all the neighbours who have collieries adjoining should have equal privilege with

himselfl which they think themselves enabled to do or to carry on anything else

they shall agree in, for that having filled the harbour with their own shipping, all

strangers forbea¡ to use the same, as they formerþ did when the place had fewer

belonging to it, which is much to Sir fohn Lowther's prejudice now they can set

what price they please upon the coal owners and make combinations and

confederacies not practicable heretofore when stranger¡¡ carried on the greatest part

of the trade.

arch. loc. DlLons/IV Wtiitehaven, Various papers ...item 20.
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Appendix B

The Wybergh Family

"To have to deal with a clamorous, obstinate pauper is no small matter."l

The financial position of the Wyberghs had continued to deæriorate steadily

since 1640.2 gs 4 January 1643, Thomas Wybergh tr sealed a curious document,

revocable in case he should be restored to health. It granted four trustees, their

executors and assigns, for the term of 50 years from the date of his own death, if

his nine yoottgl.Ettitdren named therein should live for so long, a rent charge ofJS5

ayear out of St Bees in trust to pay stated annuities to the named children and a

cousin, and also his sha¡e of the Bishop's rent, and the Curate's stþend, andå40 a

year to pay off the morqage of the Sandwith and Coutherton tithes. The deed was

at best ill drawn, so that, for example, the annuities and trust could strictly be held

to cease on the death of the first annuitant, not the last (as Sir John I-owther himself

later maintained), and since the trustees were charged with total disbursements of

S155-13-¿ld against their rent of {95, it is strange that they could be induced to seal,

and the suspicion must be that there was a collusive intention that they should not in

fact pay the annuities. Sir John later claimed that the deed was meant to protect the

1 J.L. to Lord Lonsdale, 19 July 1685, D/tnns/L Correspondence: letters 1630-L729.
2 .Apart from the correspondence, the greater part of the evidence upon which the following section

rests is drawn from five sources in the Lonsdale archives whose full archival locations I shall
ab$reviate as follows: "Commonplace" - D/Lons/tñy' Registers, containing (in inverse order) the Bill
of Complaint of 1655 and depositions of the Sandwith Coutherton tithes suit, the 1663 Decree in
the Sanãwith and Coutherton tithes suit, the full Bill exhibited in 1682 by Mary and Thomas

Wybergh and the defendants' answers; "Brief' -
Wybergh et aliis and Sir John l,owther, containln
and sundry depositions; "Notes" - D/t onVW
Lowther's notes for his answer to the Wyb
Commonplace book.l660's-1680s, beginning "e
notes of the depositions, occasionally containing extra detail; "Procs" - D/Lons/W St Bees, book of
proceedings beiween Thomas Wybergh and Sir John l.owther, 1665-L673, containing records of the

ãisk"rreslt St Bees; "Clifton" - D/Lons/L Clifoon l/17. "trl/ybergh v [-owther", containing copies

of various encumbrances on the Wybergh estate at Clifûon and St Bees and their discharges.
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estate from sequestration in the Civil War, but if so why did not Wybergh (like Sir

Christopher I-owther a.year later) convey the whole estate rather than a¡ent charge

out of it, and why did he not include Clifton too? In January L643, when the Royal

party was in the ascendant, it is likely that he felt less threatened by sequestrators

than by Susanna Powers, whose Chancery proceedings to have her own rent

charge duly assigned were to conclude in an order for payment and for arrears of

&257 early in 1645. Although he lived another four years, he never revoked the

deed. At his death in February 1647, his heir, the third Thomas, was still under

age-

The Wyberghs took the Royalist side of the Civil War and later

mythological history attributed their ruin to this, but in truth the composition of

S13G13-4d for thei¡ sequestrated estates was the least of their debts. In May 1646

the Committee for Sequestrations granted possession of the St Bees lands to

Susannah Powers until arrea¡s of å370 on her annuity were paid off. In October

Thomas Wybergh with the aid of Scotch troopers evicted her; reinstated by the

county Committee she was deprived again in 1648 during the Duke of Hamilton's

invasion. The sequestrated estates for which the Wyberghs had not yet

compounded were in the hands of the Drury House trustees who, on 30 October

1651, granted her an order for f,320 ¿urears and the continuing annuity. In

December 1651 the annuity terminated with her death but the order for the still

unpaid affears was renewed in January 1654 to her administrator Jacob Willett, a

f,rnancial agent of the Interregnum governments.3

Thomas Wybergh II died ín L647 and Si¡ John Lowther II of Lowther

promptly took steps to foreclose on the mortgage of the manor of Clifton.4 He

took the general fine although the new Wybergh heir was formally lord. The

Wyberghs retained the Hall and the demesnes but by 1654 they had borrowed a

further &140-L0-2d from Sir John on a new mortgage on three of the demesne

3 Calendar of Commitæe for Compounding, pt iv, p.2435; "Clifton" - The case of Mr Jacob
Willett.
4 Surtees 191, p.85.
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closes. At St Bees, Sir John Lowther of Whitehaven's feoffees took ¡rossession of

the Sandwith and Coutherton tithes for a short time but by l6Sf the twenty-three

year old Thomas Wybergh III was again taking the profits without making any

payments on the mortgage. He had at last managed to pay his composition fTne,

just in time to save the estate from being sold, and then set about a little private

sequesEation, at the expense of his elderþ relative Francis Dacre, freeholder and

customary tenant of St Bees. He invaded lands and a coalmine held by Dacre and

his sister of St Bees school and when Dacre sued him in Chancery in L652,

demurred on the grounds that Dacre had not subscribed the engagement to the

Commonwealth. Thomas 'Wybergh also resumed his grandfather's habit of not

paying his share of the fee-farm rent. Somehow also he seems to have avoided

paying Jacob Willett

Nonetheless, he was still unable to satisfy his immediate occasions for

money. In August 1656 he entered into a statutory recognizance fori400 to Dr

Peter Barwick and in October for $180 paid him by Barwick he sold an annuity of

Æ,30 out of the revenues,of St Bees payable to Barwick's brother Nicholas, in trust

for, and for the lifetime of, a third brother Dr John Barwick, a noted Royalist

agent. The statute was probably to secure and the annuity to consolidate an earlier

unrecorded loan used to pay the composition f,rne. Four months later, forå162-10s

paid him by Thomas Wharton of Grays Inn, he sold a further annuity of 525,

secured by another mortgage of Clifton and payable for the lifetime of Whafon's

son.5 The two negotiations were collusive, for Wharton had stood as security for

John Barwick on his release from prison under the Commonwealth, and was to act

on his behalf dunning Wybergh for payment. Both belonged to Westmorland

genüry families.

At the end of L657, Wybergh married Mary Salkeld, one of the three co-

heiresses of Thomas Salkeld of neighbouring Brayton. The marriage portion was

5 Exactly what he mortgaged at Clifûon is not clea¡: the Wyberghs still regarded not just the Hall
and the demesnes but the whole manor as thei¡s.
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substantial - f 1,000. There was of course.Â settlement,,as everyone must have

known, though Sir John, doubtless for form's sake, later cla1p.9d to þe -ignorant of

it. There is no reason to doubt Mary's later claims that her jointure was f90 a year

out of the revenue of St Bees, to be made up out of Clifton if it was insufficient; or

her comment that her husband afterwards sold her own f.l,000's worth of land 6

In May 1665 the feoffees had exhibited a bill in Chancery to compel

Wybergh to redeem the Sandwith and Coutherton tithes. To give a better colour to

their plea they made the claim, surprising in view of recent history, that Thomas

Wybergh tr had died possessed of a personal estate of over{1,000, which would

be more than sufficient to satisfy thei¡ claims. At this particular date, the security

was probably devalued because of the threat that all tithes would be abolished and

was therefore much less considerable than the redemption money. The case made

no progress until after the Restoration, but the final decree of February 1663

awarded Sir John Lowther 8L,020 in principal and accumulated interest on the

mortgage, and since this was reckoned to be twice the value of the security,

'Wybergh, if he would not or could not redeem it, was decreed ûo pay all the profits

he had received for the last ten years, reckoned at$00, as well as surrendering the

tithes. He surrendered the tithes and to secure the new debt, which Sir lohn abated

to$450, mortgaged Clifton Hall and demesnes by a forty year lease to Christopher

Teasdell, I-owther's cousin and agent for his Westmorland estates, who forthwith

re-leased them on condition that Wybergh pay the$4S0 by five instalments. But

nothing had changed: Wybergh failed to make the first payment due in February

1664 ahd at the August assizes that year Teasdell obtained a verdict against him in

an action of ejectment. At the same assizes, Francis Lowther of Penrith obtained

judgement on a penal bond into which Wybergh had entered at an unknown date

some years earlier, in respect of yet another loan for a meref8O. After the verdicts

there was a pause for several months as the Lowthers and the authorities

summoned up courage and as Francis Lowther took his judgement to London and

6 "Commonplace"
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used it to prosecute Wybergh to an outlawry, thereby disabling him still f¡i1þs¡ f-6¡: ' ,r,:

the conflict to come. It was clear that the Wyberghs were not going to yield

possession easily. Indeed when Anthony Wybergh, Thomas'younger brother, the

occupant of Clifton Hall, was served with the action of ejectment, he drew his

sword upon the process server and was "endangered to have run him through, but

that he was caught hold upon by one or two standing by. And then he fell upon the

said Wilson, beat him and threatened his death." At last at the Easter Quarter

Sessions of 1665, the deputy sheriff of Westmorland, Thomas Gabetis, assembled

a party of a hundred, including the Justices of the Peace and Deputy Lieutenants of

the county and twelve men armed with muskets, and led them to the partly-ruined

pele tower at Clifton, which was defended by John and Anthony Wybergh, and

five or six others. The brothers drew their swords and threatening to have "heart's

blood", baricaded themselves inside and fired a pistol through the window. The

sheriff finally climbed in through another window and after a further altercation the

brothers were disarmed. Even after this, it was only when they "scorned to find

any sureties" for their iood behaviour that the justices "were forced with some

contest to carry them to Appleby, to the gaol". Possession was duly given to the

lessee of ejectment, who was of course a man of straw. This did not protect him

from the wrath of Thomas Wybergh, riding hastily over from St Bees, who

pursued him over hedge and ditch to his own door, then threatened to bring twenty

men and put out the occupants of the tower or burn the house over their heads.T

"They are a fright and a terror to most of the counbry in those parts about them.

And the people are so frighted and terrifred that they are afraid to complain they are

wrpnged, least a grcatar mischief befall them." So certified the Deputy Lieutenants

7 Why had Thomas not been present !o defend posscssion of thc housc himsclf? Thc Quartcr
Sessions were by statute to be held in the week after the close of Easter, that is, in 1665, in the

week beginning Monday 3rd April. On lst April Thomas Wybergh was forty mountainous miles
away at Egremont attending on Si¡ William Dugdale, Norroy Herald, to certify his family's pedigree
and coat of arms. Such things mattered more even then to some than to others. Chrisûopher
Teasdell had not appeared at Dugdale's visitation of Westmorland and had been disclaimed, while
Thomas Gabetis, though accorded the rank of esquire freely in his lifetime and on his epitaph, seems

Dever to have felt a need to acquire a coat of arms to supPort it. Pedigrees recorded at lhe ÍIerald's
Visitations of the Counties of Cumberland and Westtnorland , ed. Joseph Foster, Carlisle, 1891.
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and Justices of the Peace, who had been unable to get either their own warrants for

the Wyberghs' good behaviour executed or even a special suppliqavil issued out of

Kings Bench.S The bitter culmination of this part of the story is not mentioned in

the subsequent formal proceedings between the two families. In 1682 Lowther

wondered whether to bring it up in court but seems to have thought better of it:

"That Aftthony]Wfibergtlwas supposed to destoy several of the goods of Mr

Teasdell and was afærwards hanged."9

Lowther had hardly gained possession of Clifton when he was himself

threatened with eviction by Thomas Wharton, who claimed that Clifton had never

been redeemed from him. Both Ba¡wicks and Whartons now presented their full

respective claims: that they had obtained judgements in 1662 against \Mybergh for

non-payment of their annuities and that despite this they had collected from him

neither the sums adjudged to them nor any subsequent payments. In June 1667

Lowther finally pud!250 to each pafy for the assignment of these judgements and

of the original recognizance to Peter Barwick. He now had a good title to the

Clifton estate for the next thirty-six years but it stood him inJ950 of money paid

down plus accumulating interest and legal costs, of which he had to bonow$250

from Sir John Lowther tr of þyther, and for his security delivered him Barwick's

recognizance, on the understanding that he was not to use it against St Bees unless

he we¡e evicted from his share of Clifton. Against St Bees Sir John of Whitehaven

himself intended to use this statute. In March 1668 he wrote to Tickell that he was

now ready to extend St Bees, and with the example of Clifton still fresh in his

memory instructed him, "There will be need as there was at Clifton to keep it with 3

or.4 resolute persons, that these persons must be supplied with provisions..."

Thèn he added soothingly as a general might, watching the battle from a safe

distance: "I would not have you engaged in anything you have not a mind to, but

think the contracting with some fit persons and the contriving a way can have no

8 "The humble certificate of His Majesties Deputy Lieutenants and Justices of the Peace", copy in
"Commonplace".
9 "Notes".

\
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inconvenience in it, and I doubt not but if we once have poSsessioh he'will soon '

come to terms".lO Tickelt wrote back at once, volunteering to supply all the

provisions necessary, but suggesting that Christopher Teasdell took charge, as he

lived nearcr to the sheriff of Cumberland and could engage men from that side of

the county rather than unwilling local men. Tickell did accompany Richard

Lamplugh, Teasdell and the sheriff to take the house, but not until August.

Wybergh had fled, his wife and childrcn only left in a "naked house" with all the

goods and most of the furniture removed to avoid their seizure. That spirited

woman held them up at the door with "bitter opposition". The sheriff broke open

the door, but her tears and her children about her so moved him that he allowed her

to stay on until Martinmas.ll Ticke[ was to report later that it took six men to keep

safe possession, which costå3-3s a week "besides other charges".12

The following February rù/ybergh obtained restitution in Chancery and

regained temporary possession pending further negotiation. But he was now in

exfemis db Hn+q/ {€fllsvther finally brought him to terms by articles

between them dated February 1670. It was agreed that Wybergh in all owled

â1,550, covering the original debt under the decree of 1663, the purchase of the

Barwick and Wharton encumbrances, the costs of the possession of Clifton and St

Bees and other legal costs, payments made by Lowther to avoid distresses for

Wybergh's fee farm rent and presumably interest on all of these; that in

consideration of $!50 of this Wybergh would convey absolutely his lands in St

Bees except for the abbey house, garden, stable, dove-cote and small tithes; and to

secure Sir John against any further encumbrances on these lands (Willett was no

doubt in mind) and further to secur€ repayment of the residual$7OO of debt and

10 10 March 1668.
11 T.T. ¡a J.L.24 August 1668
12 20 November 1668. Tickell's disbursements on Wybergh's estate from November 1666 !o
Ocüober 1670 come ta f246-84d and includes such items as "paid to the high sheriff for giving
possession at St Bees ... f20," paid 4 men ûo hold it 3 weels ... fÁ... paid couusel for a trial at
Carlisle ... fi-6-3d... paid for locks and keys and nails, etc. ... 5s2d." For the same period, Tickell
noted that he paid out t165-11-8ll2d more than he received in rents from Wybergh's land.
D/L,ons/W Estate accounts, 1666-1681.
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accruing interest at the raæ of f60 a ye4( he was to convey Clifton an! the small

tithes conditionally, but to enjoy any profrt in excess of$60 ttðar himself.13

Lowther also agreed to let Wybergh have land at St Bees worth , t0 a year

but neither could agree on the land to be conveyed, with Lowther insisting that

Wybergh take land close to the house and Wybergh demanding land of his own

choice, and in particular naming Rosco and Benhow: the land with coal. In the

suflrmer Lowther bavelled north to negotiate personally and finalize the agreement

but was frustrated by Wybergh, who refused to keep appointments or seal the

indenture of the sale of St Bees. As Lowther returned to London, he instructed

Tickell to retake possession of the house at St Bees and have Wybergh arrested,

offering$S to whoever would capture him: on second thoughts in a postscript he

raised this to $.10, ar'd according to a reported remark of one of the bailiffs

servants he later advanced as high asþZg.tl From the safe distance of I-ondon, he

suggested that they might easily lure V/ybergh outside the house by siezing the

pigeon cote. (fhis pigeSn cote though a few years later reported to be ruinous and

not worth repairing, remained something which the Wyberghs were very

determined to keep and their supporters amongst the local genby anxious to retain

for them. It had perhaps had symbolic significance as a feudal perquisite). But

men sent by Teasdell refused to stay, a local man claimed to be too sick to help and

the man finally engaged to keep possession of the house refused to work part-time

in the colliery as aranged for fear of Wybergh's attacks if he ventured outside.

No-one could or would catch and arrest Wybergh, in spite of Tickell's further offer

of 10s and his rapier to encourage them. When Wybergh fired his pistol at the

three who attempted, Tickell could find no further volunteers.ls It must have been

a relief when Wybergh removed himself to London and Tickell in turn became the

safely remote tactician giving Lowther specific instructions on how to arrest

Wybergh at "Mr Mill's House, the Cock and Dolphin in Grays Inn Lane, in the

13 "Brief' and "Commonplace".
14 J.L. ûo T.T., 5 September 1670 and "Depositions".
15 T.T. ¡ß I.L. 12 September, 26 September,30 October 1670,30 January 1671
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chamber over the kitchen which is one pair stain high on the right hand through the

hall and was usually in bed towards noon being nof''well iñ an aguish

distemper...by which discovery if you imploy some subtle person you may attach

him".16 In the end it was this aguish distemper which carried him off in March

1671, in this same room and lodging house in distant London, utterly ruined, with

the bailiffs at the door, outlawed and possibly also excommunicate.lT His sister

Ann deposed "that on his deathbed he said "Sir John Lowther had broke his heart"

and "that Sir John l-owther said he should be a loser by his death."18 If he really

said it his assessment was probably sound. Although the danger of violent conflict

was now removed, the unsealed articles could not be executed and no further legal

proceedings could be instituted against the ten year old heir until he came of age.

Moreover there was now a widow who could press a rival claim on the estate for

her jointure. Tickell reported a local assessment on 2 May: "Mr Radcliffe said

briskly that'twas God's providence that Wybergh was dead for his widow would

have her dower and his heir the estate, that being his sense of that writing [that is,

presumably a copy of thé marriage settlementl in his custody of which you have the

copy."

Meanwhile at Clifton Christopher Teasdell could get no-one to farm the

lands for two years after he had entered into possession. After three farmers agreed

to a lease, Anthony Wybergh met one of them in Penrith ma¡ket and "with his foot

threw a dog in his face telling this witness he would teach him to farm". Another

reporûed that for the first year afær gaining possession, Teasdell spent more money

on keeping possession than he got from the 1and,19 and even after that the annual

value which had been f,l15 some years before the troubles was reduced to €60 or

fTï,partly by neglect and dilapidation, partly because of the uncertainty of farming

so contentious a property. Sir John was obliged by the articles to accept a firmer

L6 20 March 1671.
17 Wybergh was excomrnunícated on 16 October 16Ç.1, with numerous others, for not appearing to
answer ûo articles and interrogaûories touching the salvation of thei¡ souls, and reformation of ways
and faults discovered in the late visitation. Borthwick Institute Y. 1662-3 Visitation Papers.
lS "Commonplace" and "Depositions".
19 Depositions of Thomas Browne and Winter, "Commonplace".
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nominated by the Wyberghs if he would bid €60 or more and since performance of

the articles by the Wyberghs was all that he sought, he was a-n¡ious to keep wíthin

them himself, so when Mary Wybergh produced a bid of f100 for the farm,

Teasdell gave notice to the farmers in occupation who thereupon sold their stock,

but the Wybergh's nominee never appeared and the old farmers continued and were

remitæd a year's rent to re-stock.2O

Mary Wybergh's first move was to bring an action of ejectment for St Bees

at the Carlisle assizes in 1671 to recover the jointure she claimed under her ma:riage

settlement, but Tickell reported it was held that non-payment of the King's and

Bishop's rents had destroyed her claim through her jointure, although the judge

planned to speak to Lowther in London to "entreat his kindness" to the widow.21

She tried again the next year but her coun5e\withdrew the case in court. She then

followed the judges on their circuit to Appleby and so importuned them that they

asked Sir John Lowther of Lowther "to write unto you in charity to allow her

maintenance chiefly because she brought a great portion to Wybergh", but when he

informed them that before she was maried she had asked Colonel John Lamplugh

what estate Wybergh had, and "he freely and honestly told her it was not valuable

ûo pay his just debts though he should sell both St Bees and Clifton to the uttermost

F,enny", the judges "declined her clamour".D Mary also exhibited a Chancery bill

but it made no progress.23

L,owther professed himself ready at any time to perform hís side of the

articles reconveying the Abbey house, small tithes and land worth f 10 a year which

would sufficiently provide for her and her children if she would likewise perform

thel by sealing the indenture of sale, but this she steadfastly refused to do. Faced

with this obduracy,I-owther wrote to Tickell,

20 Deposition of Chrisüopher Teasdell, "Brief'
2L 3 September 1671.
22 'f .T. to J.L. 18 September 1672.
23 "Brief', fo. 3.
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"Mrs Wybergh is still in town but deseryes:no compassion; for the

children I would have you put into Mr Radcliffe'sbA¡rd f5 to be by him

weekly disposed of to their bcst advantage, you may take from him an

acquittance expressing the ends for which it is paid though I think that

acquittance will never reimburse me, but that I must pay it is my own

wrong; however being their mother takes no care I will and I put it into his

hands because I hear he has been helpful unto therni'.24

A year later when Tickell asked for further directions about maintenance Lowther

commented sourly, "I hope that they who uphold the mother in her obstinacy, will

also provide for the children".25 Further discussions a year later still came to

nothing and it was only in February 1679 that Lowther began to pay a regular

annual amount for the family maintenance, instructing his sæward to keep a careful

record. A detailed receipt signed by Thomas Wybergh IV in 1682 lists payment of

f42 in 1679, f30 in December L679, f30 in November 1680, f30 in 1681, f25 at

Easter 1682,€50 in September 1682 - inallt207.26

In January 1683 Thomas Wybergh the heir now of age joined with his

mother in a fresh approach to Chancery. Their bill, more than 12,000 words long,

occupying over 150 folios in the original and 41 pages of Sir John Lowther's

transcript, was a comprehensive assault on every conceivable weak point in Sir

John's position, and was supported with depositions taken out at four separate

hearings, recalling events of up to fifty-four years previously. The leviathan

lumbers shapelessly past, but a certain logical articulation is with an effort

discernable. The plaintiffs first rehearsed the deed of annuities of 1643, and

alleged that the annuities had never been paid and that the plaintiff Thomas had

purchased their right from John and Ann Wybergh, last survivors of the younger

children, but was unable to claim either the arrears or the remainder of the term, as

24 16 November 1674.
25 23 November 1675.
26 D/Lons/W Stray papers re Whitehaven Estate, "Wybergh minority paymeûts by kusûee Sir John
I-owther of Whitehaven, Ratification 15 September 1682.
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allowed by the deed, because George Lamplugh, executorofFrancis Ra{cliffe, the

last survivor of the trustees, who held the instrument itself_-al9_had power to act

under it, had been suborned by Sir John to releasc the rcnt charge to him, to void

Mary's jointure and the payments due to Thomas. This was probably intended first

to establish a claim to equitable jurisdiction, since the plaintiffs were without

remedy at law against the trustees, second to pre-empt any move to void the

jointure using the deed, and third to set the colour of the whole case that Sir Iohn

had all along conspired to get into his own hands any claim against the Wybergh

estate. Sir John in his answer asserted that the deed was "void in law and

inconsistent in itself' and that it could not affect his case, but he had certainly

instructed his steward to prevent George Lamplugh from delivering it up to

Wybergh, and to promise to save him harmless from prosecution.

The bilt proceeded to the Wybergh's account of the marriage settlement and

jointure, and to the previous history of their tenure at St Bees, including the mutual

indemnifrcation for the fee farm rent, and then turned to the Barwick and Wharton

encumbrances, which were certainly prior to Mary's mariage. The case here was

(as it had to be) that the debts on the Wharton and Barwick annuities had been

cleared, or very nearly so, before Sir John bought in the securities and that he had

in any case not paid any such amounts as he claimed to purchase them, and that

I-owther, "out of a desire to swallow up the premises did seek out every person that

he could hear had any encumbrances...and then procured assignments thereof to be

made to him."27 Against this Sir John could produce documentation of his

dealings with Wharton and Barwick and witnesses to it. The theme of conspiracy

was thus reasserted, and to it was added a second, of swindle and fraud, to be

müch magnifred in the next section of the bill, on the mortgage of Sandwith and

Coutherton tithes. The Wyberghs hoped to have Chancery's own decree of 1663

overturned on the grounds that the mortgage had been almost paid off and the

security was worth more than was due, yet still "the mortgagee had principal and

27 "Commonplace"
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interest and the mean profits,¡6re'l,.and that Sir Iohn had obtained the decree.by ,,

"manifest fraud and collusion" and by surprise, and that "he ç.oltdved how to make

the said Thomas Wybergh pay the fL,520 which was originally but f,400 over

again". It followed, of course, that no such amount o,s f 1,550 could have been

truly owing in 1670, as expressed in the articles, to which Thomas Wybergh was

held to have assented only under duress, without any proper account rendered, or

else tempted in his extremity by the lure of an immediate cash advance of f 100,

which latter allegation seems from the correspondence and Sir John's apprehensive

note on the point to have been true. Moreover, the f850 consideration in the

indenture for sale was a gross undervaluation of St Bees and that in any case it had

not been duly paid (since the indenture did not express the debt which was thereby

to be cancelled). And as to arrears of fee-farm rent, which Sir lohn claimed to have

paid himself, and to have become thereby further entitled to St Bees under the

mutual indemnification of 1604, any such expenses of his were more than covered

by the value of the distresses which, it was insinuated, he had taken or caused to be

taken for his own benefit and afterwards sold at an undervalue. The plaintiffs

roundly concluded by demanding satisfaction for all the money paid Lowther in

excess of his due, repossession of all the lands in question, and the surrender and

cancellation of all mortgages, securities and incumbrances.

So far the allegations: proving them was another matter. In his answer, his

notes on the bill and the subsequent depositions and his interim correspondence,

Sir John showed no anxiety about the attempt to ovefrurn the 1663 decree: he resæd

entirely on the record of the court, much of which, including relevant

interrogatories and depositions, he had transcribed. His dealings with the

Baiwicks and Whartons were fully documented, (even if his witnesses could not

depose to interrogatories demanding whether they had actually seen him pay over

the money) and his steward could prove precisely what money had been paid for

fee-farm rent what prof,rts had been received out of the premises, or what had been

the proceeds of sale of distrained goods. He averred that an account had been
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delivered to Thomas Wybergh at the time of the articles, but rather than offering to

submit another, seems to have supposed the court would find- the total credible. He

proved by witnesses that at that time Wybergh had had friends, relatives and

counsel present to support him, so could hardly have been under duress. He

observed that in the course of their bill opponents had given the inconsistent values

of f,90 or less, f22O, and f400 for the annual revenue of St Bees; and to their

imaginative supposition, resting on the testimony of local yeomen and sailors, that

the coal prospects made it worth f 10,000, he could oppose the report of his colliery

supervisors that the mines were drowned.

On only one point (besides the €100 inducement to sign the articles) does

anxiety show: Sir John could expect the court to take notice of the jointure, no

matter how rigorously he could prove the debts. So he laboured to show that the

settlement had been made pending the case over the tithes, and that he had no notice

given him and no knowledge of the jointure even at the time the articles were

drawn. This is what he might have called "an exception of counsel", and in fact

untrue, since his paperç contain a bill of his own addressed to Lord Chancellor

Clarendon, and therefore before November 1667, praying that Thomas Wybergh

Itr be compelled to suffer a recovery of St Bees because I-owther now had reason

to suppose him only tenant-in-tail. Although the heir did not claim in his bill that

his father had been unable to convey to Sir John as purported by the indenture of

sale because he was only life tenant under the marriage settlement, yet a troop of

Wybergh friends, relations and servants were ready to depose the truth of this. The

document itself was alleged to have been lost in a fire in a lawyer's chambers in

London. It had been extantin L672 and had been produced at the assize cases and

quoted in Mary Wybergh's Chancery bill, and there Sir John maintained Wybergh

had been claimed to be not tenant for life but tenant in tail, and Richard Lamplugh

who had been shown the deed at the time was ready to corroborate this. The

Wyberghs did not examine the lawyer who had conducted those cases for them and
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Sir Wilfrid Lawson, who had made the marriage and been informed there was a

settlement was unable to depose to this feature of it

In July 1683, Tickell reported the county rumours concerning the case to

London. The widow Atkinson who boarded the schoolmaster and some pupils in

the Abbey house believed she would be evicæd beÇause of "some late advantages"

Thomas Wybergh had gained in court, though Tickell reassured her that nothing

ever happened that quickly in Chancery. County talk at Whitehaven and Penrith

claimed that Lowther was likely to lose both money and land, though Tickell

remained unmoved. "Time will let them see their errors I hope and recompense

their joys with heaviness."28 Lowther and Tickell discussed strategy, suitability of

witnesses and payments for the commissioners taking evidence in the case. The

commission moved from Egremont to Cockermouth and to Penrith gathering

details.

Chancery was not in the event called upon to assess the tortuous claims and

the mass of evidence. Counsel for both sides had told Thomas Wybergh that there

was nothing in the deiositions that could touch the decree or the articles and

L,owther was able to report to his steward, "...I was prevailed with to quit scores,

let him immediately into Clifton, and to purchase the tithes and €10 p.a. at much

more than they are worth, but for quiet I was satisfied and they I think well

pleased."29 In teu of his obligation under the articles, Lowther was to pay f500,

with Mary Wybergh having the money if she agreed to seal the documents. If she

refused, he would pay the money to Thomas after her death. She did refuse and

demanded annual maintenance and a house worth f40 a year besides the f500.

Nor would she allow Tickell to view documents and déeds concerning the estate.

I-owther and Tickell exchanged letters of exasperation, with Lowther particularly

concerned to discover the effect of her continuing presence at St Bees, "for I

consented to so much money to remove her."30 Tickell's reply confirmed his

28 T.T. 9 and 23 July 1683
29 8 July 1684.
30 J.L. 18 August 1684.
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worst fears. "Her vicinity in the town where she is, is vexatious enough to all, if it

were at the Abbey it would be worse, by her frequent trespasìë3 ôn yóui hnds with

all her living creatures, the checking whereof would exasperate her usual whinings

into open railings, by which ways she makes herself very unacceptable to all

degrees of society but much worse to such as occupy those lands late Wyberghs"

(of whom Thomas Tickell was one).31 In his next letter he had to report that at the

concurrent archiepiscopal visitation of St Bees Sir John had been cited by persons

unnamed for not paying procurations and letting the chancel of the priory church

fall into disrepair; which, occuring just as the Wyberghs were quitting their own

share of rectorial responsibilities, was surely a Parthian shot from their doughtiest

representative.32 Lowther could only rely on pressure from her family and

advisors to induce her to behave properly as a dutiful supplicant, so that in turn he

"might the freelier do the family all good offices."33 To Jeffrey Wybergh, her

brother-in-1aw, he promised that he would agree to let her live on at St Bees

"provided she receive this indulgence towards her as she ought to do."34 He wrote

in a similar vein to her ion, underlining his expectations of what he saw as proper

behaviour rather than her "unhandsome and indiscreet way of proceeding ... I

would willingly be a friend rather than an adversary but if she will have it otherwise

it is not my fault."35 When she did agree to sign and then asked him to manage the

f500 for her, he responded,

"As to the leaving in my hands the money I am to pay you I take it very

kindly that you are willing to correspond with me after so great

differences, and I do assure you had you always been of that mind, I had

i more disposition to do you good than you can imagine, for it troubled me

31 T.T. 26 August 1684.
32 T.T.1 Sept 1684. An office was indeed promoted on 4 September on the score of the chancel,
but a second hand (Chancellor Watkinson's?) has added the instruction "Make no excom-' Borthwick
Institute, V. 1684-5 Court Book.
33 J.L. to T.T. 2 September 1684.
34 J.L. to J.W., 18 September 1684, D/tons/W lætter Books, Fair copies September 1684-January
t694.
35 J.L. to T.W., 16 September 1684.ibid.
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that I would not allow you moré than I did without doing it in my own

Wrong"'36

A week later Thomas Tickell at last gained access to her strong box. He reported

a very meagre traut; an{fvhat he thought to be the most interesting document, the

original grant to Challoner,I-owther had long since owned his own copy.37

Since his grandfather's purchase in 1630, the Lowthers had known very

well what they wanted from the manor, and it had little to do with the tithes of

Sandwith which two years after their surrender Sir John sold off to the

neighbouring Curwens of Rottington, still less with those of the remote and

impoverished Couthertons, which he tried to sell or exchange but could not. He

would surely have been content to leave to the Wyberghs the share they retained

after 1635 but for the inconvenience of sharing responsibility for the fee farm rent

with perpetual insolvents. As they fell deeper into this debt he could do little else in

justice to himself but try to recover out of their lands. A confrontation witnessed at

the crisis of the affatr in 1670 by William Nicholson, a St Bees man who managed

Lowther's Greenbank cólliery, affords a neat epitome: he "heard the complainant

Mary complain to the defendant that he had stripped them of all their estate, to

which the defendant answered you have had my money and if your husband will

come to a fair accompt and pay me he shall have it again."38 Yet he could not

escape obloquy. As his steward pointed out a year later when the arears of

Thomas Patrickson presented a similar problem, "if I should distrain, rumour will

be that we intend to pursue and undo them like Wybergh in which if I do will by

sober men be rationally imputed to their neglects though vulgarly to our rapine."39

Wþen the 1683 suit commenced Sir John privately reckoned that he was still €400

short of complete reimbunement for the Wybergh debts and to concede possession

of Clifton was therefore in his eyes to write off a considerable 1oss.40 As Sir John

36 J.L. to M.V/., 28 Ocúober 1684.ibid.
37 6 Nov. 1684.
38 "Briefl', fo. 7.
39 T.T. 7 November 1671.
40 Deposition of Richard Lamplugh, "Brief'
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wrote to his cousin, Sir John I-owther of Lowther, later Lord Lonsdale, "to have to

deal rvith a clamourous obstinate pauper is no small mztter."ll'- -

As to the Wyberghs, their attempt to purchase a second manorial lordship at

St Bees had clearly overstretched their rather slender resources from the first, and

in the seventeenth century they exhibit the classic symptoms of declining gentry.

Litigation over St Bees ended in 1684, but the parallel suit for the manor of Clifton

against Sir John's cousin at I-owther was fought to the bitter end in Chancery, and

from there taken on appeal to the House of l-ords, where the family's claims were

finally dismissed in 1699.42 Yet the decline was not terminal. The Wyberghs

retained Clifton Hall until 1919 and in 1738 erected an armorial plaque in the north

aisle of the parish church to commemorate the redemption of their estate there. In

L713, from this modest base, Thomas Wybergh secured a marriage for his heir, yet

another Thomas, which brought with it another inheritance in Burton, Warcop and

Ormside near Appleby, expressed in further armorial pretensions in those places.

Probably it was the son who became town clerk of Appleby and took up residence

there, and in 1715 oncè more exhibited his family's inclination for a desperate

struggle against odds by trying to defend the town with a handful of militia against

the invading Jacobite Íumy, while his colonel, Lord Lonsdale, and all other sober

gentlemen skulked in the hills. But if he lost yet another battle, he at least chose the

side which won the war.43

4L 19 July 1683, D/Lons/L Correspondence: lætters 1630-1729.
42 H.M.C. House of Lords Mss. n.5, vol. 1Ip.282, no. 1354, Wybergh v. l¡nsdale.
43 R.C. Jarvis, Jacobite ^Risizgs of 1715 and 1745, Carlisle, L954, p.L7L. rJy'ybergh's parole to
his captors is in C.R.O. D/Wyb, confirming that he was the man.
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Appendir C (,

Sir John Lowther's Instructions to Thomas Tickell' 19 June 1666.

l.Make all your return of money payable to Mr George Perryer at the Sun in

I-othbury, London, and send the bills to me.

2.Of alldangerous debts require better security or sue them immediately.

3.Such as place their coal sacks upon the shore in tide time, either cut their sacks or

sue the trespassers.

4.Sue such as get stones without licence.

5.If steathing of coals be not likewise forborn upon notice they likewise must be

sued.

6.A11land lying near this town I am desirous to buy, particularly Hodgson's Croft

and one Benn's estate already offered to sale. Others there are about Corkickle.

].Deal also (if the land be not be had) for the coals in those small parcels about

Corkickle, proffering rent when coals can be got

8.If any should prove refractory upon the water, distress for ballast casting, sue

such upon the statute.

g.Suffer nor allow any,to get stones nearer the pans than the rock reserved for

myself but of this side contract as you see fitting not allowing any to get stones

longer than one year (or some times less) by virtue of one bargain.

lO.Cause William Atkinson to give David Hamilton the anea¡ of pierage and press

David úo collect them, as also at the least 12d upon each ship unlading in the road.

ll.Observe well the course of the sea as to the gathering of sand beds near the

harbour and, principally, the great sand bed. And also what charges do appear to

be wholly occasioned by dressing the harbour by the salt pan scores.

Lz.Let a labourer bestow a day's time in searching exactly the foundation of the

harbour that we may know its depth undergtound.

l3.Know out of Thomas fackson's books who take coals of us, and who do not,

an$ speak to them accordingly.

l4.Endeavour ûo procure out of Scotland some fi¡ treees flrt to úansplant, at least get

the seed thence of Norway and send it to Sockbridge.

15.Get the steath walls heightened two or three foot at least.

16.I would have a court kept constantly and that as soon as may be both to keep

order and prevent nuisances, and prohibit the keeping of any swine, at least their

going abroad.
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17.Agree with Richardson that the Preston tithe be brought to Preston.

lS.Procure some farmers to undertake the filling of all our steaths, at five pecks

and a half or six pecks to the load, which they will do at the. Õrdiñary rate both

winter and summer if they have constant employmenl

l9.Peruse Thomas Jackson's books once a foruright or once a month at least, give

me an abstract thereof, and him the best information you can.

2O.Contract with any about building in the line, 14 yards deep 'twill be at 7d a

yard, and in that 32 deep about 9, backline something cheaper, and let me know

what you have drawn them to a head, I shall give you an answer.

21.In about Candlemas let there be some small parcel of runtish oaks at Corkickle

cut and spring them.

22.The grindstone quarry is not let to the best advantage, consider how to improve

ir.

23.If you see any opportunity ofjoining with any tradesman to advantage, employ

me aboutf 100 that way.

24.In the tax of the royal aid the feefarm is chargeable, at f'20 per annum is 10d to

every purvey. One year expired Christmas last wherein was 20 purveys raised,

now with the additional aid there is 36 raised for two years.

25.If any workman will undertake the quarry in the harbour let me know either at

prcsent or next spring.

arch. loc, DlLonsÆV, Correspondence, bundle 40.
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Appendix D

The Case of Sir John Lowther, Bart.

The case of Sir John Lowther, Bart. And of the inhabitants of the

town of Whitehaven, county of Cumberland, in rtlation for laying a

duty on coals for making a harbour at Parûon, a small creek within a

mile of the said to\¡vn.

In the year 1561 (as appears by a sunrey of the shipping and trade of the county of

Cumberland, then taken by virtue of a commission under the Grcat Seal) there were

no houses at Whitehaven but six; no shipping, but one small pickard of eight or

nine ton; (and only one of ten ton in the whole county), no mariners but fishermen;

nothing exported, but herring and cod-fish, nothing imported but salt. Sir John

Lowther's ancestots were the fi¡st that set themselves to inhoduce a trade by sea in

that county; and by building a pier, and some .t1þs ut Whitehaven, they made some

advances towards it.

Nevertheless, the town was still very small, titl Sir John Lowther applied

himself with great charþe and industry to raise it. The counüry adjacent afforded

coals, sufficient for a staple export, but a great part of them were in the hands of

several small freeholders, and being not to be wrought without great and expensive

levels, which must run through several peoples'lands (and draining all that were

upon the rise), would enable those who were not at the charge, to undersell and

ruin those who were so that the working of them under these circumstances was

impracticable; and they were lost to the owners, and to the country, till Sir John

Lowther endeavoured, by purchasing the several interests, to reduce them into one

hand.

He introduced the art of carrying on levels and of working what was under

level by engines, a thing unknown in that country before. He laid out considerable

sums of money in repairing the old and building a new pier atWhitehaven, besides

an addition to it, which the inhabitants desi¡ed leave to make at their own charge.

He also enlarged the harbour and deepened it. He took away several salt pans of

his own, (that were very beneficial to him) because they annoyed it. And has no

other assist¿nce to defray the expenSe- ,, but a small duty upon keelage, which is

paid as an acknowledgement of his being I-ord of the Manor and proprietor of the

soil of the harbour; all which duty and more he lays out in the necessary repairs of
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it He also obøined at his own charge the renewal of a fair and market for the

inhabitants, which had been granted in the times of usurpation.

He got a grant of the derelict ground there for buildinþ'-lnd mã¿è eshtes of
inheritance upon easy terms, of proper ground plots to all persons that had a mind

to build: and did himself build for the poorer sort who were not able. He gave

large plots for building a church, and for a churchyard, for a burial place; and for a

house for the minister besides considerable sums which he has also given for the

buildings. He built also a school for grammar, navigation and mathematics upon

his own ground and solely at his own charge. He built a customs house, obøined

a post office to be established three days in the week, gaye a salary to encourage a

common carrier from London. By his encouragement and interest, the school of

Archbishop Grindal's erection at St Bees (in the neighbourhood of Whitehaven)

being under declension was retrieved and made to answer the intention of the pious

founder, to the great benefit of the whole country.

And to the end, he might be the better enabled to carry on the designs which

he had formed for the advancement of the said town and the trade of the counûry:

and in consideration of the benefit which the counüry had received by those his

endeavours and that it might not be in the power of others to supplant and frustrate

the effect of his undertakings, King Charles tr in the yer 1678 made him a grant of

all the land between the high and low water marks for two miles eastward of
Whitehaven, under ayearly rent úo the Crown, which rent he pays.

By those and diven other benefactions and encouragements, great numbers

of people have been drawn to b.4ng their effects; to settle and to build houses at

Whitehaven, and to carry o"iff# And the town is now advanced to that degree as

to own about eighty sail of ships, of a considerable burthen; a great many whereof

are employed in the plantation and other foreign trades, whereby her Majesties

Revenue in several branches is improved, and the whole country adjoining much

benefitted by the employment of great numbers of ¡roor, and advancing and taking

of the native products and raising the value of land.

But, though Sir John Lowther's estate (as lying nearest) is proportionably

more improved than those which lie further off, yet considering the great charges

he:has been at, the advantages which he might justly propose to himself from his

endeavours are hitherto chiefly in expectation, and he believes it is very allowable

for him to have some regard to his own interests in an undertaking which is so

apparently beneficial to others: and to secure those fruits of his labours wherein the

public is the greatest sharer.

In the year 1680 Mr Fletcher (father of the petitioner for the bill) attempted

to build a pier and make a harbour at Parton near the low water marks upon the
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ground conveyed to Sir John I-owther by King Charles the Second's gÍant, having

some land near adjoining which he was in hopes to improve by building if he could

draw over some of the shipping and inhabitants from Wtriietraven 1a ttring

altogether impractible if Sir John l-owther's encouragements had not first brought

them so nea¡ to his hand). This attempt did for a while put the improvements at

Whitehaven to a stand; for several persons who had purposed to bring their effects

and to settle there became apprehensive that the interest of trade would be

distracted, and lost betwixt those two places, and withdrew themselves from both.

Whereupon the then attorney general (at the relation of Sir John I-owther) exhibited

his English bill in the court of Exchequer against the said Mr Fletcher and others his

accomplices, setting forth the ill consequences of such an attempt to the revenue, to

trade, to the right of Sir John L,owther, and of the persons who had settled at

Whitehaven and to the interest and benefit of the country in general; and (afær the

defendant's answer) the matter coming to be heard, the court prohibited the said Mr

Fleæher by a perpetual injunction. And in Hilary Term anno [blank] it was

explained by the court, that that injunction did not extend to the repairing of a little

old pier at Parton (to which Mr Fletcher claimed a right by prescription) so long as

he confined himself to the ancient foundation. Whereupon the said old pier was

repaired and the said Mr Fletcher and the petitioners for the bill, have ever since,

and still do, enjoy the same without any disturbance from Sir John I-owther.

And peoples'minds being quieted, they set themselves to build houses and

úo promote tade at Whitehaven more vigorously than before; and the affairs thereof

prospered considerably. And there is reason to believe if the said inhabitants meet

not with discouragement, the good effects of their indusüy will daity increase. But

the bill now brought in for making a new pier at Parton (in a different place from

the old one) and for charging the owners of coals for that pulpose, is a sensible

discouragement, being injurious: 1. To Sir John l-owther by preventing the growth

of Whitehaven and thereby frustrating the prospects he may reasonably be allowed

to have of improving his adjoining estate; by invading his property, granted to him

by the crown; by derogating from a right that has been settled by law; and by

subjecting him (who is also the principal owner of coals in the parts adjacent to

Parton) tûtr* for erecting a pier there (for the private interest of the petitioners for

thcbill) whilst they, and all other owners of coal, from the first erection of the pier

at Whitehaven, have been and are free to ship off their coals from thence without

paying anything. 2. It will be prejudicial to the inhabitants of Whitehaven, who

upon the encouragement aforesaid, have laid out their money in building houses

there, which upon diverting the trade and business of the place will sink in value,

and as it can have no other effect but drawing away one part of the inhabitants, and
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leaving the necessary charge of the harbour, church etc. upon those that remain. 3.

It will be prejudicial to trade in general by distacting it into smaller channels than

are necessary for its preservation; and 4. Consequently, it will'be pre]udicial to the

interest of adjoining country. 5. It will be likewise a charge upon the crown by

making it necessary to multiply officers without any increase of trade, and without

hopes of preventing all that running of prohibited and uncustomed goods which

will be the natural effect of havinffSrts so near one another. And it will not only

be prejudicial in these respects but also useless in all others for:

i) Parton being upon an open and dangerous shore and exposed to a high

sea and but little sheltered by any land, is not capable of any good security and if it
were, the flashes, and foul grounds that are about it will always render the attempts

to put in there in bad weather dangerous, whereby it will be least useful when there

is most need for it; so that the bill will effect nothing but destroying a good harbour

at Whiæhaven without any prospect of making a tolerable one in its stead.

ii) The trade and interest of the country doth not require it. The coal trade

can only be pretended, but the collieries which supply nine parts of ten of the

exportation in that part of the country adjoining upon Whitehaven and can be

brought down as fast as the ships (and faster than the foreign markets) will take

them.

And the increasing of the sales at Parton, can only diminish those of

Whitehaven, without enlarging the tade in general; and therefore the bill will serve

only to improve one private interest at the prejudice of another, without advancing

the public good. When there '. is greater demand abroad or a less supply at

Whiæhavewn, the aid of an act of parliament may then be requisite, not before,

And if the tade and shipping of the counûry happen to increase, the harbour

at Whitehaven is more proper and by reason of its natural advantages more capable

of being yet further enlarged and secured and at much less charge than any other

place in that county, and especially than the creek of Parton, which could be of little

use at alt if the harbour at Whiæhaven were destroyed, since it will be always

necessary (as the practice is at present) in storms to put in f,rst at Whitehaven, and

there to wait for the opportunity of fair weather for going to Parton. And since the

attempts of building a bridge at Lambeth, and a town at Jarrow late, met with no

encouragement least the one should prove prejudicial to the inhabiønts of l-ondon,

and the other to those of Newcastle; and since the law will not allow a new fair or a

market though it have the most specious pretence of public good, if (upon an ad

quo damnum) it interferes with an old one in the neighbourhood, it is humbly

hoped the parliament will be equally tender of setting up one harbour to rival

another, especially where there is nothing but a private interest to be supported by
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it. And if the owners of coals, in other places, where they have had the

convenience of creeks for exporting of them, have made such securities as might

bring shipping thither for that pu{pose, at their own ct argè, orìy voluntary

contribution without the assistance of an act of partament, as at Cullercotes, Seaton

Delavel, Blyth etc in Northumberland, the petitioners for the bill ought to content

themselves with the like.

And for these reasons, it is humbly hoped, that no encouragement will be

given to a bill of so extraordinary a nature. But if the occasions of trade and

shipping require the aid of an act of parliament as it can nowhere in that country be

applied to better purpose than at Whitehaven; so it is presumed that Sir John

I-owther who can give such an instance of his advancing the shipping and trade of

his country may with most reason hope for it in favour of a town which is in so

peculiar a manner his own.

arch.loc. D/Lons/lV Whitehaven, Various papers...item 10. Another copy in

Whitehaven, Unlisted papers, miscellaneous harbour papers t67 4- L7 62.
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AppendÍx E

The Yield of Lowther's Collieries 16õ6':99 f

(t) 'Profitt of Collíeryes' 1666-92

'Colierys abt. Whitchavcn managcd by ThomasJackson cleared, viz-:'

f, s- d.

FromJan. 27 166516 to Mar. 22 L66617

,, Mar. 22 L66617 to Mar. 20 L66718

,, Mar. 20 166718 to Mar. 27 L669
,, Mar. 27 1669 to Mar. 261670
,, Mar. 26 L67O to Ma¡. 31 1671

,, Mar. 31 1671 to Mar. 29 1672
,, Mar. 29 L672 to Mar. L4167213
,, Mar. L4 L67213 to Mar. Lg L67314

,, Mar. LZ 167314 to Nov. 20 1674
,, Nov. 20 1674 to Apr. 21675

'Oct.25167?Tho.Jackson paid in account for
coales sold in Hensingham collicry'

'In 9 years and 9 wccks time'
'Collierys by Hcnry Addison cleared, viz.:'
'From Ap,r.2,1675 toJun. 30

,, Juhc 30 to Aug. 18
and by ditto account 383 tuns coales'

In l8 wecks clca¡ed

'Collieries by Mr Bettesworth, steward, cleared:'
From Aug. 18 f 675 to Aug. l6 I676

,, Aug. 16 f 676 to Aug. 8 L677

,, Aug. 8 1677 toJan. 3l 167718'Lanc-
Branthwaite managed for Mr. Lamplugh,
collierys clearcd'

'From Jan. 31 L677 18 to Jan. 29 L67 819 Lanc.
BranIthwaite], steward for Mr Lampl[ugh, as

agent for Lowther], cleared'

428
261
328
457
370
450
234
40r
533
r65

It 8
50t
r7t

13 7+

L2 4l
93

L4 4t
t5t
62+
tsl

.93,631 10 101

5 00
.€3,636 I0 rOt

t73
43
57

II
2

l5

9
6

++

r. 274 9 7L

433 16 2+
35036

207 53

568 6 6l

1 D/L-ons W, Unlisted Colliery Papers, Coal Works at Vy'hitchaven, L663-1762. Reprinted from
Lawther Correspondence, Appendix D, with permission.
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'FromJan. 29 t67819 to Feb- f 9 l67g/9 L. B.
cleared for Mr Lam.'

'In threc years and a half's time clearcd'
L679 May 2l clea¡ed in l3 weeks, L. Branthwaite,

"€ s. d.
l8B l0 0i

Lr,74g I 6+

Aug.20
Nov- 29
Feb. lB

1680 May 19
Aug. l8
Nov- 7

Feb. 16

rnanager

f. s- d.

l0r rr 4å
126 19 0

t,

t,

),

,,
,t

,,

t,

tt

,t

t,

,,

,,
tt

,t

,t

[Total 1679 EgíZ l0s. 7d.]

t72
142

8

2B

9
425
l86
20I

t9
l0

7

l3

6
rt
4+
7

,t

,,

,t

,t

,,
ta

,,
t,

,,
,,

15 8
r8 B

60
13 5

168l May lB ,,
Aug. l7 ,,
Nov. 16 ,,
Fcb. 15 ,,

tt

,, t,

l,

t,

tl

t,

,t

t, tt

,t t,

,,

l7
200

461'
65+

[Total r680.9823 t3s. 9d.J

[Total l68l .€654 8s.4d.]

t,

tt

,t

tt

tl

,t

,,
t,

218
285
tt7
32

lBB
t40
134
24

1682l,,iay 17
Aug. 16

'In three years and a half cleared'

t,

1682 from Aug. 16 to Sep- l3
more in debts
L. Branthwaite brings in more
debts to the same time

'From Sep. l3 f 6B2 MrJ- Gale, steward:,
1682 Dec. l3 clea¡ed in l3 wceks

Mar. 14 t, ,, ,) ,,

[Total 1682 r.Sl7 0s. 8]d.l

l683Jun. l3
Sep. I 7

t,

,t
34
7t

9 28 .t 237 t3 0+

l5
46

.l2,o4g 3 l0l

741
s3L

tt2
t69
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Dec. 12
Mar- L2

l685Jun. l0

Dec- 9 r ,,
1685/6 Mar- I0 ,,

, Jun- 4 ,,
Sep- 8 ,t
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